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Editorial
Silence
Silenee Under ErasureThe Silence of Silence
fBili Wightman
jan jagodzinski IBili

Guaguumi's cover design speaks eloquently to the theme
Author Guagtiumi's

of this year's journal: silence. The fractal spaces of a complex topological
landsca~with various intensities of lines that compress and depress
landscap~with

are cut and interpenetrated by blank spaces whose sinuous
throughout arecut

curves stake out a depthless territory that we know nothing about. The
"spine" of the cover becomes an artificial divide where the two sides

line had been intentionally created.
butt together, as if some giant fault tine

Occasionally a translucent film grows over the force and intensity of
lines, both masking and holding them together to neutralize their
these tines,
U the viewer looks carefully, occasionally there is seepage of tines
lines
force.
fo.
rce. If

white void. These are interstitial sites where
that make their way into the whlte

the percipitious "cur"
"cuY' of depthless space softens and there is an

overflowing and exchange of boundaries. These are the moments of
aleatory events-microscopic and easily overlooked, precisely where
transformative change begins through the ever so slight corrosion of
time.

Roating above this intense hubris of activity on depthless space
Floating

are letters-the alphabetization of symbols that are like the non-sense
itself. Meaning has not been formed,
formed, but exists only
of the unconscious itself.

as an affective turmoil felt by the body. Like a silent scream that has
Edvard
become iconic of Ed
yard Munch, these letters are dispersed and

2
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scattered over the intensities and force lines of a landscape that is

fanning to articulate itself-to find a site/
site/sight/
sight/cite
cite so that it might be
forming
Mtmch's deafening scream is echoed once more by
by Mike Emme's
heard. Munch's
hean:!.
"Visual Editorial" that appears when the reader opens the cover. The
"VISual
paradox of silence is well illustrated by the negative photograph of an

3

eye,"
eye," Friesen examines the initiative of the Pentagon's surveillance eye
of "homeland security" as represented by their logo developed under
the auspices of DARPA, (the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency). Friesen ends his essay by examining the images of

"semiological guerilla warfare" that have arisen to expose the silences
that surround such "security measures."
measures." Next, Mary Stokrocki's

organ that mediates the threshold of sound between our inside and
outside world-the ear. Its orifice is intentionally held open as if to

exploration of Michael Moore's documentary film,
film , Bowling for

taunt the limits of what can be heard. The won:!
word "silence" remains

OJ/umbine,
Co/ummne, provides an interesting juxtaposition to Friesan's
Friesan' s analysis.

"visibly inaudible." The visual also presents the paradox of gender as
rac~for the reflexivity of silence holds no bounds.
d oes race-for
much as it does

Michael Moore happens to be the best selling current (2004) author in

m this year's joumat
journal, the essays have demarcated
[n
dema_Tcated various

Stockrocki's essay, "Documentary Rhetoric, Fact or Fiction? University

interstitial sites throughout the art, art education and entertainment
media landscape and have begun to chart the silences that exist within

Students React to the Film, Bowling
Bowlillg for OJiumbine,"
Columbine," attempts to identify

it The first three essays address The Silences of War.
War. The events of post
it.

question the fact fiction divide, a foundational trope of postmodernity.

9/11
terrorism" with its unilateral
9/
11 and the Bush's controversial "war on terrorism"

This leads to the question of what sort of visual analysis art education

foreign policy have increased the level of anxiety throughout the United
States. Code Orange security alert is a cyclical repetition. Rob Nellis'

should be providing?
The first
firs t section
s ection ends with Charles Caroian
Garoian and Yvonne

essay on Ridley Scott' s film, Black Hawk Down, raises questions

Gaudelius' interesting and innovative performance piece, liThe
''The

concerning the representation of war that silently haunts the film in

War: ' which answer.;,
arlSWer.;, in many ways, Levinas's
Embodied Pedagogy of War,"

the background. At what point does such a film, based on an "actual

call for an embodied
e mbodied eye. Through a repetition of phrases, their

event" that took place in Mogadishu, Somalia, become a propaganda
statement of American heroism rather than raising the political

performative piece forces
forces a distortion that must be heard.
heard. They
juxtapose a cyborgian technologized body- an hyperaestheticized

controversy that surrounded the American Marines attempt to

in a myriad of consumerist
body that is enhanced through technology ina

assassinate the warlord Mohamed Farrah Ajdid?
Mdid? Nellis's essay raises

ways-and the technology of the reportage of the 9-11 event, raising

the political silences that the film refuses to acknowledge. Norm

questions of an affective body that feels the Other in an embrace of

Friesen's " 'Catching Sight of the Permanent Possibility of War.'
War:' Images

ethlc responsibility.
responsibility. The play on the labels throughout the essay
ethic

of Totality and Words
Won:ls of Peace" follows up with a discussion of the

enhances such an ethics and makes the reader question where
where is and
and

"visual technologies of war."
war." Here other silences emerge. His
His essays

is this "embodied self'?
self' ?
what is

well-known.
United States. His views on violence and gun control are well-known.

some of the silences surrounding Moore's own rhetoric, throwing into

draws on the etltical
ethlcal work of Emmanuel Levinas and the importance
of a phenomenological understanding of an embodied ".flesh"
"flesh" bearing
eye when it comes to war. In contrast to such a potentially ""peaceful
peaceful

The Silences of Racism and the
the Diaspora,
In our next section, The
representation, under-representation
under-representation and
and non-representation
non-representation in art, art
art
representation,

history and in the institution of schooling are raised. Who represents

4
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55

way the world is
is
whom? What are the silent assumptions as to the way

and Latino leaders
/ dignitaries / heroes. The essay describes the
leaders/dignitaries/heroes.

of
hegemonically presented? Such questions come under the scrutiny of

complexities of the representational process itseifitself- identity politics

the next host of authors. Patricia M. Amburgy, Wanda B. Knight, and

presents some unexpected difficulties as well as triumphs.

Karen Keifer-Boyd discuss the identity markers of privilege, and the

absences that exist in schools; they question the way that a binary

Schooling Silence, our next section, looks inside art classrooms. In

lahel
complex of closed system differences define identities and label

an innovative and se1f·reflexive
sell-reflexive essay, Bob Sweeney draws on the

categories. In what ways can these categories be deconstructed? How

theoretical writing of Deleuze and Guattari, William Burrough's notion

privilege that are written
might students become aware of the marks of privilege

of "viral
"viral language," and John Cage's claim of the "impossibility"
" impossibility" of

on their bodies? The authors offer a number of strategies that they and

silence to meditate on the way the "performativity" of silence is used

others have put into deconstructive practice. One example of such
practice that the surrounds the history of African art is raised by David

both affectively and effectively as a form of resistance by students. In
In
"Three Silences: Infection ...
. .. Abjection ... Art Education," Sweeney

essay,1/ African Art: What and to Whom? Anxieties,
Gall in his essay,"

brings the reader to a space where art educators are called on to attend

Certainties, Mythologies." [t
It is only recently that the representation of

to the in-between zone that opens up between the verbal-nonverbal

African art by a Eurocentric racist colonial past has been overtumedoverturned-

dichotomy when students in class perform what might be referred to

the differences and complexity of discourses that were homogenized

as a "deafening silence"
silence" as an ethical act. As a university supervisor,

under the label "African Art" have become undone. Gall succinctly

Donalyn Heise carries this theme into the broader issue of pre-service

claims that lhe
the recognition of plurality and difference, which is

theorizing, is not enough, and leaves art
fashionable in postmodern theorizing.

teachers as they fuifill
fulfill their student teaching
practicurn. She raises the
teachingpracticum.
question how can student teachers raise silences that the curriculum

educators with the hypercomplex issue of the need to grasp and
and struggle

usually avoids such as the threat of terrorism, abuse, oppression,

for a deeper understanding of African visual manipulative traditions.

isolation, fear, racism, prejudices and intolerance, what Paulo
Paulo Freire

Laura Fatta!'s
Fattal's essay, "Piercing Gaze: Public Art in Schools" is also about

called a "culture of silence." Heiss shows how schooling unintentionally
silences the voices of individual students. Drawing on a social

the question of representation to fill a missing silence. This time the
question of representation is centrally
centralJy focused on the African American

and Latino Diaspora.
Diaspora. Fattal describes a public art project initiated by

reconstructivist perspective she argues for a curriculum as developed
by the Prairie Visions Nebraska Consortium for an Arts Education that

Plainfield, New Jersey. To celebrate its community-building mission

gives voice and empowers students so that they may be heard through
their own commemorative events that explore their experiences and

the newly built Washington Community School (grades preK-S) was

take notice of special people and significant memorable events in their

chosen as the site for such a project. Fattal describes the trails and

lives. Katie Roberts continues this discussion of curriculum building

difficulties that were encountered when Lorenzo Pace was given the
staUwell installation on two sidewalls of the school,
school;
commission to do a stairwell

ves voice and overcomes silences by dra\ving
drawing on the Deleuze
DeJeuze
that gi
gives
voice/
and Guattarian notion of the rhizome so as to deconstruct the voice/

which would integrate ten portraits each of important African American

silence dichotomy.
dichotomy. Roberts explores the nuances of the ampersand

the superintendent of a high-poverty school district in the town of
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"anding"
Handing" to create an open-system dynamic art curriculum. The

involved in a cyber-community of female friends called The Trinity

ampersand's significance is the promise that art education as a field

Group. Manifold adroitly and carefully teases out the questions of

comes to recognize the changed reality of postmodemism.
postmodernism. Silence in

identity formation of adolescent girls. She ddoes
oes this through her

this model is explicitly recognized since, it is argued, a dynamic

Ullderstanding of the collaborative processes that takes place on-line
understanding

rhizomatic model recognizes multiple viewpoints.
viewpoints, questions

thefernale
betWeen the
female participants as they create their characters. Storyline

ownership, and redefines creativity not only as product but also the

authors create fictive characters whose bios present a rich fantasy life

static, fail
processes of art. Closed
Oosed system curricular models, which are static}

that mixes their personal histories with that of their characters within

in this regard.
regaro.

specific contexts that enable them to work through their individual
isSUes
issUes and struggles as in any fiction writing. Here, however, the image

a t Medin
Media Silences.
St1ences. Media is a rich area of
Our last section looks at

of the characters is of primary importance. Their art presents a

exploration that plunges us immediately into a visual culture that

psychological profile that becomes rich for exploration as to the

differentials, a point the Deleuze
frames perceptions in any number of dilferentials,

character's relationships, motivations, and actions. Manifold is able to

virtual reality. Two of
always stressed when developing his views on virtualreality.

explore this fantasy life through the various artistic genres (ShOjo,

the three essays in this section deal with the Japanese art of anime!
me/ mallga.
manga.

Bis!l6f1en, and YaOl) of her participants and present to her reader the
BishOnen,

Both essays complement one another in the way they explore the

dialectics of
tradiction in the involvement of such identifications:
o[ con
contradiction

question of sex and gender identity formation of fans that take place

on the one hand, personal feminine autonomy is made possible, at the

through costume design (Cosplay) and narrative identification with

same time, Manifold is also aware of the silences in these narratives as

anime/ manga characters created. Jin-shiow Chen' s "Meditating on
the allime!

well. Issues of racism, ethnic conflicts, and ageism are missing
missing from

Anime Fan.
Fan
Voiceless Words from the Invisible Others: Young Female Animf

the narrative/illustrative storyline repertoire.

Artists-Narratives of Gender Images" provides an insight into the

essay; "Questioning Fantasies of Popular
This leads to the last essay,

ComicWorld
fantasy formations that are at play at Comic
World conventions where

'Resistance:' Democratic Populism and Radical Politics in Visual

Japanese anime/manga comics are marketed and the costumes are in

Cultural Studies" by jan jagodzinski. This essay is a complementary

full display. Chen interviews several fans attempting to grasp the sorts

rejOinder to an essay that appeared in last year's
year 's journal. The silence it

and
of identifications that are taking place both on the unconscious and.

addresses is essentially a plea for a radical politics in visual cultural

animl/manga. Here, a
conscious levels within the Cosplay world of anime/m.anga.

studies. He argues that nea-liberalist pluralism has produced a form

certain silence emerges within each fan-participant herself as to the

of "democratic populism" which is paraded as being inclusive and

consdous
forms of desire that remain elusive as to their own sense of conscious

multi-perspectival. The essay critiques the question of "pleasurable

identification. Marjorie Manifold's "Imaged Voices - Envisioned

manifests itself in popular cultural forms as examined
resistance" as it mani1ests

Landscapes: Storylines of Information-Age Girls and Young Women"

mostly by John Fisk, who is an exemplary left-leaning critic. The essay

furthers this exploration through an in-depth study
stud y of cyber-space

ends with a call not to overlook the political economy and a materialism

storylining made possible through her daughter Josephina, who was

that has dropped out of favour in cultural (visual) studies.
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Black Hawk Down

Black Hawk Down
and the Silences of Ridley Scott's
"Realism"

In the current period of conflict and global uncertainty, war films

beCome
become important media texts for study and teaching in art education,

both for what they say about war,
war, nationalism, and the Other, and,
especially for
fOT their silencing of these issues. "Analysis" is an important
strand in art education, especially in its concern to identify the function
of media art in society because such art serves to legitimate ideological

Robert Nellis

positions, which, in tum,
turn , legitimate interest positions.
positions. This paper offers
some "ways in" to discuss one media text, the film Blnck
Black Hawk Down,

A telling moment occurs in the film Black Hawk Down

with students, by focusing on the film'
film'ss social function,
function, especially the

(Bruckheimer & Scott, 2(01)' when the "reliable" Shawn Nelson is

silencing character of that function.
function . Black Hawk Down is a realistic war

literally struck deaf by the gunfire of his partner. Nelson can no longer

picture depicting the experiences of US soldiers downed in a hostile

hear his fellow American soldiers, their gunfire, or the screams of his

section of Mogadishu in October 1993, but this film's very realism and

dying enemies. Prior to losing his hearing.
hearing, Nelson puts in a mouth

focus on the soldiers' experiences enable the film to function as a

protector, explaining that on his last mission, he almost bit off his tongue.

hegemoniC text, silencing voices critical of the US's real political and

Thus, Nelson ensures that he will be able to speak of any evil he hears,

economic interest in its purportedly "humanitarian" Somali

deaf. Nelson's predicament
precticament somewhat parallels
but, alas, he becomes deal.

involvement.
involvement

that of the audience of Ridley Scott's technically masterful film
film.. Exposed

to the depiction of an intense battle and immersed in a realistic
rendering. one can hear only the immediacy of battle. Its deeper political
rendering,
implications have been silenced.
A saying laments that some can "See no evil; hear no evil." Where
counter
nter the silence
deafness falls, it becomes the role of art education to cou
and invoke the visual. In contrast, Blnck
Black Hawk Down invokes a kind of
deafness. The film is a triumph in the realistic portrayal of battIe;
battle;
however that triumph contributes to the film's problematic nature as
an ideological text. Given the popularity of the film, art and art
education need to unpack and explore the relationship between the
film's realism and its ideological function.
function .
itse!l with the broad mandate of
Today, art education concerns itself
llvisual culture.
culture." "media," television, popular music, advertising, and,
"visual
H

of course, film comprise an important part of visual culture and thereby
increaSingly of concern to art education.
are increasingly

Black Hawk Down
Black Hawk Down is about a group of vastly outnumbered
American soldiers fending off an attack from hostile Somalis. The film
is based upon actual eveots.
intertitle, we are told
events. In an introductory intertitIe,
that, in Somalia in 1992, many years of dan
clan warfare are causing "famine
I1famine

on a biblical scale,"
scale/' in which
Mohamed Farrah Aidid is the

"300,000 civilians die of starvation."
sta_rvation."
most powerful warlord and rules the

capital, Mogadishu. Aidid seizes international food shipments and uses
hunger as a weapon. Consequently, 20,000 U.S. Marines are sent to
Somalia to ensure the delivery of food and the restoration of order. In
April 1993, after the Marines withdraw, Aidid "declares war on the
remaining UN peacekeepers." The
slaughters 24 Pakistani
Palcistani soldiers and

follOWing June, Aidid'
Aiclid'ss militia
following
begins targeting Americans. US

Delta Force, Army Rangers and the 1/iO
160"
'" SOAR are sent to Mogadishu
in August to remove Aidid and restore order. The main action begins

Nellis 11
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six weeks into the ~week mission, as Washington grows impatient.

over 1000
1()(X) Somalis died and 19 American soldiers lost their lives"
lives"

The US forces who enter Aidid'
Aidid'ss secured part of the city to captw:e
capture

(Bruckheimer, & Scott, 2001)
(Bruckheirner,
2(01) and that after Aidid is eventually killed,

some of his high-ranking associates meet strong resistance from the

militia and, it appears, most of the citizens of Mogadishu. Two

GarrisOn retires immediately.
GarriSOn
The film is based upon the book Black HAwk
Hawk Down: A Story of

helicopters are shot down, and the American troops caught in hostile

Modem War by Mark Bowden (1999). This is a journalistic account of

territory must hold off the enemy until they can escape the following

the events, the longest continuous firefight
£irefight for American forces since

morning.

Vietnam. Bowden employed a variety of sources from
£mm interviews, army

After the intertitIe
intertitle rendering of the back-story, the narrative

records, and audio and videotapes to recount the story.

continues. Hungry people storm a food shipment delivery, but Aidid's

Criticism of the film characterizes it as excelling at surface

militia kills the civilians and claims the food for Aidid. (US forces

realism, but not depth. Strick (2002) applauds (Ridley) Scott's direction,

witness this violence from a helicopter and request of their operational
opera tional

technical skill, and use of cinematography, but criticizes the film's bias

commanders that the observing forces be permitted to intervene but

and argues that Scott makes little effort to explain the fierceness of the

are told that such an action is outside the scope of their UN mission

Somalis, characterizing them as fanatical. Jacobson (2002) contends that

mandate.) US forces capture an important arms supplier of Aidid's.

mission is 30 minutes. US forces fly and drive into the hostile territory

Black Hawk Down both serves to rehabilitate the U.S.
u.S. military in the
post-Vietnam era and to depict America's confusion about its global
role, especially in the early years after the Cold War. Coatney (2002)
claims the film is not a "hoard of savages" movie like Zulu (1964) or
Dark of the Sun (968)
(J 968) (AKA The Mercenaries). Coatney seesitasa
sees it as a tribute
to the courage and devotion of US forces and notes that the Department
of Defense's Office of Public Affairs praised the
the1ilm
film for its historical
accuracy. Coatney acknowledges that the movie leaves uncertainties
about why the Mogadishu battle happened and if it could happen again

and captw:e
capture and begin to load their prisoners. The plan goes awry when

in face of US unilateralism
unilatera1ism and even arrogance. Coatney describes

a soldier falls from a helicopter, placing an injured man on the ground.
ground.

Somalia as a mini-Vietnam because the US overestimated the effect of

Soon a chopper is downed, and thenanotheL
then another. Slowly, the soldiers gather

its technology and power in face of indigenous pride and defiance,

at the second crash site with many
m any wounded among them. N
Night
ight falls,

and was confused about its mission. Showalter (2002) argues that the

and US helicopters provide air support by firing upon militia

Somalis are treated with respect in the film, as warriors not targets,

surrounding the crash site. Come morning, with the assistance of a

and as better allies than enemies.
enemies.

The US commanders plan a raid to capture several of Aidid's top
officials. Several of the central characters of the story are introduced:
the idealistic Eversmann

1
I

the experienced
experienced. "Hoot/'
"Hoot," the former clerk

Grimes, the uptight Captain Steele, the fatherly General Garrison, and
Gcimes,
the weathered but sardonic LL
Ll Colonel McKnight. The plan for the
mission is to enter an Aidid stronghold, secure a parameter, capture
some
so.me officials, and return to base. The estimated time to complete the

Pakistani armored division, the US forces escape to the safe zone of the

Pakistani stadium. Some soldiers head back out for others remaining

behind. In a closing intertitle sequence, we learn that "During the raid
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The Somali Crisis
hlstory. Somalia was known to
Somalia has a thousands-year-old history.

Egyptians, and Somalis met with Chinese merchants in the tenth and
fourteenth centuries.
centuries. The Somalis' land was known to Greek merchants
traders. By the 1700s, Somalis had developed
and medieval Arab traders.

urged
ed the UN to limit its operations to a humanitarian focus rather
urg
than to try to impose law and order.
order. General Mohamed Farah Aidid
wrote to Carter, asking him
him to mediate Aidid's conflict with the UN
peacekeeping forces. Carter declined the request but communicated to

toward their present way of life, based upon pastoral nomadism and

UN officials Aidid's request
request to have an independent commission to
investigate the Mogadishu events.
events. Carter endorsed the idea of the

Islam (Library of Congress, 2(03).

commisSion. In October 1993, Carter urged
urged the release of a downed

In colonial times from around 1891 to 1960, the Somali people

helicopter pilot, Michael Durant, who was being held as Aidid's
Aidid' s

were divided into five mini-Somalilands:
minj-SomaliJands: British (in the north-central
north-<:entral

hostage. Durant was eventually released a week later (Carter Center,

region); French (in the east and southeast); Italian (in the south);

The, 2002).
2()()2)·
The events on which Black Hawk Down is based occurred
oocurred in the

Ethiopian Somaliland
SomaliJand (the Ogaden); and, what eventually became
known as Kenya's Northern Frontier District (NFD). The Italian and

British SomaJilands
SomaliJands were combined into the Somali Republic in 1960.

()ctober
October 3, 1993 battle in Mogadishu between the U.S. Army's Rangers
and Delta Force, and Somali men,
men, women and children, whose
·whose

with Ethiopia and Kenya, but regularly elected governments. Public

armaments included automatic weapons and rocket-propelled
grenades. The US mission started out as an effort to capture some of

1%9, and consequently,
displeasure ensued after rigged elections in 1969,

Aidid's associates and turned into a 17-hour firefight
firelight (PBS Online, &
&

Major General Maharnmad
Mahammad Siad Barre took power in a bloodless coup

WGBH/
WGBH / Frontline, 1998).

From that time until 1969, the Republic underwent territorial disputes

on October 21,
1969. Siad Barre ran an oppressive military dictatorship
21,1%9.
oonflict
for the following 21 years, playing off clan against clan in bloody conflict

Political Context of the Film's Release

(Library of Co.
n gress, 2003).
Congress,

The context of Black Hawk Down's release found the film fitting
well with and benefiting from the political mood of the time, which
strongly advocated support for US President Bush, activities of

The regime ended 1991 as the Somali state collapsed and was

dan militias fighting for control (Library of Congress,
replaced by armed clan
2(03). After the Somali Republic oollapsed,
collapsed, SomaliJand
Somaliland withdrew from
the Union with Somalia (Somaliland Mission, 2(00). Somaliland
Sornaliland has
been comparatively stable in the south but has not been recognized
reoognized by
foreign governments.
In 1993, the UN enacted a two-year humanitarian
governments.ln

American troops, and support for war as a litmus test for patriotism.
Black Hawk Down premiered December 18, 2001 and had limited release
on December 28, 2001 in Los Angeles and New York for Oscar
consideration.
oonsideration. The film was widely released in the US, Canada, and

(Yahoo!
international body left in 1995, Somalia was still in disarray (Yahoo!

the UK on January 18, 2002 Onternet
(Internet Movie Database, lnc.,
Inc., 2003b)
Black Hawk Down's wide-release came two days shy of the one-

Inc.,
lnc., 2(02).

year anniversary of Bushis
Bush's inauguration as president and was one of

drive mainly in the south, but when, after much difficulty, the

Jimmy Carter's Carter Center's Conflict Resolution Program
monitored events during the UN troop presence in Somalia. Carter

the first big war movies of the Bush era. Like the war films of the
preceding Republican administrations of Reagan and Bush Sr., such as
of the Rambo and Missing in Action series, which are reactionary,
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America'.
politically noxious pieces positioned as redemptive myths in America's

political support for it and contribute to the US withdrawal. As result,

"recovery:' Black Hawk DowlI
Down glorifies American
post-Vietnam spiritual "recovery,"

public
publiC opinion is carefully managed in contemporary wars by a1iowing
allowing

well, the film criticizes the Ginton
Ointon policy that got the troops
soldiers. As weU,

the media only highly structured and favorable "access" to conflicts.

again.
into Somalia and then the edict that brought them out again.

conelated
post-9/11 "war on
Correlated with this management of opinion, the post-9/ll

generally lavish praise. It was nominated
The picture opened to generaliy

terror" engendered the emergence of a type of patriotism in which

for Academy Awards for director, cinematography, sound, and editing.

support for the President, the troops, and the "War on Terror" became

It eventually won Oscars for both for sound and editing. The trailer

crucial.

18. Three things were
was in wide exhibition leading up to January 18,
"Knackin'
noteworthy about the advertisement. It featured the song "Knockin'

Ridley Scott's Aesthetic

Door" by Bob Dylan, and it indicated
indica ted that the film was
on Heaven's Door"

Scotr s film aesthetic in general tends toward gritty and
Ridley ScoWs

directed by Ridley Scott and produced by Jerry Bruckheimer. Given

realistic representation of violent conflicts. Scott has directed of some

that the movie featunes
features a song by the artist who arguably defined the
TImes They Are
AIe A-Changin:' it surely
eethos
thos of 60s protest with "The Times

of the most influential Hollywood films of the past 25 years, including

and unreflective spectacles.
spectacles.'J Bruckheimer has also produced the

Tlrelma and Louise
Lollise (1991
(1991).
Alien (1979) and Thelma
). He has also directed perhaps
the most discussed (at least in Academia) Hollywood film of that period,
Blade Runner (1982). In addition, Scott had directed, at the time of Black
8Dwk Down's release, 11
.. Duellists (1977), Legend (1985), Someone to
Hawk
The
Watch Over Me (1987),
(J 987), Black R1lin
Raill (1989),1492:
(1989), 1492: Conquest of Paradise (1992),
Waldl
SqllRll (1996), GJ. Jane
Jalle (1997), Gladiator (2000), and Hannibal (2001).
White Squall

Line (2003).
patriotic, "realisr' war television show Profiles from the Front Une

He has also directed many television commercials, including the famous

In January 2001, the US was in the midst of a military conflict:
conflict in

"1984" commercial, which introduced the Apple Macintosh during 1984
"1984"
(Internet Movie Database, Inc., 2003a).
Super Bowl halftime (lnternet

seemed before its release to be an anti-war picture. Moreover, if Scott
was at the helm, Black Hawk Down was a quality film. What did not

match, however, was the presence of Bruckheimer, who, while he has
produced some interesting films,'
films.' generally produces loud, reactionary,

the post-9
/ 11 "War on Terror:'
post-9/11
Terror," the US had been bombing Afghanistan

Scott is known for interesting portrayals of women. Alien (1979)

since October 8, 2001, and American forces had been there on the ground
since at least November, working with members of the Northern

strong. independent, and apparently childless Ripley
featured the strong,

Alliance to topple the Taliban regime for harboring Ai
Al Quaida.
QIU,ida. Some

a life or death battle with a newly born but lethal
(Sigourney Weaver) in alife

people spoke against the war, but their voices were generally
generaliy shouted

Mth a cat (an obvious
alien, suggesting an anxiety about motherhood, with

down by predominantly favorable war coverage in the media. George

trope for female sexuality) often nearby, seemingly to provide terrifying

W. Bush was riding very high in polled job-approval ratings for his
handling of the post 9/
9 / 11 crises and his identification and execution of

shock-effects, jumping out just when the audience expects the alien.

TIle/rna
I1l£ima and Louise (1991) depicts two women (Gena Davis and Susan

the 'War
"War on Terror."

6ght
Sarandon), who are abused and misunderstood by men and then fight

After America's defeat in Vietnam, military strategists gave new
meaning to the idea of "the war at home."
horne." They now believe tha
thatt 1960s

fleeing the police.
police. G.l.
G.I. Jane (1997) is about a
back and become outlaws fleeing
(Demi Moore) who enters the brutal and demanding Navy
woman (Demi

protest combined with news coverage of the Vietnam War to destabilize

Seal training program to struggle against chauvinism from her
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suggests the heat, discomfort, and "foreign-ness" of the setting for the

hard
highest levels of political power. Moore shaves her head, develops han!

1so applies techniques by which flying lumps of
US personnel. Scott a.
also

muscles, and comes to embody the warrior ethos.

dirt and debris can be visually articulated as bullets fly and the battle

Maltin wrote
Scott's films are also powerfully visual. Leonard Mallin

ensues. Action scenes also eschew s.mooth
smooth dolly movements in favor

Scot~s "artistic signature is an elaborate visual style, developed
that Scott's

of shaky, hand-held camera perspectives. These techniques situate the

designer and director of TV
through years of experience as set deSigner

viewer as though amidst the action. A perspective of predictable

commercials.
commerciaJs. Scott studied art and film at the Royal College of Art in

stability and distance is eliminated to create a sense of battlefield
battlefield

London before landing work as a set designer for the BBC" (Internet

realism.

Inc.,2003a).
Movie Database, Inc.,
2003a).

hand~held camera techniques are not new, for
Of course, hand-heJd

From early on in his career, Scott developed an aesthetic of grime,

Hollywood directors
dinectors have been borrowing them from their European

sweat, and dirtiness.
dirliness. Alien developed the idea that working in outer

colleagues for some time. Such methods were even used with great

space could be dirty and sweaty, unlike work in the antiseptic portrayals

1980s television series Hill Street Blues. Moreover,
success in the early 19805

of 1950s and 60s science fiction films and even their antithesis, Stanley

Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey. Particularly in the famous garbage

Stephen Spielberg developed the kind of battlefield aesthetic employed
in Black Hawk Down in his 1999 Saving Private Ryan. However, Scott

compactor scene, George Lucas's Slnr Wars (1977)
(19m showed that the

updates the vision. The subtitle of Mark Bowden's book, which formed

interior of a spacecraft could be dirty. However, Alien significantly
advanced the suggestion that working on a spacecraft is dirty and

the basis of Black Hawk Down is "A Story of Modern War." Scott's
contribution both with and to these techniques is to bring them to a

cramped, messy, and uncomfortable. Similarly, Blade
sweaty, dark, dank,
dank.crarnped,

more modern context than Ryan's dosing
closing days of World War II.
Il.

Runner
Runner depicts a futuristic Los Angeles as a chaotic assemblage of

DOlun' s realism extends beyond the form of the
Black Hawk Down's

advertising.
advertising, traffic, rain, and darkness.
Scott is in slightly different territory in Black Hawk Down from

content, the images Scott shows. Viewing the film
6Im is a
aesthetic to its content/

that in which he usually treads. Unlike most of his other films, Black
Hawk Down not only has no strong fema
le character, but it has no major
female

dismembered hand with the watch still on the wrist, rocket-propelled

female characters. However, the closing credit sequence reveals that
Scott dedicated the picture to his mother, who had passed away in

and smoke.
As the soldiers fly in helicopters toward Mogadishu to undertake

2001.

their mission, they fly through thick, black smoke. We are told that its

experience. We see blood, partiy
partly sevened
severed thumbs, a
palpable, visceral experience.
rushing toward the viewers' point of view, and dirt, sweat~
sweat,
grenades rushing

Otherwise, Black Hawk Down very much keeps with Scot~s
Scott's

are from burning tires, set ablaze to warn
visually impenetrable billows arefrom

practice of the gritty, vivid representation of violence. The opening

the militia of the troops' approach. The choppers enter the spewing

historical/back-story
historical/ back-story exposition sequences are presented by using a

discharge and can see nothing except the immediacy of their

sort of blue filter,
61ter, which distinguishes
dislinguishes them from the film's main action.

is realistic to be sure,
sure, but it also says something
predicament This scene is

To present it, Scott uses a grainy, bleached-out mise-en-scene, which

fun.c tion of the realis,
realism:
being a mechanism of
about one function
m: that of being
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diversion from the historical and political dimension of the situation.

the American perspective of Scott's realism. The black smoke of

The realist aesthetic of the film reflects its rhetorical position concerning
the experiences of the soldiers on the front line.
line. The assumption is that

Mogadishu gets into our eyes.
Moreover, in Black Hawk Down, more than just the smoke of

to the men in the field, in the heat of combat and full exercise of courage,

burning tires is blindingly black. The ppredominantly
red ominantly white US

politics is irrelevant, and this film is to portray these men and their

personnel have their names emblazoned on their helmets. Although

experiences.

the US military no longer employs that practice, the American soldiers

This point becomes explicit in a conversation between Matt

contrast.. are nameless
in the film have clear identities. The Somalis, in contrast,

Eversmann (played by Josh Hartnett) and Norm 'Hoot' Gibson (played

and indistinguishably faceless-a sea of hostile blackness. In terms of

by Eric Bana). This important exchange, bearing the heavy weight of

identity and individual humanity, the Somalis' chazacterization
characterization is

authorial
authorial sanction, occurs near the beginning of the film, before the US

similar to the pungent smoke through which the US soldiers fly: both

forces enter Mogadishu for their mission:

blind us to the realities of the battle.

Eversmann: "You don't
don' t think we should be here."

We see the US soldiers fighting practically the entire population,

Hoot: "You know what 1I think? It don'
don'tt really matter what I think.

which is armed with rocks, hand guns, automatic weapons, vehicle-

Once that first bullet goes by your head, politics and all that shit just

ttention
mounted machine guns, grenade launchers and rockets. Less aattention

goes right out the window." (Bruckheimer & Scott, 2(01) Ostensibly,

personnel
is paid to the US's armored person
nel carriers, helicopters, and satellite

Black Hawk Down is not concerned
C1J/1cerned with that which "goes out the window."

surveillance and communication systems, commanded by a central
operations center.

A Silence

Colonial Wars

The tagline for Scott's 1979 Alien is '1n space no one can hear you

Black Hawk DowlI
Down depicts a Western power with great resources

scream," which suggests something of the silenCing of the Somali

and highly sophisticated technology and weaponry fighting a vastly

screams in Black Hawk Down. At the end of Black Hawk Down, white

out-numbering African force. This element renders Black Hawk Down

text on a black background laments: "During the raid over 1000 Somalis

similar to accounts of 19
19"th ·- and early 20
20"th -- century colonial wars. D.R.

died and 19 American soldiers lost their lives" (Bruckheimer, & Scott,

Headrick's' Tools of Empire (1981) argues that European technology
Headrick's'

2(01). C
OearIy,
learly, something is not being said in these numbers, a ratio of

helped create the conditions for subsequent colonial domination. Tools

50:1. To the 19 US soldiers who died, the battle called for the ultimate

reinterprets the "new
"ne\"1 imperialism" and shows that an important

sacrifice. However, an important aspect nuance of the conflict is not

element of 19th-century European conquests in Asia and Africa was

shown after the US forces fly through the black smoke into battle. When

technological advances. These advances, such as steam-powered river
technolOgical

the smoke clears and the fatality outcome is 50:1, the courageous battle

gunboats, quinine prophylaxis, rapid-firing rifles, steamships,
s teamships,

shown on screen is, in fact, revealed
revealed. to have been a slaughter. However,

submarine cables, and railroads, gave Europeans power over both no
nonn-

the fact of the US slaughter of the Somalis is not articulated through

European peoples and natural obstacles (Headrick, 1981). The book

also provides accounts of colonial wars in Africa, in which the colonial
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power's military technology was responsible for the slaughter of th.
the

Sir wmston Churchill participated in the battle and wrote an account

African people, whose pain was silenced.

in Tile
tile Sudan
SlIdan (1933). His
71.. River War: an Account of tile
tl,e Reconquest on the

So confident were European statesmen in the ability of their

comments and the battle's casualty figures reveal the colonial mindset:
mindset

forces to overcome African resistance, that in the 1870s
18705 and 80s, the

Thus ended the battle of Omdurman-the most Signal
signal triumph

statesmen "drew lines on maps of the continent to indicate where their

ever gained by the anns
arms of science over barbarians. Within the space of

future
(11 7). General Wolse!ey,
WoIseley, with 6,500 men
fuhrre conquests would lie (117).

five hours the strongest and best-armed savage army yet arrayed

"armed with rifles, Gatling guns, and 7-pounder field artillery"
artillery" (117),

againSt a modern European power had been destroyed and dispersed,

defeated the Ashanti kingdoms in 1873-74. Similarly, the French, using

with hardly any difficulty, comparatively small risk, and inSignificant

th.
a 1400-man French force armed with Gras-Kropatcheks, defeated the

118-119)
loss to the victors (cited in Headrick, 1981,
1981,118-119)

Senegalese ruler Mahmadou Lamine, whose forces were armed with

spears, Dane guns, and poisoned arrows.

The casualty figures, after a scant 5 hours, were 20 Britons with

In the 1890s, European forces become even more overwhelmingly

20 Egyptian allies and 11,000
11 ,000 Dervish dead, so that the latter

powerful with the addition of Maxim guns and quick-firing light

outnumbened the colonial dead 275 to 1. On average throughout the
outnumbered

artillery to their arsenal, weapons that turned "battles into massacres

battIe, the British force, with its technology, killed about 36 Dervishes
battle,

or routs" (117). In 1891, a French unit of 300 men used 25,000 rounds of
orrouts"

every minute, one Dervish killed about every 2 seconds. That was quite

Fan army near
ammunition in two-and-a-halfhours to defeat the entire Fon

triumph," indeed.
a "signal mumph/'

Porto Novo. In 1897, a force of
of32
32 Europeans and 507 Africans with the
Royal Niger Company used cannons, Maxim guns, and Snider rifles
Sokoto's 31,OOO-man army.
to defeat the Nupe Emirate of Sakata's

Two Levels of Silence

In Cbad,
Chad, in 1899, 320 French forces, many of which were

The realism depicting the US forces' experiences in the Mogadishu

Senalgese tiraJ1ieuTS,
conquered the reportedly fierce Sudanese slavetirameurs, conquened

battle of Black Hawk Dow" draws the viewer in close enough to hear

Rabah's 12,000 men and 2,500 guns.
guns. 27 British officers, 730 troops,
raider Rabab's

front-!lne US soldiers but
loudly and clearly the experiences of the front-line

Sokoto in 1903, and, in 1908,
and 400 porters defeated the Caliphate of Sakata

simultaneously silences the broader political dimensions of the battle.

Wadai.
389 French soldiers beat the 10,OOO-man army of Wadai

hegemOnic text.
This silencing establishes the film as a hegemonic

Headrick writes, "Perhaps
"Per.haps the most famous of all colonial

The political silence of Black Hawk Down operates on two levels.

campaigns-at least in the English-speaking world-was General

First, the film is silent at the level of the politics of the US mission in

Kitchener's conquest of the Sudan in 1898" (117-118). Kitchener defeated

Somalia, and, second, at the broader hegemOnic
hegemonic level, of the fact that

Jere skilled but
wlere
the Sudanese Dervishes, whom the British believed "[w

main argument of
the political dimension of the mission is silent. A maio

fanatical warriors" (118), and was armed with the most advanced

the film is that for the brave men on the front !lne,
line, politics are irrelevant.

weaponry, including breechloading and repeating rifles, Maxim guns,

unaltered by the politics of the conflict, so
Their courage and honor are unaltened

field artillery, and six river gunboats shooting high-explosive shells.

the film invokes a separation between the men's
men' s courage and politics.
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takes advantage of that separation and discusses the politics
This essay lakes

as being ""post-political."
post-political" According to this ideology, no great political

without commenting upon the men's honor.

obstacles remain to the G<><><l AU
All that does remain is the detail of

The real politics of the US
US involvement in Somalia is that it

Enlightening a few "dark" (in more ways that one) comers of the world

maoifest level, the mission is framed as a
protects US interests. At the manifest

to the "benefits" of modem markets and liberalism. Once that goal is
achieved, the result will be the merry functioning of the calculus of

humanitarian effort to save the Somali people from the genocidal
warlords. The film does not discuss why Somalia is in
caprice of the warlords.
this situation or address why Somalia is poor and unstable or indicate

opporturUty, competition, and prosperity.
opportunity,
today's S<Kalled
S<K:alled post-political world, politics themselves are
In todays

colomal domination. The
that it is so because of its history of colonial

AU that remains is the "common sense"
!I!Jldered
rendered as an extinct entity. All

humamtarian mission helps the immediate
immediateconcems
humanitarian
concerns of the people, yes.

of free markets and liberal democracy. However, to render "politics"

However, the mission also stabilizes the global system of Capita
Capital,
1, which

as an obsolete category says less about their obsolescence than about

is the contemporary version of the previous colonial system, which

the particular political view being silently privileged. When one

has kept Somali in a position of subondination
subordination and vulnerability. The

that it cannot be questioned, and opposition
perspective is so "accepted" thatit

mission attempts to create a firewall around Somalia to contain the

e njoys
is almost impossible to articulate, then that perspective enjoys

order. The mission attempts to manage
breakdown of administrative onder.
the crisis and prevent it from spreading and destabilizing the system

hegemony.
Blnck Hawk Down is so
The fact that the political dimension of Black

of global Capital, which has exacerbated if not caused the Somali crisis.

silent, that it is layered behind the film's realism, the humanitarianism

The United States is the historicaliy unparalleled and contemporarily

of the mission, and the valor of the US soldiers, that it is so "imelevant"
"irrelevant"

unchallenged prime beneficiary of the contemporary system of global

as to be nearly
neady blasphemous to articulate, reveals that hegemony is at

Capital
Capital. A mission that maintains the stability of that system maintains

play. Moreover, if the political dimension were truly irrelevant, its

the interest position of the United Stated States.

artiallation
articulation would not be a blasphemy against the troops; it would

The second level of the film's political silence is at the level of

more likely provoke only an indifferent reactioo.
reaction. The politics of Blnck

intellectual hegemony. To some in these times of contemporary global
clash. To these observers, "freedom" has won out over communist

Down, especially when shrouded by the realistically depicted
Hawk DowlI,
valor of the soldiers, is a hot button, suggesting that something very
explOSive and even dangerous does not wish to be revealed;
revealed: the real

tyranny, and free markets with attending liberal democratic institutions

interest of the US to preserve the system that facilitates its dominant

of support are being spread around the world with evangelical fervor.

position over peoples such as the Somalis.

ideological
Capital, in this post cold-war era, there appears no overt ideolOgical

Where this proselytizing is resisted, most obviously today in the Islarruc
Islamic
world, the clash is characterized as being between forces for and against
modernization, or
or: between reason and fanaticism, or, in the speeches

by the US president, between good and evil. The dominant ideology of
the contemporary global world is characterized by Slavoj Zizek (1999)

Conclusion:
Educational Implications and Suggestions
Blnck Hawk Down employs a realistic aesthetic to depict US soldiers
and their helicopters that were shot down in Mogadishu in October
1993. The film's realism and focus upon "apolitical" battle experiences
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1. Why are war films made?

Capital behind its ostensibly humanitarian mission in Somali. Black

Hawk
Hnwk Down is based upon actual events of October, 1993 and has been

2. What is the history of the war depicted?

hailed for its realism but decried for a lack of historical depth, especially
especiaJly
concerning Somalia's history of colonial rule and subsequent internaJ
internal
war. The film was released in the early time of Bush U's
IT's America and

3. Is the film based upon another source, such as a book or
magazine article?

post-9 / 1l " War on Terror." This paper has
fit well with the mood ofthe
of the post-9/11"Waron
discussed the film, the book upon which it was based, and some aiticaJ
critical

4. What is the political dimension of critical reaction to the film?

reaction. Ridley Scott has a history of presenting violence realistically,
and Black Hawk Down's very realism and the purported focus on the

5. What is the political context of the film's release?

US soldiers' front-line experiences provide the means to silence the
devastation of the Somalis during the conflict. This type of silencing
century colonial
19"'·century
has a significant
Significant history going back to depictions of 19"'·
wars between Western powers and African nations. In addition, Black
Bmck

Hawk
Howk Down's configuration of focus and style silences the US's real
interests in its Somali mission. There are the [acts
facts of the silencing. The
fact of the silencing, the fact that articulation the us interest positions
is silenced,
sHence<!, points to its hegemony.

6. What is the film's stated rhetorical position?
6. What is the aesthetic of the artist and film?
7. How do the film's aesthetic and stated rhetorical positions
conjoin and support each other?
8. Are there historical precedents for this type of conjoining?

These findings suggest a number of educational implications and

suggestions for working with war films. Some implications and

9. What are the facts of the silences of this conjoining?

suggestions are
ane particularly germane to art and media learning contexts,
but many are relevant in whatever subjects one may discuss a film

10. What is the meta-silence; what does the fact of the above

such as Black Hawk Down, such as Language Arts and Social Studies.

silencing reveal concerning a broader political level; what does

War films tell stories set in context of historical events-wars. It has

it say about what is going on in the world?

been said that "War is the extension of politics." War necessarily
necessar.ily has a

political
political dimension, which gives the lie to "post-political"
"post-political" conceits, and

Notes

that political dimension must be
be unpacked when working with texts

II Unless otherwise noted, the following quoted passage comes
from Bruckheimer &
& Scott, 2001.

such as these.
these. In the art education context, an important question

becomes, "How does the aesthetic of this piece support the work's
purported rhetorical position as wei!
well as the silences inherent in that
position?" Ten questions follow to consider in planning teaching around
war films:
films:

(1981), and Cat
Cot
' Such films include American Gigolo (1980), Thief (J98J),

Prople
982).
Peeple (J
(1982).
Gun (1986), The Rock (1996), Can
Con
'J This list takes account of Top GUll
AnnagedJJon (1998), Gone in 60 Seconds (2000), and PMrl
Pearl
Air (1997), AnnageJidon
Harbor (2001).
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• D.R Headrick is an historian who looks at relationships
Social
between technology and imperialism. He is a professor of Social
111£
Science and History at Roosevelt University. His books include Tile
Imperialism in the Nineteenth
Tools of Empire: Technology and European Imperi11lism
Cenlury (1981),
(l981), The Tentacles of Progress: Technology Transfer in tire
the Age
Century
The Invisible Weapon: TelecommunicaTelecammuniCJlof Imperialism, 1850-1940 (1988), TIle
tions and International Politics, 1851-1945 (1991), and When Information
OJme of Age: Technologies of
of Knowledge
KnCJWledge in tire
the Age of Reason and RevoluCame
lion,, 1700-1850 (2000).
(2000).
tion
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Catching Sight

"Catching Sight of the Permanent
Possibility of War:"
Images of Totality and Words of
Peace

29

The obtruding "nudity"
"nudity" and "harshness" that Levinas attributes
to war are characteristics that reveal themselves most clearly through
~~

.

.

.'
Levinas also emphasizes in this passage how this revelation of
. .
VJSlon.
VlSlon.
trUth
philosophlcal tradition
th through war has been a part of western philosophical
from its earliest days ?from the time of pre-Socratics like Heraclitus.
::rn
However, Levinas' philosophy does not simply dwell on the
ve and war-like characteristics of
the philosophical
philosophlcal tradition that
"ve
ofthe
nega bhO

nega
.
w,th peace.
peace,
has come before it. Levinas' thought is more concerned with

intimacy and what he terms ""infinity"
infinity" than with war, objectifying

Norm Friesen

vision, and what he calls "totality." Infinity for Levinas actually entails

whlch is associated much more dosely
closely
an understanding of "peace" which
with the spoken word rather than with "vision" (23). Instead of being

Introduction
In Totality and Infinity (1969), a landmark critique of the Western
philosophical tradition, Emmanuel Levinas poses the provocative
philosophlcal
question:
true, consist
question: "Does not lucidity, the mind's openness on the bue,
in catching sight of the permanent possibility of war" (21)? Levinas
asks, in other words, whether knowledge of
u
been "seen
in the western philosophical
"seen"
fundamental way related to the war.

a part of the "synoptic and totalizing ... virtues of vision" Levinas sees
infinity as being "produced as Ian)
[an] aptitude fOT
for speech" (23).
Unlike vision, speech has the potential to open up a relationship
reiationshlp
of dialogue with others or with what Levinas terms more abstractly
"the other." The other is something that by its very nature cannot be

the truth
buth ?as buth
truth has
tradition?
trad
ition? is in some

principal or
comprehended in its totality, or reduced to some limited pcincipal

War for:
for Levinas.
Levinas, a survivor of Hitler's holocaust, has very

precisely in this sense infinite. This "other," as Levinas explains,
face:·
exemplified above all in "the face:"

particular conceptual and sensual associations and overtones. Above

all, Levinas associates it closely with the cold, "harsh" light of objectivity
or "objectifying thoughr' (24,
(24,28).
28). He also understands it to be related
more specifically with the "neutrality"
"neutrality" and "impersonality" of light
and vision, and particularly with what he cans
calls the panoramic, "synoptic

frame of reference. It always "exceeds" or goes beyond these, and is

the way the other presents himself, exceeding the other in me, we

face. This mode does not consist in figuring as a theme
call the face.
forming an image. (50-51,
under my gaze, as a set of qualities forming
emphasis in original)

and totalizing ... virtues of vision"
vision" (43,23).
(43, 23). Using his
hls own particular
language and references,
references, Levinas characterizes this as follows:
follows:

relationshlp, in other words,
woros, does not unfold through a
Such a relationship,
becomes manifest,
manifest, as
prefigurations or predeterminations. It becomes
series of prefigurations

We do not need obscure fragments of Heraclitus to prove that
being reveals itself
itsell as war to philosophical thought... In war
reality rends the words and images that dissimulate it, to obtrude
in its nudity and in its harshness (21).
(21).

explains, in aa "relationship
"reiationshlp of
of conversation"
conversation" in which
whlch the other
other
Levinas explains,
consistently
consistently "transcends
IItranscends"tl and
and "exceeds"
"exceeds" calculation, control
control and
and even
even

intentions or intentionality themselves (49-51).
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not require a significant leap of the imagination
imagination to
It does not

None of the modalities
modalities [of
lof the senses]
sensesl plays only in a single key.

alI-encompassing. objectifying
understand Levinas' conception of an all-<!I\compassing.

But in
in each of them the basic theme of self-and-other varies in

Iraq
vision as manifest in recent wars ?perhaps especially those in the lIaq

specific ways ... We "cast a glance" at something. "fix" something

lactories" used as a
and the Persian Gulf: aerial images of "weapons Iactories"

in oUT
our vision, let our eyes llrest
#lrest on" something; but we "follow a

casus belli, the lines of tracer-fire and armament explosions lighting up
6ghter jets or guided missiles, and the
t"he
the night sky, video feeds from fighter
statue
oft-repeated image of a captured Saddam Hussein and of his statu.
being pulled to the ground: All of these and other "visions" Seem to
alI-encompassing nature of
speak simultaneously of the ubiquity and all-encompassing
the images of war delivered to us by the media, and also of their
objectified, fixed, orchestrated and controlled nature.

call ...
..."" [we]
lweI "have to be told ....
.. ,,"" We say of someone who obeys

Thjs paper explores the themes of vision, control, war and silence
This

us that he '1istens
'Thtens to us." The unusual power of sound sterns
£rom
from the Iact
lact that sound can be divorced from its source, and
that, following this separation, sounding and hearing occur for
uS simultaneously. We can flee from something which is visible
in the distance. But that which is heard -be
- be it sound or wordhas already taken hold of us; in hearing we have already heard.
heard.
We have no power over sound, word, voice, or "voices."
"voices.1# (378)

in the context of the most
(or the absence of speech or conversation) in
post-9fl1
/ ll North
recent of the wars in the Gulf, and the context of the post-9

In contrast to the enveloping yet inlangible
intangible insistence of sound,

America generally. It will consider these themes by looking at images

Strauss
StraUSS emphasizes the cool, dispassionate objectification that is

purveyed by the media and by government, and by comparing these

possible with vision. "rhe
'''The sense of sight," as Strauss explains, relies

to the less formal and coordinated
coondinated imagery visible in the form of street-

on a separation between the one who sees, and "that which is being
seenf' it is, Strauss says, "the sense of identification and stabilization"
seen{'

and protest-art. It will contrast the visual attributes exemplified in the
former with the potentially "conversational" characteristics of the latter,
Iatte~
and provide suggestions of how these characteristics can be cultivated

(375). The "stabilizjng"
"stabilizing" "fixing" and "identifying" qualities of sight
tend to be of obvious importance in situations of war or where the

in student art work.

vigilance of a "war footing" is sought. Perhaps more accurately, it is
sigh t tha
technologies which augment or multiply the power of sight
thatt are
especially valued in these situations. In Downcast Eyes (1993), an

Wars and Visions of Wars
assodation of vision with war can be further understood
Levinas' association

modern French philosophy,
philosophy.
examination of the phenomenon of vision in modem
intellectual historian Martin Jay writes:

in terms of the characteristics of sight and hearing as everyday sensory
phenomena. Such characteristics have been explored perhaps most
compellingly by phenomologists ?specialists in the theory and
subslanceof
substance of "lived
'1ived experience" or the '1ifeworld." Irwin
lIwin Strauss (1963),
(963),

historians of technology have pondered the implications of our
expanded capacity to see through such devices as the telescope,

for example, describes the manifold nature of the senses of vision and

cinema. What has
microscope, camera, or cinema.
bas been called the
expansion of our "exosomatic
uexosomatic organs" has meant above all

exa.mjning commonplace phrases and expressions
hearing by examining

extending the range of our vision, compensating for its

associated with them:

imperfections, or 6nding
finding substitutes for its limited powers.
powers. These
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"exosomatic" visual technologies used in
Examples of important "exosomatic"

'1nformation Awareness Office" (lAO) of the
Undertaken by the "Information
n this initiative has been named the l'TotaI
''Total Infonnation
Information
pen tagoon
,
pentag ess, PTnaTam" (TIA). It is perhaps Sl'gnifi'cant tha t this·Jrutia
.. ti' ve
Program"
significant that this initiative
Awaren
AwareJI • '-0'
.is being
. g undertaken under the auspices of DARPA, (the Defense
IS beUl
Advanced Research Projects Agency), the organization that developed

wars include satellite imagery,
the two gulf war.;
imagery; unmanned surveillanco
surveillan""

and incubated the Internet in its early stages. In the case of the TlA
TIA

aircraft, night vision goggles, and video feeds from fighter jets or guided
missiles.

am , DARPA is harnessing technologies developed for new
program
erations of publiC
public information services and for the World Wide Web

Total Information Awareness

gen
erally. To the dismay of privacy and civil rights groups (e.g. epic.org,
generallY.
..
gen
initiative proposes to use these technologtes
technologies in
2004), the TlA
T1Ainitiative
m an attempt

expansions have themselves been linked in complicated ways to
tQ
the practices of surveillance and spectacle, which they often abet
(3).

~),

all..,ncompassing, surveying.
surveying, identifying
Similar extensions of the alI-encompassing.

to "'break
II/ break down the stovepipes' that separate commercial and

and fixing powers of sight are also becoming more farniliar
familiar on the

government databases"
datahases" Oohn Poindexter, as cited in Healy, 2(03). This

fron~' of the so-called "war against terror." These technological
"home front"

initiative is utilizing what are called
caBed "ontologies" to determine

extensions include video and infrared
infrared. surveillance at borders, the.
the

relationships between various data labels used in different databases.

development and implementation of facial, gait, and other "biometric"

Though a variety of inferential-logic and other algorithmic procedures,

identification systems (Economist, 2003), and proposals for mandatory

the TIA
TlA intends to be able to identify the "patterns" or "signatures"

picture identification cards.
These surveying and identifying powers are emblematized with

are said to leave behind through their actions and
that terrorists aTe

remarkable clarity in name and logo recently chosen for an important

transactions
ttansactions (IAOjTlA,
OAO/TlA, 2003).
The original logo of the Total Information Awareness program

American "homeland security" initiative (figure 1: Original Logo of
the "Total Information Awareness" Initiative).

shows the "eye of provenance"
provenance'~ or the "all-seeing eye" from the
American great seal and dollar bill. The illuminated gaze of this

disembodied eye is directed at the globe, which it is presumably capable
of surveying it
in its totality.
itin
totality. As
Asaa document from the lAO itself explains,
explainS,

the eye scans the globe for evidence of terrorist planning and is
focused on the part of the world that was the source of the attacks
"ScientiJJ esl
est polenlin"
polentia"
on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. "Scien/in
means "Knowledge is power." With the enabling technologies
being developed by the office, the United States will be
empowered to implement operational systems to thwart terrorist
like those of September 11, 2001. (IAOjTIA
(lAO/TlA 2(03)
attacks like
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The TIA logo communicates not only a supreme confidence in

The visual, in other words, is able to provide proof that is less

the totalizing power vision and the efficacy of technology to amplify

evanescent and therefore
therelore more definitive than what is heard: It is not

it; but it also says something important about visual communication

theSO
the
sound
und of the shot, after all, but the smoking gun that is valued as

itself: Namely, the ability of the visual to powerfully suggest and convey
meanings. This is registered in the fact that the logo has, not

evidence.
The power of the visual as incontrovertible evidence can be
he

surprisingly, created an uproar among those concerned with
"v1th the

important not only for surveiUance
targeting, for example, but it
surveillance and targeting.

protection of civil liberties (e.g. ACLU, 2(04).
20(4). As the lAO itself
itseU puts it,

manlpulation of public opinion
can also playa significant role in the manipulation

the logo has "become a lightning rod and is needlessly diverting time

times of both war and peace. The characteristics of images both as
?in tiIDes
incontrovertible proof ?and as a powerful symbOl?
symbol? are perhaps most
powerfully illustrated
iUustrated in the most recent Gulf War in the oft-replayed
images
ilnages of figures or statues of Saddam Hussein being toppled and
images
ilnages of dead or captured political prisoners ?including Saddam
rumseJf. One of the most Significant
significant of these events ?and also perhaps
the most symbolically fraught? is one that occurred on Fardus (paradise)
(Paradise)
Square in downtown Baghdad on April 9, 2003. As the reader may
recall, the widely televised moments of the event began with the image

and attention from the critical tasks of executing that office's mission

effectively and openly ..." (lAO/TIA
(lAO/ TIA 2003; p. 6). As a result of these
problems, the lAO has recently changed the name of the program to
the "Terrorist Awareness Program," and significantly revised the logo
design. (In addition, its director, John Poindexter has recently been
forced to resign ?not as the result of the controversial efforts of the

TIA,
TlA, but as a result of his attempts to introduce a controversial
2003].)
"terrorism futures market"
marker' [CNN,
[CNN,2003].)

of an American soldier momentarily draping an American flag over a

Delusion and Deceit

head
head of a statue of Hussein. As the crowd's loud cheers reportedly

Another
Anothe r important aspect of the power of the images to

faded "the Stars and Stripes was removed from the massive statue and
faded

significance
powerfully communicate certain types of meanings and Significance

replaced
replaced ,vith
with Iraq's black, white and red flag"
£lag" (ABC, 2003). What

is also highlighted in Irwin Strauss' consideration of everyday sensory
experiences (1963). Strauss underscores the power of the visual
visual to

followed, of course, was statue itseUbeing
itsell being pulled down by an American

provide indubitable evidence and proof. To illustrate this point, he uses

civilians.
dvilians.

the example of an
a n investigator, "visiting the scene of the crime." The
investigator, as Strauss explains,

military vehicle, and the alleged celebration in the streets by Iraqi
Despite the appanent
apparent indubitability
ind ubitability of the photographic images
a nd the corresponding
of these occurrences, this sequence of events and

images have inspired widely divergent comparisons and
is convinced that he can look
look for and find the scene of previous

interpretations. For example, some sources compared it favorably to

events; he is just as certain that the words which were spoken

the fall of ""the
the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the Iron Curtain"

there are forever gone. He does not expect, if he is "in his right

(Kellerhals, 2(03)
2003) while jownalist
journalist Robert Fisk has described it as "the
<Kellerhals,

senses,"
senses," that he can make that which was heard in the past audible

most staged phot<Hlpportunity
photo-opportunity since Iwo
lwo Jima"
lima" (2003).

to him. Because the audible is evanescent, whereas the visible
endures,
endures, we write up contracts and affix our signatures after
everything has been discussed and agreed
agneed upon. (374)
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Perhaps significantly, the grounds for Fisk's remarkable
claim a,.
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dvertiSing
vertisiDg and mass media. These images,
images, according to Baudrillard

tho
provided by yet another example of photographic evidence from the

~
~ others, tend not to be about anyone thing in particular; instead,
instead,

same event. This evidence takes the form of a number of wide-angle

invite their viewers to adopt a certain lifestyle, pnesent
present themselves

squan,
shots ?rather than more selective, telephoto images? taken of the squa,.

::: certain way, or
OT to simply to be a particular kind of person and

newswire. (These
from an elevation, and distributed by Reuters newswire.

acceptt a certain "reality."
.ccep

http:'L
photographs are still currently available from http:/.L
www.informationclearinghouse.info/article2838.htm.)
www.infonnationciearinghouse.inIo
/ article2838.htm.) These images

Accordingly, Baudrillard argues that these

inSidioUS images have become autonomous of any reality that they
might claim to represent. Collectively, he labels them "hyperreality,"

more
tell a very different story than the narrative suggested by much mon,

"'simulation"
"simulation" or the #simulacrum.
"simulacrum."" Using the semiotic and
psychoanalytic terms of the "sign" and the "real,"
"real: Baudrillard (1983)
describes
desaibes his notion of the "simulacrum"
"simulacrum" as follows:

widely propagated photos: First, they show the square to be blocked
off by American tanks and other military vehicles; second, they make
thatt there are no more than 150-200 people in the large, and
it clear that tha
mostly empty square. In this way, these images undercut both the

It is no longer a question of imitation, nor of reduplication, nor

thesymbotic
Significance associated with the more widely
symbolic significance
veracity and the
event.
disseminated photographs of the event

even of parody. It is rather a question of substituting signs of the
real for the rea!
real itself; that is, an operation to deter every real

But empirical questions regarding the details of the event aside,

process by its operational double, a metastable, programmatic,

nature of the photographs, and the conflicting impressions and
the natune

perfect descriptive machine which provides all the signs of the
real and short-circuits all its vicissitudes .... The image... bears

interpretations they can support suggests further important

no relation to any reality whatever: it is its own puresimuJacrum.
pure simulacrum.

characteristics of the visual in general: Namely, its ability to delude,
deceive and manipulate.

(167,170)
(167, 170)
This absolute order of the image
image - "the empire of signs"
signs" as one

Semiological Guerrilla Warfare

author calls it- was seen by many to be exemplified in the 1991 Gulf

The question of how to address the manipulation and deceit that
can occur through vision and its enhancement in photographic and

War.
with

video media has become a significant concern in recent thinking about

Baudrillard himself to publish an article whose title provocatively
led Baudrilland

images a_
and
generaL Unlike Levinas' and Strauss'
nd the visual in general.

comparative combination of the senses, or towards hearing and the

(1995).
proclaims "The Gulf War did not take place" (1995).
fonn of
In the face of this absolute order of the image, the only form
resistance that seems available is to fight "fire" with "fire:" Not to

spoken word as away
a way of overcoming the dominance of the visual
visua!.

war; but instead,
appeal directly to the reality of exploitation, injustice or war,

Instead, this set of ideas ?which is associated above all with the French
philosopher Jean Baudrillard? emphasizes the dramatic force of the

to 6ght
fight this barrage of carefully constructed signs with other signs that
are also constructed strategically to persuade, coerce and to present an

specifically, the power and autonomy images from
visual and specUically,

alternate "hyperreality." Again using terms borrowed from semiotics,

not to look towards a
characterizations of vision, this thinking tends Dot

t

The careful control of media coverage by the US
a!ong
US military along
highly orchestrated images of hi-tech weaponry and destruction
d estruction
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or the study of signs, author Umber
to Eco (1986) describes this
Umberto
"senUological guenilla
guerrilla warfare:"
oppositional strategy as "semiological
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Significantly, this artwork utilizes a symbolic vocabulary similar

employ a guenilla
guerrilla solution .... The battle... is not to be won where

to that referenced in the "fotallnformation
logo"Total Information Awareness Office" logo
oaIJ\ely,
oaJl\e1y, icons or signs officially representative of the American state
and of American power. But instead of an all-seeing eye, or a po.r trait

... For the.
the communication originates, but where it arrives.
arrives....

of George Washington, the piece presents the dark image of a tank,

receiver of the message seems to have a residual freedom: the

with its barrel protruding. The implications of this juxtaposition of a

.. 1 am proposing an action
freedom to read it in a different way ..
....

weapon of war with symbols of commerce are manifold. On the one

to urge the audience to control the message and its multiple

hand, this juxtaposition suggests that the economic and cultural

interpretation.....
... The universe of TechnologiCal
Technological
possibilities of interpretation

authority embodied in the currency is actually itself derived from force,

Co mmunication would then be patrolled by groups of
Communication

and not from negotiation or international mechanisms of trade. At the

communications guerrillas,
guerril1as, w
ho would restore a critical
who

.ame
symbOlS also suggests that th
thee
same time, this juxtaposition of symbOls

dimension to passive reception (143, 142, 138, 143,144).
143, 144).

underlying reason for the war is perhaps not so much to rid the world

.. .for the strategic solution it will be necessary, tomorrow, to

IIweapons of mass destruction" or of a totalitarian dictator, but
of I'weapons

Semiological Street Art
An approach such as the one suggested by Eco can be seen to be

inStead,
instead, that it is motivated by power, avarice, and monetary gain. In
1n

exemplified in informal street art posted in opposition to the war Iraq

this way, this piece of street art can be said to invert or subvert important
signs or symbols of American control or hegemony, restoring (as Eco

in Paris during the spring of 2003. The first example of this art shown

says) a "critical dimension to an almost invariably "passive receptionll
reception

(figure
2: Photgraph by the author, March 16, 20(3) depicts an American
(figure2:

of the "message." A similarly powerful set of symbols is combined in

dollar bill

author. March 16,20(3),
16,2(03),
the second image (figure 3: Photograph by the author,

H

H
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whlch shows a caged dove, with a closed lock protruding from the
which

the viewer in the current political and historical situation ?in the

right side of the cage.
cage. The meaning of these two juxtaposed signs or

possibility of unlocking the protructing
protruding padlock, and resisting the

symbols in this second image is perhaps less ambiguous than the image

liJcelih
Ii1<elihood of war.
war.

considered earlier: The bird of peace has been trapped, and is being
forcibly confined and prevented from taking flight.

By doing this, this image makes use primarily of the symbolic
potential of images and vision identified earlier: It communicates its

interpreted in terms of the "semiological guerilla warfare" suggested

message
Olessage through the careful juxtaposition of two symbols whose
meanings
Oleanings are self-evident, but that can mean very different things

Eco, they can also be understood in as having a somewhat etifferenl
different
by Eco,

individually and in combination. It should be stressed that in both the

function. For their Significance
significance is hardly exhausted in the challenge

image
linage of the caged dove and of the American dollar, it is not any kind

they post to the "passive reception" of the unreal "simulation"

"simulacrum" that is said to surround us. They can be seen as doing

of
photographiC precision or verisimilitude that is of great importance.
ofphotographlc
In both of these images, vision is not operating in its capacity as

more than simply "substituting signs of the real for the real itself," as

irrefutable or corroborating evidence. Instead,
Instead, the visual qualities that

Baudrillard would have it. For the signs or symbols in these images, of

are most important are the immediate recognizability of the inetividual
individual

course, also refer to very palpable meanings and concerns in the current
CUrrent

ty the effect or meaning of their
symbols,
syrobols, and the arresting or clari
clarity

political-hlstorical situation:
situation: These realities include the economic and
political-historical

juXlaposition. In a certain sense, these types of symbols are in the saroe
same
juxtaposition.

American dollar, the negative and
cultural authority represented by the
theAmerican

category as pictographlc
pictographic signs that can be found on highways and in

confining effects of war, and the connection between brute force and

airports: they derive their meaning from conventional associations and
airpOrts:

of) power. It might also be suggested that
economic (and other forms 00

the combination
combina tion of such meanings.
meanings.
There are a wide variety of examples of sets of such "iconic"

Although both these pieces of street art can certainly be effectively

Or
Or

in referring to or evoking such meanings and issues, these images
images
provoke a Significant
significant response from viewers ?asking them to do more
or re-arrange the signs produced by the "perfect
than simply re-interpret
re-interpretor
descriptive machine" of the simulacrum.
One might even make the case that these two images invite
"conversation" in senses that perhaps have something
"dialogue" or "conversation"

terms. The words
in common with what Levinas means by these terms.

appearing beside the image of the caged dove, for example, ineticate
indicate
that there are
aTe dialogical
etialogical possibilities already implicit in the image: These
words ask "Who
'Who will stop Bush?" Such a question underscores the
wonds

images,
linages, and of ways that they can be combined to produce different
types of effects. Many iliustrative
illustrative examples are available online. One
interesting example of the juxtaposition of such images is provided by
"safety" symbols used in the Department
the recombination of visual "safety"
of Homeland Security's "Ready.gov" campaign (see: Snyder, C. 2003;
ht!p:1
I ctistributethis.ors /be!ylium /side /readygov fl.
D. Others are the
htqJ:lldistributethis.org/beJyliurn/side/readygov
stencil art of " Banksy" (Art of the State, 2003; http://
http: //
www.artofthestate.co.uk/subpages/banksy.htrn) that has recently
caused a sensation in London, and the posters of el
eI Cartel in Madrid

Us address
?whether this viewer is a passerby, a pedestrian or a tourist. Its

(ht!p:Upagina.delel
carteD. Each artist mixes familiar elements in
ChtqJ:llpagina.de/el cartel).
unexpected combinations to provoke and address the viewer, while at

itself, implicates
is a question that, like the plaintive look of the bird itse1f,

time referring to a clear and concrete political situation. In
the same lime

directly addresses the viewer
fact that the picture also in some way ctirectly
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classroom, students can be encouraged to construct similar
the art elassroom,
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(photokopying images from symbol dictionaries (e.g.,
images by (photo)copying

social as well as more personal meanings. Students can be encouraged
use, combine and alter photographic images from other news and

Moelley, 1976) or from online sources (e.g. Ralph, 2(03),
2003), and by exploring
ModIey,

advertising sources, and to explore the new significances that their

the sometimes-startling effects that their juxtaposition can produce.
This can be done, of
oJ course, to create messages with a wide variety of

alteration produces.
By exploring the effects produced by juxtaposing images from

pe=nal meanings.
political, cultural and personal

different sources, the construction of students' own meanings can be

These same principals can be extended by also leveraging the

direCtly
directly facilitated. Students can explore multiple possibilities of

power of vision and specifically, of photographs, as irrefutable Or

interpretation,
jnterpretation, rather than being the passive recipients of constructed

corroborating evidence. This generally involves the juxtaposition of

meanings criticized by Eco. However, unlike Eco's semiotic guerilla
"warriors," students should be encouraged to create the kinds of images

dosely-cropped photographic images or reproductions to form what
elosely-cropped
is.frequently
is frequently known as "photomontages." It is perhaps not insignificant
£irst, politically-motivated photomontages emerged
that some of the first,

that ?through their symbolism, juxtapositions and other characteristics?

with the Dadaist movement in protest of the absurdity of the First World

put an end to the metaphorical silence that is a part of the visual and
IOtalizingcharacteristics
totalizing characteristics of "objectifying thought." Fighting a figurative

War and the conditions of the interwar period. Perhaps the most

semiological guerilla war in opposition to a literal one would seem

powerful examples in this connection are the works of the German
Ge[]llan

only to affiIlll
affirm and entrench violence as the only means for effecting

John Heartfield (Helmut Herzfeld). These aggregate images juxtapose
likeness of Hitler, Goehring and other Nazi leaders with situations that

change. Taking such an approach might only strengthen Levinas' vision

showed their real
reaJ motivations and inclinations ?Hitler's connections

facilitated and created that engender the "production" of an "aptitude
for speech."

with
,vith big business and big money, or Goehring's role as "henctunan
"henclunan of
the 3rd
3"' Reich."

There are excellent educational resources on Heartfield's
photomontages and the historical circumstances in which they were
created. "Hearlfield," for example, is a Website that provides lesson
plans and other educational materials (Marlens
(Martens &.
& Konick, 2000; ~
hl!J1;.L
Iwww.towson.edu
/ heartfield/4.htmI) illuminating this remarkable
I www.towson.edu/heartfield/4.html)
artist. Another is "Cut and Paste:
Paste: A History of Photomontage,"
Photomontage:' which
featuring images created by Heartfield alongside those of his
contemporaries, as well as a number of the 1980's
1980's and the present day
(Palmer, 2004; http://homepage.ntlworld.com/davepalmer
http://homepage.ntlworld.com / davepalmer /
cutandpaste/intro.htmI).
cutandpaste/intro.html). These and other resources can be used in the
art
dass to show the potential of the photomontage to express political,
artelass

of the "permanent possibility of war." Instead images need to be
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46 Bowling for Columbine

Documentary Rhetoric, Fact or
Fiction? University Students React
to the Film, Bowling for Columbine
Mary Stokrocki

2001; Diket & Mucha, 2(02).
:z001;
2002). Freedman (1997) earlier advocated that
teachers encourage students to examine the media. Ballengee-Morris
and Stuhr (200])
(2001) advocate that teachers examine visual culture, notably
the theme of violence, and its socio-cultural context. jagodginski (1997)
points out baby-boomer nostalgia and baby-buster counter-nostalgia
as the real problem. Parents avoid the issues of violence and obscene

influences. They want to return to their safe childhood. Schools do the
same, consider the theme too controversial and thereby ignore the
growing problem. Teachers need studies that report the results of
practical investigation with students that lead to further examination
of this complex problem of violence.

purpose
As part of my new art education course, Teaching Visual Culture,
Hardy,D.T. (2003). Moorexposed.com. Retrieved December 8, 2003

I encourage my students to be more reflexive. Reflexivity is the process
of becoming aware of one's immersion in the everyday and popular

http: //www.mooreexposed.com
htn>:llwww.mooreexposed.com

culture in order to examine one's own position, sometimes through

As reader's will quickly notice, the picture of a Website devoted to

intertextuality. The inclusion of another text and its meaning inside a
intertextuality. In this case, the inserted text is
dominant text, is called interlextwJlity.

questioning Moore's perspective is "out of focus." But it is precisely
this "out of focus" notion of reality that this essay raises. How
How can be
draw a distinction between fact and fiction
fiction in this postmodern
postmodem age;
between what is "clear" and in focus and what is not?

Introduction
Tn
In American schools, violence has evolved as one of our most
riveting social problems. The FBI reported at least 28 cases of school
shootings since 1982 (Diket & Mucha, 2002).
2(02). Educators are concerned
about the growing number of violent acts in schools across America
and seek reasons and results. They insist that teachers pay attention to
the pictures students create, discuss violence and related issues with
(SUSl,
them, and make time to talk about understanding a volatile world (SUS"

history. The assumption is that viewers understand the inserted
message (Sturken, & Cartwright, 2001, p. 256). Current trends also
assume that viewers understand the history of media and cultural
products
-products and their truth.
[1 arranged for students, a class of 24 university art education
(mostly Caucasian, only one African-American student), to
majors (mostly

critique.Two students suggested Bowling
suggest a film of their choice to critique.
for OJlumbine
Columbine (Moore, 2003)
2(03) and the class
dass consented to discussing it.
for
in class was the "History of
The film sequence that they watched in
America" by the South Park animator
animator Matt Stone. They wrote their
impresSiOns. At home, many students watched the entire video as
first impresSions.

All students returned to class the following week to discuss it.
well. All
After reading and analyzing their reactions, [1 was surprised to find
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that students were awe-struck byMichael
Wor',
by Michael Moore's powerlulfilm work

history of Moore's film tactics. The structure of Pang's questions is

as were the judges at the 2002 Academy Awards when he won the Best

rhetorical and lead to further questions, similar to Moore's use of
rhetorical fiction, which is discussed at the end of this paper.

Documentary and the
55'" Anniversary Prize at the Cannes Film Festival
theSS"
in 2002.
Overview of the Film

Findings

The main thread of Michael Moore's (2003) documentary is the

Students heartily applauded Moore's view of the importance of

Columbine massacre where two students opened fire on fellow students

guns in a brief history of the United States. Students were enthralled

before turning the weapons against themseJves,
enw.
themselves, thus plunging the entire

Unlted States.
with Moore's provocative essay on gun violence in the United

country into stupefaction and horror (Marque, 2003).
2(03). The movie opens

Like so many reviewers, students find Moore's charisma and

with the report, "It was another typical morning .... The President

aIsn has a history
persuasiveness as a showman very entertaining. He also

bombed another country ... and two boys went bowling in the

for faking scenes and so people cannot believe all they see. Moore is

Theseemingly
morning...." The
seemingly innocuous report is loaded with subversive

skillful enough that we don' t recognize when we're being fooled
fooled.. His

messages. Moore's scathing new documentary attempts to find answers

ambushing Charleston Heston for an interview is a bit of counter

to the question why American culture is steeped in
in violence and fear

violence. So what happened to dialogue or is this a Moore monologue?

(Topel,
ITopel, 2(03). He interviews the head of a bank that gives away guns, a

far
Regardless of how dubious its documentary tactics may be, Bowling for
Columbine is powerful, thought provoking (Berardinelli, 2(02).
2002).

high school drop-out who's disappointed he only made number two
on the town's bomb threat list, South Park creator Matt Stone, shock
rocker Marilyn Manson, and Charlton Heston, President of the NRA.

unravel.
The film is amazingly complex as the meanings unravel

What is violence? Students responded: an act of aggression
against someone; an angry action, something hurtful or bad stuff on a
mental pain
massive scale; something dangerous; causing physical or mental

Research Methods

against someone else or yourself, and a state of disharmony. In
summary, violence is an unjust exercise of power.

I used a simple questionnaire, followed by a class discussion thai
transcribed.ladapted
I audiotaped and transcribed.
ladapted questions from educator Pang

What is your first
first impression? Some students regarded the

(1991) who advocated teaching children about social issues. She wanted

opening as "surreal
in its juxtaposition of bowling with children playing
"sUITealin

about
to examine cultural stereotypes by asking children their opinions aboul

with guns." Others found it confusing. Still others were shocked to

cartoons in the daily newspaper. I found her questions leading and

discover that a person can "really open a bank account to get a free
gun" in Colorado.

limited. I kept her questions about purpose, characterization, power,
vocabulary labeling, voice [dialogue], and added others involving

indudequestions,
morals and truth. My findings include
questions, examples of students'
responses, a discussion with reference to critics of Moore's film, and
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What is your overall reaction?

American
j\Inetican atrocities. A female student complained, "The
'The film focuses

Students found the documentary to be entertaining, funny, and
educational. Several students regarded the interviews as strange, hyper,

s and fear from a male chauvinist view and I would like
on gun
j\Inerican history told from a female perspective." Students realized
American
that the animation sequence was a satirical play on America's gun

but revealing. They were generally amazed at connections Moore made

civiliZation. Later, I rented the video when it was released and was

between Lockheed Martin, the world's largest weapons manufacturer
located in Littleton, Colorado and the Columbine shootings which took

stunned
stuJUl ed to see that the animation, the most creative part of the
documentary, was missing. Oh well, it must have been an example of

place near there. Another shocking linkage was the story of a six-year

overkill [pun] anyway.

old boy who shot a six-year old girl near his depressed hometown of
Flint,
Hint, Michigan and the welfare-Io-work
welfare-to-wm:k program that forced his mother

What words are used to label certain groups of people?

to work and leave her children unattended. One student found the

Examples
Examples that students cited were "savages or injuns" for Native

film very racist and deliberately offensive.
offensive. Another student thought

Americans and "negroes "for Afro Americans. What words put down

the portrayal was blunt and negative.

J'eople?
people? One student noticed that the director equated groups such as
the KKK with the NRA throughout the film to suggest white

What is the film's purpose?
pmpose? Most students thought the purpose
of the film was to expose the United States' preoccupation with guns

supremacist groups. These organizations have different agendas, even
though Moore equates them and makes them overly simplistic.

and scare tactics. Some students pointed out, "Even a baby or a dog
can own a gun (in the animation sequence). The whole movie depicts
human fear not just guns!"

What literary devices do you notice? Feldman (1970) earlier
suggested that aart
rt teachers examine the literary components of
cinematic forms, such as place, sequence, plot, and symbols. Students

How does the animator characterize people? In the animation

discovered that Moore's filmic sequence suggests that United States

sequence, students noticed that Matt Stone drew the characters all the

history is cyclical-the same old war games,
garnes, but rearranged.historical
rearranged historical
liistory

same, "with big heads and eyes, just different colors." I asked further,

facts. The plot is one big "race and chase" scenario implied a female
facts.

"Does the animation have a balance of characters?" Students generally

student. Although the documentary place starts in Columbine

found racial balance with a few token women, such as the Salem

Colorado, the exploration expands to include choice United States and

witches, children, and old folks. All characters are the same age and no

world sites. The documentary is" full of overstatement," guessed a

one has a (obvious) disability. My one African American student noted,

second sstudent.
tudent. Another student noted that Moore blames the US

"the depiction of Native People as savages and African Americans as

government "for every social ill from the Y2K scare, Killer Bee panic,

poor slaves as in early history books. White Americans are made to

ilrive-by shootings, and the terrorists as evil doers." A fourth student

look ignorant Historically, it showed howit
how it all started with the pilgrims

suggested that the US government is symbolized as "a bullet or bomb."

coming over and
and killing the Indians with guns." Another s tudent

Students seem overwhelmed by the spectacular drama.

interpreted, 'lt
'1t is a dark humorous animation that exploits many
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How does the music contribute to the sense of the film? Students

narrated by a dancing bullet and the tone or style is in-yoUT-face
in-your-face

found that the music episodes were emotionally effective at particular
places in the movie. An example was Nat King Cole's song, "What a

hurnor." In the film, director Michael
Michael Moore goes after Charleston
humor."
}-Ieston with the camera, which appears to be an aggressive act. The

speaking,
Wonderful World" that accompanies quick edits of Saddam speaking.

ambush interview is a Moore trademark and he usedit to trap Charlton

3,000 people murdered in Kuwait, and such headlines as US bombs

fleston to unmask himself as uncaringly racist {Fauth.
Reston
(Fauth. 2003)." I

Iraq weekly in 1991,500,000 children died of bombing or sanctions,
sanctions.

summarized, "The film is full of binary oppositions or two-sided
suromarized,

and ends with the bombing of the World Trade Center on September

opinions, such as good/bad
good / bad guys and black/white people.

11,2001. This sequence ends with the sarcastic statement, '1t's
'11's a great
great

'Contemporary theories of difference have demonstrated the ways
"Contemporary
these oppositional categories are interrelated and are ideologically and

place to raise children."

historically constructed" according to Sturken and Cartwright (2001,
Who is pictured as powerful? Power is the ability to influence

p. 350). I prompted students further, "The power issue is complex

and control people. Students definitely agreed "the white guys are

because many forces compete for attention. Dialogue does not occur

powerful because they have the guns." Who is the weakest? They all
agreed thatthewhite
that the white guys also were weak, "trigger happy, scared men."
men:

under overly vigilant conditions. So what's his solution? Moore can
deconstruct forever, but how will he reconstruct society?"
deronstruct

Several students replied the African Americans were the strongest

What is the moral of the story? How is the film good? Students

because "they withstood maltreatment." Who is the smartest?" Another

indicated that they found the film controversial. Some statements were

student felt the animated bullet that acted as narrator seemed the

"The documentary mostly expressed an anti-gun sentiment; it showed

brightest. A third student sarrastically
sarcastically quipped, "Looks pretty black

that the person with the gun has the power; The Whites seemed
stronger, but Blacks want to live in peace."

and white to me."
me."

Whose voice predominates? Freedom to give an opinion is voice.

How is it bad? Some students feared that the film's message might

In the animation sequence, some students found that the narrator spoke

betaken
be
takenliteralJy-it's
literally-it's OK to shoot people. Another student found the

fast with a southern accent, which made him appear ignorant and

story exaggerated. Others considered Moore's opinion as one-sided

uneducated. One student noted, "The
'The people have an
Southern white accent and Moore puts down
dOWIlignorant
ignorant people who

aDdextreme.
Uldextreme. They interpreted, 'The portrayal is not a respectful view

to be put down." Moore seems to be sarcastic and "mocks
in general"
general." I challenged students, "What is ignorance and

can't understand; and Most of the blame for violence seems to be placed

determines it?

more questions about our history."

What is the nature of dialogue here? Students realized that

was little dialogue between characters. They noted, "The
'The

Qf the
Ibe American heritage; White men try to run away from what they
011

the Southern rednecks. IJ therefore proposed, 'The film then raises

AIl
What would you change in the characters, language, plot? All

lludents
IIwIents agreed to change nothing. One student preferred the blunt
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and offensive characters. Either they were tired at the end of class or
not interested in talking about art and would rather make it.
What is the problem that most young boys face in education
today? When discussing the murder of classmates at Columbine High
School by two boys, students admitted that peer pressure was mtense
mtense.
I asked about the atmosphere of the school and the pressure to succeed?
succecll
One student interviewed in the film complained that teachers scare
you to conform. He moaned, "Don't
''Don't mess up or you will be a fag
forever!" Such a comment is not school related, but part of the donunant
dommant
heterogeneous male culture. Kimmel (2003) interviewed male
adolescents to discover what was going on in their angry heads and
discovered that insulting their manhood was the ultimate disgrace III
invite violent reactions. Peer pressure and academic pressure are reaUy
really
separate issues, but schooling as a social phenomenon is
complicated.
How is the film true? Students believed the film's message
"the truth." They commented, "It's disturbing how Americans are
of fear. The film "very truly shows the history of the US;'
US," one

authority, and progress (Ibid).
(£bid). Another problem is that this is not a
history of America-{m]y
America-only the United States. Our neighbors to the north
and south have their own version of American history. Students were
amazed that I suggested that facts didn't exist, only interpretations.
According to Nietzsche (l9m,
(1977), "There are no facts per se. What is
'\mown'
'known' represents a group of 'phenomena' or appearances that are

tied together and ordered in terms of a particular perspective and reflect
the vital demands of a center of Will to Power" (Allison, 1977, p. 194).
One student was so
50 surprised about the negative views that she asked
for a copy to share with her friends.
fn Britain, McRobbie (1992) points out that moral panics playa

major role in conservative politics. Similarly, nro-fascist
neo-fascist youth groups
represent similar dissent in German contexts (jagodzinski, 2002).
2(02). A
oounter hegemonic (control) struggle takes place in different sites, such
as Ibe
the law, the mall, family, school, and in popular culture. What makes
this film powerful is its role in promoting dissent and multiple
Interpretations.
mterpretations. Students failed
failed to see this aspect at first.

Futher Discussion

emphatically announced. How do you know? I challenged. Not
student checked the facts or the Internet reviews. Then some
acknowledged, "It's
'1t's a not so
SO nice fairy tale, we need other mi'no1
mi·norilj
ril!
views, and it's biased because many whites fought for freedom
civil rights too."
dvil

Students initially were enthralled with Moore's provocative essay
on gunviolence
gunvioJence in the United States. University students paid attention

to the exaggerated style, documentary genre, and parodic conventions
of.the
lithe film (Sturken & Cartwright, 2001, p. 269). Their lack of questions
about the·
the truth of the story, however, amazed me.
me. Parody is the

What are other views on history? I offered other views on

imitation of either formal
ilnllation
forma! or thematic elements in a literal or filmic

and history. Moore is very selective in documentaries and his

wvrk (Lynch, 2003). In this case, United States history is imitated in a

postmodernism
history. All history is an interpretation. postmodernism
we have no grand narratives, just short stories (Lyotard, .
postmodernism questions traditional explanations or
about the human condition or universal ideas, such as presence,

humorous way. Throughout the film, Moore creates intertextual

eequences by combining historical text references and research that is
IIIIpounded
IIIIp'ounded to affect its meaning inside the present text with the
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assumption that viewers understand the inserted text. His work.
work has
crItiCS;
been lauded as entertaining and breathtaking by many leading cntics;
·ti· find his·
his work is full of documentary rhetoric, political
yetotheren cs
.
neglect.
undertones, historical deception, and educational neglect.
Documentary Rhetoric or Fiction?

Heston for an interview is a bit of counter violence. Regardless of how

dubious its documentary tactics may be, Bowling for Columbine is
powerful and thought provoking (Berardinelli, 2002).

}lidden
Hidden Theme of Historical Deception
is multi-layered and conflictual, never immediately
Meaning is
inunediately
available, according to deconstructionist Derrida (1976). Throughout

The art of persuasion or rhetoric is the ability to use language to
g,,:,",
sway people to accept some opinion or course of action. Rut
Rutgers

his work, Moore uses three obvious themes: his status
slatus as the spokesman
s~kesman
of the working class, the vices and corruptions of wealth, and the evils

Professor, lack Lynch (1999) distinguished three types of rhetone.
Lawyers use forensic rhetoric to frame an argument in a case and
liticians use deliberative rhetoric to persuade their auillence.
audience to take
politicians
~
~
·d · ·
(or not to take) some action. However, filmmakers may use epldelCti,
ep. elcti,

mooreex~sed .com . Hidden in
in
of the United Slates as unveiled in mooreexposed.com.

powerfully affective language--pictureS,
language-pictures, to prais<
praise
rhetoric, the use of ~werfully
or blame someone or something. Originally from the Latin word, fingere,

proximity. For example, in the animated history sequence, action

to fashion or to form, fiction is usually a narrative or story. So £ilmmakers
filmmakers
use rhetorical devices to convince people of their views on something.
In this film, Scenes are full of hyperbole, and exaggeration, as noted by

Moore's work, however is a fourth theme, which is the ability to

historically deceive. Metonymy is the rhetorical or metaphorical
substitution of one thing for another based on their association or
illfficuJt to decipher
happened SO quickly that viewers laugh but find it difficultto
the sequence. Moore equates the NRA with the KKK as a terrorist
organization (Hardy, 2003). This transformation is a brilliant example

ofmetonymy.
of:metonymy.

the frequent use of the term "hyper"
"hyper" by students.

Hardy (2003), who is a lawyer, explained the facts of this historical

political Undertones

confusion:

Some reviewers found aspects of Moore's thesis believable. Hei!
clever phrases like
a creative political propagandist with his dever
thief·" but some of the film is beating a dead horse;
. ""'ef·"
"cornmand.
er-ID-uu .
d er-mThere is meaningless banter and lots of silence; wondering whetherOl
whetherot

The
The. NRA was founded in 1871 -

by act of the New York

not Hitler ever went bowling.
bowling. The commentary is an
perspective, even if it doesn'
doesn'tt always work, and the
interviews give you more Moore (Topel, 2003). S with my sttldelliro
S(l1U<'·...
.
find Moore's charisma and persuasiv"
persuasiveness
eness as
some reVlewers
sCE""'S,,"
showman very entertaining. He also has a history for faking seE"""''"

might claim that while it was an organization and a terrorist one,

Legislature, at request of former Union officers. The Klan was

I

founded in 1866, and quickly became a terrorist organization. One

it
II teChnically became an "illegal" such with passage of the federal
Ku Klux Klan Act and Enforcement Act in 1871. These
aiminalized interference with civil rights, and empowered the
President to use troops to suppress the Klan. (Although we'd have

people cannot believe all they see. Moore is sk:illful
ski\Jful enough that

10
to acknowledge that murder, terror and arson were illegal long

don't recogIDze
recognize when we're being fooled.
fooled. His ambushing

hadn'tt been operating legally until
before that time - the Klan hadn'
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1871, it was operating illegally with the connivance of la",
law
enforcement.)
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Future Implications
Teachers need to instigate discussion of media, including
d()C11lDentary
d()CUIDentary film, in order to push students to look for the different

is a montage of the sordid history of American foreign policy disasters

diJl\ensions of manipula
ted imagery and in this case, violence. Violence
aunensions
manipulated
in the United States is a complex issue. Much of the blame is displaced

set to Louis Armstrongs "What a Wonderful World." The sequen""
sequence

and involves issues of racism, classicism, and foreign policy as Moore

has been attacked as facile, but critically disingenuous. The indignant
inetignant

suggests. Teachers need to define other categories for critical review

depiction of reality is not a crime, neither artistically nor morally. As

that students often overlook, such as the uses ofrhetoric
of rhetoric and the truth.

congress moves to give the President power to wage preemptive war

Teachers can also introduce students to the website, Youth for
fOT Socialist

while a man-hunting sniper is on a killing spree in the nation's capital,

Action, a place where students
s tudents can voice their views and read about

Bawling for Columbine is certainly the most pressing movie playing ill
in
deserves a filmmaker
filmrnaker as blunt as Michael Moore (Fauth, 2003). The

others (Helin & Ritscher. 2003). Teachers also must encourage students
to find counter reviews on a subject and the rhetoric behind it right in
their own community, as Ballengee-Morris and Stuhr (2001) suggest
suggest.

role of raetical
radical interpretations is to heighten awareness of different views

Educators must push students to probe such questions with "a
Na critical

and to adopt a complex attitude towards such controversial issues

eye" and look for hidden socio-political
socia-political and economic complexities

(Stam. 1989, p. 22).

and contraetictions.
contradictions.

Educational Neglect
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Embodied Pedagogy

teXt below is the narrative of our performance at the National Art
'The text

The Embodied Pedagogy of War

Education Association conference in April 2003.

-

--------------------------------~-

Charles Garoian
Yvonne Gaudelius
In March of 2003 we sat huddled over the computer trying to

make sense of the paper that we were trying to write on the obsolete
body of art education for presentation at the National Art Education
Minneapolis. When we began the
Association (NAEA) conference in Minneapolis.
paper the war on Iraq had not yet begun but it was daily becoming

darkened room in the Minnfilpolis
Minneilpalis convention center, the two
hvo of us stood
In a dJlrKened
{tieing each other.
other. The floor was covered, littered, with newspapers; their 64{tzciTlg
point headlines reporting about the "progress" of the war. A single harsh light
shone diagonally through the
tilE space,
spoce, illuminating us while casting a pall
poll of
long
/ong oblique slUldows. In droning voices we began by repeAtedly spelling out
the remaining
the words "planned obsolescence" in unison. We alternated tIre
to represent the fragmentation
fragmen tation of our bodies by the
ports of the narrative to
technology of war. Like the reporting of the news, which describes the
coloniZJltion of the body by war, "imbedded" within the text of the narrative
colonization
111< excerpts {ronl
/1IJlgazine (2002), describing
descnoing the colonization
colonizlltion of
are
from WIREDTM
WJREDTM magazine

aboutt the impending war became a
more of a real possibility. The buzz abou
louder and louder as we lived and worked, not in an mythical ivory

tedmology.
the body by the most recent deuelopments in medical tedmology.

tower isolated from the world but
bu t in the midst of 24-7 media coverage
of the imminent attack.
attack It became dear
clear to us, as it did to most of the

P_L_A_N_N_E_D_O_B_S_O_L_E_S_C_E_N_C_E_P_L_

world, that it was no longer a question of whether we would attack
Iraq but rather when we would do so.
By the time of the NAEA conference the war had begun and it
resentation. As we
was no longer possible for us to ignore it in our ppresentation.
were writing abou
aboutt the body and embodiment for the paper our bodies
were absorbing the vicarious impact of the war in such a way that to

A_N_N_E_D_O_B_S_O_L_E_S_C_E_N_C_E_P_L_A_N_
N_E_D_O_B_S_O_L_E_S_C_E_N_C_E_P_L_A_N_N_E_
A-N-N-E-D-OD-O-B-S-O-L-E-S-C-E-N-C-E-P-L- A-N-N-E-D-OB-S-O-L-E-S-C-E-N-C-E-P-L-A-N-N-E-D-O-B-SO-L-E-S-C-E-N-C-E-P-L-A-N-N-E-D-O-B-S-O-L-

not speak of it in our presentation would have been to deny the truth.

E-S-CE-N-C-E-P-L-A-N-N-E-D- O-B-S-O-L-E-SE-S-C-E-N-C-E-P-L-A-N-N-E-D-O-B-S-O-L-E-S-

The impact of the war also led us to a performative response;

C-E-N-C-E-P-L-A-N-N-E-D-O-B-S-O-L-E-S-C-E-

perhaps because we are both performance studies scholars or perhaps

N-C-E P-L-A-N- N-E-D-O-B-S-O-L-E-S-C-

respond. The reason for our performance
because our bodies needed to respond.
was to blur the distinctions between theory and practice. In the same
way that the wetness on our cheeks is the first sign to alert us to the fact

It is 6:30 a.ID.
a.m. and your body is startled by a voice reporting the

thatt we are crying without even realizing it, our bodies responded to
tha

War in Iraq. a voice reporting the War in Iraq. a voice reporting

the war, alerting us in visceral ways that we wouldn't
wouldn' t otherwise have

inlraq. a voice reporting
the War in Iraq. a voice reporting the War inIraq.

recognized.

the War in Iraq. a voice reporting the War in Iraq.
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According to a mapping of the human physiognomy
a significant portion of the body has been colonized
colon ized
by endoskeletal technology.'
technology.1

Your body reaches over, extending its
right arm and hand.
It reaches over to turn off the alarm
clock on the bed stand.
The right index finger of your body pushes.
pushes
m
SmartSet~
the stop button on the Emerson SmartSet
radio.
with
With its index finger and thumb your body
turns on the bedside lamp.
Your body turns on the lamp in this way.
As the right leg of your body pushes out
from under the covers, the left leg of
your body follows as it sits up on the
side of the bed.
Your body's two feet are flat on the cold
floor now.
From a sitting position your body stands
and turns to the left.
With one foot in front of the other, it
walks around the bed.
On its way out of the bedroom, your body
TrinitronrJt to CNN"!...•
switches on the Sony TrinitronDt
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.listening to the latest casualties, Listening to the latest
.,.. .listening
casualties, Listening to tbe
the latest casualties, Listening to the latest
casualties, Listening to the latest casualties, it enters the bathroom.
(Vocom): Prefabricated implants are pushed
yoice box (Yocom):
against paralyzed vocal cords in the thyroid cartilage,
speech.2
which force them to tighten, restoring speech?

After doing so, your body switches on
on aa
bank of 6 incandescent lights.
saving illuminated itself your body stares
Baving
into the large mirror examining itself.
Maneuvering a shiny metallic swivel handle, your body turns on the water faucet.
It fills the basin with warm water and
with cupped hands it splashes itself.
While pressing on a pump, your body's
right hand dispenses soap into its palm.
Bending its arm at the elbow, it raises
the foamy substance to its face.
In an upward and downward motion its hands
lather its facial parts.
It
I~ fills the basin with warm water and
with
W1th cupped hands it splashes itself.

Next, with its electric toothbrush filled
with Colgate~ your body then cleans its
teeth.

Garoian!
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As the right hand
hand of
of your
your body
body returns the
the
As
toothbrush to its holder,
holder, its left
left hand
toothbrush
and turns
turns on
on the
the showerhead.
reaches over and

using the tips of its index finger and
tb~
tbumb it adjusts the dial to the correct
tiJne .
tiJne·

leg of your body steps into
After the left leg
the shower, your right leg follows.

Next,
NeXt, using its left hand your body picks
up a pair of eyeglasses.

As your body receives the gentle massage
waterPikmshowerhead,
of the adjustable waterpikD<
showerhead,
wolf Blitzer's report of collateral damWolf
age,_
age,.-

AS the left hand holds them steady, your
bOdy's
bOdy'S right hand wipes its lenses with

.. .report of collateral damage, report of collateral damage,

ICleenex
lCleen ex....

AS one foot precedes the other, your body
walkS down the staircase to the kitchen •.

of collateral damage, report of collateral damage, report

It turns on the kitchen Sony"" to CNN""
CNNDf only

from 1110
collateral damage, report of collateral damage emanates frolm

to catch suicide bombings in Baghdad,_

bedroom television set.

...suicide bombings in Baghdad, suicide bombings in Baghdad,

Ear): an external processor
Ear (Clarion \I Bionic Ear):
(worn behind the ear like a hearing aid) converts
sounds into digital code, then transmits it to a
cochlear implant. The acoustic nerve in the ear
3
ignal as sound.
canal then interprets the ssignal
sound .
After drying itself, your body reaches for
the Kathie Lee""
Lee'" 1600 to blow-dry its hair.

suicide bombings in Baghdad, suicide bombings in Baghdad,
suicide bombings in Baghdad, suicide bombings in Baghdad.

Eyes (Smart eye band): A device (worn behind the
ear) generates a magnetic field that activates the
implanted muscle. The band,
band, designed primarily
read ing, can be switched on and off.'
for reading,

Your body can no longer hear the report
from the high-pitched sound of the dryer.

Amana'" refrigerator, your body
Opening the AmanaDfrefrigerator,
pulls out a carton of processed orange
pulls
pulp..
juice with pulp

upon leaving the bathroom, your body
off the lights and returns to the bedroom.
be,dr'DOI~.

After filling a glass, it downs a 1000 mI.
C and a multiple vitamin pill.
of Vitamin C

After dressing itself your body straps a
Timex'" onto its wrist.

Mendheling and
and presses
presses on
on the
the
with Sumatra Mendheling

It then fills
fills the
the Krups'"
Krups"" coffee grinder
grinder
It

hitch.
hitch .

Garoian/
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As your body grinds the beans to a fine
consistency the water comes to a boil.
The teapot whistling on the stove heard
throughout the house penetrates its ears.
Your body's olfactory smells the freshly
brewed coffee dripping into an insulated
Thermos~mug.
stainless steel ThermoB~mug.
It then places a creamer into the
and micro waves its contents to lukewarm.
After pouring the cream into the coffee,
your body gets a whiff from the electric
bread maker.

..• abO ut the day's body count, about the day's body count, about
die
day's body count, about the day's body count, about the day
's
lbeday's
day's

bodY
bOdy count, about the day's body count.
count
Eyes (Artificial silicon retinas)
retinas):: A microchip is
inserte~ into the retina through a small incision.
inserte?
incision .
T.he
The chip converts light into electricity,
electricity, restoring
s
s
sight.
slght.

POws.
16 dead, 587 wounded, 34 missing, 12 POWs.
With the right index finger and thumb
your body inserts a key into the door'
lock.
the key to the left enables your
body to unlock the door and enter the vehicle.
bicle.

~ing

Having filled it with ingredients the
night before, it kneads and bakes automatically.
Its buzzer goes off telling your body it
is time to take out the fresh loaf for
breakfast.
The Sunbeam~toaster requires your body
push down a lever after it places the
slices in its slots.
popping up after it is ready, the toasted
bread is buttered for your body to eat.
As it is walking out the door to the PlyVoyager~, your body hears ChrisLl'~
mouth voyager~,
Amanpour.
Her televised body tells your body about
the day's body count,count,.-

It straps on a seat belt, inserts the key
into the electronic ignition, and starts
the 6-cylinder engine.
Its foot pressing on the throttle, your
body revs up the engine to 4000 RPMs.
After adjusting the rear and side mirrors
your body shifts the automatic transmis- '
eion into reverse.
sion
With its left hand on the steering wheel,
Voyager'" out of the garage.
it backs the Voyager""
While doing so it turns on NPR'"
NPRnc to hear
more
?n toppling the regime and nation
~~d~n
bui1d~ng,
~ng, ...
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regiJne
...... toppling the regime and nation building, toppling the regime
building,
and nation building, toppling the regime and nation bU
ilding,
toppling
toppl.ing the regime and nation building, toppling the regime.

Heart (AbioCor heart): this titanium and plastic
blood pump replaces the human heart. A battery
belt worn around the patient's midriff feeds elecrecharge, the patient plugs
tricity to the heart. To recharge,
into an AC outlet. 6
Having arrived at the stoplight, your body
pushes on the brakes with its right foot.
foot .
As
AS the VoyagerDf comes to a halt, your body
turns on the windshield wipers.
Your body's eyes can now see the street
more clearly
c l early as it drives ahead.
The light turns
t urns green and your body shifts
s hifts
its
i ts foot from the brakes to the throttle.
At 3500 RPMs it can hear the smooth shifting of gears in the transmission.
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mraffic
f ee I s anxTraffic
is heavy so your bod
body
•
y feels
anxioUS
iouS as it maneuvers the Voyager"".
Voyager....
snroute to its destination, your body witnesses a large construction crane llifting
ifting
beavy machinery.
heavy

i s gently lowered onto a curAS the load is
bui ldi ng, your body senses revilinear building,
lief.
AS if in response to this stimulus, it
turns the knob of the car radio with its
turnS
index and thumb.
It's Bob Edwards on NPR's
NPR' B Morning Edition""
Edi tionrx
reporting refugees caught in crossfire in
Basra, _
Basra,_

. .. refugees caught in crossfire in Basra, refugees caught in

in Basra, refugees
refu gees caught in crossfire
crossfue in Basra, refugees
crossfire in
crossfue in Basra, refugees caught in crossfire in Basra.
caught in crossfire

Nervous system (VNS therapy model 102 pulse
generator):: An electrode embedded in a nerve in
generator)
the neck activates a generator every few seconds
preve.nting epileptic seizures and alleviating
alleViating de- '
preventing
pression.
presslon.7

Another red light and its foot presses on
the brakes only to change to throttle.
The light
l i ght changes immediately upon approach and your body has to quickly adjust.
Its eyes keep shifting between one side
view mirror to the next, and the rear v
mirror.

your body steers the Voyagernt
Voyager"" into the
lot, its eyes search for parking.

As

Pinding a spot, it pulls in, applies the
brakes, and turns off the ignition.

rr
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with its left hand it opens the door and
slides its legs out onto the pavement.
After it stands up, it turns around, grabs
its briefcase, and shuts the door.
Inserting the key into the slot, it locks
lOCks
the door and begins to move away.
As it places one foot in front of the
other, it walks toward its workplace.
A number of obstacles have to be negotiated to prevent collisions.
A tree, brick wall, several other bodies,
a trashcan, a fire hydrant is encountered.
upon arriving at its destination, the
right hand of your body pushes on a lever.
Opening the door, it enters the building
and walks to a stairway.
There, it lifts one foot after the other
to ascend to the second floor.
The hand of your body presses another lever to open yet another door.
Having entered the space of its office, it
walks immediately to the Macintosb G4~.
Its right hand grasps an electronic mouse
and pushes a button to reboot.
Electronic email is the first to
the screen reporting that Allies in
air assault,_.
assault,._
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Allies intensify air assault, Allies intensify air assault, Allies
...
."
intellsify
intensify air assault, Allies intensify air assaul
assault,t, Allies intensify

air assault, Allies intensify air assault.
assault.
Neurons (Neurochips): liny microchips mimic the
way neurons fire in the central nervous system.
Intended to repair damage to the brain or spinal
cord.8

Mbile reading the daily barrage of email,
While
your body hears the telephone ring.
After picking up, your body opens its
8Duth
mouth and speaks into the receiver.
Bla-laul-tualt-toulst-sowout-toudtoudkBla-laul-tual
t-toulst - sowout - toud-toudktout -ruog-pout-pa , it speaks, speaks, and
tout-ruog-pout-pa
speaks.
.peaks.

Then suddenly it drops the receiver on its
cradle and returns back to the screen in
silence.
Another's body walks into
i nto your body's office and bends itself at the waste.
~ring its buttocks, it sits in a chair,
~ns its mouth, shouting, demanding.

The ot.
h er body's
other
body ' s arms flail, its fingers
point at yours, its face reddens.
tour body casually leans back in its high
Your
Herman Miller'" designer chair and
tech Berman
tilts its neck.
'
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Looking upward it sees the four florescent
light fixtures suspended from the ceiling.
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a voice reporting the War in Iraq, a voice reponing
reporting the War
War in
Jraq,
Iraq, a voice reporting the War in Iraq,
Iraq, a voice reporting the War

One in particular captures your body's
attention with the sounds of its buzzing
ballast.
The eyes of your body focus on the greenish tint of the lights to escape the confrontation.
After 45 minutes have passed the other
thrusts its body upward and stands upright.

It turns to its right and places one foot
in front of the other and walks out the
office.
it does, your body's mind wanders, recalling the daily news reports while lis..
tening to the buzzing ballast,
ballast,_.

As

jpJraq.
iJlJraq·

Left vent~cal
ventrical (Novacor):
(Novacor): An electromechanical pump
inserted Into
into the abdominal wall pushes blood into
the arteries.
arteries.10
10

... your body switches on the Sony Trinitron™
TrinitronTM to

CNNT"'··
CNN"'f .. .Listening
.Listening to the latest casualties, Listening to the latest
casualties, Listening to the latest casualties, Listening to the latest
casualties, Listening to the latest casualties, Listening to the latest
casualties ...
.. .
Liver Bioreactor: An external bioreactoressentially a porta Ie dialysis machine made of
plastic foam-removes toxins from the patient's
blood."
blood."

... listening to the buzzing ballast,listening to the buzzing ballast,
ballas~

... reports of collateral damage, reports of collateral damage,

listening to the buzzing ballast, listening to the buzzing ballast,
ballas~

reports of collateral damage, reports of collateral damage, reports
of collateral damage, reports of collateral damage, reports of

listening to the buzzing ballast.
ballast.

Arm (Neural bypass robotic arm):
arm) : Electrodes
sliaInals.
implanted in the cerebral cortex send neuron signals
comp
to a microprocessor in a wearable compu
matches impulses to different arm movements.
arm."
trained this system can drive a robotic arm.9
...
.. .your body is startled by a voice reporting the War in Iraq,
voice reporting the War in Iraq,
Iraq, a voice reporting the War in

collateral damage, reports of collateral damage, reports of
collateral damage ...
Hand (Dextra): Sensors in the artificial and respond to electrical signals from the arm muscles
and tendons.
tendons. The signals are transmitted to a beltmounted computer that controls fingers individually.'2
ally."
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iu Baghdad, suicide bombings in B aghdad, suicide bombiu~
in
bombings

.. refugees caught in crossfire in B asra, refugees caught iniu
crossfire ini n BBasra,
asra, refugees caught in
iu crossfire
crossfJre in Basra, refugees

bombings iu
in B
Baghdad,
bombings
Baghdad, suicide bombiugs
aghdad, suicide bombiugs

c;augbt iu
iu Basra, refugees caught in crossfire in Basra,
caught
in crossfire in

bombings in
iu B
aghdad ...
Baghdad
...
Baghdad, suicide bombiugs

iu crossfIre
crossfire in Basra.
refugees caught in

... only to catch suicide bombiugs
bombings iu
in Baghdad, suicide bOlmbinRli
bomlbinRl

Joints (Giolite knee) : A friction-controlled polycen_
tric device is inserted into the joint socket. Its
plastic cup works with a metal ball and stem to
up to 20 degrees.'3

',

Leg (C-Leg): Sensors in the knee and the shin
react to movement and weight distribution up to 50
times per second, adjusting the leg's position
accordingly.'6
accordingly.'"

.. .herbody
her body tells your body about the day's body count, about
...

...
.•.tbatAllies intensify
iutensify air assault, Allies intensify
iutensify air assault, Allies

day
's body count, about the day's body count, about the
day's

Intensify air assault, Allies intensify air assault, Allies intensify
iutensify
intensify

body count, about the day's body count, about the day's

air
intensify air assault,
lit assault, Allies intensify
iutensify air assault, Allies iutensify
Allies intensify air assault, Allies iutensify
intensify air assault.

~VUlU ••••
••
count, about the day's body count, about the day's body ~VUU\

Nerves and muscles (Bion): Radio-powered implant stimulates nerves and muscles, restoring
movement to paralyzed limbs."
Iimbs. 14
... to hear more on toppling the regime and nation

Bone (Vitoss):
Mtoss): Synthetic materials, such as calcium phosphate,
phosphate, replace the marrow,
marrow, stimulating
new bone growth. Helpful in bone-grafting operationsY
tionsY

UWJUlU'IIo
UUIIUl1l'IIo

toppling the regime and nation building, toppling the ·rregime
toppliug
egime and

miud wanders to the daily news reports while
...your body's mind

nation building, toppliug
toppling the regime and nation building, to~'p!iJ1I
to~'pJiJII

listl:niug to the buzzing
buzziug ballast, listening to the buzzing ballast,
listl:ning

the regime and nation building, toppliug
toppling the regime.
regime.

listening
listl:niug to the buzzing ballast, listening to the buzzing ballast,
listening
listl:niug to the buzzing ballast, listening to the buzzing ballast.

Muscle (Artificial muscles): These muscles exp,ancl
exp1and,
and contract as the stuff they're made of,
polypyrrole
polypyrrole,, generates and conducts electricity.'5

Cells (Bionic chip):
chip) : A microchip regulates the
activity of healthy human cells to more effectively
administer gene therapy. An external wireless
device sends the body's electrical impulses to the
chip, which triggers the cells' membrane pores to
open.'8
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as the "obsolescence of manufactured goods due to deliberate changes
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... reporti
reporting
ng the War in Iraq ... listening to the latest
la test
casualties ... reports of collateral damage ....
.. suicide bombings in

in design, cessation of the supply of spare parts, use of poor-quality
_materials, etc."
materials,

Baghdad ..
.... about the day's body count. ..
. .the toppling of the regime

In a chilling article in a recent issue of WIRED'"
WIREDTM magazine CMarct.
CMarch

and nation building ... refugees caught in crossfire in Basra.
_.allies
and
Basra ...

2003) science reporter Jennifer Kahn writes about human bodies being
2(03)

used to store human organs. The body is technology is the body. Kenl
Kent
describes a " ...
. .. dead man's room, [where] a different
differen t calculus is
unfolding. Here the organ is the patient, and the patient is a mere
mel\!
container, the safest place to store body parts until surgeons are ready
to use them. It can be more than a day from the time a donor dies
rues until
his organs are harvestedthe surgery alone takes hours, not
nol to mention
harvested-the
the time needed to do blood tests, match tissue,
tissue. and fly in special

intensify air assault, . . .

-bla-laul-cualc
-coulsc -sowouc-- toud_toudk_
coud_ coudk_
.bla
- laul - tualt-toulst-sowout
couc-ruog-pouc-pa
,
it
speaks,
speaks,
cout-ruog-pout -pa
speaks , and
speaks.speaks-

Notes

surgical teams for the evisceration.
evisceration. And yet, a heart lasts at most six
hours outside the body, even after it has been kneaded, flushed with
preservatives, and packed in a cooler. Organs left on ice too long tend
ten.!
to perform poorly in their new environment, and doctors are picky
about
which viscera they're willing to work with. Even
an ailing cadaver
aboutwhlch
Evenanailingca(lav'~
is a better container than a cooler.""
cooler."" The body is technology is the body
is technology is the body is technology is the body ...

I
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morepowerfuJ
What is not said, is often more
powerful than what is spoken about
classrooms. Examples are
diversity, difference, and identity in U.S. classrooms.
everywhere: Although no students of color may be enrolled in a course

.a

wUversity, members of the class do not believe
aU prominent research university,

there is such a thing as institutional racism. A handful of women are
cIiscussed in course textbooks, all
aU authored by men, but no one thinks
discussed
II odd that only men have written accounts of women's achievements
i10dd
lllat appear on the syllabus. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered
IlLat
people do not speak for themselves, either, in the context of the course.
!8ual orientation is mentioned in class discussions only in sentences
5exual
lllat begin '1'
"I'm
IlLat
m not gay myself, but ........" Other dimensions of students'
identities-age,
and teachers' identitiesage, weight, ability, social class-are not
all in the "professional" setting of the classroom. Every
mentioned at all
day, in these and a thousand other ways, silence helps protect the
day.
society.
position and privilege of dominant groups in U.S. society.
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Silence ...

said. is often more powerful than what is spoken about
What is not said,

diversity, difference, and identity in U.S. classrooms. Examples are
everywhere: Although no students of color may be enrolled in a course
.t a prominent research university, members of the dass
class do not believe

there is such a thing as institutional racism. A handful of women are
discussed in course textbooks, all authored by men, but no one thinks
it odd that only men have written accounts of women's achievements
that appear on the syllabus. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered
themselves. either, in the context of the course.
people do not speak for themselves,
class discussions only in sentences
Sexual orientation is mentioned in dass
"I'm
m not gay myself, but ...." Other dimensions of students'
that begin '1'
identities-<>ge, weight, ability, social dass-are
clasS-<>re not
and teachers' identities-age,
Every
mentioned at all in the "professional" setting of the classroom. Every
day, in these and a thousand other ways, silence helps protect the

position and privilege of dominant groups in U.S. society.
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groups. One
There are two forms of silence that protect dominant groups.
is the kind of silence in which people do not speak. People from non_
nOn_
is

women, people of color, and others. When stories about non-dominant
groups are told from dominant perspectives, features of the dominant
dominanl
group are assumed to be natural or normal.
normal Only non-dominant features

dominant groups may be silent in the sense that they have not created
many of the textbooks, news stories, histories, works of art, school

are noted, or tnQrked
mJlr/red in stories that are told from a dominant point
po.i nt of
view.
view. Features of dominant groups remain untnQrked
um11JJr/red because they are

curricula, movies, television shows, toys, and other cultural texts that
wotld. People from
&011\
inform our understandings of ourselves and the world.
non-dominant groups may be completely absent in cultural texts-not
all--or may be represented by someone else speaking
represented at all-or

assumed to be normal-natural-not especially notable or worth
mentioning (Derrida, 1976; Sturken & Cartwright, 2(01).
2(01). For example,
a news headline says "Black man robs local bank." It does not say
"White man robs local bank." Race is marked in a headline, only when

abollt them. There may be no Native Americans in a prime
for them or about
time television show, for example, or there may be Native American
characters that are constructed by non-Native writers as noble savages,

the story concerns a robber who is not White.
Cultural practices of marking and unmarking protect dominant
group interests, both by calling attention to some features and by not
lIot

Nativ.
foils for cowboys, and other stereotypes. Either way, whether Native
dominanl
people are omitted or represented in stereotypical ways, only dominant

calling attention to others. Not calling attention to features of dominant

Absent and Unmarked

voices are speaking. Other voices are not included.
The absence of other voices in cultural texts helps protect the
interests of dominant groups by means of ideological hegemony
(Gramsci, 1971). Dominant stories are continually reinforced in the
cultural texts that surround us. Over and over again, we see the sam.
same

groups-urunarking-can
groups-unmarking-can also be an effective
elfective way to protect privileged
social positions. A news headline might say "Police officers arrested
on drug charges," but we do not see ''White
"White police officers arrested on
drug charges." Reports of school shootings might be titled "Youth
violence." We do not see "Boys kill classmates." When race and gender
go unmarked, negative behavior can be attributed to larger groups of

stories about what Native Americans are like or what it means to be a
might
man or what constitutes success in life. Other narratives, which mighl

people: "police officers" or "youth." Not calling attention to race and
people;
gender helps conceal the responsibility of dominant group members

challenge dominant stories or offer viable alternatives, are not widely
dominanlavailable. Because other alternatives are not available to us, dominant-

behind generalizations.
Philosophy professor, Nancy Tuana (2004), in her discussion of
an epistemology of ignorance argues that "ignorance is not simple lack.
lack.

hegemonic stories end up seeming natural and normal-the way things
"really" are and ought to be.
Whereas one form of silence is an absence of voices, another form

sto.oes
of silence lies in the unspoken assumptions on which dominant stories
sto.ries that dominant groups tell about the way things
are based. The stories
to. be in the world includes more than constructed
are and ought to
representations of themselves. Dominant stories also include
representations of people who are different: poor people, elderly people,

I!
II is often constructed, maintained, and disseminated and is linked to

issu,es of cognitive authority, doubt, trust,
uncertainty"
issu.es
trusl, silencing, and uncertainly"
(p.1).
'1gnoranee-far from being a simple, innocent lack of knowledge(p. 1). "Ignorance-far
is a complex phenomenon: which, like knowledge is interrelated with
power, for example, ignorance is frequently
&equently constructed and, it is linked

10 issues of cognitive authority, trust, doubt, silencing, etc." (Tuana,
2004, p. 30). How is ignorance constructed in the field of art education?
What and who holds authority in the field and what is silenced?
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premise that there is
Critical perspectives are based on a prentise
singular reality or history or body of knowledge. An epistemology

She provokes viewers to rethink, recreate, and rewrite the
,..eanings
ofrace.
tegories
."eani"gs of blonde and other markers of
race. She unmarks ca
categories

knowledge needs to consider what is unmarked and absent A criti<ll
proces...
perspective within art education is a critique of hegemonic pmc

tI race providing a context for "dreaming high" -breaking
rJ
-brealcing through

of knowledge creation and the imbalances of privilege and power in

poWer of particula
power
particularr races.

seta
relationships within communities. To organize curricula around 5<!ts
perpetuates
of images or objects, whether popular culture or high art, perpetuate.

p.tarking
Marking Privilege

what exists. What if art curricula centered
silence by beginning with wbat
on what is not represented?
viewers
Artwork can provide critical perspectives that encourage view""
to consider power, privilege, and social equity. Emily Chiang, a proCUl.rn;o. ·
service art education student, in Keifer-Boyd's visual culture coW5f
on the use of technology in art creation, provides an example of critical
studio practice. Emily embarked on self-representation through critical
practice with video and PowerPoint projection. She challenges, in this
work, representations of race as identity markers. (See Figure 1.)

~
~,

..

, j!
.,

-.\
'\

c'>

•• ,1,"

V

obsI"cl
obst"des and perceptual biases or stereotypes behind the legacy of

Practices of marking grow out of the way people use oppositions
to construct meaning in the languages (including images) through
10

which we understand the world (Derrida, 1976). We understand
IJIiSCUlinity, for example, by conceiving it as the opposite of femininity.
JJ18SCUlinity,
We construct White as the opposite of Black. These binary oppositions
uenotneutrallingulstic
arenot
neutral linguistic categories; they reflect social relationships of
power and privilege. "[Ajll
"[AjUbinary oppositions are encoded with values
worth. Hence the category of
and concepts of power, superiority, and worth.
Ibe norm is always set up in opposition to that which is deemed
the
abnormal or aberrant in some way (Sturken & Cartwright, 2001, p.
104). Frequently the norm is unmarked in words, images, and other
104).
forms of language, whereas opposites of the norm-the supposed
abnormalities or deviations from what is normal-are marked as
categories in the languages through which we understand the world.
This practice of marking opposites, and the way marking helps
in the language we use to
privilege, are apparent in
protect social privilege,
in education. Someone mentions gender in
in
diversity in
understand diverSity
relation to education, and we think of women. Someone says "race,"

and we think of African Americans, Asian Americans, or Native
Americans. We conceive social class in terms of poor and working
Figure 1. Video stills from Emily Chiang's (2002)
critique of race as identity markers.
marJ<ers.

"Sexual orientation"
orie.ntation" means gay, lesbian, bisexual, or
people.. #Sexual
people
people. In the ways we think about diversity in theory
transgendered people.1n
usuaUy do not
it in practice through teaching, we usually
and incorporate it
European, wealthy, and heterosexual.
include categories such as male, European,
TypicaUy, such
such categories of norm and privilege go u.nmarked
unmarked in
Typicaliy,
in American education.
oonstructions of diverSity,
diversity, equity, and justice in
IXlnStructions
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ill
One strategy for breaking this unmarked form of silence in

tAag
R. Stone, and Vuginia
thgdalena Compos-Pons, AlIucquere
Allucquere R
Vtrginia Barratt

education is to pay attention to categories such as male, EuroJ>ean.
EuroJ>ean,

and
Stryker' s collaborative work, described below, involves what
aJUi Beth Stryker's

heterosexual-Le., to mark these categories, too, in OUr
wealthy, and heterosexual-i.e.,

postcolonial theorists (Oimitriadis
(Dimitriadis & McCarthy, 2001)
2(01) refer to as double

thinking and practice. In our classrooms, we can encourage students

coding. That is, the combination of two or more fields of reference
neference in a

to examine how categories of privilege are socially constructed, along

given work is a strategy used to collapse the master narrative (Jencks,
Oencks,

with categories such as female, Native,
ative, poor, and gay. In teaching

1996) in onder
order to visualize difference as community. This postcolOnial
postcolonial

courses on art and visual culture, Amburgy has had students consider

artstrategy is envisioned in CyberHouse, which concludes this section.
The absence of self-representations is, in Ana Mendieta'
Mendieta'ss case,

constructions of masculinity, for example, by examining representations
advertisements,
of men in movies, television shows, works of art, advertisements.

underSCore
children's toys, and other forms of visual culture. To help underscore
the constructed nature of these representations, her students look at
more than a single text.
text They examine pairs or multiple texts. For

considened the way two children's
children' s toys, G.L
example, students recently considered
G.L
Joe and Ken, represent masculinity.
masculinity. Students examined, not only the

messages conveyed by each toy about what it means to be a man, but
also the subject positions offened
offered to children by each of the toys. Whereas
G.L
G.L Joe is addressed to boys, Ken is addressed to girls. G.1.
G.l. Joe is 'n
an
action figure; Ken is a doll.

Artists Deconstructing Absence
Can humans unmark categories and create their own id.
entity? 11
identity?]J
color and gender, as cultural markers, are performatively produced
(see Butler, 1990; Blocker, 1999; Barratt & Stryker, 1998), can we redefine
our identity, or does our cultural template and social context overpower
individual determination to represent self? We discuss here artists who
deconstruct the codification of their physical bodies into societal
conscripted categories. Deconstruction, as Derrida (1988) describes it,
is not an analysis, critique, or method toward a singular understanding.
understanding.

Artists, discussed here, deconstruct codifications by beginning where

they experience themselves situated in societal codes of power and
privilege. Deconstruction is the event from which reconstruction can
be imagined
imagined.. This reconstruction, in the works of Ana Mendieta,
Mendieta, Maria

the subject of her art. Thus as subject she exerts her presence through a
Ibe
visible absence, unmarked by societal inscriptions. Interventions in
cultural marking by artists are productive in exposing what is
unmarked, as well as, what is absent from portrayals of humanity.
PreseIlce and absence, a theme in the work of Ana Mendieta, is an
Presence
"aesthetic of disappearance." An aesthetic of disappearance is when
'aesthetic
the artist as subject is represe.
represented
n ted only in his/her absence by
ilnpressions or other "enigmatic remainders which speak of disease
andmortality" (Smith, 1996, p. 2).
andlnortality"
Silumtas are dug-<lut
dug-<>ut female forms in the earth filled
Mendietas' Siluentas
with ignited gunpower. There are few documents of these
performances. In 1981, Mendieta combined a black and white
Siluetn with an 1817 written
photograph of the ash remains of one Silueta
account of a Cuban legend, La Venus Negra. The legend serves as a
coUective memory of the conquering race"
"marker for a gap in the collective
Indians had occurred
(Blocker, 1999, p. 118). The genocide of the Siboney Indians
colonializing Spaniards created the enduring legend of
long before the coloniaJizing
• Black woman survivor. The Black Venus according
acconding to the nineteenth
century legend was "an example of perfect feminine beauty," who
passively protested, through starvation, the civilizing/ colonializing
efforts
effmts of the Spaniards (Blocker, 1999, p. 117).
multiple-coded
Jane Blocker (1999, pp. 113-136) explores the multiple-<:oded
postcolonial art strategies that Mendieta uses in her narrative
juxtaposition that unmarks essentialized categories of
of woman,
juxtapOSition
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Blackness, and nature.
nature. Blocker's analysis brings to light that color (as

triplicate silhouettes of black, white and yellow. The three figures

an identity category), when displaced as Mendieta does in her retelling

represent
"",resent a transformation as Compos-Pons emerges from her Black

of the Black Venus legend, acquires meaning through the body

body to assume the ideal of female beauty, light skin. La
LA verdod
verdad no mala
maw

movement from one context to another.
another. The woman's skin color is

represents
"",resents the destruction of the two original bodies, "the black and

marked ''Black''
" Black" when she is forcefully moved into Whit.
White

the white (or negative) have mixed and produced the mulatto (or in

colonialization. The legend describes her Black skin as the color of the

ihls
thiS case, mulatta) whose ambiguity in society ranges from being

colonia\iz.ers' inability to contain the Black
Black Venus
black earth, thus the colonializers'

ostracized
osttacized by both black and white, to being glamorized as an exotic

symbolizes the colonializers' fear of nature, women, and otherness.

lover who combines a lighter
lighter skin with the exotic appeal of African

in her elusiveness to captivity. This
When she escapes, her power lives in

Sexuality"
Sexuality" (Goldman, 1995, p.
p. 76). Compon Pons's work represents a
three-way crossroad bringing together three women with embroiled
histories.
histories. A hatchet embedded in the back of the yellow figure causes a
black heart to burst from her chest implying "a step in anyone racial
racial
Iocation
La verdad
location puts different things at stake" (Harris, 2003, p. 1SO).
180). LA
110
mata articulates the advantages of Whiteness and the complications
/10 mala
of miscegenation as a consequence of colonial color marking, where

Silrletas
is similar to the ephemeral "smoking" female form in the Sill/eflls
performance in which the documentation of ashes, a symbol of body
transformation, suggests the movement
movement from the physical absence of

"body (the hallowed earth) through a metaphysical smoke, to a
body
materialized body of ash.
Mendieta, born in Cuba of White European heritage, was marked

non-White within a racist context of being a Cuban exile and a United
States citizen. Mendieta's light skin was marked as Black. Blocker (1999)
Mendieta' s performative use of the Venus Negra legend
interprets Mendieta's
coupled with a document of a Siluela as "a desire, not for indusion,
inclusion,

"the visual body was used by those in power to represent non-visual
realities that differentiate insiders from outsiders" (Harris, 2003, p. 2).
Allucquere R. Stone presents the story of the virtual
virtua\ persona, Julie
Graham, a disfigured, mute, paraplegic female psychia
psychiatrist
trisl Stone (1995)

U7l. Like the Black Venus, this difference is her power to not be
(p. 127).

virtual space that these
suggests in the retelling of this real event in virtua\
' complex virtual identities are real and productive interventions into
"romplex

essentialized or marked by race or nation categories. Such purposeful
unmarking in this artwork, that is not a given by being of the dominant

our cultural belief that the unmarked social unit, besides being White
and male,
body" (p. 75). The reality is witnessed
maie, is a single self in a single body"

group, empowers through the deconstruction of fixed categories for

in that "julie'
'1ulie'ss unmasking as a construct" was emotionally devastating

the reconstruction of a counter-narrative in which Blackness becomes

to the many women who were unforgiving of the deception when they
10
found that Julie, whom
whom they had tnusted
trusted and confided, was a speaking,

which would mean racial and cultural assimilation,
assimila tion, but
bu t for difference"

an elusive concept.
Black Cuban artist, Maria Magdalena Compos-Pons'
Compos-Pons'ss 1991
artwork, LA
La verdad no
no nulla
mata (The Trulh
Truth Doesn'l
Doesn't Kill You) is a critique 01
societal processes that promote self-erasure for those bodies marked

"other" by, in bell
bell hooks's
hooks' s words, "a political system of imperialist,
imperialis~
patriarchy" (hooks, 2000, p. xiv). In U
white supremacist, capitalist patriarchy"
verdad
verdod no nulla,
mala, Compos-Pons represents her body in multicolored

mobile man (p. 78). Stone challenges the "Western industrialized
cultural
.. . that subjectivity is invariably constituted
constituted in
rultural assumptions ...
relation to a physical substrate-that social beings, people, exist by
'!irtue of possessing biological
biolOgical bodies through which their existence is
virtue
warranted in the body politic" (p. 65).
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Stone, in her explorations of identity constructions both online
and offline, emphasizes that it is through "prosthetic" communication

IfIRTked
sr¢l<ed presence. Machine
Machine intelligence,
inteUigence, programmed by
by humans,
attend to whatis
what is perceived
penceived as normal to fool humans that the artificial

of one's physicality that identities are crafted. The discursive prosthetic,
prostheti<,
marken.
Stone (1995) suggests, overcomes in cyberspace an absence of markers.

intelligence can pass as human. In CrosSeXXXaminations, the
computer-mediated exchanges between those who enter the Web site

for instance, can be used in cyberspace as markets
markers
Female and Black, for
to maintain the urunarking
CYberselr
unmarking of male and White. Stone describes cyber,;eu

and the programmed examiner, destabilizes nature and normal codes.

forays that are "stereotypical and Cartesian" interactions: "reifying old
power differentials whose workings are familiar" (p. 36). But by

heterosexual
heIl!J1>sexuaJ orientation to identity, one might notice the assumptions
of heterosexuality in everyday discourse and visual culture.

marking the absence she has also generated interactions that are "novel,
strange, perhaps transformative, and certainly disruptive of many

[)e<onstruction,
()econstruction, in CrosSeXXXaminations,
CrosSeXXXarninations, begins with the discursive
and lived events that codify what is perceived as normal at this moment

(p.36).
traditional attempts at categorization" (p.
36).
work,
Similar to Blocker's interpretation of color in Mendieta's work.

ill
in time, in order to unmark queer identity as diseased or perverted

as an identity marker, formed through movement in and out of various
contexts, Stone's identity transformations, work both online and offline
because of the movement between the expectations or essentializatioo
essentialization
of body markers within a communicative situation. Language codes,

In CyberHouse, a Web-based game in development, both
Tn
recognizing that which is unmarked and perpetually displacing
markings are the strategies for self-representation. These strategies have

such as Black, construct a reality in which a White-skinned body, such
as Mendieta's can be marked as other with the designation of being
00"8
aod
"Black." Stone deconstructs the discursive construction of reality, and
from this exposing of how human interaction constructs reality, silt
she
reconstructs her gender. Successfully changing from the unmarked
person of a White male relies on the discursive markings of female
and/or color.
erosSeXXXaminations,
CrosSeXXXaminations, conceptually constructed by Barratt aod
and
Stryker (1998) and first shown as part of a site-specific installation at

When the examiner asks questions that go beyond the boundaries of

subjects·

tI1eoretical roots in Diane Elam's (1994) concept of groundless solidarity.
theoretical
Elarn uses the term "infinite displacement" to describe a deferral of
Elam
common ground, i.e., a groundless solidarity. This concept
pedagogically functions in CyberHouse to disrupt the notion that there
isa natural foundation.
foundation. However, since consequences for choices about
self-representation are part of the game, the embodiment of physical
phYSical
markings that make each person both unique and of one human race
are not dismissed. Rather than forming stolen identities marketed as
unmarked and desirous in most role-play games, CyberHouse's game
plan is the assemblage of a space from the choices a player makes

Artspace Gallery, Sydney, Australia, in 1998, is Web art that in order to
see it one needs to interact with the piece. Some students find it~

choioesor
concerning self-representation. The choices
or actions inform the created
environments with the subjectivity of the player, creating what Keith

uncomfortable and quickly terminate
tecminate what teeters between natural and
unnatural communication for them. Others, who enter, report that they

Moxey (2001) refers to as "autobiographical self-fictions" (p. 142).
CyberHouse is a metaphor for "body" that one enters virtually to

begin to feel uncertain about human normalcy. The computer program

self-representation.
explore one's representation and to participate in self-representation.
This is the first segment of the game, i.e., making choices that result in

is a disembodied examiner, which is discomforting in this lack 01
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environments that represent participants' worldviews.
worldviews.ln
In CyberHoUSe,
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The so called "modern classical curriculum" or Great Books of the
tile
Western
~Iern World (Hutchins, 1952), a revision of the HaTTXlrd
Harvard Classics (Eliot,

perpetual displacement is programmed in the interface design by
placing the participants' constructions of self in new contexts according

1909-1910), contains ideas and stories that have shaped modern

of
to the choices they make. This is similar to Derrida's (2002) notion 01

civilization.
rivilization. For example, Hegel, one of the philosophers whose work
is included in the Great Books of the
. .is
Ihe WesteT1l
Western World, wrote,
WTote, "Africa ....
is

grafting and structure of doubling/mirroring in which every placement
displacement. The metaphorical
metaphOrical
suggests the possibility of its own displacement
culture
mirror journeys in CyberHouse involve critique of dominant cuI~
framing of race, gender, and other visible markers.
framing

not a historical part of the world; it has no movements or developments
10
to exhibit.
exhibit ....... [Tlhat is in its northern part-belong
part- belong to the Asiatic or
European world ......
.. Egypt will be considered in reference to its Western
phase, but it does not belong to the African spirit" (Hegel quoted in

Eracism: Constructing Absence

earruthers, 1995, p.
Egypt
Clearly, Hegel's objective was to "remove
"romoveEgypt
p. 99). Oearly,
from Africa and Africans from Egypt" (Carruthers, 1995, p. 34) through

£racism
Eracism is the slogan of the group ERACE
BRACE formed in the summer
of 1993 in New Orleans. The goal of ERACE is to foster dialogue

his assertions that
tha t African culture was no part of history.
history. The celebrated
Great
GftDt Books excluded texts from areas of Africa not colonialized
colorualized by

between
ben"een people of all races and, ultimately, to erase racism (ERACE,
<ERACE,
sti.c ker campaign "Eracism" and first activity
2000). ERACE's bumper sticker

Europeans at the time the texts were authored. The omission of African
texts
teXts from both canons of the European education and literature

sending the message to people that they are not alone in caring about
racism, was the impetus for the following discourse on erasure as an

curriculum is very telling, particularly
particularJy in light of the fact that African
scholars made Significant
significant contributions prior to the 18th century. Many

act of racism.
Despite
Despite the huge body of evidence on racism, racial prejudice

Ovilization and early Ethiopian
texts from the ancient Nile Valley Gvilization
period of history were on hand and available for inclusion (Carruthers,

and discrimination, racism is commonly denied in American society

1995).
Art history texts are important in that they shape our conception

and its educational institutions. There are those who would argue that
racism exists only within isolated instances of racists' behavior, or the
acts of extremist groups, resulting in strong opposition to the position
that racism is deeply embedded in the social landscape of American
culture.
Erasure as an attempt to silence can be noted throughout history.
history,
and specifically as is played out in American schools and c1assroollli
classrooms
If "knowledge is power'
pow'"
and within institutions of higher education. Jf
and various forms of knowledge are provided or withheld
nsidlf
. one might
. ht consider
to the position one occupies in society, the question
nug co
is whose knowledge is transmitted and whose knowledge is OlIuttEd,
omitted
curriculum.
or silenced through the curriculum.

of the world and its people. For example, many art history texts and
scholars describe ancient Egypt as the most fascinating of ancient

civilizations and marvel at the beauty of its art and architecture. Though
Egyptian civilization developed along the river Nile, in Eastern Africa,

and African centered studies have clearly demonstrated that early
Egypt's origins were African, art history texts and teachings discount
and largely ignore Egypt's connection to Africa, presenting African
history, if at all, in episodes and fragments. As a consequence, students
do not gain from school curricula a full sense of descendants of Africans
in their evolution or the history of Africans in the African
Afri.c an Diaspora
In
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Silence in the curricuhun
(Hilliard, Payton-Stewart, & Williams, 1990). Silence

lends itself to students not having a sense that the descendents 01
African people are scattered throughout the world in India, Fiji, BrilZil,
Brazil,
Philippines.
and the Philippines.
Discourses of denial or silence are also situated in Egyptian
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osteological measurements and meticulous studies in the various
various
relevant areas of anatomy and physical anthropology; careful
examination and
and comparison of modern Upper Egyptian and
West African blood types; detailed Afro-Egyptian studies and the
collaboration of distinct Afro-Egyptian
Afro..Egyptian cultural traits; documents

d estroyed..
artifacts and archaeology as many have being defaced and destroYed.

of racial designation employed by the early Africans themselves;

of the
Why are the noses and lips chiseled off or removed from many 01

biblical testimonies and references that address ancient Egyptian's
ethnicity, race, and culture; and writings of early Greek and

Egyptian sculptures, erasing the legacy of African people and a
Blackness nnegatively
egatively defined by Europeans? (See Figure 2.)

Roman travelers and scholars describing the physical
characteristics of the ancient Egyptians. (Rashidi, 1998/2000, 'j[
'J[ 3)
The
The range of data and methodologies
methodolOgies "recast ancient Egypt in
the African context" (Crawford, 1996). Unfortunately, Egyptian art is

still
erased from its African context in commonly used art history survey
stiUerased
texts such as Gardner'
Gardner'ss Art Through the Ages (first ed., 1926; 10th ed.,
1996), Janson's History of Art (first ed., 1962;
1%2; 5th ed., 1995), Hartt's Art:

A History (first ed., 1976; 4th ed. 1993), Honour'
Honour'ss and Fleming's The
TIre
V-rsual
nd Stokstad'
VISual Arts: A History (first ed., 1982; 4th ed., 1995), aand
Stokstad'ss Art
History (1999).
Figure 2. Noses chiseled off Egyptian sculptures
uunmark" an African reference.
uunmark"

What accounts for the 20"'-century omissions? One can conclude
that the "curriculum was designed to erase a significant portion of
world history" (Carruthers, 1995, p. 32). What if history is lost, forgotten,
silenced, hidden, denied, or erased? What happens when a society

As noted by scholar Runoko Rashidi, the entire "Egyptian
Egyptian Dynastic

Era (age of Pharaohs) men and women with Black skin, full lips, and
tightly curled hair, "were dominant in the general population and

] 998/ 2000,11).
Senegalese scholar
governing elite" (Rashidi, 1998/2000,
'i 1). The late 5enegalese
and world's leading Egyptologist, Dr. Cheikh Anta Diop, employed
scientific methodologies to substantiate African foundations through:

examination
mUlJlIlries of Egyptian
examina
tion of the epidermis of the mummies
precise
and pharaohs for verification of their melanin content; precist

erases and replaces knowledge? What happens to a society that does

not know its past? Does history become just that, ''his"story,
"his"story, White,
western male and middle class perspective?
The hidden curriculum, a term credited to Edgar Z. Friedenberg
in the 19605,
1%05, brought attention to the fact that children learn more in

lChool than that which is included in the formal curriculum. Moreover,
ecbool

Henry Giroux (1983) suggests the hidden curriculum sends messages
schoo.! knowledge" and through
both through "form and content of school
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out. While most scholars
scholiUS consider
the "silences" of what is left oul
Pl'Ocesa
hidden curriculum as the unintended outcomes of the schooling PI'OCesa
(McLaren,
(Mclaren, 1989), we believe it is important to understand that the
hidden curriculum can be deliberate. In this case----erasing
case-erasing the AfriCiIJI
Afri~
context of Egyptian art-the deliberate purpose of the hidden
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the world LOOK like with such privilege dismantled? Art educators
die
plight
approach this question with their students by changing the doll
nrightapproach

staJIlps
stamPS so that privilege is marked, silences or erasures of people are
....
de visible, and stereotypical markings are removed.
Jll8de

curriculum is to silence some while articulating and transmitting
powerful narratives from others.

Breaking the Silence in 21st-Century Art Education
We can help break the silence by
by asking students to identify visual
culture that maintains race and gender privilege. Dolls are good
gOOd
examples. DoUs
Dolls are important in popular culture as they transmit subtle
messages to young children affecting
affectingself-€Steem
self-€Steem and self-image. Wanda
Knight recaUs growing up never having seen a Black doll. All the dolls
were White; all had long straight hair. Studies by Oark and Oark, in
1939 and 1947, revealed an overwhelming preference by Black children
for White doUs
dolls over Black ones (Harris, 2003). The studies showed
shOWed the
children's associations of good with White and bad with Black were
indicators of poor self-image.
self-image.
White identity has been and continues to be reinforced in various
ways. The standard White doll image can be seen in millions of homes
and now can be seen in millions more as the U.S. Postai
Postal Services in
1997 issued a set of fifteen stamps called Classic Americall Dolls. (See
Figure3.)
Figure 3.) "American Child" (the doll in the upper right hand comer of
the stamps) was featured on the cover of the April 3, 1939, edition of

Life magazine. The doll was designed by Dwees Cochran who based
the head of the doll on what
what she saw as being typical of "American"
children: blonde with northern
northern European features. The message is
clearWhite is the American standard. This standardization is
dear-White
reinforced repeatedly in American popular culture and media as "white
power secures its dominance by seeming not to be anything in
particular" (Dyer, 1988, p. 44). Thus, White
White is unmarked.
unmarked. What would

Figure 3. 1997 U.S. Postal Service Stamps
Classic Amerl","
American Dolls

listen to silence, look for the unmarked and erased. This
We can listen
is a critical approach. Education has never been, and can never be a

value-free enterprise. Values are taught by the curricular choices, the
approad,es used, and most critically by that which is
pedagogical approaches
absent and!
or unmarked.
and/or
unmarked . If not exposed for its impact on eroding
democracy, silence is a powerful and dangerous educational practice,
institutionalized in schools or transmitted through public
whether institutionalized

pedagogy (i.e., the teachings from surrounding events and signs). A
participatory democracy involves individual citizens participating in
"those
'those social decisions determining the quality and direction of their
lives" (Isserman & Kazin, 2000, p. 169).
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eal1calli~,
Democracy is the responsibility of all, and it is through ed'J""'
"_
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geferences
Beferences

r esponsibility is learned and practiced. VISual culture
that this responsibility
__' ..",~.
from a social theory perspective asks: How does the visual -V'"'eJItsupport or demise liberty and justice for all? We can en(:ourage
en,nurag,e slud,eru..
st:ud,l!l\ts,
to envision the future, discuss democratic values, and ask if
ati.
1I dlemlOQ'
'leDno':rat~
justi~
values such as political inclusiveness, social equality, economic jus~

and personal autonomy are evident in everyday, popular, and peTVasivt
PeJrv",si""
visual culture. What would our surroundings, relationships,
__.'
relatioflShips, wono
.. ~"""._
i.e., our visual culture-look like if imbued with democratic VaJu
.~'u,,"
i,e.,
..' ~
Re-present and re-create the existing visuality of the world to convey
one' s beliefs about
democratic values and in the process explore one's
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African Art:
What and to Whom?
Anxieties, Cetainties, Mythologies

.,I)sCUrlng,
~g, weakening) the old? Are the old dilemmas taking
taking new
{ortIlS?
fot1DS? What is the Significance of
of such questions and their possible
answers to art education?

Early Anthropology, Race,
IJId
Il1d Europe's Modem Anxiety over Africa
The European anxiety over Amcan
African identity was generated by its
lftO(iem
JPOdern colonial
colon1al and oppressive relationship to Afticans
Africans in the old and
worlds.
worlds. The need to construct European identity as essentially
SUperior
aU others was so powerful that it was imperative to remove
superior to allothers
JIj!W
~

It has taken nearly a whole century to publish two books on
011

asaa complex cultural unitwithiJI
unitwiihill
African art that recognize the continent as
which there is diversity, A History of Art in AfriCil
Africa (Blackmun Visona, M
M.
et al,
ai, 2(01)
2001) and Africa, The Art of
ofaa Continent
Conti",,,,t (phillips,
(Phillips, T. 1995). Why
for North and East Africa past and present to be
it taken so long far
in texts labeled African art? Why were they not recognized as Afticilll?,
/UTlcanll~
India, also a place of diversity of race and ethnicity, has not
lodia,

similarly treated. The assumptions underlying the norms retarding
a representation of Africa were deeply rooted, their influence
scholarship related to African art and culture was profound and, eVeII
p ersistent. They have impacted on
if attenuated at present, persistent.

organization of information related to Africa, influencing from
cataloging, the content of texts and videos, to museum layout
exhibitions. Only by becoming conscious of the pervasive power
this "hidden curriculum" can we take steps to counter its
fear5aJlII
Those underlying assumptions are symptomatic of European fears

desires related to African
Aftican identity.
Why has that anxiety persisted for so long, and what has
h"" ca'_
i·,iec,logicl
it to wane so that finally these texts could appear? What ideologial
and other forces were at work that determined the pace of
(com~lliClltiDI
What ""new"
new" dilemmas are replacing, or being added to (com~lli""~

IJIY
lilY suggestion of civilizing influence of Afticans
Africans or any other
othe.r on
European culture; and divest Africans generally, but black Africans
particularly;
Diop's (1974)
particularly, of individuality and reflexivity. This is why Oiop's
userti0n of an African origin of civilization, and Bernal's (1988)
ueertion
Cl)lllention
modern historiography has been thoroughly penetrated
ClJ(llention that modem

and compromised by racism and continental chauvinism is deeply
dlsturbing
disturbing to the academic status quo.

If 1I am right in urging the overlhrow
ouerthrow of the Aryan Model and its
rep/Jlcement
replacement Uy
by tire
tile Revised Ancienl
Ancient one, it will be 1recessary
necessary not only to
rethink the
tire fundamental bases of 'Weslern
Ciuili2lltinn' but also to
'Western Civilization'
recognize the penetration of racism and 'continental dzauvinism'
dzauvinism ' into
all our historiography, or philosophy of writing history. The Ancient
Andent
deficiencies, or UJeilknesses
weaknesses in exp/Jlnatory
Model had no major
I/JQjor 'interna/' cIeficiencies,
explanatory
Ih",,}; uuerthrouJ1I
overthroum fur
for external reasons.
reasol/S. For 18"18" · and 19"'-century
power. Uwas
19"'<entury
Rmlzanhcs
Ronranhcs and racists it was simply intolerable for
fur Greece, which was
seen nol merely as the
but also
alw as its pure childhood,
stell
Ihe epitome of Europe bul
to ~
have been Ille
tire result of a mixture of native Europeal/S
10
Europeans and colonizing
Africans and Semites.
Semites. Therefore,
Model/tad
AfriazIIS
Therefore, the Ancient
Andent Model
lrad to be overthrown
and
Uy something more acceptable.
acceptable. (Italics
//lid replaced by
Otalics in the original
original,
p.2)
p.2)

,

-
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Even scholars such as Wallis Budge (1973), who regarded ancient Egypt
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,\rt history in Ascendance

readers understOOd
understoOd
rulture, made sure that his reader.;
as essentially an African culture,

In the first decade of the 20th century the conceptions of ''typical'
typical'

that it was inferior to Greece and Europe.
Europe.
In order to acrueve
Africa
achieve the second imperative Egypt and North
NorthAfric.t

Africans as unrultured
uncultured underwent aaradical
radical change that influenced how

had to be rulturally
culturally and racially removed from any influence or relation
to black Africa. Here the science of Anthropology was pivotal in that it

referring specifically to the impact of African objects, among others,
20'" century. This affected a revaluation
on European artists of the early 20"

ddevised
evised the categories of race. There is little doubt today that the racial

of African objects in the eyes of European scholars. A pivotal moment

categories of the nineteenth and early twentieth century anthropologists

Bum-American attitudes towards works of African Culture was the
in Buro-American

were conceived to legitimate the racial and ethnic apartheid hierarchies

Museum of Modem Art's show of African art. The catalogue's essay

that imperial European powers
power.; needed to affirm their superiority (Diop,
CDiop,

by
J. ).J. Sweeney (1935), providing the requisite socia-historical
socio-historical
by).

1974, Bernal, 1988.). African culture
rulture identified with Negroes, pagan

background of the show to its viewers, lays bare the tension between

religions, and "tribes:
"tribes: could be distinguished from North African
rultures identified with Hamites and Semites. Its religions could be
cultures

his discipline and that of the "scholars of African culture,"
anthropologists and ethnolOgists.

distinguished from world religions, especially monotheistic ones, Islam.

Anthropologists and ethnologists in their works had completely

Christianity, and Judaism. Its cultures
rultures were regarded as primitive rather
ralhor

overlooked (or at best had only mentioned perfunctorily) the

than civilized and developed. In the racial hierarchy
hi.e rarchy that prevailed blaci
bIaa-

peoples.. ...
.. . It was
aesthetic qualities in the artifacts of primitive peoples

Africans, categorized as Negroes, were at the bottom of the ladder,
ladder.

not the scholar who discovered Negro art to European taste but

correlated inevitably with "the
" the masses," intuitiveness, the collectivr
collective

the artists. And the artists did so with little more knowledge of

unconscious.
unconscious. The majority of European scholars were persuaded by

the objects' provenance or former history than in what junk shop

the "objectivity" of the convenient racial categories erected by early

they had been lucky enough to find it and whether the dealer
had a dependable supply. (p. 12)

African visual-manipulative forms were represented in texts.
texts. I am

anthropological "science."
" science." The most civilized black person
nevertheless beneath the most uncivilized white person. Comt,ined:
with gender hierarchy this placed black women on the lowest rung

resides.
Sweeney is certain where the "new" value for African objects resides.
Negro
In the end, however, it is not the tribal characteristics of Negro

humanity. Altogether the black person
per.;on stood precariously above
category of higher animals such as apes.
apes. As this was a structure
to serve Europe's imperial ambitions nothing in it anticipated the'impad
th., imoad

art nor its strangeness that are interesting. It is its plastic qualities.
Picturesque or exotic features as well as historical and

of "Negro" African visual-manipulative forms on European arbistsand
artistsanll

ethnographic considerations have a tendency to blind
blind us to its
(Sweeney]. 1935, p.21)
true worth. (Sweeney).
lrueworth.

culture.
rulture.

Ia short, you do not need the knowledge provided by the scholars on
In
Afri

.
African
rulture to aesthetically appreciate "Negro" art; it
it is accessible
can culture

III ail
aD. Sweeney is certain that
that the true worth of "Negro" art lies in its
plulic
plastic quali ties.
ties.
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understand
Doubtful that Europeans could ever fully und
erstand

s(ielltists
surprising that it was Diop (1964),
sde"tists were not. IItt is not
nots...rprising
(J %4), a scientist,

"psychological content" of African art, he was nevertheless aware
"black" African art was the
the major obstacle to understanding ''black''

-"" exposed the spurious
sp...nous objectivity and racist motives behind early

prejudice existing tha
thatt denied black Africa any serious contribution
civilization. The prejudice Sweeney had to combat
comba t assumed
human civilization.
witilOUl,
fact the idea that the person of black African origin was savage, Willh"",.
history and culture of any sophistication, bereft almost entirely

IJIthrOpology's
IJIIhrOpology's racial categories.
categories.
Such is the opinion of the Frenchman Joseph de Cobineau,
Gobineau,
precursor of Nazi philosophy, who in his famous book On the
Inequality of Human Races decrees that the artistic sense is

Gha",
notions by informing his readers of the great Negro kingdoms, Chana,

inSeparable from Negro blood; but he reduces art to an inferior
manifestation of human nature: ...
. .. Frequently Blacks of high

5onghai, and Benin.
us of the racial and cultural composition of peopl,esclf
To inform US
peopiies,"

intellectual attainment remain so victimized by this alienation
that they seek in all good faith to codify those Nazi ideas in an

Africa he relies, nevertheless, on the current categories constructed
po'wel-n~ \
used by the "scholars," the said ones that were blind to the powerful

alleged duality of the sensitive, emotional Negro, creator of art,

intelligence and creativity. Sweeney does his best to contradict

and the White Man, especially endowed with rationality.
rationality. (p.25)

confidently ltella
aesthetic qualities of Negro African art. Thus Sweeney cOl1ficlently
It was imperative for Diop that black Africans should realize they

us " the population of the African continent may be divided into
main stocks:
stocks: Libyan, Hamite, Himyarite (Semite), Negro and B",mnlaJl.
B~

Ill!
IR no less rational,

exclusive of the modern European population and the Indian and
Chinese introduced by them" (Sweeney, 1935, p. 17). The exlhibiitiOll
ex!-ubitioa.·:

toracial
under
10 racial and gender constituencies could only keep black cultures ...oder

and catalogue did nothing to counter the dominant assumption
at
Egypt and North Africa could, indeed should, not be thought of ..
black and African. Black Africa's inscription in other African identities

to
could not be recognized; just as the terms Latino or Hispanic tends 10
make invisible the Afro Hispanic
HispaniC presence in Spanish speaking cultures
cu\twes

capable of objectivity and science, than any other

sroup
P'P of people.
people. The essentialist apportioning of reason and intuition
tile supervision of European power. The motivation behind such
Ihe
alructures
IlrUctures is to make sure that European culture was substantially
uninfluenced
UIIinfluenced by any other and above all others. Non-European cultures
_supply
CIJIsupply raw material, but European culture transforms and elevates
iL

distan'"
of the Americas, so too were the racial categories created to distance

Africaa
"Negroes" from "civilization." What the elevation of black African
reinfon::e was the as<:rif'tioI!
visual manipulative forms to high value did reinforce
of intuitiveness and emotionality to black persons as an essential trail,
trait,
reserving for white people, men especially, rationality and self-control.
sellf-e,ontroi.
For some African intellectuals, typified by the N'egJ'lItLOC
movement, this was at last recognition of thei,
theirr different
dilfferent es"erltiali
es:senltial
strength. However, while some black and African artists
st.rength.
intellectuals may have been elated by such "recognition," some

The claim that some ineffable quality is added to imported
techniques, concepts or aesthetic styles often occurs in culturally
peripheral nations like England, Germany, Japan, Korea or
Vietnam. Cultural pride needs to be maintained in the face of
foreign borrowing
so massive that it cannot be denied, or
borrmving that is SO
where borrowings r=
run counter
ciaI'
co...oter to a hierarchy of cultural or 'ra.
'racial'
sUperiority. (BemalI988,
(Bemal1988, p.198)
superiority.
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Bernal make the above statement in speaking about I!UJrop<
...
"uro~.....
SW1'riisin.~
perceptions of themselves as the progressive culture. Not SurprlsuI.J.

"""sed
.:eased to be convincing and a new cadre of art historians more

for the rational limb of European art, modem criticism and history, It
transform""
was the modem European artist who, not as heirs, but as transformer"

sympathetic
fully converted to the anthropological position
sytn'p"thetic but not fuJJy
an>"
cBD'e on the scene. They were not all of one persuasion on the north

carried forward African knowledge to great new heights, as only
Europeans could do, not Africans of the old or new worlds.

urtiform in their substantial exclusion of North
SOUth divide, yet were uniform

20" century texts and the change they represent On
on
The early 20'"
one hand leave untouched the racial assumptions about Africans, whilt
on the other they further a positive change in the value of Black African
manipulative objects, but essentially in formalist terms
visual mampulative
would prove unsatisfactory to Afrocentrists and EtlTooP".
European

art
anthropologists. The former seem to have no impact on African iIt
hiistory
history text:
text hardly ever referred to, they are marginalized. The latt~
have an increasingly big impact and generally are certain the formalist
fonnalist
emphasis imposes European meaning on African art, dismissing what
it meant or means to its creators; in other words devaluing their reaSOI1l
reasons

for making objects.
There are several issues we need to be mindful of at this juncture.
The formalist aesthetic elevates in one way but restricts in another til!
t~
representations of Africa in art history
hiistory texts.
texts. Also, we should be wary
of assuming that the polarization of formal against contextual frames
fram ..
of interpretation is as necessary as they are represent to be by the
historians and curators on one hand, and on the other the

JPOf"
historian/curators
JIIOT" favorable to the latter. The formalism of the hiistorian/
curators

,tJrica
IJricann cultures
cultureS from their texts on African art.
(J971, p. 109-115), even thought willing to acknowledge
Willett (1971,
Ancient Egypt to be perhaps African in the racial sense, and definitely
to in the cultural sense, was unwilling or perhaps unable to include

way. Six pages out
ancient Egypt and North Africa in any substantial way.
of
288
are
devoted
to
Egypt,
in
which
the
omy
visual
evidence you see
01288
only

of Egypt are 3 illustrations of prehistoric art ina
in a text on African art that
aims to correct misconceptions of African art. Evidently, the
Jllisconception in most urgent need of correction is the formalist
misconception
art The value that African
exclusion of the cultural context of African art.
subjects give to African objects is critical, but th.
thee attribution of complex
thought
ethnologist and anthropologist
!hought to Africans, which later some ethnolOgist
were willing to concede, did not necessarily imply, nor secure
torognition of equal rationality. Indeed, the assumptions of the childlike
rocognition
thee
irrationality of the "primitive" and "tribesman" persisted well into th.
bTationality
latter part of the 20"
20'" Century. The following
follOwing statement from no less an
H . Gombrich (1972)
(J 972) was not only typical, it helped to
authority than E. H.
make such attitudes pervasive.

anthropologists who emphasize the social context. Finally, the
relationship of the "mainstream"
" mainstream" to marginalized Afrocentric
scholarship underscores the different value given to the issues of race

much as if children played at pirates or detectives till
It is very much

and rationality, and is itself
itseU an undervaluing of African rationality and
capacity to determine what's in the best interest of Africans.
Africans.

they no longer knew where play-acting ended and reality began.
But with children there is always the grown-up world about them,

Well into the nineteen
rtineteen eighties the status quo on the division of
African culture into north and south of the Sahara remained in force

penple who tell them 'Don't be noisy', or 1t is nearly bedthe people
time'. For the primitive there is no such other world to spoil the

along with its racial categories of justification. About the same time the
tussle between the hiistorian/
historian/ curators and anthropologist had turned

illusion, because the members of the tribe take part in the
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preteI\(l!.
ceremonial dances and rites with their fantastic games of pretence.

Among the Bororo Fulani any temptation to settle in villages is

They have allieamed
all learned their significance from former generations

countered by an intensive propaganda to encourage a confidence

and are so absorbed in them thatthey
that they have little chance of
ofsstepPing
tepping

in the beauty of their way of life, bolstered by a pride in Fulani
Fulani

outside it and seeing their behavior critically. (p. 23)

racial characteristics.
characteristics. They have an aesthetic of the body, which
has helped them retain their particular MedHerranean
Mediterranean features

This is from his text The Story of Art now in its sixteenth edition.

to a remarkable extent. Young mothers massage
massage the crania of their

peISistent, to ignore the anxiety of African people
peop~
With such attitudes so persistent,

babies as if
if to model them into the desired shape-a kind of

over the issue of rationality because it was conveniently deemed the

elongated sphere.
sphere. They also manipulate the nose,
nose, as if
if they are

irrational unscholarly emotional vomit of extreme Afrocentrists, not

trying to make it long and thin, giving it an elegant, aristocratic
(non-Negroid) line with the forehead. (P. 55)

only was a poor excuse, it was symptomatic of insensitivity to African
feelings on that issue. We have to keep in mind that the institutionalized
exclusion of Africans of the Americas from opportunities and

There are several points we must note. Frrstthere
Fmtthere is no distinction

recognition as artists was sustained, at least in part, by a combination

made between race and ethnicity. This is a conflation quite congruent

of the tight tethering of aesthetic notions to race with an apartheid

with, but not exclusive
exclus;ve to, essentialist ideas that see culture as a

interval to keep African creativity
hierarchy that used the geographical interval

>genetic"
-genetic" product of racial characteristics; many writers are not carefuJ
careful

and intelligence potent only "over there" and confined to "back then?"

10 make such a distinction recognizing the separate influences of

Bascom (1973), Brain (1980), Gillon (1991), Seiber and Walker

somatic and cultural factors in identity construction. Nor is there any

(1987) to name a few, sustain the divide by a refusal to include North

sense
II!D5e that North and East African cultures, and Middle Eastern ones,

Africa in their texts. Gillon'
Gillon'ss book, A Short History of Africall
African Art, includes

are racial and ethnic mixtures. How can we account for the persistent

Nubia, and is quite informative otherwise, but he too keeps North Africa

use
we of such categories? Eugenia Shanklin (1994) attributes it to silence

and Egypt out. Bascom (1973) does not share Willett's (1971) opinion

on the issue of race by antlrropologists.
anthropologists.

''The
validity of excluding Egypt, Ethiopia, North Africa, and the Sahara
'Thevaliclity
Saban

It was not always the case that antlrropologists
anthropolOgists dealt
dea lt summarily
with the concept of race; from the mid-nineteenth century until

is particularly evident in the realm of art. These four areas belong to a

the 1940's
\940's and 1950's, the study of human .races
r aces preoccupied

different world of art and, except in very remote times, the influence
diffenent

scientists, and many ideas were put forth that we now see as

they have had on sub-Saharan African art has been largely negative"

erroneous, biased, or bigoted. In the 1960's, the notion of race as

(P. 27). This is after he states that "Culturally the affinities of this large
latge

a valid physical or biological category was denounced by leading

region are predominantly to the north and east, rather than to the south'

antlrropologists
anthropologists and, by about 1975, discussions of race had

(P.27). Brain (1980) is still convinced of the racial categories of the

disappeaned
disappeared from most anthropology textbooks. This silence has

imperial era, therefore he can write

enhanced confusion about a concept that remains current in the

on the place of North Africa in a text on African Art. He is unequivocal;

popular imagination, one often used to justify social and legal
decisions as if its scientific basis were fully established. (p.1S)
(p.lS)
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The popular
popular imagination referred
referred to
to certainly
certainly includes historians
historians
The
to use the
the erroneous, biased and
and Dlltobod
Dl~;Ot.d
African art who continued to
categories. Silence on the
the part
part of European anthropologists
racial categories.
complicit with
with the perpetuation of the categories created by their
complidt
self-esteem was at risk.
risk.
predecessors. But then whose seJf..,.teem

ell'pOwered
eIIlpowered in this respect are critics, curators, and art historians, the

wonts
wotdsariths
xniths in the art business. It is interesting that neither traditional
,urican
,uncan objects, which were not art, nor European ones which are art,
can do without the mediation of those empowered
empowered to designate
jpCIuSion
lnCfusion or exclusion from art. That Africans did not have a concept

more indicative of the inertia of these ideas is the
Even more
African Art:
translation and publication of Rene Wassing's (1988) AfriCJln

ofarl
01 art (until Europeans came along), and Europeans have an untroubled

KOltterdarll.
background and traditions. Originally published in 1968 in Rottel"dar
•.

al
at slake
stake is authority to determine value. Once the ordained

Wassing's text not only sustains the north south divide, but
racial categories of the 19th century. Amazingly
reproduces the radal

iJISIitutionalized
jnsIitutionalized rituals have been performed passage from object to
art is secured· The demarcation of the difference in this case is more for
I118intaining
radal and cultural hierarchy than for telling us about
Dl8intaining racial
African or European visual manipulative objects.
The resilience of the category "art"
"art" can be traced in part to the

anlmgful,
deemed a text so important that it was worth reproducing for an
""gUll!
aulthOJl1.
speaking audience? The motivation behind the text, like the aU'thClII
mentioned above, is to place black African art in its cultural COllt"'lL
corttE'l:t.
He is at pains to distinguish the African conception of 'artist' from

"as we know it." Individuals are certainly recognized in African culture
"but the leitmotiv is function, the purpose of an object, rather than
principles, though
standard of criticism founded on purely aesthetic prindples,
these may not be lacking altogether" (Wassing, 1988, p. 1).
The "as we know it" Signals
signals the inextricability of the concept "art"
from Western meaning European and Euro-American dominated social
socW
contexts. Wassing would have us assume that there is something
coherent in the concept "art"
"art" for Western
riddled with contradictions, especially in

cultures, when in fact it is
these latter days in which

modernist notions have been severely contested by avant-garde
initiatives to liberate the concept from the turn in meaning given to ft~
by art institutions. The avant-garde'
avant-garde'ss failure and
institutions and the institutional theory expose the

the triumph of
0/
real purpose of
0/

one
one (or had until Africans came along), is not what is at stake, what is

desire to maintain a civilized
dvilized and superior modem
modern West over Africa,
dIe archetypal antithesis of modern civilization.
dvilization. Hence the need for
lite
Wassing to remind his readers of how "severely functional"
functiona l" African
art is, and why "without it's collecti
coUecti ve cul.
cultural
tural background it is scarcely
understood"(p.ll. This function of the category "art" has not escaped
anderstood"(p.l).
dIe notice of some scholars. McGaffey (I998)
(1998) referring to the same
the
observation made by Mitchel (1986), states in agreement,
Domestic debates about the nature of art thus implicitly
implidtly serve to
define our civilization in contrast to others.
others. Art itself
itseU has an ambiguous
defiileour
position in this play of judgments: although as image it is inferior to,
and subversive of, the authoritative word, it participates in the
.. periority of our civilization
dvilization over those, which by definition are
IlUperiority
critidsm. (p.222)
Incapable of art. Or perhaps we should say art criticism.

maintaining the term art: since objects in themselves are not art but

McGaffey titles
titles his essay "Magic, or as we
we usually say,
say, Arl:"
Art:" A
A
Framework for comparing Europeon
European and
atld African art. That art depends on
Fnrmework

become so
SO by socio-cultural.institutional
sodo-culturalinstitutional determination, the important

like the "magic" attributed to primitive
Institutionally sanctioned belief, like

question is who will determine which objects and events are deserving
of the cultural reverence bequeathed by the label art? Those most

IIId pre-modem
pre-modern uncivilized
undvilized societies,
societies, has
bas not escaped him.
him. "Art"
"Art"
IJId
ltlICues European
European objects
objects so
so labeled
labeled from the
the derogatory
derogatory sense
sense of
of the
the
RBCUes
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irrationality associated with the word magic, When attributed
attxibuted [OJ'\IT;_
to

To some critics, Griaule'
Griaule'ss is too idealized a view of Dogon
Dogan culture,

..
objects the relation between the art not-art-ness of the objects ""nai
"'""iUJra
behveen the two
hvo culture"
cuI~
to remind us all of the hierarchy involved between

life. To others, his
lacking the irregularities and texture of real
realllie.

To
and of the basic rationality and irrationality of their members. 1'0
aIt / not-art and rationality/
rationalityl
understand how the interplay of art/not-art

appeaI to he
be based on a limited number of Dogon
conclusions appear
Ogoternmeli, whose individual perceptions of
collaborators, like
likeOgotemmeli,
Dogon culture may not always he
be shared by others in their ethnic

at
irrationality affects art history texts we must look more clOsely ot
anthropology and the scholars of African art.

group. The Griaule School has heen
been criticized for its lack of
group.
ting Dogon society as a timeless,
historical consciousness in !rea
treating
unchanging entity. The mythological system described by Griaule

Anthropology and the Mind of Africa.

and Dieterlen may not be the coherent network of

,.hat

Within
Within the field of anthropology there was a desire to know what

African objects meant to their makers and users. The cultural conlecl
contt!lCl
wruch they were produced was the focus of anthropological and
in which

correspondences they claim it to be, for some readers have found
internal contradictions and inconsistencies that make the system

ethnogrnphic
ethnographic investigation. In fact, the anthropologists assumed unlike
Sweeney that perhaps it is possible to understand the African
African mind.

less useful as an interpretive tooL Finally, it has been suggested
that the literature about the Dogon is more a reflection of the
thought patterns of the French researchers than of the people being

They might have been driven by imperial motives, but it ne',
erthelless '
nevertheless
resulted in an attempt to understand African culture(s) and in being

studied. (p. 17)

better
u~''''' ..
hetter informed about ideas they held. The studies conducted by
by""""""
Griaule (1965) and his team is well-known examples of the insight and
understanding that can be gained from anthropology. But, they axe
are
exemplary too of some of its blindness, and have been criticized froOl
froID
diverse perspectives that include European and African critics. Their
researches will serve as an occasion for me to examine the issues
provoked by anthropology and of the uses to wruch
which it has been put in
texts on African art history and culture.
cul ture.
Griaule (1965, and Griaule and Dieterlen, 1986) and his resew
research
tearn
team found that the Dogon and related groups such as the Bamano
(Bambara) possessed a complex cosmology expressed in a mythology
that, he and his tearn
team believed, structured every facet
facet of their existence,
and therefore could be
he used to explain the significance of art objects
objed!
and other aspects of the culture of these groups. The basic thrust of the
criticism of the GriauleSchool
Griaule School as far as its relationship to art is concerned
concemed
988).
is captured very well by Kate Ezra (J
(19BB).

It is interesting that internal contradictions have been observed and

consistency demanded in view of the fact tha
thatt there is hard!
hardly
(OIISistency
y a system

of thought that can claim to be free of inconsistencies, in this case
whether it is the interpretations of Gnaule or his informants. And
certainly plmality
plurality itself will make for inconsistency and divergence.
consciousness. In
In
More reasonable is the criticism of a lack of historical consciousness.
fact, just as Ezra essentially points to the modernist Eurocentric bias of
Griaule, so too one can discern in her quote the "postmodem"
"postmodern"
plurality of social VOices,
voices, historicity, and European
preoccupation with plmaJity
selfcriticism operating to acknowledge shortCOmings, but also to affirm

and sustain the impression of a strong stream of reflexivity in European
lcademic traditions, by which it justifies its claim to objective
academic
"modem" in the
superiority. Nevertheless, there is something quite "modern"
Griaules critics to capture "the irregularities and
postmodem desire of Griaule's
p<lStmodern
lextures
Iextures of realllie."
real life." If one can see and feel in Ezra's
Ezra's statement the
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seIi-<:onscious European schoiaIshiP-by
scholarshiP-by
liberating arm of ever more self-<onscious

with historical reality resulting in a continuous revision and expansion

mentality-th."
which it obscures its subjection to its own collective mentality-th""

of ideas similar to science. This "self reflexivity" and historicity that is
the
t/te universal characteristic of philosophy is not what Ogotemmeli
Ogotenuneli

in contrast the African person and the meaning of her/ his visual

any more reflexive and self-determinative than before, rather the

offerS, but he is an individual elucidating a religious system. And
systeffiS in Hountonji's estimation are impervious to development. How
aysrernsin
shOuld
should we regard Ogotemmeli?
Ogoternmeli? As a theologian? Yes. As a philosopher?

African subject is the object of another network of concepts and irames,
fram...

No.
No.

manipulative objects remain limited to village and communal contexts;
limited to the past.
c an subject as
past One does not yet see or feel the Afri.
African

more subtle perhaps, but with no risk of African will behind the reasons.

One can question Hountonji's assumption that all Ogotemmeli

forms.. We can get
no glance forward, except unwittingly in unwitting forms

Ogotemmeli is
haS done is elaborate a static view. Having insisted that Ogoternmeli

a sense of this interaction of past and present if we turn to one of Ezra's

individual. can we be sure that he has not given his spin on a more
an individual,
general perspective? After all, one of the criticisms of Griaule is that he

sources of criticism of Griaule, Paulin Hountonji (1983).

Griaule is part of his critique 01
of
Hountonji's critique of Gnaule
anthropology in Africa, and is situated in his castigation of it and some

.eJjed on a limited number of informants, the implication being that
relied
others may have had different perspectives on Dogon cosmology.

of his fellow African intellectuals for perpetrating a deception, a myth;

Regardless of such reservations Hountonji' s anxiety is for an African

namely that what has been offered by traditional informants, or worse

individuality that is marked by a critical rationality. It is manifested in
his determination not to fool himself or his fellow Africans as to what

yet, has been distilJed
distilled from them by western mediators such as Placade
Temples (1969), is African philosophy. Hountonji is scathing in his
dismissal of the latter; they not on!
yare
only
are Western
Western constructions of African

philosophy really is (even if one questions his restriction of philosophy

philosophy, but reinforce the notion that Africans cannot distill
distiIJ the main

to a European form, rational speculation) and in his certainty that
Africans must develop, must recover perhaps after a long interval,

concepts of their philosophies themselves, Europeans have to do it for

science and philosophy.
philosophy. This desire is manifested in Hountonji's
Hountonji' s

them. In Temples' intervention the African person is still
stiIJ unconscious

sympathy for Diop's (1974) project of excavating a scientific African

of the philosophy he
/ she embodies and lives. Articulation of its
he/she

from ancient Egypt. This anxiety for an African science and
tradition from

principles is a task to be taken up by a more disciplined mind, the

philosophy, and for an individuality and society recognized in those

paternal European one. Griaule's
Griaule' s attitude is better, but still
stiIJ imbued

postmodern
terms is not the deep concern of anthropology and its postrnodern

with superiority;
superiority, and still
stiIJ does not accord his informant the dignity of
individuality. Rather, Griaule's informant, Ogotemmeli, is the

latter is still
stiIJ concerned
fascination with plurality and difference. The latter

with the (very modern) project of understanding and representing more

mouthpiece of a communal mind, a mere spokesman of a mass mind:

faithfully the Other, hence the critique of Griaule's method as unable

the Dogon
Dogan mind, African mentality.
mentality.
Ogotemmeli can elaborate on an African perspective, but it is

to capture "the irregularities and texture of real life." What is critical is
that the interest of the African person in countering the stereotype of

not his liberated reason surveying history and ideas and arriving at

very limited, if
if any, presence in
irrationality and superstition finds very
available texts. If
If the modernist tendency regards non-European culture,

revisions. For Hountonji (1983) philosophy is a process of engagement
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The
11>e confluence of the narrow focus with nationalist tendencies

the higher denominations of European cultural currency, dis,reg;ard;"
di!;"'1~~tIiao
and denigrating African reflexivity as integral to its culture,

WOrked
worked not only against diffusionist tendencies that would derive
IJIYIhing
pan."ything profound in Africa from ancient Egypt, but also against pan-

postmodernist sscholarship,
cholarship, even if more sensitive to A"',.'"~
IT;"__
personhood, nevertheless skirts the issue of African reflexivity as iI

AfriC'U'
AfrlC3" tendencies generally. It is also runs counter to more generalized

is irrelevant to the issue of African art.
phases.
Representations of Africa go through at least two phases.

..,ore "textured" view of African culture.
cullure- DeMott (1979), for example,

there is the specialist of African art who, focused on a specific
group or culture, has already filtered and distilled information
his/her
other sources to be incorporated into his/
her argument. Then
the specialist, indeed, rely on editorial
editor;.!
are the general texts that draw on thespecia\ist,

jeYeIs
je\'els of meaning, and is more congruent with the interest of having a
deD"Onstrates
Griaule and his school's attempt to
delP"ostrates the inadequacy of Criaule
explain the meaning of Dogon sculpture exclusively via mythology.
mythology.

She
§be resolves the claims of mythology, iconic images, and performed
jjtUaI,
ritIJaI, especially
especiaUy the former, by allowing
aUowing for interplay of the three. This

was justifiably corrective of the over application of mythology as an

aa,dEmti""UYSOIUIII
how all
aU the institutional reins on what qualifies as academically

explanatory instrument. However, nowhere in her text does DeMott
JD8Ition
Jlll!lltion the astronomical information for which the mythology was a

objective studies are profoundly linked to the modem European
kno",leclg&
to ensure
enSure that it retains authority over what is acceptable kn,Jw:led,
...

....,taphor.
IIIOilIphor- That information indeed points to a tradition of thought
grounded in observation of reality (even if that reality has not all been

Outside these two moments is that occupied by African scholars
th,,,,,,",,,
often trained in European universities, are also constrained by the

amfirmed
OlIIfirmed by modern
modem science). It leads one beyond the stereotypes of
IUP"'Stition
superstition associated with animism, ancestors, the supernatural, and

norms.
norms. But, besides that they, like reflective persons in any cultw.,
cuJtuN"

.....
gic," and is indicative of a more general African possession of that
"Jnagic:
kind of knowledge. There is little doubt that Dogon astronomical

panels drawn from the ranks of the specialist. It is not difficult to

have to sift "real" knowledge from the spurious.
mesa
....
The focus in academia is on what visual manipulative works m
in the narrow context of anthropology. In studies of Western art 0Df
will find books ranging from Art and Physics, (Shlain, 1991), to

Theory of the Avant-garde, (1984). African visual manipulative

knowledge
Griaule (1965) and his fellow
Imowledge profoundly impressed Criaule
researchers
It!SI!8TChers (),
0, and that he was convinced that these seemingly simple
people were possessed of profound knowledge linked to ancient
African
ancientAfrican
and
md European traditions, which
whi.ch he called "Mediterranean" traditions,

AtnOiD.
are not approached in a similar way. There is limited use of AtnalL

It would seem, therefore, that the Zodiac of the Mediterranean

interpretive theories as may be found in divination or other Pf',cti,CI!I,
Drl'cti,i>!S.

peoples could be explained from the point of view of Dogon
cosmology and metaphysic. But the European [Criaulel
[Griaulel had no
illusions about how such an argument was likely to be received

A similar situation would not happen with Chinese art, where it
not be out of place to use interpretive ideas structuring the II Ching.
a nutshell, the range of interpretive strategies applied to African
"~d " generating
manipulative forms is limited; therefore the "mind"
seems limited, especially compared to Europe or Asia . Who
constrained the meaning of African visual manipulative forms in
way other than those who authorize the texts on African art.

by recognized specialists in academic circles...
. . ... Has it not been

established once for all that the African has nothing to give, no
contribution to make, that he ",,""ot
cannot even reflect
re.flect ancient forms of
the world's thought? Has he not always been relegated to the
level of a slave? (p.215)
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Yet this
this astronomical knowledge is left out of DeMolt's
DeMott's SPEtiai;
specialiitt
Yet
..
also never
never finds
finds a place
place in
in general texts on African art
text, and also
distance between black Africa anct
and
otherwise. Why? The distance

JllSC"ptible
SOSC"ptible to
to European
European tendencies
tendencies to
to dismiss
dismiss their
their knowledge
knowledge as
as
lJIISCientifiC
UJlSCientific than
than those
those of
of India
In<lia and
and the
the Far
Far East
East because
because generally
generally
infonnation
is
oral,
without
a
textual
tradition.
iPfonnation is oral, without a textual tra<lition.

all costs. The mod"",
modl!lll
"Mediterranean" cultures must be maintained at all
"Mediterranean"
p.l) did
<lid it by denying any influence 01
"Aryan Model" (Bernal, 1988, p.ll

How
be irrelevant
irrelevant to
to the
the "meaning"
"meaning" the
the
How can
can such
such information
information be
dances,
daJICOS, masks,
masks, and
and rituals
rituals hold
hold for
for Dogon
Dogon culture,
culture, and
and from
from them
them for
for

More recent
recent anthropology and archeology's bias for
fer
Egypt on Greece. More
postmodern emphases on plurality and
and differenct
difference
indigenism, and postmodern

African
African cultures
cultures generally?
generally? Space
Space suits,
suits, panels
panels with
with lights
lights and
and buttons,
buttons,

tendencies
arrive at a similar end through sympathy for nationalist tendencieo
suggestion..
and by downplaying-even dismissing pan-African suggestions.
Masolo (1994, pp. 68-83), an example of one of the "otherwise," leaves
Dogon astronomical knowledge out of his text on African philOSOphy
Dogon
in which he discusses Dogon ideas, He sticks quite safely to the
information to
metaphysical ideas but never refers to the astronomical informatien
which they are related.
related.. Most academics, European or African, do not
want to look stupid by siding
si<ling with something so incredulous as a
"primitive" tribe of Africans having astronomical knowledge that
modern science has only recently arrived at. Such concerns are not stull
stuff
"on the ground" as a bias for historicity may prefer, being more
"on
mere
concerned with ideas. Rather, it is "too" up in the air and to that extent
ungrounded and unreal.
unreaL What is critical then, is not so much the
meanings that Dogon mythology and objects can hold, but the sense of

(OIIIlote
(OlII\ote and
and symbolize
symbolize to any
any viewer the
the scientific
scientific knowledge
knowledge and
related
Jl!lated space expleration
exploration that
that is
is the achievement
achievement of modern
modem science.
What has determined
that
African
visual
manipulative
works
determined
visual
works cannot
have
peculiar kind ofebjectivity
have that kind
kind of range of
of meaning? Only the
theperuliar
of objectivity
that will not acknowledge scientific thought to nen-European
non-European traditions.

Therefo.re,
therefore, the impressio.n
impresSion that must prevail
prevail about Africa and African
peoples, which the mediating
memating schelar
scholar has decided is truer, is of a
superstitio.US
superstitious people with fantastic mythologies that have no.
no ground
in
bt reality.

Others have
h. ve been critical of the narrowness o.f
of frames used by art
histo.rianS.
historians. In a review o.f
of a Bamana exhibitio.n
exhibition and catalogue Sarah
lIrett-Smith (2002), while complementing the contrihutions
contributions to the
catalogue, is of the epinion
opinion tha
thatt failure to take into account the practice
of slavery in Africa's past not only gives a distorted view of the past,
but also.
also reduces the significance
Significance of objects.

effrontery to the ego of Western science and civilization that they may
present. Because it is unwise to trouble this ego, effectively guarded by
a very dubious objectivity, Dogon astronomical information is filtered
out of art texts.
There is also the unwillingness to accept the coexistence of science
and religion together in African contexts, in an equation different to
the estranged one that was imperative to European progness.
progress. A similar
attitude is <lirected
directed toward all
all non-European traditions of scientific
knowledge, whether it is the science
science of yoga in India or concepts of the
"chi"
nchi" force in Far Eastern traditions. African cultures are far more

The problem with the ahistorical viewpoint from which most of
the otherwise excellent contributions to this book suffer is not
just that it provides us with a sanitized picture of the African past,
plane it may stop us from a
but also that on a purely intellectual plane
understanding of the powerful
Po.werful objects
o.bjects in
in this
truly profound understan<ling
inventio.n and risk taking to
to. which
exhibition, and the creative invention
(P. 942)
they are a witness. (P.
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together lift an object from banal and limited meaning to complex and

It promiseS
JniseS to be
be a trend that will take texts out of the old formulas of
~tation
Jl ~tation of African cultures. A sad aspect of these changes is that
",any
:
y of those who battled against those norms we now see displaced,
displaced,

profound value. Just as information about African slavery makes I

are labeled simply Afrocentricist, and major concerns articulated by
by

Dog""
difference to the meaning of Bamana objects, so too would DogOll
bow any reader regilrd&
regards
astronomical knowledge make a difference to how

I/Ieffi
theD' for all people of African origin have not been properly addressed
by any of the texts including the recent ones, especially those related to

Dogon objects. The expansion to frames other than the art historical or
anthropological clearly is necessary if we are not to be left with restricted

-civiJiZation"
<civiJjzation" and black Africans.
New dilemmas will emerge. Ruth Phillips' (2002) review of three

Afri.c an visual manipulative objects.
notions of meaning for African

exhibitions of African art signals what the "new" dilemmas are like.
The
"!he key point she made that is relevant to my argument is captured in

frames, and from one frame
frillne to
10
Such is the way meaning shifts within frames,
another, and expands to cumulative value when
wben diverse frames
frames he14
he!cl
another,

Conclusion
What forces delayed the writing of texts that included the arts of

the
!be following quote:

African continent as a whole? The most powerful drag on change is
the deeply and subtly
subUy embedded assumptions generated by European
imperialism and global dominance. This is true of racial categories, as

Under colonialism, and even more after its formal ending, the
West has
bas been exporting museums and their technologies of

well
as through the use of the category "art."
uart." The assumed superiority
wellas
all others in every respect, serves to keep
of European science above all

representation as integral parts of modernity'
modernity'ss achieving,
memorializing, and nation building practices ..
. . . What these three

the range of interpretive frames from which art historical texts view
African cultures in narrow bounds. It is a modem presumption that

exhibitions show, then, is how successfully museological
conventions have been exported and, to some extent, translated,

today,
others did not reach where European science has reached tOday,

so that now, in the era of globalization, museum savvy can be
reimported to the "mother countries" through collaborative
curatorial processes (p.951).

contradicted by confirma tions by the said science of things propounded
by non-European traditions. A confluence of the national identity
interests of African states and cultures with trends in anthropology
and archeology biased toward indigenous development overshadows
postmodern moment that
pan-African aspects. Ironically, even in this poslmodern
collage. the overly organic concept of culture persists,
sees culture as a collage,
so that cultures cannot be seen to "meet" or coincide in terms of ideas
in moments of similarity that transcend time and space. These are the
seeing.
forces that delayed the vision of African culture we are now seeing.
That the recent general texts on African art finally acknowledge
thatHit
the continent as a whole, its diversity, difference, and plurality, that
ancienUy so, is a step forward.
is multiracial and multicultural, indeed anciently

Phillips tends to see only how Western culture successfully dominates
I'hillips
subUy in so-called post-colonial postmodern
others, even subtly
poslmodern times. While
there is truth to that, what is also true is the subtle influence of the
subtle influence remains unrecognized
others on the West, and this subUe
unacknowledged. The terms
postmodern and postcolonial are too
teems poslmodem
and unaclcnowledged.
linear to accommodate the fact that different cultures had arrived at
6Iructurally similar realizations at different times. What is needed are
6tructurally
studies of the subtle
subUe influences of the others on European and EumEurn-
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others, in this case people of Africa and
American thought; and of how other.;,

lIIanipuiative
lI'ampulative objects? Have we taken sufficient account of the impact

its Diaspora, are incorporating European ideas and reinterpreting thOse
derived from their own traditions.

of
deeper understanding of African
oi non-Western cultures on the West? A
Adeeper

dealt with the African continent as~
as l
Of the two texts that have deaJtwith

bave
have overlooked because we are still working from within contexts

Omnnellt is not without its critics. Rankin aI\lj
anq
whole, Africa: the art of a Colltinent

that are limited. Given the move in such academic projects as material

ahistOriCi\!
Uebhammer (1996) for example regard it as perpetuating ahistOrica\
notions of African visual manipulative forms and of keeping in place

culture studies, and the thesis by BUrger (1984) and Huyssen (1986)

notions of the civilizational priority of North African
Eurocentric notions

life, how can we maintain such an unbridgeable gulf between African

cultures. Yet, the fact that prior texts seem to accept the exclusion of

visUal manipulative traditions and European ones? A related problem

North African cultures from Africa makes such an inclusion a sign of

is the notion that African art is almost all religious, any notion that

interpretive
&ames uses by
progress. On the other hand, the narrow in
terpreti ve frames

Oy in the face of
science is involved is suppressed, as it would seem to fly

art historians makes the Eurocentric priority given to North African

mainstream science.
science. It may be that art educators
educator.; will need to be less
mainStream

cultures, result not only from persistent ideas about cultural hierarchy,

restrictive than their historian and anthropolOgist colleagues in seeking
per.;pectives from which to interpret Africa's visual manipulative
perspectives

bu
butt also &om
from the failure to see deeper connections between them and
African cultures south of the Sahara which the use of mOTe
more diverse
diven;e

visU"1
visUal manipulative traditions will offer insights that we art educator.;
educators

that the avant-garde was a drive within Europe to reconnect art with

priority"
frames would have facilitated. The lingering problem of ""priority"

practices. Also, the failure to take into account
traditions, objects and practices.
African anxieties related to rationality not only contributes to the

based on racial or cultural difference cannot be resolved by simply

texis,
persistence of "aesthetic" emphases in African art exhibitions and texts,

&om south to north and visa versa, nor
flipping around the emphasis from
by affirmations of plurality and difference fashionable in this

but to the perpetuation of a condescending portrayal of objectivity and

postrnodern moment, but requires a more complex use of diverse
diver.;e

objectivity is more often than not a euphemism for irrationality. The

&ames
frames of interpretation to allow the complexity of African culture to

stakes involved are too high for people of African descent, and all others,

be seen, It will also allow the cOgnitive
cognitive side of A&ican
African objects to stand

educator.; to ignore.
ignore.
for art educators

rationality in African culture, in which the "difference" in African

beside the emotive one, allow a morerich aesthetic to prevail, and dispel
the notions of African irrationality that persist. What is needed above
all is more writing about African visual manipulative forms by Africans
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Piercing Gaze:
Public Art in Schools

----------------------------------Laura Felleman Fattal

Paradigm of Silence
A gaze is a silent facial gesture while a piercing gaze suggests a
shrieking sound. Unpacking the word, silence, allows one to look at

the difference between the verbalizations hailing empowerment and
the actual functioning of reinstatements of purpose in learning, teaching

mentormg in a public school. Silence, in the following
follOwing article, signals
and mentoring
a discomfort, sometimes solitude and, at times, an abyss perhaps

indicating the disparity between expectation and implementation. The
depth of research necessary by the school community to reach consensus
the in-depth archival photographic research
for names of dignitaries and thein-depth

fagging a Neighborhood
Inspirational murals of portraits of African
Ahican American political and

saci.l.
sad_I history line some of the most unsafe streets in our urban areas.
CityArtS in New York City or the Mural Program in Philadelphia
CityArtB
provide a visual reminder by warning city dwellers they have now
entered crime zones. Such beautifully rendered murals enliven brick
and plaster walls of buildings that often face abandoned lots, partially
destroyed row houses and empty office spaces. Murals, in this context,
all'
aJI' both a call 'to watch-your-step' because you are in a treacherous
aJI'O of town as well.as
welJ.as mark the redevelopment zones of hope, renewal
and aspirations for residents of this street
street.
The history of painted and ceramic walls supports the political
and social motivations for creating murals. Mexican murals in the 1920s
encouraged improvements in social
soda! welfare and land reform. Murals
MW"als
thee ideals of the Russian Revolution of 1917 promulgated
depicting th.
the
tbeCommunist
Communist Party's agenda. And, the federal initiative in the United
Wotters Progress Administration
States in the 1930s known as the Workers
(WI'A),
(WPA), hired artists to create murals both immortalized American ideals
of freedom and enlightenment and the American worker in post offices,
train stations, office buildings, and other public places.

on the part of the professional artists required time commitments and
levels of perseverance that were unforeseen by the participants. The

African American and Latino Diaspora

challenge of maintaining community-building activities underscored

Towns in central New Jersey often have deceptive architectural

the problematic issues entrenched in areas of hlgh
high poverty. The

facades, both luxurious and downtrodden, which underscore the need

following article is grouped around nine sections, a post script and
references: Paradigm of Silence, Tagging a Neighborhood, African
Affican

to describe and understand the experiences of Ahican
African American and
Latino diaspora populations. Plainfield, like Newark, New Jersey,

American and Latino Diaspora, Developmental Stages, Convincing the

experienced extreme racial tensions in the late 1960s which
w hich drastically

Public, Aspects of Production: Multiple Visions, Whole School Reform:

changed the demographic profile and economic stability of the town.

Language Arts and Visual Literacy, Aesthetics of Truth and

In the central New Jersey town of Plainfield, the superintendent of the

Reconciliation and Teaching Tolerance: State-wide Commissions.

high·poverty school district envisioned public art in the newly built

Washington Community School (grades preK-S) as a way to celebrate
its community-building mission. The School is a large red brick building
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with clean large classrooms, two playgrounds, a large well "'I'UJP1le!I
eqlJiPl""' :
gymnasium, cafetonum,
cafetorium, dance stuelio,
stumo, health clinic, and
and library.
library has a large angled window that enables passerbyers to see
seo! in·...
the school, again, a way of embracing community.
A Request for Proposals (RFP) was sent to prominent Afri<Oa!l
AfriCOJl
American artists such as Mel Edwards, Glenn Ligon,
Ligon. Emma Amos,
Alonzo Adams, Indira Bailey, Wendell Brooks, Faith Ringgold, and
anct
Lorenz"
escribed their
Lorenzo Pace. Those artists who chose to participate ddescribed
project to a committee of community member
memberss and schOol
school
administrators, illustrating their vision through slides, maquettes,
drawings, and models. Lorenzo
Lorenzo Pace was awarded the funds to fuIIiU
fuIfiU
<pased on a family
the designated proposal utilizing his children's book (based
history) Jalani
]a/ani and the
lhe Lock as the central wall imagery. Lorenzo Pace
was born in 1943 in Birmingham, Alabama. He received his Bachelo"
Bachelon
of Fme
Fine Arts and Masters of Fine Arts degrees from the School of The
Art Institute of Chicago
Oticago and his doctorate from lllinois
Illinois State University.

adelition,
In adm
tion, four weekend community workshops were held for
slUdents and their families to create three 20' long by 6' high
rugh barmers
banners

for
(or the cafetorium of Washington Community School. The workshops
"aried
..ried in attendance from 100 to 5 students with decreasing
participation as the weeks continued. Two local professional artistsMel Holston and Caryl Henry-led the three-hour Saturday morning
baJUler workshops. Mel Holston was born in 1939 and stumed
stuelied at the
beJU1er
Fashion
Fashlon Institute of Technology and Jersey City State College and in
PariS, France. His work has also been shown at galleries and museums
Paris,
lItrOughout
ttuoughout New Jersey and has been reviewed by the Newark Star
Ledger, The Jersey Journal, Black Enterprise Magazine, Art Business
News, and other prominent newspapers. Caryl Henry is a visual artist
a.r tist

and educator who sees the healing aspects of art as pivotal to instilling
change to the world. She has been awarded four California Arts Council
Artist-in-Residence grants, two Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation grants
designated
and has been designa
ted a Master Teaching Artist by the New Jersey

Lorenzo Pace has been the director the Montclair State University Art
An

State Council on the Arts. In 1998 she completed eight murals and four

Gallery for over ten years. The African Burial Grounds in lower
scuI pture
Manhattan was honored in the year 2000 with the large public sculpture

which have been
banner projects for Newark, New Jersey; some of wruch
shown at the Newark Museum and the Newark Liberty International

by Lorenzo Pace entitled Triumph of the Human Spirit. The two

Airport.

sidewalls of the stairwell at Washington Community School would
integrate ten portraits each of important African American and Latino
leaders/dignitaries/heroes embellished with Lorenzo Pace's
interpretation of the inmvidual'
inelividual'ss contribution to better humankind.
In conjunction with Lorenzo Pace's
Pace' s stairwell installation that included
mural painting and collage elements as well as framed
framed portraits, the
th
school's 5 th grade art club of ten students, drew and painted concrete

The local artists developed ideas for the banners closely related

to Lorenzo Pace's installation. The banners
barmers spoke to the theme of the
10
eliaspora, mirroring the ethnic population of
African and Caribbean maspora,
Washington Community School, through images of cultural artifacts.
music, and dance are referenced along
Specific ethnic foods, clothing. music,
stories/characters
with well known stories/
characters and maps of Africa, Latin America,
and the United States. The student artists were influenced in their

representations of careers/
careers/ futures the students are planning for
themselves.
themselves. The student work has a distinguished portion of
of the half

posters the professional
artistic designs by the books, postcards, and posters

wall overhanging the stairwell
stairwelL

soliclifying their choice of subject. Challenging the students to think of
solidifying

artists brought to the weekend workshops to assist students in
their everyday lives as examples of ethnicity and a segment of American
Ibeireveryday
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society requires a bit of anthropological detachment that was
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Young children's artwork has been source material for research

for students to understand. Two of the student artists, however,
new Americans from Guatemala. On a cold Saturday in March

~ at understanding the psycho-social developmental stages of
...,otional
~onal and academic growth. Where to start on a black piece of

the two sisters wore white straw hats with paper .flowers,
flowers, blue
pink dresses, and blue sandals. This wardrobe alone speaks to
[0 CUltu"j

pIP"" the use of cartoons as a reference to draw a human body, and
pIP"f'

artifacts of clothing and stages of assimilation into mainstream

pnaccustomed to drawing and/or realizing their own ideas with art
IJIIICOlStomed

American society. With the depictions of family meals, people's
shirts and sweaters, and hairstyles and characters of historical

....
teriaJs.
lllllteria
ls. One of the goals of these Saturday workshops was to see

illustrated in books, the professional artists brought to life the type
pictures that the students were to draw on their banners.

Developmental Stages
As in many activities in urban school districts, the challenges 0/
of

arranging personal time needed to complete school-centered projects
with competing priOrities
priorities such as juggled work times, childcare.
entertainment, familial
farnilial responsibilities, and self-improvement are
monumental. The weekend banner painting workshops were designed
slOwly
to be three hours in length requiring steady perseverance in slowly
creating large banners/mural. Many of the parents brought their
children to the workshop one and two hours late and just assumed
there was a place for them in the middle of the project. Washington
Community School students, at times, were accompanied by siblings
of varying ages or by parents who were more interested in drawing
and painting themselves than assisting or encouraging their children
to draw and paint on the banners. Some students were distracted from
working on the banners by seeing their peers out of the classroom
setting. Mel Holston and Caryl Henry, the local professional artists, of
course, accommodated this non-traditional sense of time. The students
understood that the banners, at completion, were to be displayed in
for
the cafetorium. There were no snacks, certificates, or trophies far
participation
participatio.n in the weekend project, just the self-empowering feeling
wo.rking on a public art project that would be visible to.
to all students
of working
visitors in the school for many years.
and visito.rs

pcing the professional artists' work are common hurdles for students
pdng

~ration of an idea - in the form of a sketch.
elabOration
sketch, drawing or painting.

T\Ils progression in elaborating on a work of art was encouraged
1IUs
individually or in a group of two or three students. Indeed, the question
ofdrawing as a public or private activity arises in collective art projects

such as this one. The weekend banner project provided insights into
how individual students think,
Urink, plan, draw, and reflect upon their

artwork as well as noting developmental growth in groups.
Students were best motivated by seeing imagery of ides i.e.
freedom, slavery, exile, diaspora, salvation, comfort, praise, redemption,

IJId love, etc. as viewed by mature artists. With the springboard of
end
established images.
images, students were able to be empowered to design and
draw their own pictures of ideas. But, it was unclear if the students in
the community workshops saw their work linked to Lorenzo Pace's
stairwell installation, though they were told the projects are thematically

tied together. To have the opportunity to draw pictures on large banners
with profesSional
professional artist mentoring, which happened to be a unique
B"xlI" size paper, was
experience for students who only draw on 8"xll"
intended to be a liberating arts experience. At best, there was a goal to
lessen the feelings of artistic insecurity in students. Nevertheless, social
tension arose within the group project. Some students distracted other
students frum
from the work at hand, while comparisons between students
Who
who were self-motivated and those who needed constant supervision
and correction were often quite visible. Prodding.
Prodding, energizing.
energizing, and verbal

praise were instructional-type methods conducted by the professional
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artists. One of the initial motivations for the creation of the
art installation that needed tt include portraits of historic
contemporary African American and Latino diaspora leaders
on·~oi"
...
reinforce the weight of history, meaning the expectation of on·1oloi
academic accomplishment for todays
today's students, supported by the

models&..
of these accomplished male and female heroes who are role models
ra.
overcoming adversity. The portrait installation in the ....
s,atrwel
trw. .
of ,acc:oDlplishool
underlines the direct need to see oneself as a progeny ofac"on'plisl-ool
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('.oIlvincing the Public
convincing
community-building, seeing beyond the facades of homes into

!be
[t took two evening
die dynamiCS of family is an on-going process.
process. It
eVening
~ts to enable the adult community to begin to understand the pur-

"""Is

of the art-making endeavor in the stairwell. A
pose for and the breadth
breadthof

~

Byer
flyer taken home by
hy students combined with Parent Teacher

~tion (PTO)
()IgaI'ization
(l'TO) phone calls produced a very small tum-out of par_ for an initial 'meet-the-artist" evening meeting. Working with the
IIIIS

JIIUaIs
JiIU8Is and routines of the Washington Community School schedule, a

ancestors/dignitaries. As the superintendent antiapated
anticipated in
installation, the cOloerete"""
cOlocretenl!!1IL
...
designing the components to the art insta\1ation,

JICOnd evening event was planned but this time tied to a Book of the
IIICOnd

compassion and inspiration of the human face offer renewed hO]pe
hope 1"-

at Aunt Connie's House by Faith
Month club reading of A Dinner al

tomorrow.
tom orrow.

JHnggold
Jllnggold and serving a community-prepared dinner at a regular PTa
PTO
~g. The second 'meet-the-artist' evening produced
prodUCed over 150
meeting.
ISO pe0-

Mel Holston, one of the local professional artists, had
elementary school-age students in an urban area for over twenty
He know the push and pull of process vs. product. Initially scorned
Caryl Henry, the other professional artist, and the arts supervisor
being too programmed and uninventive, Mel Holston offered
elongated silllouetted
po~tery:
silhouetted African figures, African animals and pottery
templates for students to copy. The students' contributions
intricate lace-like repeated designs that were created inside of
of

ple tollear
to hear Lorenzo Pace's evocative description of his vision of the
llairWelJ
llairWeII project. Introducing the local professional artists, Mel Holston
aDd Caryl Henry added a family-friendly dimension
din>ension to the evening;
I!Id
participants were able to experience the personalities of the artists who
perticipants
students. The first community-building
would be interfacing with the students.
meeting provided a better
understanding of the goals of

silhouettes. The resultant
resultant three 20' banners were composed
silllouetted
Holston. Caryl Henry had painted
PaUlted:
silhouetted figures arranged by Mel Holston.

s tairwell and banner
the stairwell
principal. vice
project for the principal,

appropriate sky and land settings for the figures. When poSSible,
had students assist her in painting the backgrounds for the figures.

principal, family liaisons,
community coordinators, and

the student body dwindled over the four weekend workshops, Caryl

PTO president. After a second
community-building meet-

Henry did most of the painting herself seeing the need for a final
product. The students who attended the workshops saw the impressive
progress of the banners. However, this did not translate into their

ing. the school administration
ing,
could articulate, with a unified confidence, the importance of inserting
CXJUId

valuing a continued participation in the project nor in soliciting their
friends to join them in a Saturday workshop.
workshop.

Latino
visual.representations of African American and La
tino history cultural
visualrepresentations
school
diversity, and academic achievement into the ambience of the schooL
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Aspects of
of Production: Multiple Visions

thewaU
TwO weeks later, Lorenzo Pace started marking the
wall with royal

Lorenzo Pace started painting the 40' walls of the stairwell
months after he community-building meetings took place to

IJIue tape to indicate where he was to put the portraits. Another group
b}de

students for the weekend drawing and painting projects. He left

.eceiving phone calls asking Lorenzo Pace to stop work At this point,
there was recognition for the

paint droppings on the linoleum steps, but more importantly, Daln ..~

tJ
nay-sayers started voicing their clisapproval
rinay-sayers
disapproval and the school started

waU salmon.
one walilirne
wall lime green, one waU
wall lemon yellow and one wall

need to hang signs saying

principal politely asked the arts supervisor to come over to the

'work-in-progress' to be

to see what was taking place. With any history in dealing with

posted on each of the stairwell

public, the nay-sayers speak first and speak loudly. All the

walls. The challenges of a

approving of the changed color of the walls, including the school's
teacher, were quiet. In this instance, silence is understood as

'work-in-progress' is similar to

approved acceptance. The belief in Lorenzo Pace's vision that was I

a community setting, like the

necessary sileIl(:e '
multi-tiered art-making process was wrapped in the n.,,:e5l;aTJ(
grima"",
of waiting by some members of the school community. But as grimaces

Saturday student workshops
stucHo or home. Is making art
versus working in the privacy of one's studio

membeq
and genuine fear spread throughout the school community members

ever a public activity, where there is always interpersonal chatter, and

wary of change, Lorenzo Pace was invited
invited back to speak and reshow
his maquette to the administrators to soothe their trepidations and to
speak of his
his new idea to paint the gray railing either violet or red. The
community coordinator, vice principal and principal initially
initiaUy squealed
however;
at thinking of the violet or red railing. They were assuaged, however.
when Lorenzo Pace put a long red leather coat over the railing to mimic
approval. Ultimately, the
what it would look like, generating a hum of approval.
violet-,
railing was painted violet,
catching the electricity of color
that careens from the images
and panels of the dignitaries'
cHgnitaries'
portraits and the story book
the Lock
pages from Jalani and Ihe
and the students' futures on
the walls.

not the silent cHalogue
dialogue the artist has with the artwork?
The unheard conversations going on between Lorenzo Pace, Caryl

the complexities of doing art in

Henry and the arts supervisor revolved around who was researching

personalities who would ultimately
and reproducing the images of the personallties

confront the students on a daily basis with their piercing gaze so as to
act as inspiration to them. Though handsomely rewarded in the
Proposals (RFP) parameters, Lorenzo Pace refused to do
Request for Proposals

his own research. Thirteen school librarians were then mobilized to
look through books and posters to find 11" x 17" color and/or black
American
can and Latino
and white photographs of the designated African Ameri.
personalities/heroes were:
leaders.
leaders. The designated leaders/
leaders/ cHgnitaries/
dignitaries/personalities/heroes
From the past-Thurgood Marshall, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
jr., Malcolm

jordan, TIto
lito Puente, Lewis Latimer, Harriet Tubman, Alex
X, Barbara Jordan,
Haley, Madame c.J.
c.j. Walker, and Mary McLeod Bethune. From the
present-Muhammed Ali, Rosa Parks, Milton Campbell, Colin Powell,
jr. Ray Blanco, Dr.
Maya Angelou, Ophrah Winfrey, Guion Bluford, Jr.
Mae Jemison,
jemison, and Rigoberta Menchu Tum.
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The process to choose these leaders went through sev"1lI
seVer~1
permutations until their final selection. First, the selection community
commUttitJ
for the professional artist was to choose personalities. There Was,

this
however, no follow-through perhaps another kind of silence, on Ihi&
request. Washington Community School students and administrat""
administratOrs
selett
were then going to select

00
carYl1 Henry, one of the local professional artists, in a new role since
site was personally motivated to find images of the African American
she
,)1Ii Latino diaspora heroes. She reproduced almost all of the heroes'
,¢
portraits with the exception of one personality who was impoSSible
impossible to
]ocate
Jocate (Milton Campbell), though an Olympic gold medal winner and
tJUlya local celebrity. The Milton Campbell's family was eventually
trnlya

twenty personalities through.
through,
group vote, which through

ClIjoled into bringing in an appropriate portrait. A local record producer
",joled

some manipulation, en5Ured
en5Ur<d
the inclusion historical and

chat
lhat had to be enlarged and changed from black and white to color.
(.orel1Zo
j,Orel1Zo Pace had decided on malcing a differentiation on past and

contemporary figures, men

present heroes by using black and white and color photographs,

and women, and a variety of

1fSpec!ively.
tespec!ively. This seemingly small request by Lorenzo Pace made the

professions. The massaging of

time-consuming. For
hunt
bunt for the photographs that much more time-consurning.

the list of personalities took

inStance, the Guatemalan Embassy did not readily have a color

two months longer than imagined which can be interpreted as a brief

(Ray Blanco) had his office send in an actual photograph of himself
(llay

silence. The two month delay on the selection supposedly delayed

photograph of Rigoberta
Menchu Tum . With no

portrait
Lorenzo Pace two months in his locating and redesigning of the portrail

evidence of artwork on the

11 was assumed that Lorenzo Pace would put the necessary
necessary
panels. It

walls, the convincing of the
public of the worthiness of the
project was slightly derailed
with the shift in work load
from artist to pick-up artist.
The portraits with brief
biographical statements Simultaneously were undergoing vigilant triple
checking of the spelling and text recognizing word and image were
both storytelling components.

time in the library and the copy store to find the correct size and type
of portrait-ultimately duplicating it for the stairwell.
stairwelL This was a
misunderstanding since school districts do not have studio assistants
on their payroll that do this kind of work and Lorenzo Pace was not
prepared to do this type of work himself. Surprised by the
uncompromising stance of the artist, the arts supervisor recognized
that the pictorial and textual research area of the project was tapping
into an uncomfortable and perhaps forbidding area work
worl< zone. What
is not said is often more powerful than what is said in
in conversation or

interviews. Silence and/ or intermittent silences in this case portrayed
an aspect of the artists that was unseen by the selecting committee.
committee
The multi-vocal participants on the Washington Community School
banners and stairwell installation provided an opportunity to employ

LorenzoPace's creativity is showcased in the inventive use oitays
of toys
erulminiature
eruI miniature replicas of symbols associated with certain professions.
The chosen African American and Latino diaspora leaders depicted on

the walls of the Washington Community School stairwell as mentioned
contemporary. The
were divided into two categories -historical and contemporary.
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legacy of the dignitaries is evocatively symbolized in relief 'CljUpt
..
'C'lJIPIbI
the indivirl"
indivi<hul
encircling the black and white or color photograph of the,
...
set of percussive instruments are positioned next to the image of
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~ole
WIIoie School Reform:

I.aJlSUage Arts and Visual Literacy
1.IJI8Uage
Pace' s art installation, in part, incorporates through
Lorenzo Pace's

Puente, an astronaut helmet is situated near Guion Bluford, Jr., a

.,.wgeroent
oUxed media the text of his book lalani
,..Jargement and mixed
Jalalli and
alld tlte Lock.

is included in the Martin Luther King. Jr. panel, and indigenous

The
'"'" art installation fuses words and images in a developmentally

Sll1rounds
suouunds Rigoberta Menchu Tum. A youthful fig..rrativ.,
figurative relpresentatio~
repres.enta,tio.

appropriate and visually exciting manner. Ensuring that students could

ofJalani,
youth
slavery
of
Jalani, an African you
th taken into sla
very retells the Roots-like
Koots-IU:e SItar.

_d
.
.d from a distance of a stair or landing, the size and clarity of the text

shJld"'lt:
utilizing a drawing style of an early elementary school-age stud",lt.:

Jalaru on the widest of the
The colorful multi-paneled retelling of Jalani

ne>d
ne:rt to the panels of the heroes and the enlarged pages of the storybook
~ni
Jll6ni and lite
/lie Lock were a concern in
in hanging the art
art. Lorenzo Pace

stairwell walls calls out to the pre K through grade 5 studenls in the

UIIderstood
learning in
understood from the initiation of the project that student learrung

school.
school The placement of portraits in a checkerboard pattern, arranged.
arrangecl

lhearea of reading. writing. listening. and speaking were vital to student
dlearea

in a triangular fashion, on an incline or decline according to how

academic success. Nurturing the individual imagination as well as

walks the stairs, the relief surface of the portraits so enlivened by the

(DIweying
(XIIweying the cultural legacy of African American and Latino diaspora,

three dimensional objects, all became a final installation decision. With

Lorenzo
[menZO Pace along with Caryl Henry and Mel Holston designed the

various
scaffolding in place, Lorenzo Pace needed to experiment with variO\IJ

installation
inStallation and banners to be read literally and aesthetically. There is

wall compositions of the framed portrait panels for several days. The

a deliberate attempt by the professional artists to cognitively engage
students as they climb the

for a
elaborate scaffolding reaching to the top of the 40' ceiling allowed fora
placement of the portraits was determined best to be along a straight

stairwell going between the
first and second floor of the

readable line parallel to the second landing.

school and when seeing the

full view of the visual arrangement of panels. Final consideration of

commuruty
community banners displayed
in the cafetorium to pull
puJl
meaning from the images in
the artwork. Silence can
acrompany
accompany this engagement as
if the student is putting
together pieces of a visual puzzle. Th.
The
lOgether
e visual puzzle embraces ideas

associated with visual literacy; art can be found in the world around
us, a general visual acuity makes for more productive learrung.
learning. art need
not be hierarchical divided between consumer versus high culture, and
multicultural artifacts offer important interpretative tools to global
understanding.
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Whole school
efforts have

,eledions to move underachieving students forward.
forwand. Even before

f!eSid
PJeSid ent George W. Bush's push for early literacy, the following
toJIlprehensive reform programs were in place in recognizing the

planned
literacy
mathematical blocks of
with individual and

/JISttUcti
/JISIfUcti on, Accelerated Schools Project K-8, High Schools that Work

projects, timed readings

9-\2,
Wmgs, Success for
9-12, Modem
Modern Red Schoolhouse,
Schoolhouse. Paideia,
Paideia. Roots and Wings,

sotiitan
scorings, sharing and SOIIita.",
thinking times, activ'it;,~
dC[lV.,;._

.4IL
~ Urban Learning Centers preK-12, Talent Development High School

centered on manipulatives and cerebral abstractions, while
thought has gone into the class structure of visual arts classrooms
classrooll'lS

.,.t!onalliteracy
.,.tionalliteracy problem: High Scope K-3
K-3 ModeJ,
Model, Association for Direct

BasiC School Network, Center for Effective Schools, Child
9-12, Basic
l)evelopment Project, Different Ways of Knowing, America's Choice,
[)eIIelopment
Ventures, and the Coalition of

necessary aphoriSms
aphorisms to signal the monumental effort that is required

Essential Schools K-12. The
intensity and proliferation of
research activity in early

to move literacy and mathematical achievement forward as well as

reading and continued literacy

coordinate the display of community cohesion in urban areas,
areas. The

programs underscores the

balance of addressing the nationally mandated core curriculum content
standards has, to date, notfound
not found parity between subject areas. Project>
Projects

vitality of the problem that is
centered in urban areas in the

like those at Washington Community School, however, provide some
opportunities to see the affect of motivating text and image on student
learning.
learning, With the emergence

United States.

urban settings. The language of reforming schools such as "feedback,4
"feedback,
"ramp-up," "push-back,"
IIpush-bac.k," and ugoing
"going to one's strong side," are each
eacb

of visual literacy as a new lens
on arts education, researchers

working with
w ith whole school
reform models might more
mor.
readily incorporate the arts into

the center of the student
learning.
In the context of No Child Left Behind, there are over 25 university

and other data-based research centers that have refined rituals and
routines, reading lists, questioning strategies, and Book of the Month

Aesthetics of Truth and Reconciliation
One enters the town of PlainEeJd,
Plainfield, New Jersey, where the school
population is 65% African American and 35% Latino, through the gates
of Chicken Holiday, Planet Chicken, Friendly's ad vertising 'free sundae

with chicken item: and Popeye Chicken and Biscuits. Perhaps the
painted murals are not needed to tag the neighborhood. The only long
lasting businesses are funeral homes and locksmith shops. The teenage adolescents on the streets are dressed in oversized white tee shirts

and blue jeans, an unoffidal
unofficial uniform. Wearing
Wearing clothes that are too clean
and nice to paint in was an initial issue for the students at the Saturday
workshops. White pantsuits, dresses, and good navy blue pants are
not clothes for painting. Easing parents and students into the hoped
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for routine of weekend painting workshop were met with
comments by parents saying '1 do church and revival meetings
do not paint or go to theater."
perhaps
Set-up for disappointment or set-up for success was De"h,,_

unspoken question for students who were involved in t>eJlond-~ba
be:YOIld-ltb..
WlSpoken
school-day projects. After a student gave up a portion of a lunch
for an extremely well ordered art club class, the student realized

..,.ching
.-cJting staff along with racial integration and sensitivity towards

JIIIl'l"
JIII.e5 of diversity.
The art club students were told their assignment was to depict
fesSions /futures in law, medicine, and busjness;
business; professions
profeSSions
(essions/futures

~g years of education. The initial set of drawings and paintings
"""'
",.,re irOnically both prosaic and abstract. With a newly understood

she was one of only ten

JDisSion by the teacher, the students painted on pristine white canvas
.....res 15"x15"
,..,ares
15"xlS" with iridescent and matte paint. The art club children's

students selected for the

fhIal
final

on.
favored position of working on

president of the United States, a nurse, a teacher, a cook, and other

one

Pace

pofessions. There was a deafening silence from the principal regarding
pofessions.

installation. Is this punishment

the renewal of the art teacher's teaching contract as the art club had
CIIJIIpleted
COD1pleted its work. During the last day of classes the art teacher
dIsgUised her immense disappointment in not being rehired and
lllayed
.
.yed to the administrative staff of the school that the finished painted
canvas squares were neatly rolled and stored with the community
\iaisonof the school However, the canvas squares could not be located
Iiaisonof
for over a week during the time of installation in late summer 2003.
Suspicion and silence were coordinates in various collaborators' minds
kept. The well
wondering where the student artwork was being kepI.
preserved student canvases were found in a locked cabinet in the main
office erasing any disingenuous motivations of the dismissed teacher.
teacher.
Dividing turf responsibilities, when working with a professional
artist, was an area of contention. At a late date, Lorenzo Pace had not
scheduled an installation time for the school district to rent and put up
scaffolding and had not revealed his intention on how to bolt the
numerous painted panels to the cinderblock walls-though there had
possibleattachrnent
been some discussion and demonstration of actual possible
attachment
devises. The head custodian of Washington Community School had
JeqUested
requested that the stairwell public art project be completed before school
began in early September 2003, since blocking the stairwell would

wall

of

the

or reward to do more work?
While the artist was reworking

portraits/ dignitaries, the
the portraits/dignitaries,
art club was creating depictions

of professions/
futures. Other concerns were: will parents come to see
professions/futures.
the final product? Will students be embarrassed by their parents' lack
of interest in their accomplishments, so they are, at times, hesitant to
set themselves up for emotional disappointment? The required

verbalizations of the student artists' pictorial intention in the art club
projects, the tight controls on handing out and packing up art materials,
materiaJs,
the separation of students from each other ensured no possibility of
disharmony within the art club classroom. There was an orchestrated
silence and discussion in this regulation of student behavior to promote

productivity. These preventions and class structuring are saved for
classrooms where students have few of their own controls. Silence, as

it encourages academic productivity is favored by African American
parents. African American parents want from their schools high

standards, competitive test scores, and a well trained and dedicated

project shows fashion models, basketball
baskethall and .football
football stars, a
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disrupt all student movement in the schooL 11
It was the coml:'in"ti,,,,.
comt'in"ti,,,..

.egarding
~g the mission of making African American history an integral

doubt, bope
hope and belief in the project that kept everyone mOving
knowing in the back of everyone' s mind the powerful unveiling wOUld

pert of American history. The Washington Community School stairstair·
..,JJ
well art installation and cafetorium banners completed in fall of 2003

make the journey all worthwhile. At one o'clock in the mOrning on ..

secei
JO!Cl!ived
co-chair
ved a proclamation from the Secretary of State who was c<><hair

Saturday night and then again at four o'clock in the mOrning on

of the Amistad Commission. The proclamation honored the art instal-

Sunday morning in August 2003, the school's motion detector .~,~ Ill
I• .
falling
neWly
fa!ling or fallen objects. After careful inspection, he saw that the newly

Iation as an instructional vehicle to enhance understanding of African
lation
"""",can
AIJIOrica n contributions to all aspects of society in the state of New
Jersey. The ceremonial unveiling highlighted the school district's mis-

attached raffia strands glued to the newly installed wood bord.,..
bordera

sion to go beyond the rhetoric of achievement and to work towards

around the central wall's
wall' s plaques telling the story of lalani and the !:oct
!:net

....
ching high academic per"",ching

were occasionally being blown by wind from the air conditioning
conditiOning vents.

(ormance
rormance for all students. In-

Lorenzo Pace came to the

tellectU
teJleclUal
al quandaries of seeing

school the next day with a glue

curricula issues surrounding

gun to secure the raffia,
rafiia, a

multiculturalism as a process,

material used on West African

I

huts as depicted in the

as an instructional theory were

storybook. The fire code

an essential part of Lorenzo

regulators had been alerted to

Pace'ss installation and the
Pace'

the elements of the art

creation of the community banners. The students' cultural identity was

installation with its wood

enhanced through arts activities and acknowledged by representatives

bolted panels and various types of paint and plastic and cloth objects.
Ambiance enhancers and safety regulations are sometimes mismatched

of state government.
The Pace installation at Washington Community School, though

dance partners.

.not visible from the s!neet but bathed in natural light from its upper

the head custodian's
PC,ssil~
custodian' s home. He came to the school looking for P<l,ssiji>ll!.

philosophical orientation or

windows, allegorically approaches issues of facades versus realities of

Teaching Tolerance: State-wide Commissions
lin February 2003, the New Jersey legislature passed the Amistad
Bill empowering the newly established Amistad Commission to promote and implement education and awareness programs concerned
with the African
Afri.c an slave trade, slavery in America, and the depth of the
impact of slavery
sla very on the fabric of American life. The Amistad Commisfacilitates
sion facilita
tes workshops, institutes, seminars, and other teacher train·
ing activities on a regular basis throughout the state of New Jersey

communities
rommunities on multiple levels. Engaging all visitors to Washington
Community School are the painted panels of the storybook lalani and

the wck,
Lock, a family history through the Middle Passage, living and past
legacies of African American and Latino peoples shown through
portraiture
portntiture and contemporary student artwork foreshadowing
foreshadOwing their
aspirations and futures. When Lorenzo Pace first presented his idea
for the school installation, he played a flute
fiute to conjure up immediate
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and distant memory of his deceased ancestors,
ancestors, perhaps th(l<P~,'.
those _.
st.unvell installation by Lorenzo
Lorenzo Pace
suffered as slaves. The stairwell
meclilallio
a multi-level understanding of cultural identity through m,'<ijI:atM.

historic and conteInp(lr
..
contE'ml~or'M
heroes and through
texts written for children
ages.
ages. Looking at the,
the chiildn""
Chll~~
glowing faces as they
glowing
and become accus
accustomed
tomed

""',w"''''

h as answ.....
living with art bas
daughte,,',
Lorenzo Pace's aaugl.t.,,';
question, "Dad,
IiDad, do we come from slaves?" Everyone can now

her and say "yes," but "we have moved on to better places."
traJnsf"rn'1ei
discomfort, the solitude and the abyss of silence has been transfomlej
into hope and security in one's cultural identity.

Post Script
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research group which had been recently injected with near-lethal
a• reseanch
mixtures of sugar and Ritalin.
Arthur (note: names of students and school have been changed)
had ingested his
ms share of caffeine, beginning to work on a body which
wmch
was forced to sit in a room of mandatory quiet, punctuated by the
bellowing of the room monitor, the giggles of students seeing an adult
'buUshit' coughed
lose it over a kid tapping his pencil, the occasional 'bullshit'
out, resulting in yet another day in detention. This body, seated in a
molded plastic chair-desk combo, had been still for long enough. The
'The bell
did not dismiss you...
bell rung, the room monitor shouting "The
beU clid
.. ."
as students poured out of the room, out of the school, to walk along the
four-lane road where studen.
ts were occasionally
students
occasionaUy hit, one infamously
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otllerlci",.-'
killed, returning to their (town)home or hanging out with other

~vers

the strip mall across the street, stealing from the grocery store

lJIl!O"ognized,
uruecogruzed, specifically when they are nonverbal in nature. Art

they were only allowed two at a time. Those who could not walk hOIl1e

educators have the opportunity to reorder classroom spaces to

forr the bus: waHed
waited with Arthur.
waited fo
pu11ed up to the school, and the student activity
The first bus pulled

accommodate multiple voices (or lack thereof) through experiences that
,o:ornmodate

level lowered a bit. Most were unaffected by the arrival of their
transport.
transpo.
rt. Arthur continued to chase the occasional girl, stopping only

IJI8.lysis of the relationship between silence imposed upon the body of

to talk to friends, each statement filled with cuss-words that ha4

III such possibilities.
Many students do follow the ordering nature of instruction as

friends. While
accumulated over the school day, finding release among friends.
most sstudents
tudents had begun to line up and present their bus passes_
given out to those who had participated in school sanctioned activities
_ Arthur and his crew continued to socialize, each inflated by their
down-filled jackets. As 1 walked over to the group, most broke frotn
their social mode, gathered their things, and prepared to board the

bus. Arthur continued to talk until none of his friends remained. When
I asked Arthur to get out his pass and line up, he did not respond.

in classroom settings vary significantly, and often go

,dmowledge the possibilities for silence as an aesthetic approach. An

!be
the student and the physical response this silence provokes may lead

desCribed by Deleuze and Guattari, whether implicit or explicit
explicit. This
tranSferal
ttaJlSferal is not entirely efficient, however. Students are confused by
(I)IIUJlllllds.
(OIIIIJIllIlds. They resist institutional structures to varying degrees. They

drift away, tum
turn off, space out. The educator performs
perfOIlnS language, which
Jt
It inSCribed upon the student. The student is not a passive receptor in
every scenario; they react, they respond, they refuse to speak.
"What activity were you in, Arthur?"

A teacher's commands are not external or additional to what he

"Is something the matter?"

or she teaches us. They do not flow from primary significations
or result from information:
information: an order always and already concerns

"Do you have a bus pass?"

''ll
"If you don't answer me"
me, you can't ride the bus home."

prior orders, which
which is why ordering is redundancy. The
The
compulsory education machine does not communicate
information; it imposes upon the child semiotic coordinates

Arthur remained silent through each of these questions. The rest of his

possessing all of the dual foundations of grammar (masculinefeminine, singular - plural, noun - verb, subject of the statement-

bus. His four-foot
four-foot frame remained erect, unmoved,
unmoved, puffed up by his

subject of enunciation) (Deleuze and Guattari.
Guattari, 1980, p. 7%).
75-6).

winter coat and reinforced by twelve-year-<lld
twelve-year-old bravado. His hazy brown

social circle had broken rank, and were lined up, ready to board the

eyes locked on mine.
mine. He had stood his ground.
ground. I had done the same.
Deleuze
Deleoze and Guattari have done much to challenge notions of

Arthur
Arthur and I walked to the main office, where he was to call for a

binary relationships upon which much of Western thought is based.
Their description of the imposition of language inherent in educational

his sister, I
ride home. After briefly
briel1y describing what had happened to his
him. He mumbled a bit and hung up the phone.
handed the phone to him.

systems does not, however, take into account the fluctuations that take

His mother either could not,
not, or would not, pick him
him up from school.

place when the order is received. The responses formed by students as
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oul·",.
He was visibly disturbed, but still said nothing. He stormed Ollt~'.

..,od
...,od face to face, the distance shrinking, a disciplinary duel acted out

office and ran across the parking lot, towards his to'wnhoUS4'
townhouse wh",~~.
Wll'.......

range, each armed only with individual will.
,U
_slthOrt
ort range,
Robert's
Robert's silence was matched by his erect posture, defiant in the

his sisters, and his mother lived. As he neared the road, he turned

r.ce
fICO! of order.
order. Was this a response to being asked to stand for something

snoUllo!
towards the school, still moving in an outward trajectory. He sn"Ubol
1'10010,..
the first words since I had unsuccessfully forced him to speak. ..·I'no"'-_

1riIb
1riJb which he did not agree? His nonverbal response to my commands

Faggot."
Confrontations such as this were fairly common at Aspen, as

lIf81!etnbodied,
tfl!R'embodied, acted out through a gesture that a few minutes earlier
_.... a sign of respect
respect for flag, republic, God. What had
had Robert meant

ett.~ ..
probably are at most middle schools. In thinking about the ""'eosGi

II)'
111 this act? Was
Was it simple hard-headedness? Could it be seen as an act

order words on student receivers, I have been reca11ing
recalling my days in

«political
cipolitical defiance? Asl
As I stood there, staring back into eyes that seemed

classroom, specifically reviewing incidents where my authority as
teacher was directly challenged. Most of the memorable events,

.,otto
DOt 10 reflect my image, I thought about the rumors.

as my after-school interaction with Arthur, seem to have been at

Bamey.
JlPney. Both were infamous in the school for their antics: disruptive
bordering on antisocial.
antisociaL It had been said that they were recent

partially influenced by my lack of experience in the classroom. I
ern,baJ.....,~
back on many of these episodes of conflict and am a bit emba'Tasse.L
realizing that I had exacerbated a tense situation through my

Robert was in the seventh grade, attending Aspen with
,vith his brother

bI1JIIigrants
JDmIigrants from Africa.
Africa. They had lost their father. They had witnessed

enforcement of the rules, in an effort to keep order: an inflexible!
inflexible

DJlSpeakable
anspeakable things that might have contributed to their unruly
behavior. It is only now that I have begun to research these myths and

approach met with linguistic silence, physical rigidity.

\DICOver
uncover fragments of their family history, thinking of Robert standing
rigid in the face of authority.

.. for which it stands"
""_...

Uberia
Liberia is the oldest of African republics, established by American
pbiIanthropists
philanthropists and settled by freed American slaves in 1822
1822. This era

stiD
The pledge of allegiance is a public school tradition that is stlll
rehearsed throughout the United States. In my experience this
ted wi
th the respectit
ve once been afforded; s!t,denll:
is not trea
treated
with
respect it may ha
have
stt,aelll&·.:
are urged to stand, mumble a few rhythmic words, and slump
into their seats. At the beginning of first period Ceramics class, studenlf
were in the midst of this automated procedure. As they firlis~,ed
finish.!d
listening to the announcements broadcast over the loudspeaker

of
01 rule ended in 1980, when African soldier Samuel Doe led a coup in
which the existing president was assassinated. Doe assumed power,
suspended the constitution, and carried out his rule through a People's
Redemption Council that approved a new constitution in 1984. Doe
was made president after an election many feel was blatantly rigged
(peace
(Peace Pledge Union, 2(01).
government The military takeover of the long-established government-

took their seats, one student remained
remained standing. Robert. 1I began

engineered
tngineered by American interests -

discuss the activities for the day, expecting Robert to take his seall:le
seat He

lituation
Lilieria. A number of attempted coups failed to unseat the
liluation in Liberia.

would
did not. ITasked him to have a seat. He would not respond, he wou14

Doe regime. His reign came to an end when Charles Taylor, descendent

not move. As the rest of the students watched, seated, Robert and I

created an unstable political
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freed slaves and a soldier from Cote
Ciite D'lvoire, led an uprising
of freed

pssed
~ off
off by Piss Christ

body. It
It is suspected that Taylor,
successfully overthrew the ruling body.
was imprisoned in the United States at the time, was freed and ret" ....
Recently a student of mine addressed this topic in a course that I

to Africa at the request of the OA.
CIA.
PDssiYoi
Samuel Doe was captured by the rebel forces, tortured, PDssibh

.-ch
.-cit at Penn State University, titled Art 100:
100: Concepts and Creations in

killed. The details of his torture vary. One
sodomized, and killed.

.. VlSua!
y remarked in class that she chose not
VISual Arts. Arnie recent!
recently
not to

states that his ear was cut off, eventually bleeding to death.
death. NO'wh_
Nowb...

~ when viewing an artwork that
that she thought offensive -

does it discuss the fate of his family, who may have immigrated to

Andres
s.rrano's
!jerI1Ino's Piss Christ
O,rist (1989). She said that she thought that we (the

live in the northeast, where his sons would
United States, to Jive

..
chers) were showing this particular work in order to try and provoke
.,.chers)

Aspen Middle School, become objects of speculation, and

• response. By remaining silent, she had hoped to disrupt this

defiantly when asked to sit.

pIOvocation
provocation - '1 wanted to piss you guys off"
off' -

based upon her

ia/SPretation
k\lI!TPretation of our pedagogical intent, and poSSibly the artist's as
I have long since left Aspen, teaching for two more years
dO<::tOl"
high school level before returning to Penn State to work on my doc:torlf

,..,u.
tteIL
No one in the class would have known about this action had she

degree in Art Education. As I think back to my interactions with

DOl brought it to our attention in a later class, when the issue of offensive

thr'UJ!II:
and Robert, I remember the impact each carried, intensified thro~:II:
their refusal to speak. The recent removal of Taylor from power

worl<s
initial1y
works of art was again being discussed. Her activity that had initially
been about resisting language eventually was expressed verbally. This

Liberia has only caused these events to resonate further: the roue'"
Liberia

resistance, which had been effective for her as receiver, was still a
JeSistance,

media silence in the U.S. regarding this situation reminds me of
01
efforts to retain control in my classroom. Am I taking advantage of

I!SJ'Onse
inherent in education. Her verbal feedback
reponse to the ordering ioherent

these students in order to further my own pedagogical interests,
to discard their stories when something more provocative comes along?
along!
I hope not. I have not thought of these students in some
writing our stories helps me to better appreciate my
struggles. Their silence helps me to understand my own potential
poterltial
ir,di'vidUJI,
leanings towards authoritarianism in the classroom, and our llldividUil,
conflicts led to healthy student/teacher relationships. Although I

aJrorded
a/lorded the other instructors and myself the opportunity to assess our
intent. Did her silence piss me off? No more than any of the other
w ith blank stares
moments when carefully crafted questions are met with
Ups. Regardless of our reaction, her silence must be seen as
and zipped lips.
yet another
Willfu\ly withdrawing from discourse seems to be
""'
anotlter order. Willfully
the
one of the
tlte most extreme acts a student can perform, disrupting tlte
the educator through a nonlinguistic act.
ordering
ClI'dering of tlte
the class? I see it having
Was this initial silent act disruptive within tlteclass?
this potential only within the context of prior interactions, which seems
Ibis

to know both a bit better, and learned to be more flexible in
stu,deIlts ·- Ileld:
classroom, I knew that they - and possibly all of my students-

to follow
the ordering process as described by Deleuze and Guattari.
10
foUow tlte

within them this capability for silence, a silence which disrupts in

511enceon
this student could only be acknowledged as such
Silence
on the part of tltis

way that nothing spoken could.

saidpreviously:
If!fit
It stood in opposition to what she had said
previously: an absence of
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fdlt1I'

yell "FIRE" in the meatn,
theatre OAI
language, a pregnant pause, failing to yell

~ of masculinity. In
in using the term 'faggot' he both vents his anger,

velvet seats are lapped by flames.
" ... try as we may
may to make a silence, we cannoY'
cannot" (Cage,
"".

ressively reaffirming his male-ness while simultaneously
,pressively
:enging
dIIIlenging mine. He breaks his silence at a distance, creating a divide

8). While silence as John Cage describes it may be unattainable,

lIdWeen
lIItWeen he and myself: between self and 'other:
'other:

IIll3lth''UIoIA
••
can be an act which stands for silence, a null set within the m"th,"tnJ

of classroom interaction. This performed silence subverts order
doing nothing.
nothing. Do nothing.
nothing. Each student that refused to

Robert refuses language as his body performs
perfonns the opposite of what
II
tnstrUcted. In fact, he appropriates the gesture that had earlier been
IIlP5trUcted.

teCPl
JeCIIles
rum.He rejects the language of submission, reconstructing
ted of him.
ested

nonetheless interacted, a linguistic withdrawal matched with a
huma." , I
response: rigor. As Cage (1961) writes, the ability for humans

)is
... stance as an act of defiance. While Arthur eventually breaks this

functions. The
experience silence is eliminated through bodily functions.
speaks while we remain mute. The consistent rhythm of the hean,

...,.ains
....
ins silent. His body becomes language, becomes linguistic, is

atonal whine of the nervous system, improvisations provided by
cla,Sf<lOIIIII
lungs, the sphincter. This bodily refrain is rarely heard in the classnlOllli
every opportunity for silence is muffled by overarudous
overanxious edUcaltorS
educators
on exorcising their particular horror oocuui.
in
vacuui. The act that stands in

hE.

metonym for silence - is as performative as language; it is indeed
language, masquerading as other. It is abject.

silence as the abject (viral) self
com p letely within
w ithin being. Within the
In abjection, revolt is completely
oflanguage.
abou t, ignores.ac
igr'OrE5,OC
of
language. Contrary to hysteria which brings about,
seduces the symbolic but does not produce it, the subject

abjection is eminently productive of culture. Its symptom is
rejection and reconstruction of languages (Kristeva, 1982.
1982,
The attempt to expel this non-language
non·language from the body is
discussed previously; Arthur spews possibly the
in the events discussed

insult he could muster - Fucking Faggot - from
from across the naTkiIII
parkinl

lot. He invests his slur with all of the anger that had been buildi:DII
buildiDl
inside,
inside. combined with what he undoubtedly sees as an insult to

_on
_ on - in fact he has to in order to reaffirm his sense of self - Robert
teduced
Jeduced to a sign. Li
Literally
terally becoming 1:
'I:
Amie negates, then confesses to her negation, her refusal
refusal. Her
(IJIlfessi0n
ClIJlIfession aclcnowledges the critical, performed nature of her silence,
.uowing
allowing the act to resonate within the classroom, as opposed to the
d\sIance
distance that is enacted by Arthur and Robert. Amie reterritorializes

her own deterritorializing action - a self-negating abjection that closes
!be
the loop between rejection and reconstruction.
These versions of abjection each rely upon the linguistic
mechanism, just as the bulemic must eat in order to vomit. Swallowing
ane's
[t would seem that
one's tongue, only
o nly to regurgitate later in public. It
language.
within these descriptions there is nothing outside of lan
guage. Each
silence is eventually registered through a linguistic act. Language has
JIlence
embedded itseli
itself within the body, influencing the various interactions.
What once might have been a symbiotic relationship has since soured.
Language has become virus.
William S. Burroughs describes the process by which language
has become parasite in Nova Express (1964). fnitiaBy
Initially existing
harmoniously within the body, language gradually became embedded
harmOniously
human organism, just as the flu virus might have once been
within the human
cell. "From symbiosis to parasitism is a sshort
•a healthy lung cell.
hort step"
(Burroughs,
p. 208). Pulsing with the rhythm of the heart,
\Burroughs, 2002, p.
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in the lungs, language is omnipresent, eliminating
reverberating in

sesiSts
JfJSiSts through silence. Language is insidious.
iIlSidious. The body eventually

possibility of silence.
Burroughs temporarily disables the viral nature of language
langual\lt
Burroughs

succumbs.
succumbS. The interaction between the body and language, cell and

code - througI\
thro~
the code

noIlSense, silencing logic;
l~
random interaction, resulting in passages of nonsense,

and
~ reterritorialization, similar to the interaction described by Deleuze
and
.,.d Guattari in their famous description of wasp and orchid. "We form

These students disrupt the ordering of language through a perfolD104
perfoDlloot

rtUzOme with our viruses" (1980, p.l0).
p.10).
• r/IiZOme

'cut-ups: Disrupting text through his use of 'cut-ups.'

resPOIlSes upon their bodies.
bodies. Language
Lan&ual\lt
silence, nonetheless encoding responses

.,;rus,
vitUS, implies a relationship
relatioIlShip based upon constant deterritorialization
detenitorialization

Education in this sense is as much weapon as tool, relying upon

is code, contrary to what Deleuze and Guattari write. It is a code

language
lInguage to deterritorialize as orders reterritorialize the body of the

bus. Stand for
itseU onto, into the body. Line up for the bus.
transposes itself

slUdenl.ln
""dent. In the case of many viral strains, successful infection results in

art. The abjected, refused language
pledge. React to this work of arl.
back to fester within the organism of origin.
origin. In doing so it both

the eventual death of the host. Silence = Death, the Gran Fury poster
slateS,
slates, although Cage
Cage (1%2) suggests that there is no silence, even in

distnrts it, but
traIlSformed.
transformed. Language utilizes code and performs it, distorts

death. There simply
Simply is no receiver.
receiver. What of the students who never
never

lanlgtJaJ!,II
the same time language is distorted by code. The body uses langualll
and language uses the body. Suppression of language is registered

speak
.peak in class? Is this a death of knowledge, of language? Are they to

the body. It may be thatthese
bluned indefinitely.
that these distinctions
distinctioIlS are blurred
language are deterritorialized.

art education and silent bodies

Education is often described as if it were a tool, one that
students access to bright futures through the development
knowledge and self-worth. Interpreting language as virus in this

wc,r""m_
represents a much different operation at work; the virus works
meaIlS of reF'ro,:\u<:tioI
within a cell, disabling the predetermined means
through alteration of the genetic code, producing infected ProlgenJ
pn'ge",

"Successful infection requires traIlSfer
transfer of the genetic information
virus from the external environment to the interior of the cell with
conversion of the genome to a form suitable to allow expression"
and Ritchie, 1980, 116). The body resists infection, but is fooled by
trickery. The teacher attempts to order - infect - the student,

be
considered failures of the educational system, or do they represent
beconsidered
the effect of a system of language which orders - reterritorializes
retenitorializes without thinking of the bodies which have been deterritorialized in
the process?
The space between the binary verbal-nonverbal dichotomy should
be explored as an aesthetic approach in the visual art classroom, as
students
llUdents may find opportunities for responses that resonate at multiple
levels: personal, social, political. The performativity of silence creates
possibilities for breaking the binary ordering of language as described
by Deleuze and Guattari, acknowledging the often-overlooked role that
Individual bodies play in classroom interaction. Approaches such as
IIIe cut-ups carried out by Burroughs - closely related to the montage
!he
projects that are quite common in art classrooms - might begin to open
up spaces for silence in the classroom, a silence that exists between
lIP
DIOdes of knowing, between the binary logic of language and body.
IIIDdes
Conceiving of montage as a practice that disrupts linguistic
practice.
anlering points to the existence of silence in art education practice.
1his is not a new vocabulary to be learned, not a 'radical' critique of
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Ih@
DBAE. This is not a push for VISual Culture, although it is about the

playing it Safe in the Artroom

visual that takes place in the classroom (usually outside of the vision
visio.)
of the pushers). This is a shift in perception, an ear that
performs beyond
thatperlorms
its limits, or an eye that hears. This is a synaesthetics.
Art educators have much to learn from those who refuse to s!'eall,
speak,
students who stand when asked to sit, students who defy the dictatorial
impulse available to all educators, students who remain mute when

Donalyn Heise

expected to scream. This embodied silence has the potential to re-order.
re-order,
to open new possibilities for critique and creation, to inform our practi",
practice
more than hearing the echoes of our own voices in the classroom.

Notes
Special thanks to Dr. Alphonso Lingus, who provided substantial
substantial
feedback for this paper.

As a university supervisor, II have the opportunity to observe pre-

fu1fill their student teaching practicum. Part of
service teachers as they fulfill
lily'
lilY task is to assess their performance, including their competence in

content. instructional
instruction.al stra tegies, classroom management and
content,
art programs that
organization. Some of my student teachers deliver aIt
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prepare future
As educators we make a commitment to prepare

SOcial
generations to participate effectively in our emerging political and SOcia!
democracy. John Dewey (1916) states that the classroom is a microcOStn

bUt a dynamic
dynamiC entity that is
is part of our personal,
personal, national, and global
eXistence
StuIhr, 2001). Students need arts
existence (Ballengee-Morris & Stuhr,
experiences that
tha t make connections to their own belief systems, their

of
for society and that we can provide experiences that provide habits 01
civ;.,
mind for full participation. This requires the ability to engage in civic

values, and traditions.
This article looks at ways that art classes may be unintentionally

ctialogue and to have a deep understanding of ourselves in relation to
dialogue
our world. Yet students do not always perceive our schools as having
connections to real life issues. Victor Lowenfeld (1982) said,

silencing the voices of individual students.
students. Suggestions are given for
encouraging empowerment and providing a nurturing environment
for individual
inctividual voices to be heard. Finally, a matrix of inquiry into the
yjsUaI
visUal arts, including
inclucting the moral dimensions of teaching is provided to
guide
guiile this effort of inclusive curriculum.
The arts can be a place for helping us understand ourselves, our

imposition of already
Students consider education primarily as the impoSition
established truths, with little or no concern paid to their personal
persona)

culture in relation our world, and to cope with the challenges of life.

needs or desires. There is no course aimed at providing the high
\vith knowledge about himseU,
himself, his own struggle
school student with
futuro
in society, or even about the dreams he may have for the future

Indeed it is the best curriculum for understanding the human
experience (Eisner, 2002). While the art room is often considered a place
for stimulating creative and ctivergent
divergent thinking, many art rOOms
rooms

(p.
398).
(p.398).

unintentionally promote silence by emphasizing classroom

My observations and consultations with student teachers and

organization, management and formal instructional strategies that
make weak connections to students' lives.

adctitionaJ information
cooperating teachers have supplied me with additional
on current practices in arts education. During a painting lesson that

We may promote silence in students when:

integrated Japanese landscapes, one disgruntled sixth grader sat at her
desk and refused to participate. When approached by the art teacher,

We impose too much control.

the unmotivated student rolled her eyes and exclaimed, "What do I

care, those aren't my people!" This statement is a loud cry for thematic.
inclusive, cross-cultural curriculum that personalizes the art experience

for all learners. In some local school districts, elementary students
lf the art
receive art instruction approximately one hour each week. If
teacher introduces one culture per lesson, it could take 6 weeks before
the teacher presents the student with a lesson that relates to her own
culture. For this reason, it is important to understand how cross-cultural
arts education can enhance learning when it includes the beliefs, values,
and patterns that give meaning to our daily lives.
lives. Culture is not static,

don'tt allow them to talk or share perspectives other than those
We don'
that match our own.
We stress skill and technique over art interpretation and reflection.
We ctictate
dictate what, when and how students will create rather than
facilitate an environment that enriches the creative process.
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Give students voice when:

lI1ay be to facilitate problem-based environments where students work
IIl'Y
individually or in small groups, with each student's role and objectives

We give students new tools for communication.

c:Iearly defined.
dearly
Control over content is also observed at times in K12 classrooms.

We provide nurturing environment, a safe place to share, where
all voices are valued.

Constructivist learning theory focuses on student-centered learning
with embedded assessment (Brooks & Brooks, 1993). New teachers'
attemPts to create student-centered learning often means art activities

We encourage creative and critical dialog.

We give permission to disagree.
We teach how to engage in civic dialog with others with diverse
diver..,
peISpectiVes.
perspectives.

that direct students to include their favorite color, or their favorite
fa vorite pet,
rather than focus on larger concepts or universal themes that prompt
critical or divergent thinking. Using a theme such as, "Art shows us
D'tore than one perspective on an idea, issue or emotion", students can
znore

worl< of Thomas Hart Benton's Hailslonn
compare and contrast the work
Hailstann ,
and Grant Wood's Slone City Iowa, and engage in critical analysis to

discover the different mood and perceptions of these mid-western
landscapes. Students can engage in dialogue and create works of art
landscapes.

Sit Still, Listen and Learn!
Classroom management is essential for effective teaching and
learning (Domek, 1992; Susi, 1989, 1993). I consistently witness
classrooms with students sitting quietly at their desks creating artwork.

Teachers have different
diHerent systems for getting their attention. Some use.
use a
phrase; such as "Give me five." Some teachers turn the lights off then
back on. Control and authority is established in classrooms through
clear expectations and routine, resulting in fewer discipline problems.

rolllIflunicating their own perspectives on an idea, issue or emotion.
communicating
Social reconstructivist focus on using the arts as stewards in the
rommunity, acting as change agents. They use the multiple cultures to
community;
fOCus
focus on real issues and practice democratic action for the benefit of
disenfranchised social and cultural groups. The results of social
reconstruction reach outside the school setting to the larger community
(Sleet & Grant, 1988; Ballengee-MOrris & Stuhr, 2001; Stuhr, 1994). Based

While I agree that classroom management is extremely important, we

on
01\ the theoretical framework of Freire (1970) who is well known for
his emphasis on dialogue.
lIis
dialogue, empowerment and transformation through

may silence students when we control their environment to the point
that we stifle their creativity and discourage personal and
and collective

infOmted action; social reconstructivist focus primarily on social change.
informed
Henry Giroux (1988)
(J 988) builds on the work of Freire to encourage critical

voice. Students often sit in rows, are not allowed to speak, and are

pedagogy and specifically dialogue that examines the social and
political dominant ideologies propagated in educational
educational institutions.

directed to create in the style of a certain artist or art peri.
period.
od. Art history

Aeencourages
He
encourages critical pedagogy as a solution to transform a culture of

or aesthetics is often integrated, but sometimes at a superficial level
One teacher suggested that she had them sit in rows because it was

silence into a culture of posSibility,
possibility, which leads to different
diHerent forms of

safer than letting them "get out of controL" An altemative
alternative approach

knowing.
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funh..

As art educators in a multicultural, global society, we are lU!1ha.

and
They experienced the necessary tension between individual and

encouraged to critically examine the myths and assumptions whidt
which
are a part of every culture (Bowers, 1974). Students can engage in

10
to move their recess to a different time un til funding could be obtained

comprehensive arts activities to identify
id entify and celebrate the llni'lue
uni'lue
aspects of their own culture, and use their cultural identity as a means

IObuild a new playground at the new location. Students felt empowered
l/ItOughout the process.
l/UOughout

sharillg
for contrast and study of other cultural ideolOgies. When sharilla
information with the socially constructed realities of all groups, it is
ia
important that all power structures be diminished, and the aesthetic

",llective
~llective voice. As a result of the project,
project. they were given permission

nuth
noth or Consequences?
classes are
College students in my art methods dasses
a re sometimes

non-<iominate cultures be provided. In
ln doing so,minority
criteria of the non-<lominate

sJ<eptical of revealing their true feelings for fear of being wrong in class.
skeptical

groups will more fully become a part of the classroom culture.

We may silence students when we don't
don' t allow them to talk, to share

Age appropriate instructional strategies can be used that

perspectives other than those that match our Own.
own. We may not realize

incorporate problem solving methodologies that involve real life issues.

that a hidden curriculum discourages diverse perspectives. I usuaUy
usually

Very young students can feel empowered when they have choices and

structure art critiques differently each time we have a class critique,

can affect change. For example, one-third grade class brainstormed

and then we reflect on the art critique process. One critique model

responses to the prompts, 1) If I could change one thing about my school
it would be ... 2) One thing I can do about this situation is ... After some

requires that all students participate. Another model allows a few
class to dominate the conversations about art. Students
students in dass

deliberation, the class decided that the one problem that they wanted

relied
reIlect on advantages and disadvantages of each model so that they

to focus on as a group was the problem of the location of the playground..
playground.

can make informed decisions as future educators. Many
Many students are

quiet during recess because the playground was too
They had to be qulet
then brainstormed solutions. Anew
A new playground location was decided

too concerned about the teacher's viewpoint, or they seek a "right
"MlSWer". So, I purposefully strive to say as little as possible during
iUlSWer".
critiques to allow student voices to flourish. This strategy almost

upon, playground equipment designed, and models were created. The

backfired one time. When I finally spoke up during a dass
class critique,

art teacher still taught principles and elements of design, art history,

suggesting that many do not view occupational folk arts as a viable art
Conn
form and solicited student opinions on the matter, one student spoke

near one building and the noise disturbed classes
dasses in progress. They

aesthetics, and discussed art in context.
context Students researched architecture

opportunities were discussed, and letters were written to administrators

up relieved. She finally admitted that she previously did not want to
reveal that she did not accept occupational folk arts as appropriate art
Conns for arts education during our art critique, because she could tell
forms
teU
from the nalure
nature of the conversation that the majority of those

and board members. Through out the project, the class engaged in

participating in the conversation did not feel the same way that she

dialog about the process. They discussed the democratic process,

did. We then discussed the value of dialog and respect for differing
perspectives, using art as example.

and reported their findings of artists who created art in .public
public spaces.
spaCES.
The classroom teacher worked collaboratively to integrate math,
language arts, and social sciences. Budgets were written, funding
funding

students were allowed to make choices, and all students participated.

-
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Not only
only should
should our
our art
art lessons
lessons allow
allow for
for sharing
sharing of
of pe!";pl!Cti
Ipersp<!Cti,...
..
Not
that do
do not
not match
match our
our own,
own, itit should
should include
include all individual
individual sru,dents.
st\l,dents ..
that
learning community.
community. Lessons
Lessons should
should reflect
reflect valuing
valuing aa Variety
variety
the learning
students and
and allow
allow for
for m,I1tipl.,
multiple w,d"rsllandUt
understmcu......
..::
arts experiences
experiences for aU
all srodents
arts
arts integration. For instance, there
there is more
more than
than one Way
Way lit
through arts
meanings of art. AlIoWiDs
All0WiDs
approach art, and there can be multiple meanings
share their own
own
students the opportunity to engage in dialog and share
a"';tlw!tr
perspectives including personal experiences combined with aesthetie
nurturing environment can encourage individual
individUal voiot
responses in a nurhlring
empowerment The teacher or facilitator should be sure that
and empowerment.
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1I."oids
II avoids confronting
confronting the
the real
real challenge
challenge of
of critically
critically apprehending
apprehending the
the
~g
JIII!OlIling of
of the
the object,
object, artist,
artist, and
and process
process in
in the
the social-cu\tural
social-eulturaJcontext
context
•.(Stuhr,
(Stuhr, Petrovich-Mwaniki,
Petrovich-Mwaniki, and
and Wasson,
Wasson, 1992,
1992, p.
p. 21).
21). My
My first
first lessons
lessons
consiSted
~ed of
of art
art lessons
lessons that
that introduced
introduced students
students to
to one
one culture,
culture, then
then

proceed

~ to
to mimic
mimic their
their artistic
artistic creations,
creations, thereby
thereby trivializing
trivializing their
their

(Cllttributions.
contributions.Fortunately,
Fortunately, my
my education
education has
has evolved
evolved to
to thematic,
thematic, crosscrosscultural,
curriculum. Students
Students should
should be
be active
active participants
participants
cultural, inclusive
inclusive curriculum.
III
ill problem
problem solving,
solving, contributing
contributing members
members of
of a learning
learning community.
ucts
Artprod
should be original and reflect
reflect depth and breadth of content

and process.

on
perspectives are brought forth and maintain a neutral stance On
issue.
skiJJ and technique
Silence can be perpetuated when we stress skill
01t
over art interpretation and reflection. Elementary art is often taught 01\
a tight schedule, sometimes in 30-40 minute sessions. When time is
it

short, art education often consists of a short demonstration of the skiI
skiD
or technique required, dinections or expectations, distribution of art

Voice and Empowerment
Playing it safe in the artroom may mean teaching art content
with no connections to real life issues, and maintaining control over
the
environment. Teaching real art to real students means personalizing
!heenvironment.

the learning to provide quality comprehensive arts education that
!he
prepares them for participation in a civil society. We empower students

are rushed to create and see no connections to life
ille or personal

when we allow them to develop individual and collective voice. John
990) and colleagues discuss teaching as a moral
Goodlad, et aJ.
al. (]
(1990)
endeavor and introduce a four part mission for a healthy democracy;
(a) nurturing pedagogy, (b) access to knowledge for all, (c)
(d encullurating
enculturating
(0)

experience.
When we dictate what, when and how students will create rath!!r
rather

the young in a social and political democracy, and (c) serving as
stewards of schools.

than facilita
te an environment that enriches the creative process,
facilitate
process, WI
we

We empower our students when we provide a nurturing
valued. It is
environment, a safe place to share, where all voices are valued.

materials, art making, then clean up. Oosure
Gosure with review of content is
often omitted, along with art interpretation and re£J.C[10"1 . .
Personalization of the learning experience is strained when students
sru,deJnis ,

sUence
silence students.
students. AI;
As a college student in arts
arts education, I was immersed
in the Discipline-Based
Discipline-Based Arts Education approach. My
My early years as an
art
art teacher
teacher were during the time when
when all
aU administrators
administrators required aD
an

essential to make connections to the larger world outside schools. We
IIlUStmodel
must
model respect and help students share what they learn. Encourage

teachers
teachers to
to integrate
integrate aa multicultural component
component to
to all
aU lessons.
lessons. II watched
watched

dialog. Explore pedagogical
pedagOglcal strategies that
creative and critical dialog.
mative

as
any culture
culture in
as all
all teachers
teachers scrambled
scrambled to include
include something
something about
about any
their
tokenism. Tokenism
their lessons,
lessons, even
even at
at the
therisk
risk of
oftokenism.
Tokenism "not
"notonly
only trivializes
trivializes

encourage creative and critical thinking and encourage stimulating
include
inteUectual conversations between students. This may include
intellectual

the
the aesthetic
aesthetic production
production of
ofall
all socio-cultural
socio-culturalgroups,
groups,but,
but, what
what isis worse,
wor.;<,

existing pre-assumptions,
pre-assumptions, creating innovative
innovative
challenging students' existing
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"'lPeJ'"",_
anticipatory sets, or intriguing problem-based learning exlJeri"",_
Give permission to disagree.

world
We live in a nation where people from all parts of the world

dlecommunity.
lhecommunity. Helping teachers learn how to develop comprehensive
compnehensive

"cs
IfIS curriculum that prepares students for success in a democracy can
bechaUenging.
bechallenging. The following process/content
process/ content dmgram
diagram is an example

contribute many cultural resources. Through the arts, we can !eacJa
teada

of a curriculum development tool used by classroom teachers

students how to engage in civic dialogue with others with div....
.....

integrating
Integrating the arts.

perspectives. Therefore, it is appropriate to teach our students the habita
hahila
successfully
model
of mind to function successfuJI
y in this democracy. The arts model
democratic concepts such as respect, loyalty, patience, courage, self.

Inquiry into the Visual Arts

(SOli,
respect, confidence, honesty, multiple, empathy and tolerance (Smi,

The process/content diagram was developed by the Prairie

2(00) and can provide access to knowledge for all students. They <:all
2000)
caJI

Visions Nebraska Consortium for Arts Education as a guide for teachers

dill·fez"E!llt
ferent ',c
provide rich learning opportunities for students who possess Cti.!'

deVeloping
comprehensive
is thematic.
developing comprehensi
ve art curriculum that is
thematic, crosscross--

learning styles, preferences, and abilities.

cultural.
tultural, and inclusive (See the chart at the end of the essay). This matrix

Cross-cultural art education does not mimic cultural art objects,

includes
indudes inquiry into the visual arts and the moral dimensions of

nor does it focus on just one culture. Rather, it suggests we select on I

IfIIChing· These questions guide teachers as they select appropriate art
leaching·

universal theme and explore how different cultures express their

Images, design curriculum, and make connections to real life. It also

voice,.
responses to that theme (Chalmers, 1996). It addresses issues of voicr"
exclusion, and bias. Cross-cultural art education helps us to focus OIl
01\

Qllllains the cultural, histOrical, critical, aesthetic, creative, and moral
rontains
perspectives.
peispectives.

"what is portrayed, what is written and communicated,
communicated. whose voias
voices

Over 100
100 teachers attending a summer professional development

are included
induded and whose are silenced" (Hurwitz & Day,
Day. p.
p. 35).

program in the Midwest received training on the characteristics of

In order to insure that our democracy remains alive, we need
need 10
to

(1IIIIprehensivearts
CTOSscomprehensive
arts education, including thematic, inquiry-based, cross-

create authentic learning experiences in school that prepare studenll

rultural,
cultural, standards-based,
standards-based. curriculum development Teachers worked

for real life. Enculturating the young into a social
social and political

in teams as they discovered the disdplines
disciplines of art,
art. including thecullural/
the cultural/

democracy includes practicing and modeling the democratic processes.

historical perspective, the critical perspective, and aesthetic and
a nd

The arts model how cultures pass down traditions from
from generation to

Ilchnical/
Ildmical/creative perspective. They were also introduced to the moral

generation.
Teachers have an obligation to be socially and politically active.
activo-

dimensions of teaching and the importance of preparing students for
for

The needs and rights of communities and the public good need to be

Jifeina
lift>in a democracy. A process/content diagram was distributed to guide
Iea<hers
leacbers as they developed quality art-based curriculum.
curriculum.

protected.
protected. Serving as stewards of the schools means to confront key

Teachers worked in teams to design interdisciplinary units. One

issues and standing up for what you believe in. It
on
It requires focusing
focusingoo

learn used the process/
content diagram
process/content
dmgram to develop a unit on public

.m.

the tension between the individual and common good.
good. Public art.

ICUip!ure.
Art commemorates important
IaIIpture. The theme of the unit was ""Art

censorship,
censorship. and aesthetics are starting points for acting as stewards ill

people or
Or events in Our lives." The essential questions for
fOT the unit
Were:
Were:
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1.
1.

we memoria1ize
memorializesignificant people
people or events
How do we

2.
2.

in our lives?
lives?
in
art play in the collective memory
memory 01
of
What roles does aIt

3.
3.
4.
4.
5.

a society?
What is good art and who gets to decide?
art relate to a specific time/place or
How does aIt
culture?
important aItistic
artistic freedom or the
What is more important:

collective good?
process/content
The questions on the process/
content diagram helped teachers

with the selection process in deciding which examples of public
What am I going to
sculpture to include in the lesson. The question, "What
H

jnteresting to me?" may be a staIting
starting point
choose to study?" or "Is this interesting
for selecting images such as the following public sculpture: Jefferson
Memorial. Lincoln Memorial,
Memorial. and the Washington monumenl
Memorial,

the
the theme
theme of
ofart
art (public
(public art)
art) commemorating
commemoratingimportant
important events
events or
or people
people
in
our lives,
lives, it
it would
would be
be good
good to
to create
create aa more
more inclusive
inclusive curriculum.
curriculum.
in our

So, in
in using
using the
the current
current example,
example, the
the team
team added
added the
theVietnam
Vietnam memorial
memorial,,
which
was created
created by
by a young
young Asian
Asian female.
female. It
It contrasted
contrasted with
with the
the
which was
typical
typical memorial
memorial in
in that
that itit was
was not
not aa statue
statue of
of aa recognizable
recognizable figure,
figure,
but
They created
created aa lesson
lesson that
that revealed
revealed the
the
but a contemporary
contemporary sculpture.
sculpture. They
controversy
controversy and
and resolution of
of the
the competition
competition and
and selection of the
the
Vietnam memorial. They engaged
engaged in
in small group discussion
surrounding
surrounding democratic
democratic issues such as, who should decide, and how

to resolve conflict. When
When reflecting
reflecting on the enculturation of youth in a
social and political democracy, it is important to help students
understand the necessary tension between individual and collective
voice. So in revisiting the question Do my
my lessons help studenls
students value
oolue the
bolance
between
tlze
individual
and
the
community?
(Moral
Perspective
on
",'ance
the
the process/content diagram) educators designed art activities that

However, if we use the diagram as a guide, we may discover that further

confronted real world issues, and in an effort to help students see the
larger view of the world. They designed a group community art project

necessary for introducing
investigation and additional images may be necesSiUY
an inclusive curriculum. The Moral Perspective: Access to Learning

that allowed students to engage in problem solving. After designing
the lesson, educators referred once again to the process/content

untierstnndings through arls
For All says: Do my lessons
/essons allow multiple understandings
arts

diagram, but this time, it was used as a self-assessment tool. They
",flected
reflected on the processes and content of the lesson. "Do my lessons
mcol/rage
of tlze
tllcollrage students to see a I11rger
larger view
vil!Wof
the world? Do my teaching methods

integration? I am not certain that the three images originally selected
portray multiple understandings, rather a singular
singu!;u perspective. Another
question on the Process/Content diagram:
diagram: The Moral Perspective:
Stewardship
StewaIdship question asks: Do my choices allow students to feel ownership

of their learning? With my current selection, will my Native American
students feel ownership? Will these images communicate the theme of
01
Art commemorates imporlanl
important events
etle1lts or people
people in our lives to all my students?
These questions may lead me to include images of other cultureS
cultureS.
The three images selected represent monuments in our nation's capital
capital.

All three
three images represent the singular
singuJaI perspective of
01 white males.
males,
specifically
specifically our nation's presidents'. While these images do demonstrate

IIllow
oJlow students to engage in ridl understandings at a variety
ooriety of levels? Do my
lessons
Itssons provide access for all my students?
students? Do my lessons connect
comrecl art to life?
life?
H
vora bly, then the lessons are most
Uthese questions can be answered fa
favorably,

likely characteristic
characteristi.c of an exemplary comprehensive arts unit.
presoiptive,
The ideas suggested here are not intended to be prescriptive,
nor is the process/content diagram meant to be linear. E<lucators
Educators can
staIting point for inquiry into
select any question on the diagram as a starting
the visual arts. It serves as a guide when developing meaningful artbased curriculum.
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Conclusion
s uccessful.
Many art classrooms teach art lessons that seem successful.

Students behave and create art products that look similar.
similar. But We may

that
children "are easily silenced ... and they often learn to internalize the
be perpetuating silence of valued voices. Balaisis (1997) states

remain quiet"
quiet" (p. 84). Comprehensive arts education can
censor and remain

_of.... _

reallife
mOdel
society. By providing real
society.
life learning experiences in an inclusive model
we can teach students how to engage in civil dialog. The arts help us to

"",-,,

discover our personal and collective identity. They can provide an

Our
avenue for expression, for nurturing our souls,
souls and activating Our
individual and collective voice. In doing so, we are contributing to the
l

safety of society by creating a new generation of students that will be
the voice of our future.
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Anding-The Dynamics

other words, making and noticing the connections through the ands

in Education

produce meaning in life. From this philosophical attitude, I propose to

explore the ands in relation to art, art making,
making. and art education.

The Proposal
The
How does this meaning of the ands translate into describing the

Katie Roberts

dynamics of art? Since art involves a past, a present, and a future of
making artworks, presenting exhibitions, and participating in art
experiences, the people, places, and objects connect to create an art
system. The ands jOin the people,
penple, places, and objects to one another.

The Web Metaphor

My place in this system is as an art maker and an art educator. I am

The world exists in adynamic
a dynamic that
tha t can be described as a web. The

involved consciously in this system with my own experiences, beliefs,

moment that you are born, you become part of this web by your every

and biases, but I am not comfortable accepting the traditional definitions

penple, and every interaction
move through space, every encounter with people,

and static categories of my positions. For me, this stasis creates a silence

with objects. Never ending but changing direction, never moving up

of limited possibilities. Therefore, I want to reconceptualize this

or down but always laterally, the web progresses and grows

traditional system of categOrizing in order to continue anding the art

continuously. This metaphor also describes the singular existence of

dynamic. By anding the art system, we recognize the interactions of the

tbe experiences that help form us. From the
all of us by outlining the

artworld and open the system to limitless, dynamic possibilities. So, I

common details to the formative moments in life, our lives are a series

question the concepts and activities of art makers, art objects, art

of cumulative experiences. These experiences connect and build one

institutions,
institutio.
ns, and audiences in Western society as part of my experience

on another. 1n
In other words, .life
life is a series of ands where no period

and exploration with the ands. 1n
In order to establish myself as a

wake up and read in the paper about a Joan Mitchell exhibition
exists. I wakeup

participant
partidpant in the artworld, rI first need to locate myself
myseU as an
individual
anindividual
within the ideas of art maker, artworld, art, dialogue, aesthetics, and

and feed my dog and talk to my husband about our days and drive to
the studio and see charged thunder clouds and paint with a little more
freedom (thinking of Joan Mitchell) and paint the drama of the thunder
eatt lunch and ... Some moments may be stronger than others,
clouds and ea
but all of these ands describe our lives. Within these ands, one finds that

studies to earn my masters in art education. After a productive and

no human can "be" alone; we all exist in relationship with one another

creative year of painting,
painting. I had the opportunity to reflect on my art

and the world. The individual exists in connection with "what we see

practice. Although I had had the freedom, luxury, and flexibility to

whatt we do" (Lacy. 1995, p. 89). The relationships
and who we are and wha

In
disco.nnected. 1n
pamt three to four days a week, I also felt isolated and disconnected.
paint

among penple,
In
people, places, and things give life significance and worth. 1n

search of ways to connect to the community as an art maker, I began

relationship. Therefore, what are the relationships that are the ands in
my perceptions and experiences of the artworld?
. This questioning became a focus in my life when rI started my

explonng how I wanted to participate
partidpate in the artworld. This desire to
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question the disparate,
disparate, disconnected silence
silence of the
the artworld
artworld grows'sl
grows as I
question
investigate issues
issues of
of art
art philosophy,
philosophy, education,
education, museum
museum ideology,
ideology,
practices, and
and contemporary
contemporary art
art and as II participate in the
the
curatorial practices,
art in my various roles.
roles. I have observed that the categories 01
world of art

art dynamic's participants of art
art makers,
makers, art
art objects, displayers,
the art
and viewers were typically static. I grew to understand the usual
interactions among these four traditional participants to be generally
one of separateness, passivity, and silence. Ideas and dialogue become
museums, pedestals, and scholarly voices have
limited because museums,

Stiltic A
Aft System
Figure 1: Static

Viewer
Art maker

~
~

Art
......,Object

DispJayer
Displayer

everyday.The result keeps art primarily
primarily
relegated artwork outside of the everyday.
in the world of academia and the gallery system (Lacy, 1995).

Given this position that I wish to explore alternatives to the current
art dynamic, I acknowledge that this approach creates limitations such

Connections among the participants discretely exist, and their

aWare
as binary thinking of what is model verses everything else. I am aware
d escribe my poSition
position in this
of this problem yet feel it necessary to describe
manner in order to create a shift in attitude of openness and possibility.

dialogue is whispered if acknowledged at all An example of the missed
opportunities in this silenced and static art system is a reaction to an

French philosophers (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987) have discussed this
philosophical shift as a rhizomatic system. This metaphor describes

installation artist, Hylnour Hallsson, created an exhibition sponsored
by the Chinati foundation in which he graffitied a wall by a window in

the connections in life as a lateral root system, which can never die and
exists in multiplicities. The system multiplies through a process of stasis

"rhe real axis of evil
a converted slaughterhouse with phrases such as ''The
are israel,
Israel, USA, and the UK" With the anniversary of September 11,

and growth. By conceptualizing the art dynamic in this sbucture,
structure, the
r.hizome
rhizome allows for my imagining a system that is not static but is open

2001 approaching, the townspeople were outraged by this artwork.
Hallsson revealed in the article that these statements were
Although HaUsson

and fluid; therefore, I challenge static categories of art.

taken from comments that he had heard or seen in Europe and not his
own, the installation did not contextualize the loaded phrases.
phrases. Instead

Evolving Art Dynamics
A generalized and simplified account of the current art system
portrays the art maker creating an object, the displayer placing the object
for viewing, and the viewer looking at it. The participants remain fixed
in their designated roles, focus only upon the art object, and have limited
dialogue. A
A diagram of this static system can be seen as the following:

art exhibition in Marfa, Texas in August of 2002. An Iceland-born

with the community about how the United States
of creating dialogue ,vith
is seen by some people from other countries, Hallsson simply changed

"what they wanted to hear" (Yardley, 2002, p. 2).
2). The
the words to "what
the text was a1tened
altered to read,
read, ''The
'The Axis
Axis of
window was covered and the
is North
North Korea, Iraq,
Iraq, and Iran." Dialogue
Dialogue and
and communication
Evil is
returned. The groups for and
and against
against the
the art
art
and silence
silence returned.
ceased and
installation remained
remained fixed
fixed in
in their
their viewpoints.
viewpoints. TheChinati
The Chinati Foundation
Foundation
installation
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and Hallsson missed a moment of public pedagogy regarding the
various viewpoints and issues surrounding the Middle East crisis. As
a result, the art dynamic became static.
An imagined interaction contrary to the events in Maria
Marla multiplies

<

y,; .:'f ,.

=-,~

could have begun wi
with
th information regarding the source of the material

-0

_

and questions asking how we think other countries view the United

.

;:,..,

.r.

and ands the art dynamic.
dynamiC. In order to open dialogue, this new dynamic

~~r

At! miiking

~.

States. The Chinati group could have called a meeting to discuss the

t·· . . . .

.
-, Viewing
-_

-

.

,

~

CbIilmunicating

~

..

Dlsplaymg

intent of the work where spealcing and listening more possibly would
have occurred. In other words, the art maker, displayers, and viewers
could create an arena to grapple with this loaded issue. The installation
supporters approached the events with a modern, binary way of
01
thinking, which is "a way of thinking that rests on the delineation of
knowledge and therefore promotes
differences as the foundation of all knowledge

In this model no one participant sees her/himself as fixed in a

hieranchy," instead of a postmodem,
hierarchy;postrnodem, and more specifically, feminist

specific role. For example, the art maleer
maker constructs the art object and

attitude that "deconstructs" this hierarchy and promotes exchange (Fox-

through that process, will step back to perceive the art object and act as

Genovese, 1991, pAl.
pAl. The writings of Elizabeth Fox-Genovese and

viewer. She also will participate in contextualizing the object on display.

Suzanne Lacy inform my imagined scenario. Fox-Genovese challenges

Similarly, the displayer may spawn an idea for the art maker to construct

the individual's place within a community in reference to feminist

an art object and thus participates in art making. As a result, the art

ideology of deconstructed delineated hierarchies. Similarly, Lacy

experience forever evolves and moves, and the participants interact

describes a new genre public art with a goal of "open conversation in

with one another in a literal and conceptual conversation.

which one is obliged to listen and include voices" (Lacy, 1995, p. 36).

Creating art is a shared activity among the participants of the

Their approaches of including dialogue and requiring openness among

art dynamic. Therefore, a single individual or several individuals

participants in the art dynamic evolve the static structure to become a

actively participate in the art processes of making, communicating,

dynamic based on possibility.

displaying, and viewing art. Although differing realities and opinions

The imagined art dynamic has the relationships of the participants
partidpants

exist, I suggest a connected art dynamic as a goal toward which we

connect in a fluld
fluid system. Additionally, by changing the participants

should work because "the world in order to be, must be in the process of

into active verbs, the definitions open to allow an individual or multiple

being" (Priere
(Friere & Faundez, 1989, p. 32). By focusing on process, the

individuals to participate in the web of art.

categories of describing the art experience shift from a static, silent
rhizornatic system
system of people with specific, limited roles to a rhizomatic
with participants interchangeably engaged together in the processes
of the art experience.
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Definitions to
to Descriptions
Descriptions
Definitions
With its
its many
many actions
actions and
and participants,
participants, art
art functions
functions as
as aa SOCial
SOciaJ
With
activity in
in the
the form
form of
of dialogue.
dialogue. Dialogue
Dialogue facilitates
facilitates the
the rhizoIne's
rhizome's
activity
to an
an adaptable
adaptable system.
system. As
As aa society,
society, we
we create
create
moving from
from aa fixed
fixed to
moving
and categorize
categorize ideas
ideas in
in
definitions in
in order
order to
to help
help describe,
describe, clarify,
clarify, and
definitions
OUI minds.
minds. This
This method
method oJ
of establishing
establishing meaning
meaning posits
posits aa sense
sense of
of
our
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",ade
up of
of aa series
series of
of relationships
relationships among
among the
the participants
participants who
who are
are
llIade up
art
art making,
making, commurticating,
commurticating, displaying,
displaying, and
and viewing.
viewing. This
This way
way of
of
thiJlking
thinking about
about the
theart
artdynamic
dynamiC sees
sees the
the art
art experience
experience "not
"not (only]
[only] built
built
on
on aa typology
typology of
of materials,
materials, spaces,
spaces, or
or artistic
artistic media,
media, but
but rather
rather on
on
concepts
of audience,
audience, relationship,
relationship, communication,
commurtication, and
and political
political
concepts of

permanency and
and confinement,
confinement, by
by setting
setting up
up an
an equation
equation of
of equality,
equality.
permanency
i.e. what is
is or is
is not
not art.
art. Although
Although constraining,
constraining, though at times
times very
very
i.e.

intention"
(Lacy, 1995,
1995, p.28).
p.28). With
With this
this shift
shift of
of attitude,
attitude, the
the creativity
creativity is
is
intention" (Lacy,
shared,
and the
the interaction
interaction is anded
.nded mearung.
meaning.
shared, and
The importance of
of this
this idea
idea lies
lies in
in its
its implication
implication for
for an active,

definitions limit dialogue due to the
the framework
framework of a fixed
necessary, definitions
and to
equation; therefore, I1 propose to avoid stating static definitions and
art dynamiC.
dynamic. Redescribing
offer my ideas as descriptions for a proposed art

connected system
existence. By
By viewing the system
system as
as relationships,
relationships,
system of existence.
all participants become empowered
empowened in the creative process. Individual
Individual
as well as collective growth occurs through the acceptance that all

meta phon;
current ideas allows for new understandings and useful metaphors
9). These redescriptions will allow me
me to open discourse
(Rorty, 1989, p. 9).

participants are engaging in
physical,
in an open dialogue, which is phYSical,
external, and internal.
Conversation
includes
more
than
one
voice;
internal.
consequently, any conversation requires multiple viewpoints.
viewpoints.

in order to explore my place in the artworld. Fixed definitions of art
maker, art object, art making, displaying, viewing, and educating need

This attitude emphasizes the collective as well as the individual

ord.er to imagine another art dynamic. My intention is
be set aside in order
to beset
to give these terms for me new and .nding
anding meaning in the dialogue of

voice.
voice. If "individual rights (are]
lare] the product of collective life rather
than its justification" a reconsideration of the relationship between the

art because I want to be a more connected, more responsible participant
in the art dynamic. Whether as an art maker, art educator, displayer, or
_nding the art dynamic allows me and others around me to
viewer, .nding

individual and the collective is needed (Fox-Genovese, 1991, p. 8). This
reconsideration must allow for the importance of both the individual

move more fluidly among these roles.

The Art Experience as an Imagined Dynamic
Dialogue begins ,vith
with an idea.
idea Through listening and speaking,
"the conjunctjon
conjunction between the two is the crisis of learning and
meaningful knowledge" (Garoian, 2001, p.
p. 9). In order
order to expand the
mind
mind and to learn,
learn, the parncipants
participants must
must listen as well as
as speak.
speak.
Through
Through questioning
questioning and
and dialogue
dialogue meaning
meaning is
is created.
created. Therefore,
Therefore,
dialogue
an integral
integral component
component in
in creating
creating awareness
awareness of the
the .nds
ands
dialogue is
is an
within
within the
the art
art dynamic.
dynamic. My
My dialogue
dialogue begins
begins with
with two
two questions:
questions: what
what
is
is aa connected
connected art
art system,
system, and
and in
in what
what ways
ways do
do "I1 participate
participate in
in the
the
.nds?
ands? II propose
propose to
to explore
explore the
the shift
shift in
in attitude
attitude of
of accepting
accepting aa system
system

anded meaning
mearung
and a growing system. An openness results to create .nded
and possibility. The same rethinking applies to the realm of art. By
looking
loo.
king at the creation of art as shared power among the participants

instead of as the singular product of the art maker, art becomes an
aesthetic as well as a moral, economic, political, interpersonal, social,
cultural, and spiritual experience. Redescribing the art dynamic of the
twenty-first century as a series of relationships supports shared
responsibility in the creative
creative process.
process. Multiple
Multiple viewpoints,
viewpoints, questions,
and creativity
creativity become
become not
not only
only part
part of
of the
the product but also
also
ownership, and
ownership,
the processes
processes of
of art.
art.
the
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My intention as an art maker, educator, displayer, and viewer is
to challenge static categories \vithin the art experience. Informed by
my experiences as an abstract, formalist painter and a fonner
former
elementary and middle school art teacher, II am engaged in the dialogue
rethinking the system. Anding gives life a connected sense of meaning
of nethinking
and enables relationships to be created and shared; 1I want to be a pan
Part

trUflk that grows from the roots. The tree roots deep into the ground in
tfUnk
•a fixed
fiXed state. The metaphor of the rhizome or tree can describe the art
system. If the system exists in a tree-like organization, the participants
and processes of the artworld become static. A viewer who accepts
only the interpretation of an artwork that a curator has given in an
Conversely; if the art
exhibition is an example of a static, silent system. Conversely,

of this type of system. With the rethinking of every participant's place
resull
and activity in the dynamic of art, ownership and possibility result
Anding th.
thee system produces relationships existing in and responding
Andillg

system exists as a rhizome, it becomes fluid and open. Connections,

to and with the world in dialogue.

ands may be formed for example by a wall text which includes questions
for the viewer to answer to formulate a personal viewpoint. Byanding

Building a Philosophical Framework
A connected art dynamiC
dynamic can only
discussion is established. In the sections

exist if a framework
that follow, I outline

interactions, and movement occur among
a_m ong the participants and
a.n d
processes. I describe theses links as the ands in the art dynamic.
dynamic. The

the art system, we recognize the interactions of the artworld and open
for
the

the system to limitless, dynamic possibilities.
The redescribed art dynamic cannot exist without the recognition

artworld, the concepts of art, aesthetics,
philosophical theories
th.eories of the artworId,
perception/ recognition, and relationship. Every idea links to the
perception/
previous one in order to explore the possibility of my proposed art

of the concept of art. The word art encompasses a variety of meanings
and associations. Although the word art primarily refers to an object,
art also can be an act, an experience, an academic field, or a system

dynamic. These theories will establish how to move from missing
dialogue such as in Marfa to requiring active participation in the art

encompassing all of these ideas. Art in association with visual art objects

experience.
experience Engaging in dialogue with these theories establishes points
of reference for a personal exploration. By starting with the idea of the
artworld and moving into the notions of art,
a.rt, the art object, and
relationship, I explore the philosophical underpinnings of my desire
to rethink the art dynamic.
The metaphor of the rhizome establishes an understanding of
the organization of the anded
andeLl art dynamic. A rhizome is a plant such as

or performances brings to mind a range of images:
images: perhaps Marcel
Duchamp'sFountain,
Duchamp'sFoulltaill, Monet's Waterlillies, Judy Chicago'S
Chicago's Dinner
Dinller Party,
Leonardo da Vinci's Last Supper, Helen Frankenthaler's Mountain and
Sea, and Guillermo Gomez-Pena's Temple
Temple of Confessions.
UJllfessiolls. Although all
are considered art, these art makers and art objects have many
differences such as their media and intentions.
intentions. Therefore, the question
of what distinguishes an object as art is
is not easily answened. In our
society, we label everything: art, non-art, work, play, functional, formal,

grass that has a lateral root system. The blades of grass are offshoots of
a web of roots that continually spread horizontally.
hOrizontally. As a result of

secular, religious,
religiOUS, and so on.
on. Similarly, every object with which we

constant outward growth, the rhizome does not die.
die. Any part of the
rhizome can and will connect with any other part. The growth of a tree

called art.
art. An enormous discourse surrounds the question "what
"what is

contrasts this lateral
lateral root system. A tree roots downward and grows
upward in a hierarchical orientation. The branches extend from the

interact has a name and perhaps a purpose. Some of these objects are
art?" Not everything is
is art, so where and what are the distinctions? I
forr the purposes of this
only propose to establish a description of art fo

paper.
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To begin, art can only exist if we accept the existence of something
called art.
art. Without the acknowledgment that the concept of art exists,

art. How does an object move from just being an
an
there would be no art.
object to being an artwork? When does a painting become more than
just paint on canvas? A passage from Arthur Danto (1992) expresses

thought.
this thought

art isis an abstract concept. An
An object is considered art only if we describe
it as such within a context and with intention. The "is of artistic
identification" establishes the existence of the concept of art.

The Artworld
The acceptance of the reality of art begins with a knowledge of
the "world" surrounding art. Danto (1992) states
sta tes that
tha t "to see something

"And now Testadura, having hovered in the wings throughout
paint: a white painted
painted.
this discussion, protests that all he sees is paint:

as art requires something the eye cannot decry- an atmosphere
a trnosphere of artistic

oblong with a black line painted across it. And how right he really
included..
is: that is all he sees or that anybody can, we aesthetes included.

arlWorld
th.e
arlWorid is comprised of the discourses, the places, the people, and the
The
ar!world
has
a
past,
a
objects involved in the establishment of art.
art.
artworld

So, if he asks us to show him what there is further to see, to
demonstrate through pointing that this is an artwork (Sea and
Sky), we cannot comply, for he has overlooked nothing (and it

present, and a probable future. Every individual's ar!world
artworld is a bit
different and this diversity continually ands, but a generalization exists.

would be absurd to suppose he had, that there was something
tiny we could point to and he, peering
peering closely, say 'So it is! A

theory, a knowledge of the history of art: an ar!world"
artworld" (p. 38). The

The
artworld includes all people, places, things, and events that respond
Theartworld
to and act upon art. The artworld interacts in a form of a tree-like or
rhizomatic system, but in order to best understand these systems, we

work of art after all!').
all!'). We cannot help him until he has mastered
lfhe
the is ofartistic identification and so co'lStih,tes
constitutes it a work of art. U
he

need to accept the is of art and the ar!world
artworld as a system of its
relationships.
relationships.

he will be
cannot achieve this, he will never look upon artworks; hewill
like a child
430).
chlId who sees sticks as sticks" (p.
(p.43O).

Within this identification of art and the ar!world,
artworld, my proposed
art dynamic begins to develop. U
If art exists then the people engaged in

Until an individual accepts the idea of art, or "the is of artistic

the artworld must be participating in some sort of experience. Whether
connected or acting separately, people determine the
Ute actuality of art

identification," no art will exist for that person. Mastering the is of art
entails accepting the existence of the actuality of art and being able to

and the artworld. Consequently, the web of experiencing.
experiencing, interacting.
and discussing art can grow and evolve. From my perspective as art

label an object as such. Although art is not something that one can
always identify automatically, "the is of artistic identification" allows

maker, I want to look again and redescribe the people and processes
working within the artworld with the intention of identifying spaces

for the creation and
and discourse about objects set aside as art.
art. A urinal
turned upside down \vith
with the name R. Mutt painted on it may be just

for dialogue and the extinction of a static silence. A connection exists
among the participants, ideas, actions, and objects in the art web.

that to one person. On the other hand,
hand, Marcel Duchamp and many
others consider this object not only art but also a catalyst for questioning

Therefore, what are the connections, who and what is involved, and

concepts of "fine art" verses "low art." This debate demonstrates that
describing something as art requines
requires subjectivity and a litUe
little faith, for

though, in onder
disrussion of the connections,
order to proceed further in the discussion

implications of articulating these relationships? First,
what are the impljcations
I must describe the meanings of the term art within the scope of this

paper.
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My intention as an art maker, educator, displayer, and viewer ia

lfUJlk that grows from the roots. The tree roots deep into the ground in
trUJlk

lnformed by
to challenge static categories within the art experience. Informed
fonner
my experiences as an abstract, formalist painter and a forrner

a.• fixed
fiXed state. The metaphor of the rhizome or tree can describe
descnbe the art

diai<>gue
elementary and middle school art teacher, I1am engaged in the dialogue
of rethinking the system. Anding gives life a connected sense of meaning

and processes of the artworld become static. A viewer who accepts
only the interpretation of an artwork that a curator has given in an

part
and enables relationships to be created and shared; II want to be a PaJt

exhibition is an example of a static, silent system. Conversely, if the art
eXhibition

of this type of system. With the rethinking of every participant's place
and activity in the dynamic of art, ownership and possibility result

system
systern exists as a rhizome, it becomes fluid
f1uld and open. Connections,

Allding lhe
the system produces relationships existing in and responding

processes. 1I describe theses links as the ands in the
tbe art dynamic. The

dialogue.
to and with the world in dialogue.

ands
anlis may be formed for example by a wall text which includes questions
for the viewer to answer to formulate a personal viewpoint
viewpoint. By""ding
Byanding
the art system, we recognize the interactions of the artworld and open

Building a Philosophical Framework
A connected art dynamic can only exist if a framework for

system. U the system exists in a tree-like organization, the participants
systern.1f

interactions,
Interactions, and movement occur among the participants and

the system to limitless, dynamiC possibilities.

discussion is established. In the sections that follow, I outline the
philosophical theories of the artworld, the concepts of art, aesthetics,

of the concept of art. The word art encompasses a variety of meanings

perception/
perception/ recognition,
recognition. and relationship. Every idea links to the

and associations. Although the word art primarily refers to an object,

art
previous one in order to explore the possibility of my proposed an
dynamic. These theories will establish how to move from
from missing

art also can be an act, an experience, an academic field,
fjeld, or a system

dialogue such as in Marfa to requiring active participation in the art

or performances brings to mind a range
range of images:
images: perha ps Marcel

experience. Engaging in dialogue with these theories establishes points

Duchamp's FOllntaill, Monet's Waterlillies, Judy Chicago's Dimler
Dinner Party,

The redescn"bed
redescnbed art dynamic cannot exist without the recognition

encompassing all of these ideas. Art in association with visual art
objects
artobject5

of reference for a personal exploration. By starting with the idea of the

Leonardo da Vinci's lAst
Last Slipper,
Slipper, Helen Frankenthaler's MOllntain and

artworld and moving into the notions of art, the art object, and

Sea, and Guillermo Gomez-Pena's
Gomez·Pena's Temple of Confessiolls.
Confessions. Although all

reiationship,
relationship, I explore the philosophical underpinnings of my desire

are considered art, these art makers and art objects have many

to rethink the art dynamic.
The metaphor of the rhizome establishes an understanding of

differences such as their media
media and intentions. Therefore, the question

the organization of theanded art dynamiC.
dynamic. A rhizome is a plant such as

society, we label everything: art, non-art,
non·art, work,
worl<, play, functional, formal,

grass that has a lateral root system. The blades of grass are offshoots of

secular, religiOUS, and so on. Similarly, every object with which we

a web of roots that continually spread horizontally.
horizontally. As a result of

interact has
ps aa purpose.
has a name and perha
perhaps
purpose. Some of these objects are

constant outward growth,
growth. the rhizome does not die. Any part of the

called art.
art. An enormous discourse surrounds the question "what
"what is
is

rhizome can and will connect with any other part. The growth ofa
of a tree

an?"
art?" Not everything is
is art, so where and what
wbat are the distinctinns?
distinctions? I

contrasts this lateral root system.
system. A tree roots downward and grows

only propose to establish a description of art fnr
for the purposes of this

upward in a hierarchical orientation.
orientation. The branches extend from the

paper.
paper.

of what
what distinguishes an object as art is not easily answered. In our
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To begin, art can only exist if we accept the existence
existence, of :sou1ethh

,rt is an abstract concept. An object is considered art only if we describe
pt

called art. Without the acknowledgment that the concept of art

II as such within a context and with intention. The "is of artistic

there would be no art. How does an object move from just being ..
object to being an artwork? When does a painting become more ~

Identification" establishes the existence of the concept of art.

Arthur Danto (1992) expresoe.
expresoea
just paint on canvas? A passage from ArthUI

Artwodd
The Artworld
The acceptance of the reality of art begins with a knowledge of

this thought:

"And now TestadUIa,
Testadura, having hovered in the wings throughout
painb!4
this discussion, protests that all he sees is paint: a white Painted

the "world" surrounding art. Danto (1992) states that "to see something
!be
as art requires something the eye cannot decry- an atmosphere of artistic
tbeOry, a knowledge of the history of art: an artworld" (p. 38). The
theory,

oblong with a black line painted across it. And how right he really

rean,

arlWorld is comprised of the discourses, the places, the people, and the
JrtWorld

is: that is all he sees or that anybody can, we aesthetes included.

ol>jeCls involved in the establishment of art. Theartworld
The artworid has a past, a
objectS
present, and a probable fulune.
futUIe. Every individual' s artworld is a bit
different and this diversity continually ands, but a generalization exists.
lheartworld includes all people, places, things, and events that respond
10
to and act upon art. The artworld interacts in a form of a tree-like or
dUzomatic
rhizomatic system, but in order to best understand these systems, we

further to see, 10
So, if he asks us to show him what there is fmther

a""

demonstrate through pointing that this is an artwork (Set!
(Sea alii
Sky), we cannot comply, for he has overlooked nothing (and It
it
absurd to suppose he had, that there was something
would be absUId
tiny we could point to and he, peering closely, say 'So it is! A
work of art after all!'). We cannot help him until he has mastered

need to accept the is of art and the artworld as a system of its

cannot achieve this, he will never look upon artworks; he will be

relationships.
Within this identification of art and the artworld, my proposed

like a child who sees sticks as sticks" (p. 43O).
430).

U art exists then the people engaged in
art dynamic begins to develop. If

the is of artistic identification and so constitutes ita
art. Ul~
it a work of art.lfbt

the artworld must be participating in some sort of experience. Whether
Until an individual accepts the idea of art, or "the is of artistic

connected or acting separately, people determine the actuality of art

identification," no art will exist for that person. Mastering the is ofart

and the artworld. Consequently, the web of experiencing, interacting.
interacting,

entails accepting the existence of the actuality of art and being able to

and discussing art can grow and evolve. From my perspective as art

label an object as such. Although art is not something that one can

maker, I want to look again and redescribe the people and processes

always identify automatically, "the is of artistic identification" allows

working within the artworld with the intention of identifying spaces

for the creation and discourse about objects set aside as art. A urinal

for dialogue and the extinction of a static silence. A connection exists

tUIned
turned upside down with the name R. Mutt painted on it may be just

among the participants, ideas, actions, and objects in the art web.

that to one person. On the other hand, Marcel Duchamp and many

Therefore, what are the connections, who and what is involved, and

others consider this object not only art but also a catalyst for questioning

what are the implications of articulating these relationships? First,
"What

"low art." This debate demonstrates that
concepts of "fine art" verses '10w

though, in order to proceed further
fmther in the discussion of the connections,

requlres subjectivity and a little faith, for
describing something as art requines

I must describe the meanings of the term art within the scope of this
paper.
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Acceptingthe
theideas
ideasof
ofart
artand
andthe
theartworld,
artworld,the
thefollowing
followingsection
section
Accepting
my perspective
perspective of
of the
the label
label art
art as
as something
something we
wecreate
createand
and
outlines my
outlines

experience.
hisinstallation/performance
instalJation/performancepiece
pieceTemple
Temple
experienceFor
Forexample,
example,ininhis
afConfessions,
afConfessions,Gomez-Pena
Gomez-Penahas
hasthe
theviewer
vieweractively
actively"confess"
"confess"his
hisracist
racist
and
thus
makes
the
viewer
an
active
and
integral
component
thoughts
thoughts and thus makes the viewer an active and integral component

put aside
aside as
as unique.
unique. Art
Art makers
makers produce
produce art
art to
to be
be viewed
viewed and
and
put
consumed. lnstitutions
Institutions such
such as
as museums
museums and
and galleries
galleries hold
hold art
art for
for
consumed.

of
ofhis
hisartwork.
artwork-This
ThisconfesSing
confessingaJso
alsoisisaacatalyst
catalystfor
forthe
theviewer
viewertotoreflect
reflect
on
his own
own prejudices.
prejudices. Temple
Temple of
ofConfessions
Confessions illustrates
illustrates the
the multiple
multiple
on his

and possibly
possiblyto
toreflect.
reflect Viewers
Viewerschoose
choosetoto
viewers to
tosee,
see, to
toexperience,
experience,and
viewers
take time
time to
tosee
see them,
them, to
to have
have an
an experience,
experience, and
and perhaps
perhaps to
tobuy
buy them.
them.
take
art also
alsocan
canbe
be used
used to
to elevate
eleva te one
oneact
act from
from another.
another;
Likewise, the
the term
term art
Likewise,

functions
functions of
of art
art as
as social.
social, ideological,
ideological, and
and economical.
economical. Subsequently,
Subsequently,
these
andDiepeveen,
Diepeveen,1998,
1998,p.19p.19theseaspects
aspectsencourage
encouragedialogue
dialogue(Van
(VanLaor
Laarand

art of
ofeating,
eating, the
theart
art of
of making
making aa deal,
deal,or
or the
the art
art of
ofwar.
war.
for example,
example, the
the art
for
that art
art is
is unique
unique from
from non·art.
non-art
With these
these dynamiCS,
dynamiCS, one
one can
can discern
discern that
With

20).
20). Allowing
Allowing for
for change,
change, discourse,
discourse, and
and questioning,
questioning, traditionaJ
traditional and
and
nontraditional
nontraditional art
art makers,
makers, art
art objects,
objects, displayers,
displayers, and
and viewers
viewers can
can
dynamk.
activate
the
art
activate the art dynamic.

People view
view art
art as
as something
something special
special or
or unique.
unique. This
This "specialty"
"Specialty"
People
may hang
hang on
on the
the wall,
wall, be
be used
used everyday
everyday as
as silverware,
silverware, or
or describe
describe an
an
may

How
How is
is Art?
Art?

but to
to be
be labeled
labeled art
art requires
requires aa distinction.
distinction. Ellen
Ellen Dissanayake
Dissanayake (1995)
(1995)
act, but
act,
art as
as "making
"making special."
special" She
She categorizes
categorizes art
art as
as aa behavior
behavior where
where
defines art
defines
whatever we
we are
are accustomed
accustomed to
to call
call art,
art, aa specialness
specialness is
is tacitly
tacitly or
Or
"in whatever
"in
overtly acknowledged" (Dissanayake,
CDissanayake, 1995, p. 91-92). We change Or
or
add
add to
to the
the everyday
everyday an
an importance
importance that
that makes
makes it
it different
different from
from our
our
present
In other
other wands,
words, we
we separate
separate art
art from
from what
what
present concept
concept of
of reality.
reality. In
we
we consider
consider ordinary
ordinary in
in our
our worlds.
worlds. Art
Art is
is the
the process
process of
of making
making and
and
doing
t" (Dewey,
"presence of
of directive
directive inten.
intent"
(Dewey, 1934,
1934,
doing something
something with
with the
the "presence
p.
p. 47).
47). Art
Art is
is something
something consciously
consciously created
created or
or perceived
perceived as
as special.
special.
Although
art may
may do
do many
many things
things such
such as
as allow
allow for
for an
an escape,
escape,
Although art
focus
everything labeled
labeled art
art
focus on
on beauty,
beauty, or
or bring
bring attention
attention to
to aa problem,
problem,everylhi/lg
is
and unique
unique to
to an
an individual.
individual. Points
Pointsof
of view
view decide
decide what
what isis
is different
different and
labeled
labeled art
art and
and what
what isisnot
not Art
Artto
to one
one person
person may
may be
bejust
justan
an object
objecton
on

H
If we
we describe
describe art
art as
as making
making speciaJ,
special, the
the next
next question
question is
is how
how does
does
an
an object
object differentiate
differentiate from
from being
being just
just an
an object
object to
to being
being an
an art
art object.
object.
John Dewey (1934)
(J 934) asks similar questions:
"How
"How is
is it
it that
that the
the everyday
everyday making
making of
of things
things grows
grows into
into that
that
form
of
making
which
is
genuinely
artistic?
How
is
it
that
form of making which is genuinely artistic? How is it that our
our
everyday enjoyment
enjoyment of
of scenes
scenes and
and situations
situations develops
develops into
into the
the
everyday
peculiar satisfaction
satisfaction that
that attends
attends the
the experience
experience which
which is
is
peculiar
and esthetic
esthetic quality
quaJity is
is
emphatically esthetic?
esthetic? [Finally;]
(Finally,) if
if artistic
artistic and
emphatically
how shall
shall we
we explain
explain how
how
implicit in
in every
every normal
normal experience,
experience, how
implicit
and why
why itit so
so generally
generally fails
fails to
to become
become explicit?"
explicit?" (p.
(p. U-13)
U-J3)
and

the
wemust
mustremember
rememberthat
thatdetermining
determining
themantel
mantel to
toanother.
another.Therefore,
Therefore,we
what
what isisart
artisisaacontinual
continualdialogue
dialogueof
ofconstructing
constructingand
and reconstructing.
reconstructing.

One of
of the
the answers
answers to
to these
these questions
questions begins
begins with
with the
the fact
fact that
that
One
communicate. Whether
Whether the
the art
art is
is aa performance,
performance, an
an
art objects
objects communicate.
art
installation,aa painting,
painting,aa drawing,
drawing, aasculpture,
sculpture,etc.,
etc., the
theart
art maker
maker uses
uses
instalJation,

For
andperformance
performanceaspects,
aspects,the
the
Forexample,
example,with
withnontraditional
nontraditionalmedia
mediaand
artwork
fine art"
art"
artworkof
ofGuillermo
GuillermoGomez-Pena
Gomez-Penadeconstructs
deconstructs the
theidea
ideaof
of""fine

visuaJ as
as well
well as
as other
othersensual
sensuaJforms
forms of
of communication
communication to
to express
express an
an
visual
and to
to prompt
prompt dialogue.
dialogue. In
In other
other words,
words, "because
"becauseobjects
objects of
ofaart
idea and
idea
rt

that
that hangs
hangs on
on the
thewall.
wall. Then
Then again,
again, this
this artwork
artwork intends
intends toto engage
engage
participants
participants in
inart
art by
by creating
ereating a0 special
special visual
visuaJ and
and intellectual
intellectual

are expressive,
expressive, they
they communicate
communicate....
.... Because
Because objects
objects of
of art
art are
are
are
expressive, they
they are
are aa language.
language. Rather
Rather they
they are
are many
many languagesN
languages"
expressive,

1934, p.104,
p.104, 106).
106).Art
Artobjects
objectscommunicate
communicate through
through various
various
(Dewey, 1934,
(Dewey,
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Art is not realized simply because the art maker intended it to be.

visual forms to express thoughts, emotions, interpretations, and
experiences. This communication "depends on mutually understOOd
assumptions" such as the existence of art and an artworld (Van Laar

linear progression starting only with the art maker. The audience also

Marfa/Chinati
and Diepeveen, 1998, p. 39). Returning to the Marla/
Chinati example,
dialogue was shut down into silence when the viewers responded
angrily and the art maker and displayer changed the installation. If

participates in the creation of the artwork by interacting with
with the
aesthetics of the object. As the artistic embodies primarily the art
maker'ss process of creating, aesthetic refers to the displayer's and
maker'

open dialogue were to have occurred in the proposed art dynamic as
outlined previously, the art maker and displayer would have engaged
the viewers in an active discussion explaining and questioning his
viewpoints and intentions as well as listening to the viewers.
viewers. As a result.
result,

viewer's standpoints of creating. The aesthetics of art entice a viewer

the art maker and viewers would have become active creators of
meaning. It is within these relationships and art processes that my
proposed art dynamic
dynamiC exists. The dialogiC
dialogic characteristic of art resides
in this responding, engaging, and projecting (Van Laar and Diepeveen,
1998). Regardless of the dialogue being quiet and unobservable or

As discussed previously, the art experience grows in a web and not a

to look at and to respond to the art object and its ideas, for "an artwork
is not complete unless it earns a response from someone else, even if

p.ll 0). The aesthetics of
only silence" (Van Laar and Diepeveen, 1998, p.nO).
an artwork allow for the communication of the artwork's idea among
the participants in dialogue. The balance of the artistic and the aesthetic
works together as a catalyst to form meaning among the participants
of the art experience. How is art? An object becomes art because of the
it by the
relationship of its artistic and aesthetic qualities given to it

outspoken, the participants always exist in relation.
The dialogue of art begins because of the artistic and the aesthetic.

participants.
The correlation between the artistic and aesthetic acts ands the art

Although they can be discussed independently of each other, these
two concepts cannot exist separately; the artistic and the aesthetic

dynamic. Although individuals carry out all actions associated with

interrelate to create an art experience. According to Dewey (1934),
(1934).
'''artistic'
"'artistic' refers primarily to the act of production and 'esthetic' to that

the interrelations of my proposed art dynamic, for "without the

of perception" (p.
46). The art maker produces the art object through
(p. 46).
"a process of doing or making .. . Every art does something with some
physical material, the body, or something outside the body, with or
without the use of intervening tools, and with a view to production of

the art experience,
looking at the processes of the participants activates
experience,looking
meaning of the verb that of the noun remains blank" (Dewey, 1934,
p.51).
pSI). One or more participants may engage in making, communicating,
displaying, and viewing art. For example, the physical process of
creation for an art maker of a particular art object often begins with the
artistic tools of paint, metal, clay, charcoal, and so on. Having
Having the

something visible, audible, or tangible" (p. 47).
47). The art maker creates
an artistic object not only because of her intent to make special but also

technical ability to use these tools, the art maker forms a physical work

in the method she uses to create the art. The artistic represents the art
maker's
maker's point of view in connection with her physically creating the

as the viewer and often conceptualizes the displaying. The standard

artwork. From
constructing the art object, the
From developing ideas and consbUcting

back to perceive the object, and returning to change the product in

artistic refers to the art making process of creation.

order to reach
be added
reach a desired outcome. The act of displaying may be

to express ideas.
ideas. While forming the art object, the art maker also acts
process of creating an art object entails acting upon the object.
object, stepping
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if the art maker conceptualizes or puts the object out for viewing. This

creative process exemplifies the interdependence and fluidity of the
artistic and aesthetic of making, displaying, and viewing the artwork
individual. Consequently, the relationships between the art objett
for an individual
obje<:t
give
and the acts of art making, displaying, and viewing combine to give.
import to the art object and art experience.

of recreation the object is not perceived as a work of art ... An act of
abstraction, that is of extraction of what is Significant, takes place"
(Dewey, 1934, p. 54).
In the rhizomatic system, the creating of an art experience arises

from the activities of all the participants. The displayer participates in
the process of crea
tion by taking the object and creating
creation
crea ting an environment
and context for the object to be viewed. Through her choices, the

What is an Art Experience?

displayer influences the art experience. The viewer "takes in" the object
and its context not as a passive receiver in the creation of art but as a

In general, an experience is lithe result of interaction between a

responsive participant. The art maker creates the actual object but her

live creature and some aspect of the world in which he lives" (Dewey,

choices influence what the object says. The viewer/ displayer brings
to the artwork her own perceptions and history; as a result, the viewer /

1934, p.43-44).
p. 43-44). In art, a typical experience is the result of an interaction
with an art object by the art maker, displayer, and viewer. The
experiencing may be with the art making or perhaps viewing of the art

displayer combines her knowledge with the subject of the artwork to

object; these acts are part of social dialogue. The participant responding

continue anding the work. This process with the art maker, displayer,
and viewer translates into an on-going dialogue. Although the art

adds to the conversation by creating her own experience with the art

experience may begin with any of the active participants, the actions

object
object. Consequently, by actively engaging in these art processes, the

connect in relationship to one another. Therefore, in order to truly have
an art experience, the art maker, displayer, and viewer must take

participants create an art experience.
experience
In order to discern the processes further and to have an experienoe

responsibility for the process of art Within these relationships, anding

with the object, the viewing must not merely be an act of recognition

exists because all participants contribute to the creation of an art

but an act of perception. Being able to attach a proper label on the object
53). Recognition
describes the act of recognition (Dewey, 1934, p . 53).

experience.

becomes perception when the viewer does not merely recognize an
object but "takes in" the object The viewer is aware of light playing

How Are Relationships?

over the surface, colors, shapes, purposes, and meaning; in effect "there
is an act of reconstructive doing, and consciousness becomes fresh and

a Western context for the next step in rethinking the proposed art
dynamiC
dynamic by establishing the expectation that more than the art maker
is involved. The acceptance of an artworld establishes that art does

alive" (Dewey, 1934, pp.. 53). The act of perception again activates the
proposed art dynamic.
dynamiC. The creative process does not begin and end
with the art maker's production of the art object. This process is an
viewer.
ongoing activity among the art maker, art object, displayer, and viewer.
Not only does the art maker participate in the creation but in order "to
perceive, a beholder must create his own experience .... Without an act

The previous paragraphs have established a framework within

exist. Art is described as making special, and the art object always
possesses both artistic and aesthetic qualities. These characteristics of
establis h a dynamiC among the participants' art making,
art establish
communicating, displaying, and viewing. These processes can come
from the actions of one individual as with the art maker's displaying
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and viewing but also from many individuals' actions; every situation

relationship with the Other "and
" and more exactly, response or

of art is unique to some extent. Every time art making. communicating.

responsibility which is this authentic relationship" (Levinas, 1982, p.

fonn a
displaying. and viewing occur, the dynamic
dynamiC of the participants form

88).ln
8B). ln other words, by speaking. the "face" begins discourse and allows

new .nding to the web of art.
The relationships and the responsibility of the relationships rely

self is accountable for the other because she is engaging in
in a personal

among the people. Therefore, the proposed system has all four

dialogue. To restate, speaking "face" to "face," the self and the other

participants interacting in a series of relationships with flexible actions

interact personally. Since "I"
'1" cannot exist without the recognition of

c ating. displaying. and viewing in order for the
of making. communi.
communicating.

the Other and "[
"1 consists in being able to respond to ..
.... the Other," this

creation of an art experience. It
[t is within the connections among

interaction contains an ethical obligation (Levinas, 1969, p . 215).

participants that the fluid art dynamic can be found. The philosophies

possibility of experience and relationship occurs because accompanying

of both Emmanuel Levinas and Martin Buber impact this idea of the

the relation is this responsibility to respond to the Other. For example,

art dynamic.
TheZen
forest and
The
Zen master asks the question: if a tree falls in the fonest

a person has fallen on the ground and looks you in the eye for help.

no one hears it, does it make a sound? The philosophy of Emmanuel

to respond. The ethical
ethical obligation exists not in your ability to do "right

construction. Levinas asks, can a person
exist
Levinas follows this same construction.
personexis!

or wrong,"
wrong." but only in your responsibility to respond by ignoring the

without the recognition of an Other? Literally
Uterall y and physically, the answer

person or holding out a helping hand. Therefore, the Self does not exist

to both questions is yes. On the other hand, to what purpose and with

without the recognition of the Other, and the result is responSibility to

what meaning does the Self have if it is not in relation to an Other?

theOther.

for possibility.
pOSSibility. By seeing and beginning a dialogue with the face, the

This face-to-face
fare-to-face contact has established a feeling of obligation in you

Levinas (1982) states "it is banal to say we never exist in the SingulaL
singular.

In this dynamic of discourse and responsibility, no player can

We are surrounded by beings and things which we maintain relations.

exist without the acknowledgment from an Other. The relationships of

Through sight, touch, sympathy, and common work, we are with others"

the art maker with the art object with the viewer with the displayer

(p. 58). In other words, we are not alone but exist in a system of

create the existence of the individual participants; for example, "I" as

with
relationships. Objects, places, and people interact and connect wi
th

art maker exists because of the recognition and thus the relationship

individuals through the senses, emotions, and commonalities. As a

with the Other as viewer. The singular is in reciprocal connection with

'1" exists because of the relationship with the Other.
result, the subject "["

the collective system consisting of the other participants.

The relationship with the Other gives life meaning and

In order to accept this idea, one must accept the art object as an

responsibility. This relationship begins with an invitation from the face.
faDe.

equal participant in the system. As a Signifier of the act of

Levinas uses the metaphor of the "face:
"face: to describe the Other, for the

communicating. the art object has a "face."
"face." Without this "face,"
"face/' or

" face" is the object to which we usually respond and holds
holds the
"face"

surface of the object, the art experience could not exist Art in the context

oflanguage,
expression of the Self. Through language and the structure of
language,

of this paper is a visual experience. The physicality of the art object

the "face" allows the self to speak. Discourse is the authentic

acts in the process of communicating. Within itself, the art object
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communicates ideas
ideas such
such as
as an
an abstract
abstract expressionist
expressionist artwork's
artwork's fOCUs
fOCUs
communicates
on the
the connection
connection of
of color
color and
and emotion
emotion or
or aa socially
socially oriented
oriented artwork's
artwork's
on

exists
exists in
in the
the world
world of
of things,
things, uses,
uses, and
and past
past experiences;
experiences; "the
"the II of
of the
the
basic
basic word
word I-It
I-It ...
... is
is ...
... surrounded
surrounded by
by aa multitude
multitude of
of 'contents:
'contents: has
has

of arising
arising awareness
awareness to
to women's
women's inequalities
inequalities in
in the
the artworld.
artworld.
intention of
intention
art object's
object's role
role as a significant
significant participant,
participant, the
the processes
processes of
of
With the
the art
With
communicating, displaying,
ctisplaymg, and
and viewing
viewing interconnect.
interconnect If
lf
art making, communicating.

only
and no
no present"
presenf' (Buber,
(Buber, 1970,
1970, p.
p. 63).
63). We
We live
live most of
of the
the
only a past and
time
time in this paradigm, for
for to see
see something as
as more than as
as what we
recognize, I-It
I-It changes
changes to the
the relationship to
to I-You.
The I-You
I-You paradigm is a shared dynamic. When the I1is connected
connected

were only a catalyst for discussion, the participants
participants would
the art object were
be removed from one another; no longer would the participants be in a
"face-ta-face" dialogue but speaking through the artobjec!.
art object. Conversely,
"fac~to-face"
ctiscourse, all of the
with the art object as an equal participant in the discourse,
participants remain in a personal, connected relationship. As a result,

to You, no bonders
borders exist in the relation. The subject-object dynamic

tranSforms
transforms to subject-subject. Two people in love sitting in a quiet cafe
engaged in conversation with the world lost to them experience the 1-

the art maker, the art object, the displayer, and the viewer are responsible
for one another in their response to one another. The result
resul t is an ethical

You paradigm.
paradigm. The consciousness of time ceases to exist when they
in relation,
relation, they
know nothing else besides each other. Presently and
aodin
live in 1-YouI-You. This relationship functions reciprocally, for "my You acts

obligation to play an active role in the art experience. Although an art
object literally cannot have an ethical obligation, allOwing
allowing for the object

on me as I act
on it" (Buber, 1970, p. 67). The I-You relationship is living
acton
in the moment without boundaries. On the other hand, no human can
in

to have a "face" in the dialogue prevents ddisruption
isru ption in the
interdependence of the participants and enables a fluid system. This

in life primarily as lexist constantly in this present state. We function in
It; therefore, "without It a human being cannot live. But whoever lives

perception of the art
art object and the system of relationships validate

only with that is not human" (Buber, 1970, p. 85). The I-It transforms

anding the
the art
art dynamic.
dynamic.
As a result of this connection between the "Self"
"Self' and "Other:
"Other;
two types of relationships form
You. These word
form:: the I-It
I-it and the JI-You.
pairs "establish a mode of existence" (Buber, 1970, p. 53).
53) . The
philosopher
in one
one of
philosopher Martin Buber suggests that we constantly exist in
these
these paradigms.
paradigms. The I-It
I-It relationship is our
our response to what
what we
we
recognize,
recognize, objectify, label,
label, and passively
passively experience.
experience. "I see the
the tree"
tree" isis
an
an I-It
I-It relationship.
relationship. A
Abarrier
barrier separates
separates the
the object
object from
from the
the subject
subject The
The
response
tree inunediately
immediately binds
binds the
the II
response to
to the
the tree
tree as
as recognizing
recognizing itit as
as aa tree
to
the I-It
I-It relationship.
relationship. The
The past
past encompasses
encompasses aa series
series of
of actions,
actions,
to the
experiences,
and/ or
or ideas
ideas that
that give
give an
an object
object meaning.
meaning.Maintaining
Maintaining aa
experiences, and/
separateness,
separateness, the
the acts
acts of
of giving
giving meaning,
meaning, labeling,
labeling, using,
u sing, or
or
experiencing
experiencing acknowledge
acknowledge the
the I-It
I-It relationship;
relationship; this
this ability
ability detaches
detaches
the
pair
the subject
subject from
from the
the object
object keeps
keeps the
the relationship
relationship static.
static. The
The I-It
I-it pair

into or leaves the
into the I-You and vice versa when the subject enters into
redprocaJ relation.
relation. The subject does not see the Other as an object but
reciprocal
as another subject. Sharing and responsibility describe this relationship.
connect
dynamics, all humans exist and connect.
Through these dynamiCS,
fluid art dynamic
dynamiC exists in the I-You. The
The players must
must be in
The fluid
relation to
to be
be a part of this proposed
proposed system. This
subject-subject relation
participation allows
allows the
the players to
to experience
experience and
and to
to connect
connect in the
the art
art
participation
process. Buber
Buber uses
uses the
the term
term experiences
experiences in
in relation
relation to
to I-It
I-It as
as aa referent
referent
process.
moment
pertaining to
to past
past experiences
experiences not
not as
as experience
experience in
in the
the present
presentmoment.
pertaining
For example,
example, one
one might
might say
say "my
"my experience
experience with
with art
art museums
museums ...
..."" As
As
For
stated previously,
previously, John
John Dewey
Dewey uses
uses the
the term
term experience
experience to
to delineate
delineate
stated
and creating
creating art
art at
at the
the present
present moment.
moment. Although
Although using
using the
the same
same
seeing and
seeing
Ierm,both
both thinkers
thinkers have
havedefinite
definite but
butnon-conllicting
non-confJicting viewpoints
viewpointsof
oftheir
their
term,
in their
their rhetoric.
rhetoric. Buber's
Buber's differentiation
differentiation between
between I-It
I-It and
and 11intention in
intention
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De's
' s discrirnina
cliscrimina,tion
rt of the art experience just as D
ewey
,
wey
es
You
becomes
pa
f
th
rt
expen'ence.
Recogrution
ce tion allows
You bec° , , pa d nPrception
allows for
or thee art
a experience. Recogni tion
r - --p
"taking in" an object's physicality,
an per
of recogrution and
." . "talcing
b'ect but perception IS
lingano
is
labeling
an object,
islabe
J ' but percepbonlS be
be .' the
th I-You
I-You relationship
relationship with
with
meaning· In order to
me
se and meaning.
in
.,
purpo ,
ed nott in
' recognition
recogru' tion but perception.
be
ged
purpose,
"
tsmustbeengag no m
art
partiopan must enga '
to
this act
act but
but labeling
labeling them
them as
as
art,, the
the participants
.ences
to this
"
expenences
..
ts bring past expen
partiopan
"
The pamClpan
..
a ainting. a viewer
Percervmg P
., t in
· the moment. PerceIVing
eXlS
h
nl
exists in
in the
the present
present
such
does
not
such does not
exists
and sees
sees what
w at only
0 y
, eXIS
ess ~
of time
time and
loses conSClousness
0 .
both Buber
consaousn
B ber and Dewey resides in I1rt expenence for
u
t Th art
moment. e a
ti ely.
eI Anding the art dynamic
Ii
momen
.,
You and the act of perception respec v Y'
.d
brings both of these active concepts to the foregroun .

IIl

d out from recognition to
.,
articipants move in
m an
h th participants
Although
e
P
.
'
I
tion to one another. One
Althoug
in relation
t tl
tlyY eXIS
eXlstt m
re a
erce tion they constan
with the
pperception,
p
, they cons,. an.. gularly
gul I but
b t in
in connection
connection with
the others.
others.
. .
t does not exIst Sin ar Y u
participant does not eXJSt sm hi. and accepting
partiClpan
tin this attitude, the
By realizing
realizing these
these relationshIps
..
Is
By
relations ps and aceep
. hi g f the participants,
. together
ther through
through the
the relations
relationships
link
ps 0of the pamClpan .
th processes
rocesses connect
processes link toge
~,.
the
ts exist in an I-You paradigm, ep
. .'
tsexistinanI-YouparawgID,
partiopan
I cannot
ot exist without You, the
When the partiClpan
. B
ed ddynanuc.
'c, Because
cann
, anded
in a fluid,
ecause
., connected.
nnected
f1wd, and
ynanu
.
·bility
'bility to one another to remain
remam co
participants have a responsl
,.
This responsibility creates mearung·
meanmg·

. g Anding?
Anding?
Exemp lifyin
Exemplifying
. '

ff art
d the
art and
the artworld
artworld and
and describing
describing
Es
blishing the eXJStence
an
exIStence 0
.
Establishing
rt the
"
. ta
relationships
support
the proposal
proposal of
of anding
andlllg the
the art
art
experience
and
relationships
s
:
:
that
the
participants
cannot
experience a~d
. .
orts that the participants cannot exist
eXISt
dynanuc. This re~g
rethinking Pu:!'e
purp connected
ted by and.
and Their dynamics
dynamiC,
ther· they are connec
.
without
. hi The
without one
one another,
anO . .' they . ocal I tionship.
The question
question then
then
be'
relations
p,
fr
being in
in aa reciprocal
reelpr
re a
develop from
'. hhi
i s look like in our contemporary
om mg
arises as to what these relations ps
P
artworld.
artworld.

Anding requires a shift in attitude and an open mind.
mind. Accepting
this proposed anded art dynamic
dynamiC implies that no one answer exists but
multiple possibilities.
anded art dynamiC
dynamic acts as a living system
possibilities, The andeli
the rhizome, Uke
Like a map wi
with
multiple
th multi
pIe
growing and connecting through therhizome.
lines of flight, this system has no beginning or end, just multiplicities
"proceeding from the middle, through the middle, coming and going
rather than starting and finishing" (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, p. 25).
25),
By allowing for this art system, no one process is more important than
another. Fluid movement occurs among art making.
making, communicating,
displaying.
clisplaying. and viewing. Within this system a spectrum exists such as
the art maker who remains isolated in her studio and connected to the
"outside" world through personal relationships to the art maker whose
ands always exist,
medium is the interaction among a community. The
Theands
but whether they are acknowledged is the question.
question, My goal in this
next section is to explore how we as art makers, displayers,
dispJayers, viewers,
and art educators in traditional settings can and the art dynamic.
In what follows, I will discuss three participants who foreground
their work in an anded art system.
system, Although any of the participants
and their actions could be explored within the anded framework, rTwill
educating, I
foreground anding the art dynamiC within the concept of educating.
will look at an art maker who uses education as part of the art making

process, an after-school art program which used art making as part of
the learning process, and end in reflecting on my own art practice.
practi.ce.
Therefore, in this discussion through three examples, anding the art
dynamic becomes the goal of the participants.
participants,

Art Dynamic and Educating
ynamic encompasses education
One approach toanding the art ddynamic
process. The word education generally conjures an image
as part of the process,
of a classroom ,vith students sitting in rows listening to a teacher. This
non-didactic scenario establishes a system where only one answer
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term education, II use
use itit in relation to
to aa differing
differing
exists. In my use of the term
scenario. To me, education results from
from experiencing something.
Educating describes the process of doing
doing and
and undergoing,
undergoing, develOPing
developing
and integrating a sense of meaning (Dewey, 1934). Whether in the
classroom, the museum, or on the street, people learn about life and
themselves through questioning, answering, and curiosity. The

only
only the art maker
maker but
but also
also the
the workers
workers and
and other viewers in
in an
an
experience. By
By undergoing
undergoing the process
process of
of making
making this
this artwork,
artwork, the
the
participants acted
acted in
in a dynamic art system
system of making
making connections
among themselves and their physical world.
world. Ukeles
Ukeles value and
and use of
art making, communicating, displaying, and viewing create a
trans
formative experience for the participants.
transformative

Anding the art dynamic becomes tangible when the participants

educator, or person who facilitates the experience, seeks to invite and
enable the learner to be directly involved in this endeavor of doing
and undergoing. Art links people to the world, other people, and life

engage in an educational art experience of perception and action.
Regarding
Reganding the art dynamic as a system based on relationships fosters

issues. The art maker, the displayer, and the viewer have an obligation
to initiate learning. If we accept Levnias' (1969) philosophy that I exist

the creation of meaning, dialogue, and knowledge. The use of anding
and questioning encourages focus, reason, evaluation, and analysis.

because of the relationship _vith
with the Other and therefore '1" has a
responsibility to the Other then every participant in my envisioned art

The art dynamic and educating keeps the art web growing and open.
Similarly, an after-school art program in Corpus Christi in

dynamiC is accountable to the other participants. Although this
obliga tion can be as little as the recognition from one another in order
obligation

February of 1999 called Connect to Community 71l1ollgh
T1.rough Art exemplifies
the idea of making personal connections through the art making

to create the most meaning and possibilities, the participants need to
encourage the art experience. For example, the art maker can view her

\vith this program,
process. Museum educator Elizabeth Reese worked with

art not only as an object but also as the personal relationships with the
object. The art maker, the displayer, and the viewer all can engage in

youth in a web-like or rhizomatic method where ideas were allowed

dialogue.
dialogue. They share in building the art experience by recreating the
art object. The responsibility of the participants to play an active role

person in a hospital, children playing, and a portrait of the slain tejano

in the art experience supports a fluid art dynamiC.
dynamic. The focus on the
relationships of the participants allows for the development of meaning.
The art of Mierle Ukeles centers on raising
raising awareness, dialogue,

which proposed to explore local and global political issues with at-risk
to grow in a fluid manner. Beginning with visual images such as a sick
singer Selena, the group explored their perceptions of community, its
governing systems, and the beliefs represented by these systems.
Subsequently, the participants analyzed their ideas and visual images
illustrated his
compared to how a local Texas artist, Joe Lopez, il1ustrated

and action toward environmental issues.
issues. For example in 1976, she
began a project called Touch Sanitation. Her goal was to draw attention

barrio. Further connecting their
experiences growing up in a barrio.

to urban waste management issues and "garbage men." In New
ew York
City over a span
span of a year,
year, Ukeles shook the
the hands of 8500 sanitation

violence in their community paralleled global
activity and memories of violence
in Kosovo and the
the Columbine tragedy.
events such as the bloodshed in

workers.
workers. Documenting
Documenting her
her movement
movement on
on a map and recording her

Finally, the youths and facilitators
facilitators created drawings of their reactions
reactions
Finally,

conversations about
about the workers' stories,
stories, fears,
fears, and humiliations
humiliations made
made

to their
their explorations.
explorations. The drawings
drawings were
were then hung
hung in local
local exhibition
to

her
her experience concrete.
concrete. This
This performance
performance work of
of art
art engaged
engaged not

one space,
space, visitors
visitors even
even were
were encouraged
encouraged to
to create
create their
their own
spaces; in one

experiences, the participants examined in discussions how local gang
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Spells,
drawings in response to the ideas of the show (Gaudelius & Speirs,

contributing,
2002). Through exploring, connecting, examining, and contnbuting.

anded system. By not only
Only
the participants and facilitators acted in an ."tIed

leave the interpretation
interpretation of my paintings open to the viewer,
viewer, but saying
to your audience that "you can interpret this any way you want to"

also doses
of the
closes off communication by not acknowledging the roles of

makers, displayers, and viewers but also by allowing
allOWing their
acting as art makers,

other participants (Van Laar and Diepeveen,
Oiepeveen, 1998, p.
p. 83). II feel that

ideas to grow in a fluid manner, the participants and facilitators became

titles can be
be used to open possibilities. TItles can be
be concrete or abstract,
abstract,

empowered in the creative process. Multiple viewpoints, questions,
ownership, and creativity became the product and process of this
program.

but the goal is to foster communication. TItles can encourage this
connection by their recognition of the relationship of making,
communicating, displaying, and viewing. One way to open dialogue
.is
is to ask questions of your audience. Thus, I have begun to "title" my
work with questions.
questions. Through one question or a series of two or more

Anding My Art Practice

questions,
questiOns, I encourage my audience to participate in a virtual

Finally as a part of this research, I need to evaluate how my art

conversation with me. I began thinking of this titling system as Simple
simple

practice can be a place to explore how art makers operating within

questions such as where have you seen this red color? but felt that these

anded art dynamic.
dynamiC. I am an
traditional settings may participate in an nnded

simplistic questions did not encourage the viewer in critical thinking

art maker who creates paintings in a formalist manner. The problems

regarding the artwork. Therefore, this simple question could remain

that I address in my paintings are evoking emotion, creating a desire
that'

in order for the viewer to enter into the esthetic experience with the

to investigate the visual world through color, and connecting to
something greater th.
than
a n us. Although II. have developed a technique of

painting, but subsequent questions, such as how does your experience
painting,

painting in order to convey these thoughts, I feel that I have more to

differ from my painting of red?, how is ilit the
Ihe same?, and whal
what is your reaclion
reaction
10
to this painting?, could continue deeper conversation with the art

give than solely creating an object and putting it "out there." My

making.
making. Questioning is a successful strategy in initiating dialogue and

responsibility as an art maker is to encourage the full engagement and

creating meaning, for "aU
"all knowledge begins from asking questions"

continuation of dialogue with my art.
art. Frequently, I observe viewers at
my open studio visits shut off because they "don't get it."
it" I do not

(Freire, 1989, p.34-35).
p. 34-35). Through questioning, the art maker invites the

want people to be fearful of seeing something unrecognizable. I

and interaction; the asking also acknowledges the participants as a

intentionally create abstract art so that my viewers will perceive the
artwork instead of searching for the recognizable. Perception is the
taking in of an object and recreating it for the self (Dewey, 1934). I

e nce
audience
valuable component to the art experience. As a result, the audi.

encourage this type of viewing by actively denying the recognizable.
Although always searching for methods of exposing the nllds,
ands, I
have found three approaches that allow me to connect to my audience.
One way for object-oriented art makers to communicate to their
audience is through titles.
titles. I always have fought using titles in order to

participant to engage with the work and foregrounds their relationship

continues creating and responding to the artwork.
A second way for the art maker to remain an active participant is

to incorporate the process behind the making of the artwork into the
actual art object or into the displaying of it. Demonstrating how an

object is made allows for a more personal experience with the artwork;
the art does not seem as unfamiliar. This exposure of process may be
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theform
form of
ofsketches,
sketches,words,
words,or
orhands-{)n
hands-<>nactivity,
activity,but
butdespite
despitethe
the
inin the
art process
process further
further engages
engages and
and indudes
includes the
the
method, induding
including the
the art
method,

and
andactively
activelycultivating
cultivatingthe
therelationships
relationshipsof
ofthe
theart
artdynamic
dynamiccontributes
contributes
totoaasuccessful
successfulart
artpractice.
practice.

audiencein
inthe
theart
artexperience.
experience.
audience

Mierle
to Community
Connecllo
Community17rrough
T7troughArt,
Art,and
andmy
mypractice
practice
MierleUkeles,
Ukeles,Connect
how
anding
the
art
dynamic
becomes
tangible
when
demonstrate
the
demonstrate how altding the art dynamic becomes tangible when the

active collaboration
collaboration isis another
another way
way of
of exposing
exposing
Similarly, active
Similarly,
connections
with
the
other
participants
in
the
art
web.
Participating
connections with the other participants in the art web. Participating inin
theart
art making
making process
processby
by developing
developingideas
ideasand
andcreating
creatingcontext
context links
links
the
the art
art making
making to
to both
both displaying
displaying and
and viewing.
viewing. Through
Through active
active
the
collaboration, the
the art
ar t maker
maker values
values the
the thoughts,
thoughts, ideas,
ideas, and
and
collaboration,

participants
artexperience
experienceof
ofperception
perceptionand
and
participantsengage
engagein
inan
aneducational
educationalart
action.
Regarding
the
art
dynamic
as
a
system
based
on
relationships
action. Regarding the art dynamic as a system based on relationships

contributions from
from other
otherparticipants.
participants. Collaborations
Collaborations can
canbe
beas
as simple
simple
contributions
artmaker's
maker's thinking
thinkingabout
about her
heraudience
audienceas
asshe
shecreates
createsan
an artwork
artwork
as the
theart
as

fosters
and knowledge.
knowledge. The
Theuse
useof
of
fosters the
thecreation
creation of
ofmeaning,
meaning,dialogue,
dialogue, and
anding
and
questioning
encourages
focus,
reason,
evaluation,
and
anding and questioning encourages focus, reason, evaluation, and
analysis.
analys is. The
The art
art dynamic
dynamic and
altd educating
educating keeps
keeps the
the art
art web
web growing
growing
and
and open.
open.

or other
other art
art maker
maker participate
participate in
in the
the art
art
to having
having aa client,
client, displayer,
displayer, or
to
who commissioned
commissioned me
me
making process.
process. For
For example,
example, II have
have aa client
client who
making
to create
create aa large
large painting
painting for
for over
over her
her fireplace
fireplace in
in the
the living
living room.
room. At
At
to

The Rhizome Continues

shy about
about discussing
discussing her
her ideas
ideas because
because II was
was the
the "artist"
"artist."
first, she
she was
was shy
first,
As II encouraged
encouraged her
her to
to express
express her
her thoughts
thoughts regarding
regarding color
color and
and
As
this
composition, we
became engaged
engaged in
in aa dialogue
about creating
creating this
composition,
we became
dialogue about
painting. Although
collaborated
with me
me
collaborated with

I actually painted the work, my client also
in the
the making
making of
through ideas
through
ideas and
and words
words in
of the
the

painting.
painting.
Whether the art maker
maker is active
active in the community
community or developing
dialogue
dialogue from
from her
her studio,
studio, I believe that
that her
her consciously
consciously making
making
and
breaking
silence
contribute
to
creating
meaning
connections
and
connections and breaking silence contribute to creating meaning and
pOSSibility.
with the
the audience
audience through
through questions,
questions,
possibility. By
By connecting
connecting with
art
making
process,
or
collaborating,
the
including
the
induding the art making process, or collaborating, the art
art maker
maker
with
her
audience.
intentionally
can
act
in
reciprocal
relationships
intentionally can act in reciprocal relationships with her audience.

These
These examples
examples show
show people
people creating
creating art
art within
within an
an integrated
integrated
art
making,
communicating,
displaying,
and
viewing.
system
of
All of
of
system of art making, communicating, displaying, and viewing. All
the success
success of
these processes
processes contribute
contribute to
of their
their work.
work. By
By valuing
valuing the
the
these
to the
of
these
processes
and
partidpants,
these
participantsnnd
relationships
relationships of these processes and participants, these participants and
art dynamic.
dynamic. The
rhizome continues
continues to
to grow,
grow, to
to multiply,
multiply, and
and to
the
the art
The rhizome
to
create
erea
te possibilities.
The acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
of aa fluid
fluid system
system provides
prOvides multiple
multiple
The
entryways into
in to understanding,
understanding, possibility,
possibility, and
and dialogue.
dialogue. The
The
entryways
individual exists
exists as
as aa single
single part
part of
ofa
collective system.
system. The
Theart
art rhizome
rhizome
individual
a collective
and the
the in-between,
in-between, and
and by
by allowing
allowing for
for
indudes the
the best,
best, the
the worst,
worst, and
includes
all of
of these
these contributions,
contributions, growth
growth and
and activity
activity occur.
occur. The
The goal
goal of
of this
this
all

Creating
and looking
looking at
atart
artshifts
shifts from
from aa subject-<>bject
subject-objectorientation
orientation to
toaa
Creatingand
subject-subject
subject-subjectparadigm.
paradigm. With
Withthe
theaccepting
acceptingthat
thatIIcannot
cannotexist
existwithout
without

fluid system
system isis "to
"to reach,
reach, not
not the
the point
point where
whereone
one no
no longer
longersays
says1,I, but
but
fluid
the point
point where
where itit is
is no
no longer
longer of
ofany
any importance
importance whether
whetherone
one says
says 1.1.
the
We are
are no
no longer
longer ourselves.
ourselves. Each
Each will
will know
know his
his Own.
own. We
We have
have been
been
We

the
Other, the
theart
art maker
maker has
hasan
anobligation
obligation toto the
the
the recognition
recognition from
from the
theOther,
and
interaction
(Levinas,
other
participants
in
order
to
foster
dialogue
other participants in order to foster dialogue and interaction (Levinas,

aided,inspired,
inspined,multiplied"
multiplied"(De\euze
(Deleuzeand
andGuattari,
Guattari,1987,
1987,3).
Thesystem
system
3). The
aided,
orexperience
experiencetotoanother
anotherthrough
through
connectsthe
theindividual
individualperson,
person,idea,
idea,or
connects

1969).
th the
1969).This
Thisencouraging
encouragingof
offully
fullyengaging
engagingwi
with
theart
artmaking
makingdevelops
develops
further
possibility
and
expanded
meaning.
For
me,
being
aware
further possibility and expanded meaning. For me, being awareofof

this existence
existence as
as lateral
lateraland
and
subject-subjectrelationships.
relationships. Accepting
Accepting this
subject-subject
not hierarchical,
hierarchical, perception
perceptionopens
openstotolimitless
limitlesspossibilities.
possibilities. Through
Through
not
maker, art
art object,
object,
rhizomatic understandings
understandings and
and attitudes,
attitudes, the
theart
art maker,
rhizomatic
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relation. A
Anding
displayer, and viewer exist in reciprocal relation.
nding the art
No longer does the art
dynamic becomes the goal of the participants. No

and
experience subsist as definitions and endpoints; the is changes to and.

transfo
ti
.
transformative
I
rma ve experience.
expenence. Anding the art dynamic furth
furth d
er eve ops
.
th
kin f
the rna
makingo f meaning and poSSibility.
possibility.

Notes
And Its Implication

. 1. I acknowledge that this interaction oc
occurs toda
IllY
ting th
today.
DlY intent
mtent in
m exploring issues of activa
activatin
y. !l0wever,
However,
' t d fgfth e art sy~tem IS to make
the connected system the norm inst

c:;:;:

ms ea

exception.
e exception.

a nd nontraditional art makers, displayers, viewers,
Traditional and
have a choice to acknowledge and to participate in a•
and educators have
fluid art dynamic. Whether discussed as a web, a rhizome, or anantled

exam I not
. t onl f r th . .
2. I ha ve chosen these examples
and
: : only
for ~ejr
impact on me
but also for the range of ideas and
. ual
yo
. err unpact
support.
VIS
constructions that they
support

dy namic, this system allows for multiple interpretations and
dynamic,
possibilities in the art experience. Accepting the participants'
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The Onset of a Journey
My interest in youth animi;;
manga 1 (fapanese
anime!manga
(Japanese animation and
comics) culture in Taiwan began three years ago when my niece, Kitty,
then 15 years old, showed me some photos of her cosplay 2 perfonnances

and manga drawings (doujinshi 3) by her good friends.
friends. The beautiful
pictures fascinated me but in all honesty, I was stunned that my own
niece
and her good friends were participating
nieceand
partidpating in 'those exotic activities'.

As faI
far as I knew, my niece and her friends were good students-smart,
students--smart,
creative and diligent in pursuing fine art as their majors in high school.
I was disturbed by this incongruity
incongruity and could only pretend politely to
ask her abou
aboutt her involvement with "Comic Market/
ComicWorld ''',
Market/ComicWorld''',
'CospIay",
'Cosplay", and "Doujinshi Sales". Kitty explained a bit but grew
impatient when I did not understand. She suggested that I attend a
ComicWorld
ComicWorid convention to find it was really like. I was apprehensive

mime
with concern. Kitty sensed my fear and said, "Don't
"Don' t worry. These
Theseanime
fans won't eat you. They are not like what the mass meclia
media present as
carnal savages, or violent, anti-social
camal
anti-sodal gangsters" (Kitty, Personal
communication, May, 24, 2(00).
2000).
ve seen a group
After three years of exploring this subculture, I ha
have

of youngsters active and energetic in artistic expression, striving for
artists'
recognition among their peers. I met many fans and amateur artists'
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The Onset of a Journey
My interest in youth anime/
anime!manga II Oapanese animation and
comics) culture in Taiwan began three years ago when my niece, Kitty,
then 15 years
old, showed me some photos of her cosplay' performances
yearsoJd,
and manga drawings (doujinshi') by her good friends. The beautiful
pictures fascinated me but in all honesty, I was stunned that my own
mece
niece and her good friends were participating in 'those exotic activities'.
As far as I knew, my niece and her friends were good students-smart,
students--5mart,

creative and diligent in pursuing fine art as their majors in high school.
schooL
I was disturbed by this incongruity and could only pretend politely to
ask her about her involvement with "Cornic
CornicWorld "',,
"Comic Market/
Market!ComicWorld~'
"Cosplay",
"Cosp lay", and "Doujinshi
"DoujinshJ Sales". Kitty explained a bit but
bu t grew
impatient when I did not understand.
understand . She suggested that I attend a
CornicWorid
ComicWorld convention to find it was really like. ]I was apprehensive
with concern. Kitty sensed my fear and said, "Don'
"Don'tt worry. These anime

fans won't eat you. They are not like what the mass media present as
cama.I
gangsters" (Kitty, Personal
or violent, anti-social gangsters·
carnal savages, OT
communication, May, 24, 2000).
2(00).
subculture,lI have seen a group
After three years of exploring this subculture,
of youngsters active and energetic in artistic expression, striving for
nd amateur artists 55
recognition among their peers. I met many fans aand
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Comic World conventions who were willing to share their
in the ComicWorld
knowledge of anime/manga
aninlt;jmanga art with me, an outsider.
outsidet
experience and knowledge
arume/ manga art and
This subculture was completely committed to anime/rnanga
open to anyone who shared similar interests. Ir realized that Ir had been

arume/ manga fans
misled by elitist values and mass media to perceive anime/

Chen 215
researcher, rI have felt compelled to listen to these young female anime/
anime{
a
/IIang
mang fans and artists to let their story be told. Here two young female
anime/ manga fan artists share how they feel about gender issues as
aDime/
readers and creators of manga art who participate actively in
ComicWorid
ComicWorld conventions.

as socially pathological, deviant, disreputable, and to a certain extent,
dangerous "others". A cultural hierarchy underlies society and tends

diHerent from thOSe
to marginalize and malign ideas and beliefs that are different

Narrator 1: Tsukasa

Uenson, 1992; Le\vis,
Lewis, 1992).
in mainstream culture (Jenson,
Markets// ComicWorld conventions, I[ was surprised to
In Comic Markets
artists
observe that the majority of anime/manga fans and amateur artisls

were young women in their mid-teens and mid-twenties. Kinsella (2<XXl)
(2000)

considered that anime
anime// manga fan culture was more a girls' culture
than a boys'. This is not only because girls are in the majority but also

Tsukasa is 18 years old. She graduated from a senior high school
and was accepted to a private university. She started to read mangas
when she was 9 or 10 but it was not until she reached age 14 that she
characters. In the process of
became serious about drawing manga characters.
including
learning to draw manga, Tsukasa read a variety of manga inc1udmg

because girls' manga and feminine expressions are the leading genres
in the subculture. Little
Uttle academic attention has been given to these

shonen manga (boys' manga), shojyo manga (girls' manga), sci-fi and
aoi ', (boy-love manga) and yuri ' (girl-love manga). Tsukasa confessed
ryaoi

young female fans and artists and their subculture. The mass media
has jumped to expose this "secret land", lamenting how exotic, decadent

found that many female characters in the genre are well drawn and

and sensuous
8er\SUOUS the culture is, spotlighting only thoes most f1amboyan~
flamboyant,
bold and seductive female cosplayers and fanatics. These young female

presented. Apparently, the figure drawing techniques and
beautifully presented.
skiIls
still
hold
a great charm to attract Tsukasa's attention.
ski11s

anime/ manga fans and artists have been painted into sexualized images
and have been labeled as dangerous "others". Obviously, they did no

Jose her enthusiasm
enthus.i asm in manga
manga/anime,
RecentlyTsukasa seemed to lose
/ anim;;,
and had switched her fondness to a group of Japanese pop singers
named "V6".
"V6". Now she would identify herself as a V6 fan more than a

better than their grandmothers and great grandmothers to change their
fate of being subordinate and objectified. They continue to remain
invisible.
Last year, [I talked to a few girls who are anime/ manga fan artists.
The two girls mentioned that they were glad that an academic scholar
would listen to them and try to understand their intenests
interests and point of
view. One of these girls explained, '1t
"It is always a great
gneat feeling to be
respected for who you are and for what
wha t you like" (Personal
communication, Nov.
Nov. 11,2(02).
11, 2(02). As a female scholar and art education

that she even read manga pornographies for personal curiosity. She

manga/anime fan.
fan . Utilizing
UtiIizing V6 singers as the main characters of her
manga/anim"
manga doujinshis and storylines, Tsukasa was about
a.b out to create a V6
doujin.,;ite
doujin-site on the web, where V6 doujins (those who adore V6 as their
work-manga doujinshis
idols) were able to post their "fannish" art work-manga

and novels.
novels.Among these six singers, Tsukasa most adored Ken Miyake
Miyake
and
Hiroshi
N
.
singers are young, thm,
thin, tender and good
and Hiroshi Nagano.
agano. These SIngers
Wlth feminme
feminine dispositions,
dispositions, very
very different from American
looking with
stereotypes of strong, energetic, athletic, muscular, masculine,
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handsome guys.
guys. In fact, therr
their feminine dispositions are similar to those

Picture 3

Picture 4

"bishonen# (beautiful boys) in the manga fantasy worlds.
of "bishonen"
like
Uke many V6 fans, Tsukasa depicted Ken Miyake in manga styles
(see pictures #1 , #2, #3 & #4)
#4 ) and base her novel characters on them
th"", in
developing the stories. Tsukasa said she disliked V6 fans who liked to
place themselves into the plots of therr
their novels as if they were dating
the V6 singers. She said:
For some reasons
reasonS these fans tend to satisfy therr
their own desires of
being beloved by V6. That is it, fulfilling therr
their own vanity and

dreams. A lot of female fans like to make their own novels that
tha~
way. II think that type of plotting is disgusting, in a certain aspect,
and not enough to intrigue readers to explore deeper into the
souls of the characters, the stories, and eventually the writer who
develops the stories. In my own case, I prefer to develop stories
totally from V6 singers, that is, a completely made-up story about

these singers with no interface between the fantasy and the real
worlds. (Tsukasa, personal communication,
communi.cation, July, 6, 2(03)
2003)

To be able to do so, Tsukasa explained that she had to study these
singers' songs, performances, news reports, and other materials to get
thorough information about
each member's personality, tastes, habits,
.bouteach

Picture 1

Picture 2

philosophy, and values. In this aspect, Tsukasa believed that she was
different from many other female fans who were crazy about V6 singers
for their appearances only and tended to be indulged in novels with
shallow romantic stories. Tsukasa found herself different from other

girls in many aspects; for instance, she said:
Many girls
therr own looks, appearances, and
girts start to care about their
body shape when reaching the age of 12 or 13. They begin to

dream of falling in love. So they spend time learning to wear makeup or to dress up in order to make themselves prettier to attract

boys. I am obviously naive in this respect. My mother had been
pushing me to be on a diet to loose a little weight, so I could be
more like a girl. It was not until recently that I tried a diet to lose
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about ten pounds and began to care more about the way I dressed.
Even so, I am not sure I will start a love romance that soon.

breasts playa male character? I think it would better if I were a boy,
then]I would be free to play whatever male characters rllike."
like." Tsukasa
then
complain that sometimes when she wore tighter shirts,
continued to complaln

lndeed, Tsukasa lost a lot of weight and looked very different
Indeed,

many guys would gaze at her breasts. She felt irritated but could never

from when I met a year and half ago. She used to be a tomboy but had
become more feminine and prettier. It seemed that she was comfortable

understand why these guys were so interested in looking at her breasts.
getinto such an
Tsukasa admitted that if she were a boy, she would not get~into

in college.Even so, Tsukasa emphasized that she was not used to

unpleasant situation.
Tsukasa mentioned many times in the interview that her

wearing dresses or skirts but preferred shirts and jeans. And, she said

personality, thinking and working behaviors were more like a male's.

she would continue to play male characters in the cosplay activities as

inIluenced by Japanese mangas. She said it did not
I asked if she was influenced

before. Thukasa
Tsukasa recalled her most recent cosplay experience as follows:

affect her that much because she read shonen and shojyo mangas-mangas--types. She then explained what might be
bean
an unconscious
many different types.

Many people claim that we live in a multicultural society yet the

influence from her parents. She told me that when her mother got

general perception of gender roles in cosplay is still very

'1 want a boy. I want a boy." Tsukasa
pregnant, she kept praying, "T

conservative; that is, males play male characters and females play
female characters. If
U you playa character of opposite gender, you

inIluences led me
continued to say, "Maybe this unconscious prenatal influences

may be viewed as a weird person. However, many of my favorite

As mentioned earlier, Tsukasa began to care about her weight

manga characters are male, and that is why I kept playing male

and appearance. However, no matter how many external changes she

[n the beginning, some of my
characters in the cosplay activities. ill
friends questioned why I wanted to play male characters but later

made, Tsukasa insisted that her personality and disposition did not
change much. She described herself as a rational, calm, easygoing,

cute
te and handsome,
they found my masqueraded character to be cu

straightforward and responsible person even through the changes she

fabulous. Thus, they accepted
saying that my performances were fabulous.

made. These sound like good personality traits yet she anticipated

the roles I had tried to play and did not criticize me any more.

that they might hinder her in socializing with other female colleagues

with this, holding an optimistic view of the freedom in her life to come

boy-<:alm, straightforward, and rationaL"
rational"
to become so much like a boy-<alm,

when entering her career life in the near future. Tsukasa exp1alned
explained as
complalned that there were some other experiences that
Tsukasa complained

follows:

were very unpleasant to her. She usually liked to put on costumes and
make-up at home and then take the subway or bus to the ComicWorld

Unlike other girls, rTdon' t know much about intrigue concerning

conventions (Doujinshi conventions). She found many old men in the
subways or buses leered aatt her as an alien and also gazed at her breasts.

others or flirting or playing games. ]I am honest, tolerant and
upright. [like
T like to be frank ,vith
\vith what 1T think, feel and believe.

Tsukasa confessed if that happened once, she could simply not let it

Some of my classmates have taken advantage of this, choosing

bother her, but it happened so many times that it made her irritated

me to do difficult work when they were in charge of a team. Also,

and mad. She thought to herself in anger, "Why can't a girl with big
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they liked to provoke misunderstandings among my friends,
me. I would never be Uke
like
instigating some to be alienated from me.

that!

lJllUlga
JIlllIlga characters
cbaracters were so delicate and beautiful. At that moment she
was completely drawn in by its charms and decided to imitate the way
these female soldiers were depicted. Chiyong said that her enthusiasm
was highly aroused then, so she devoted a lot of time and effort to

Tsukasa continued to say that in many Japanese manga, the heroines

drawing these characters. She made great progress in drawing manga

are not very smart but they are usually chased after by a swarm of

characters during this time.
Chiyong started by copying female manga characters, particularly

guys. She said that some people would argue that if these heroines
were smart, kind, tender and beautiful, then they would be too perfect

those pretty and cute soldiers from Sailor Moon. To this day, her

or too good to be true, and they would not attract many readers. Tsukasa

enthusiasm remains strong as can be seen in pictures #5 and #6. Almost

doubted this explanation but she had to admit that she could not stop

95 percent of Chiyong's figure drawings are female.

reading these manga without blaming these heroines for behaving so
stupidly to earn the mercy of these guys. Tsukasa also explained that
though many of these heroines were not smart, they were often
presented as nice, kind, gentle, and considerate girls. These heroines
were often mistreated by malicious, wicked and bad-hearted people
(mostly female), but their kindness, consideration, and gentleness
finally won them the victory of true love and a happy life. Tsukasa
clarified that she did not blame them for being kind and nice to people

but she simply could not understand why these heroines had to be so
submissive, stupid, soft-minded and docile. In a way, Tsukasa would
prefer to be a wise and knowledgeable girl and be like a boy chasing
after love to conquer all obstacles and fulfill her own dreams.

Narrator 2: Chiyong

Picture 5

Picture 66

Chiyong is
is an art-major undergraduate student about 20 years

not just read shojyo manga but also shonen manga,
manga,
Chiyong did not

old.
old. She started to read manga when she was in kindergarten. At that

boy-love manga, and
and girl-love manga. Her interest in drawing beautiful

time she could not read much Chinese so
SO she mainly looked at those

female manga characters did not limit her from reading other types of

pretty characters. When she was in seventh or eighth grade, Sailor Mooll

market, girlmanga. However, Chiyong stated that in Taiwan's manga market,

was very popular in Taiwan. Like many girls, Chiyong was attracted

It seemed that girl-love manga was
love manga was not often found. 11

to those pretty female soldiers. Chiyong stated when she fitst
first saw the

.not
Chiyong confessed that she was
not as popular as boy-love manga. Chiyong

comic book, she was amazed
amazed. that the lines
Unes and colors applied to the
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oUght create an illusion that boy-love manga is more favored than
This might

We
We have been educated to keep silent about sexual desire,
desire,
behavior and love since we were very young. It
It would be

girl-love manga.
In the interview, Chiyong explained why she and many other

shameful if we talk about it boldly, and that is why we do not
dare to read boy-love mangas brazenly and openly.
openly. We read the

manga:
girls like to read boy-love manga:

boy-love and pornographic mangas, and talk about homosexual
love and sexual love secretly behind our parents and teachers. I

much more interested in boy-love manga and had more accesses to it.
it

of the characters are what we called "bishonen". It is extremely

know that the love stories and characters in most boy-love mangas
are beautified to feed on most females' expectations. This type of
ideal, utopian love is lifted up from the female
female dreams of love

pleasant and joyful to see so many beautiful boys all at the same
time. To me, gay love is a symbol of ideal love that is beyond the

and aimed at arousing women's fantasy for spiritual and
psychological love.
love. For this reason, boy-love manga may include

powerfulto
to pursue true love
limitation of traditional values. It is powerful

scenes of making love but they are not as numerous, brazen,
violent, or sadistic as those that appear in girl-love or
pornographic
pornographiC mangas meant to appeal to male readers.

The main reason we girls like to read boy-love manga is that most

no matter what would happen. In this aspect reading about
bishonen could bring psychological satisfaction to many females.
We read boy-love manga not because we are homosexual but
because we come to experience how they escape the restraint of
fulfill a deep love. There are many romance
tradition and how they fuJfill
novels in the book markets but we are simply tired of reading the

same ole stories constrained in the social structure and
institutional values. (Chiyong, personal communication, July 18,
2(03)
2003)

From the above statement, I came to understand that to many

Japanese manga has created a type of male beauty that appeals
so much to the female readers in Japan as well as in Taiwan. This type
of male beauty is incarnated in beautiful boys, called "Bishonen" in
Japanese. Bishonen possess feminine
feotinine and tender, delicate qualities in
appearance and personality, completely different from those macho,
~appearance
athletic, energetic, and muscular guys favored in popular American
rulture.
culture. Chiyong stated, "Taiwanese girls do not like guys who grow
mustaches and body hair all over; that looks dirty and scary. They would

of gender discrimination and patriarchal oppression of women in this

like someone clean, elegant, tender and delicate". Recently Chiyong
like
attempted to depict male manga characters, and they were all bishonens
(See pictures #7, 8,9). Sometimes, it is a little diffirult
difficult to distinguish her

society, they seek alternatives. It is also a good way for these young
female readers to fuJfill
fulfill their desire for ideal love that they could never

female characters from her male characters. They are so much alike.
As apparent in her manga artwork, Chiyong took the aesthetic

possess in this mundane world. In the interview, Chiyong did not
attempt to criticize inequalities towards women in society for she did

mainstream-qualities of elegant delicacy,
values of the Japanese manga mainslream-<jualities
airs. No
softness, tenderness, mysterious femininity and romantic airs.

not sense these inequalities. She simply described her experience and

matter what gender of manga characters she depicted, they had to be

females, reading boy-love manga is a channel for running away from
oppression. Even though they oUght
might not be consciously aware
social oppresSion.

observations from reading boy-love manga. Chiyong stated;
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beautiful and romantic in Chiyong's terms. In a sense, these mango
characters were very much like the mythical deities or spirits in naturetoo beautiful, mysterious, gentle and delicate to be true. Chiyong stated
frankly that she liked to see something femininely beautiful, so would
she present everything as beautiful. She said, "It is because [I cannot
I put it into my
find something ideally beautiful in our real world that [put
mango artworks. I try my best to make my figures beautiful, pleasing
pleaSing
manga
(Chiyong.
to my eyes, my imagination and my psychological needs." (Chiyong,

personal communication, July 18, 2(03)
picture
Picture 7

Digging for Deeper Meaning in the Narratives
Tsuleasa's
Tsukasa's and Chiyong's descriptions gave insights into their
gender identity that deserve special attention:
Dreaming to be "He" vs. living
"Site"
living ill the
tile ideal
idealllSlre"

Tsukasa and Chiyong expressed different gender identities, which
were at opposite ends of the scale. Tsukasa identified herself as more
similar to a boy while Chiyong adored the perfect beauty of a girl. The
problem being-these
being~these two girls' sense of "self' was absent and voiceless
from their narratives.
Tsukasa's story implies an apparent bias that males are better than

Picture 8

the females in the following
foUowing respects. (1) The male personality is seen
as upright, rational, calm, and responsible. (2) The male is attributed
qualities of diligent exploration
exploration and research into the deeper basis of
meaning
meaning and thought-not simply caring about theextemal
the external appearance
and shallow romantic love as many girls do. (3) Males are attributed
with the power of intelligence, capability and subjectivity- not just
playing dumb, cute and charming to attract the mercy of others as many

girls do. She internalized the male disposition and deprecated the
female stereotype as being unintelligent, jealous, flirty,
tlirty, flighty, and
overly concerned about personal appearance and romance.
romance. In a sense,
Tsukasa was unconsciously dreaming to be a boy. From the bottom of
her heart, she felt that being a boy would let her Jive
live a more free,
convenient, and comfortable life in today's society.
In contrast, Chiyong made no attempt
attemptto
to become a boy. It seemed
that she felt comfortable as a female. In the interview she made no
complaint about being a girl and did not talk about gender inequality
in society. Her manga artwork revealed a dream of being an ideal
picture 9
Picture

commerrialmanga.
beauty-a beauty taken from the aesthetic values of commercial
manga.
She kept drawing manga characters of her ideal beauty to fill in the
gap between the ' real she' and the ideal women constructed by the
manga fantasy. Indeed, she lives in a fantasy mode of "she."
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Creating an
an ideal
ideal gender
gender by
by combining
combining
Creatitlg
male atld
and female
female characteristics
characteristics
male
found that
that "bishonen"
"bishonen" were
were favored
favored by
by both
both Tsukasa
Tsukasa and
and
II found
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'Z27
Jrigaray
Irigaray argued
argued that
that the
the world
world is
is constructed
constructed with
with aa shield
shield of
of the
the male
male
ego,
ego, enabling
enabling him
him to
to see
see his
his own
own reflection
reflection and
and caUSing
causing the
the mother
mother to
to
accept
accept this
this framework
framework of
of the
the male
male ego
ego while
while never
never presenting
presenting her
her true
true

self· Irigaray
lrigaray perceived
perceived this
this neglect
neglect as
as equivalent
equivalent to
to "matricide"
"matricide" (Sarup,
(Sarup,

Chiyong and
and by
by so
so many
many other
other girls
girls in
in Taiwan.
Taiwan. For
For them,
them, aa gOOd.
gOOd.
Chiyong
looking, handsome
handsome guy should
should be
be like
like aa bishonen-a
bishonen-a considerate
considerate male
male
looking,

1993).
1993). Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, the
the daughter
daughter looks
looks to the
the mother
mother as
as if
if the
the world
world

possessing the
the feminine,
feminine, delicate,
delicate, and
and gentle
genUe qualities.
qualities. The
The image
image 01
of
possessing

is
is made
made of
of one
one symbolic order
order in
in aa monologic
monologic culture.
culture. Sarup (1993)
(1993)

"bishonen" is aa symbol of
of a perfect person
person in
in whom
whom the male and
and female
female
"bishonen"

explained
lrigaray's concept
concept of the Western
Western imaginary,
explained Irigaray's

chara.cteristics are
are blended,
blended, making
making gender
gender discrimination meaningless.
meaningless.
characteristics
is implied
implied that
that when a man is like a bishonen,
bishonen, there
there is
is no male
male
It is
chauvinism or domination.
animeJmanga
Although anime/
manga fantasy artists invented "bishonen," the
represent have become
aesthetic values of feminized masculinity they represent

Western culture, identity, logic and
and rationality are symbolically
male, and
and the
the female is either the outside, the hole or the
unsymbolizable residue.
residue. The feminine always finds itself defined
as deficiency, imitation or lack. (p. 119)

popular in the ideals of young Japanese and Taiwanese women. The
ideally feminized masculinity has even
female attention given to this ideally
popularculturein
culture in its selection of male role models.
influenced Japanese popular

For example Tsukasa' s idols, the V6 singers, are physically similar to
the "bishonen" ideal. Kraemer (2000) believed that the future of
feminism in animated films is undoubtedly Japanese. As a matter of
fact, Japanese popular culture is re-inventing
" third body'"
body" ' and
~inventing the "third

Irigaray's
[rigaray's psychoanalysis
psychoanalysis of Western culture explains the female
situation in Taiwan too. Women's inferiority and abandonment are
similar in both the West and the East from the past through the present
The more complicated and sophisticated the world becomes, the greater
the social
socia l
convinced

division between men and women. Some people are
that women
women have enjoyed equality in pursuing their

shaping the future of gender roles.

education, career and social lives and have been able to compete with
their male counterpa.
rts. Female images have been idealized for young
counterparts.

Meditating on the Invisible

women, and our mass culture is saturated with images of femininity.
Chyong's narrative illustrates the paradoxical celebration of the female

It mattered not whether these two girls identified with the male

supremacy or ideal femininity; they did not speak directly about
themselves. Their "self'
"self" was literally absent from their narratives,
leaving their personal self-images
sell-images completely invisible. Tsukasa and
Chiyong did
did not intentionally try to hide themselves from being
understood, they merely negated themselves unconsciously by
identifying with the ideal "Other." The presumption underlying this
on-going self-negation
sell-negation is that women are imperfect and inferior to men

image and its ideal femininity in postmodem
postrnodern society. Chiyong did not
complain about her social status as a young woman, yet she was aware
of her imperfection and compensated
compensated by indulging herself in the aanime
Dime
ofideal
beauty.
Chiyong
is
still
alienated
from
her
self.
Instead
lantasy
fantasy
of identifying with male superiority, she devoted herself
oE
herself to ideal
femininity as presented in the popular anime/manga industry.

or as Freud would say; they are "defective males." According to lrigaray.
Irigaray,

This situation can be explained by Bartky's (1990) notion of
"feminine narcissism"
nancissism" (p. 37), a false consciousness of femininity. Bartky
"feminine

women's self-negation is the result of the patriarchal unconscious.
unconscious.

(1990) explained that modern
modem indusbial
industrial societies have developed a new
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dominance, "capitalist patriaIChy",
patriarchy", emphasizing normative
form of dominance,
women'ss body for its sexuality instead oHts
of its
femininity that focuses on women'
Through the growing influence of visual media,
duties and obligations. TIlrough
replaCed
"images of normative femininity, it might be ventured, have replaced
past" (Bartky, 1990, p. 80). New
New
the religiously oriented tracts of the past"
standards of female beauty have been invented, haunting many women

with a pervasive feeling of "bodily deficiency"
deficiency".. Bartky perceives !bis
this
"fashion-beauty complex", which is often internalized into a woman's
"other" bodily self, causing the "self" to struggle toward selfselIactualization and wholesome affirmation of the body image. The
"fashion-beauty complex" provides opportunities for narcissistic
indulgence, deprecating woman's self body image and femininity.
femininity.
Bartky's fashion-beauty complex refers to images of perfect female
beauty presented by real models, but this same fashion-beauty complex
can be applied to the ideal female beauty presented by popular anime/
anime/
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their own interpretation of sexuality, legitimizing their own feminine
values in contrast to dominant patriarchal values (Fiske.
(Fiske, 1989; Fiske,
1992; Radway, 1984). In Japan, anim':;;manga
anime/ manga fans and amateur artists
like to produce sexually explicit themes in their manga doujinshi as a
specific response to the highly gendered structure of commercial boys'
(2000) described distinctive genres of amateur
and girls' manga. Kinsella (2001)
parody ' , yaoi, and Lolicom ,.
10 as having "betrayed a widespread
manga parody',
fixation with male and female gender types and sexuality" (p.ll).
Anime/manga
dominance of "sexual
Anime!manga critics have also stated that the dominanoe
anim,;jmanga
manga fan art is manipulated as a creative impetus
themes" in anime/
for change in the gender politics of society.
anim,Vmanga
From Kinsella's viewpoint, anime/
manga fan art is a powerful
vehicle for fans and artists to remodel the social and political
construction of gender and sexuality in society. As found in this study,

manga. Capitalist patriarchal dominance has utilized various cultural

anime/manga
"bishonen" anime/
manga characters invented for yaoi manga have
been very popular among girl fans. Such popularity has led the Japanese

agencies to shape women's sense of self, deepening feminine anxiety
to the point of self-estrangement and self-alienation. Under this

anime!manga industry to adjust styles of male characters to please a
greater number of female readers' tastes. Popular culture in Japan as

patriarchal dominanoe
dominance women are not only inferior, but they eventually

also promoted those with bishonen features as male role models. A
cultura1
women's gaze used to be forbidden but now it is mildly forcing cultural

become capitalist products.
In recent years, feminist researchers have challenged "the view
of women as passive consumers manipulated into desiring
commodities" (Strinati, 2003, p.217). They have raised a new notion
notion of
cultural consumption, "Cultural Populism", in order to emphasize that
female consumers play an active role in the process of cultural
production. Stacey (1994) explained that consumption should be
perceived
percei ved as "a site of negotiated.
negotiated meanings, of resistance and of
appropriation as well as of subjection and exploitation" (p.189). As
commonly seen in fan culture,
culture. media fans purchase and internally
digest popular media texts they consume to produce their own work.
This is especially seen in female-oriented fan communities that make

anime/manga
manga fan culture
change, reinventing gender roles. Japanese anime/
It gives a gaze of liberation.
liberation.
has been prevalent wi th feminine privileges. It
Every bishonen is subject to femaJe
female free will, as these female fans can

images and create their own narratives. They can
gaze at these images
appropriate images of their idols and rearrange them into their own
favorite types whenever they want.
want For instance, we
we see Tsukasa's
Thukasa's idols,
filvorite
the V6 singers, drawn as cute effeminate boys (see picture # 1, 2, 3, and
thatThukasa
control.
4) that are in a sense, male dolls that
Tsukasa can play with and controL
Similarly, we find effeminate young men in Chiyong's drawings (see

picture #7,
from the spectator's gaze. ItIt is the
#7, 8, 9) who all shy away from
viewer who has the power to gaze at them. In contrast, when we look
look
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at the
the young women in Chyong's other drawings (see picture #5 and
6), we are stunned because they gaze at us. These female characters

remains
manga is used to refer to
renuUns similar. Thus in this study, anim,,/
anime/manga
distinct visual style.

us-spectators-as if they have the control and power in the
gaze at \lS-5pectators-as

Cosplay

a Japanese
japanese fan term for "Costume Play" and is similar

22 Cosplay is a

point is that young girls in anime/manga fan culture have
world. The point
empowered themselves, legitimizing their own type of girls' culture

to the western Masquerade (Santoso, 1998). Cosplay emerged in the

val ues.
and feminine values.

late 1980s,
anime
.late
19805, and its popularity has been escalating so rapidly that anini"
conventions cannot be held without it

A Stop
AStop
ancien t Chinese proverb says, "Silence is often more powerful
An ancient

than voices; the hidden meanings between lines are sometimes more
significant than the written ones". To be able to acquire crucial
knowledge and wisdom, a reader or a listener needs to unravel the
multiple textual layers in the narratives and interwoven context. Thus
insightful stories-visual and literal
far, I have examined two insightful
narratives-unraveling many invisible threads and implicit drives.
drives. I
narratives-uruaveling
this study could never be
am also sure that what II envisioned in titis

, Doujinshi is a Japanese
japanese term used to refer to coterie or selfpublished fanzines
es.
communities.
fanzin.e s distributed within specific groups or communiti.
Although doujinshi becomes well-known
wel.l-known in manga fan culture, it is

also used to refer to other media such as self-published novels, stories
and sci-fiction. Thus, in this study manga doujinshi will be used to
emphasize those manga pamphlets or magazines that manga fans or
amateur artists publish. Along the growth of the commercial manga
industry, the number of doujinshi artists and fans printing materials of
amateur manga increased (Kinsella, 2(00).

thorough enough for there are certain
cer tain invisible aspects still left

untouched and voices yet unheard.
unhearo.. It is for me, the narrator of this
study, to leave these areas of silence to others to seek for more meaning
and insight. Along the journey, I have given these two young aninI,,/
anime/
manga fan artists great encouragement and appreciation, but 1 now
realize that my own feminist consciousness has been enfo",ed
enforced through

,• Comic Market (also known by the abbreviations Comiket and
Cornike)
Comike) is ostensibly a voluntary, non-profit making organization. It
is held in the form of a convention where anime/manga
aninle/manga fan art and

amateur manga could be bought, sold, displayed or exchanged . In
In
Taiwan, it is called ComicWorid
ComicWorld or Doujinshis Sale Convention.

the stories and artwork of Tsukasa and Chiyong and for that I give
thanks.

Notes
I

AninI"
Anime is a short form for "aninlation"
"animation" and has been recognized

as any animation
aninlation made in japan.
Japan. Manga is the term used for japanese
Japanese
books. Manga is not a synonym for anime,
anini", but many anim'
anini.
comic books.

movies are adapted from mangas so that the visual style in both media

' The anime/manga
aninle!manga fan communities (also
(also called anime
anini" fandom)
1970s. In the
japan have been growing gradually since the 19705.
outside of Japan

arum"
anime fandom, almost all fans are potential artists who make and
dncuIation
publish their own anime/manga
animeJmanga materials (doujinshi) for circulation
clubs and conventions. In this study, these artists are
in fan organized dubs
anini,;; manga fan artists, arna
amateur
called in several terms such as animeJ
teur artists,
aninl,,/manga artists, or manga doujinshi artists.
amateur animeJmanga
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means boy/boy love stories, a kind
kind of erotic manga that
• Yaoi means

Fiske,}.
.
Fiske, J. (1989).
(1989). Underslanding
Understanding Popular Culture. Boston:
Boston: U
Unwin
Uyman.
n~
l1yman.

characters. Yaoi
Yaoi was a genre
features gay relationships between male characters.
features
emerging from female fanzines. In yaoi, male characters are often the

~sella,
~ella, S. (2000).
(2000). Adult Manga.
Manga. Honolulu, Hawaii:
HaWaii: University
of Hawal'l
Hawru'l Press.
Press.

kind of "bishonen" (beautiful boys"). Yaoi manga seems quite popular
among heterosexual girls of Taiwanese culture.
7

(2000). Disney;
Disney, Miyazaki,
MiyazalO and Feminism:
Feminis . Why
Wh
Kraemer, C. H. (2000).
... Kra~erNc.
West~
Animation. http:
http;U
m.
y
..estern Girlss Need
eed Japanese AnimatiolL
//
www.illhumandecency:o~/christine/rniyazaki.htmJ.
www. m humandecency.org/christine/rniyaza1O.htrni.

girl! girl love stories, a kind of erotic manga that
Yuri means girl/

features lesbian relationships between female characters.

. lrigaray,
lri~ay, L. (1985a).
(1985a). Speculum of Ihe Other Woman. Ithaca:
Ithaca: Cornell
Uruverslty
UniVersity Press
Press..

• This term is used by Waugh (1998) in his article, "The
'The Third
ThinI

Jthaca: Cornell
. Irigaray, L. (1985b).
o985b). The Sex Which is Not One.
One.lthaca:
UruVerslty
University Press.

Body:' to refer to the "gale subjects" that are invented in gay male
male
Body,"
study, I apply this term to mean the effeminate
narrative film. In this study,]
anim1;Jmanga,
boys invented by Japanese anime/
manga, also called bishonens, as an

Jens~n,
Jens?n, J. (1992).
(992). Fandom as Pathology: The Consequences of
Charactenzabon. In L. LeWIS
leWIS (Ed.),
(Ed.). Adoring Audience (pp.
(p 9-29).
9-29) New
N
Charactenzation.
York: Routledge.
p.
. ew

ideal gender type, that is different from the first gender, men, and the
women.
second gender, women.

(Ed ) Ad
. Ad '
Lewis, L. (1992). Introduction. In L. Lewis (Ed.),
. , Adoring
onng Audiu /-

1-6). N
ence ((pp.
New
ena
pp. 1-6).
ew York: Routledge.

'Parody
which
' Parody is a genre of manga doujinshi, or amateur manga in which

the fan artists re-write or revise published commercial manga stories

Radway,
Rending the
Ihe Romance:
~adway; J. (1984).
0~84). ReruJillg
Romance: Feminism and the
Ihe R resen/allOn of Women in
.ty off';!,.
rth
sentalron
In Popular culture. Chapel Hill: Univ
University
ersl 0 epN
,,0 rth

and characters. Many manga critics have criticized that those fan artists

Carolin a P
ress.
Carolina
Press.

who create parody types of amateur manga are not talented enough to
write original.

toso, M. (998).
:>an
(1998). Cosplay
CospIay / Anim.;
Santoso,
Anime Costuming and Masquer-

I.
10

at htll':
http://www.nyx.net/-wsantos
ade Links. Available online at:
Uwww.nyx.net/-wsantos I/
cosptext.htmJ
0
oosptext.htrnl

Lolicom is an abbreviation of Loita
Loila complex. Lolita complex is

pre-pubescent
used to refer to the theme of sexual obsession with young pre-pubescent

girls. Lolicom manga usually features a young girlish heroine with laIge
large
eyes and a childish face, but voluptuous body (Kinslella, 2(00).
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Imaged VoicesEnvisioned Landscapes:
Storylines of Information-Age Girls
and Young Women

Josephina was a first generation Information-Age'
Information-Agel child. As she entered
early adolescence, she, like many of her peers, seemed to spend a great
deal of her free time interacting with other youth via computer
communications. Much of this communication involved little more than
gossipy exchanges conveyed through instant messages or e-mails.
Eventually, however, simple conversation evolved into collaborative
endeavors of creative writing and storytelling among the group of
female friends who identified
identified themselves as members of an exclusive

Marjorie Manifold

cummunity
commullity they called The Trinity Group'.
These young people
explorations.
people became the gatekeepers for my explorations.
The jnjtial
initial data for this study came from conversations and both formal

storylining-that is, creating and sharing their own stories and images
of who they are and how they would like to be in the world. The youth

and informal interviews with three of the young women who had
belonged to the Original Trinity Group.
Group. My investigations qwckly
quickly
expanded to include dozens of other young storyline authors and artists

meet in real or cyber spaces to plan, write, and illustrate stories that
incorporate either originally conceived characters or adapt characters

whom they introduced me to or whom I discovered through Internet
searches. Data collected from these new subjects included sample

from published sources. Insofar as these young people intimately
identify with the characters of their stories, story lining may be

images and stories downloaded from their publicly posted web pages,
person-te-person e-mail exchanges and interviews, and information
person-to-person

socio-aesthetic play. By projecting pieces of
01
understood as a kind of sode-aesthetic

copied or downloaded irom
from their online journals (blogs).
(blogs) . Throughout
the latter period of data collection, there was an effort made to identify,

In Information Age societies around the world, adolescents are

themselves into the fictive characters of the collaborative story, they
are practicing, correcting, and mastering concepts of self in relationShip
relationship
to others. Simultaneously, their imaged voices are filling the vast spaces
sodety presented by traditions of
of silence between those versions of society
possibility. Indeed,
reality and those versions their stories suggest as posSibility.
they are conceptualizing new selves and social environments of the

through active questioning and passive reading of online postings,
subjects who began their present writing or art-making by storylining
in early adolescence. Interview questions included several aimed at
eliciting reflective responses concerning the evolutionary process of
story lining and the subjects' perceptions regarding their aesthetic
storylining

21st century.

preferences and development, conceptualization of self and society,
and sense of personal growth.

Introduction to an Information-Age Youth Culture
My interest in storylining behaviors and expressions began

What emerged from the investigation was an awareness of the
sode-aesthetic phenomenon. Around the
global nature of this creative socio-aesthetic

several years ago with a retrospective inquiry into the early cyber-play
activities of my daughter, Josephina, and her friends. Born in 1980,

world, adolescent girls and (to a somewhat lesser degree) boys, who
are permitted freedom of mobility and/or access to computers, are
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gathering in reaJ
real and cyber spaces to create and share stories whOSe
heroes may defy the mainstream cultural conventions of gendered_

Storyline authors f1esh-out
flesh-out their fictive creations by giving them
elaborately detailed bios (or invented personal histories and

role-relationships and aesthetic traelitions
traditions within the young author/
artists' local societies (Chen, 2003; Manifold, 2003; in press).
press). The activity

corresponeling
corresponding psychological profiles), then setting them in contexts
that require them to interact in accordance with those inelividual
individual and
interrelated
interre1ated histories. Storyline art evolves as authors seek to visually

may begin when small groups of children, who know one another from
the neighborhood playground or classroom and who share a common

plays; or,
interest, gather together online to converse and create story plays;
individual children may seek out and join web-based story lining

represent tacit intricacies of relationships, motive, and action. Of course,
as they work together, the storyliners may find that certain of their

groups. In this latter case, the child may never actually meet his/her

group have better skills in one creative area than another. One may be
better at character or plot line development, another might be a skilled

storyline playmates.
As in many role-playing game scenarios, a particular storyline

drawer of human or animal form, and anoth.e r a better colorist. Thus,
the young people quickly
qu.ickly discover that specialization facilitates

is usually initiated
iIUtiated by a player-participant op (or operator), who
Who

production of more skillfully crafted stories and artworks. Attention
to excellence of literary and visual craftspersonship is encouraged by

establishes basic guidelines for the creation of characters and,
consequently, loosely defines the parameters of stories action. So, for
example, when a Trinity Group op elictated
dictated that each member of the
group "come up with a character that is based loosely off of you," the
selection of an appropriate character was not taken lightly. Each

difficult
understood that basing a character on oneself was "far more clifficult
than it sounds:
sounds," (Courtney, personal correspondence, February 19,
2001).
2(01). Often this involved the identification ofa
of a perceived flaw in one's

own personality or physical self, then inventing a fictive character
capable of overcoming, working around, or otherwise manifesting
simi1ar flaw. The fictive personas, who might appear
freedom from a similar

as other genders or species', don fantastic forms, such as unicorns or
cyborgs, or possess superhuman/supernatural powers, such as the
ability to read minds or fly, were placed in situations which forced
problems.
them to conceptualized viable solutions to everyday problems.

Regardless of how theatrical the invented story characters appeared,
RegarrlIess

stuff of creative
these adolescent storyliners understood the sluff
manipulation to be their own undeveloped, inadequate, undesirable,
or wished-for attributes. Thus, the invented story served as a safe place
for experimenting with real self-possibilities.
self-possibilities.

the desine
desire to compete with others, inelividually
individually and as groups, and be
favorably judged by those in the worldwide arena of like-interest peers.
This requires that all the
th.e collaborators must grow together in terms of
their respective artistic abilities and rise to comparable levels of skill.

For, as Josephina explained, "If the author is much better at words than
the artist is at creating images, then the whole of the work will be
uneven-iUld the soul of the wor.k
wor1< will be lost," (personal
incongruous, uneven-and
communication, December
December 20, 2(01).

Attention to the critical opinion of one's peers around the
geographic world also promotes the globalization of literary and artistic
geographiC

Manga and animl
anime are now the globally preferred literary and
tastes. M11nga
visual models for the storyline narratives and illustrations of
adolescents (Chen, 2003; Manifold, 2003), even though these models
present a complex, culturally specific iconography (Levi, 1996) that is
largely unfamiliar to those of non-Japanese cultural heritage. Manga
M11nga

animi stories often deal with dark themes of rejection or alienation,
and animl
betrayal, rape, incest, suicide and other horrors of the most intense
nature (Drazen, 2003; Levi, 1996). Frequently, imitative storylines also
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shoujo),
address tragic themes. However, most storylines imitates/ruja
inritateslrojo (or s/wujo),

art

a female-targeted genre of mnnga/anime that focuses, not upon graphic

!"Iowever,
male/
t!owever, there are caveats to theories of distinctly divergent male/

description or portrayal of violence or mayhem, but upon the

feIIlale preferences. Youth culture aesthetic tastes change quickly. For
(ernale

motivating factors and emotional consequences of such actions.
The tendency to focus upon aspects other than plot action is

eXaffiple, a very recent study reveals predict that, although the majority
.xample,

particularly evidenced in illustrations by storyline artists. For example,

males, female players have begun to surpass male players in certain

Anke, an artist contributor to E!fwood',
Eifwood', a popular website of storyline

kinds of
role-playing game activities (Wright, 2003). Art forms that only
oIrole-playing

and fan writings and art, explained her work by stating, "I chose scenes

crea ted to appeal sp
s p ecifically to female
a few decades ago were created

thatt tend to be overlooked by other artists, scenes not
and characters tha

audiences are now found to be popular with male audiences as well

charged with great action or emotion or drama" (Eissmann, 2(03).

Levi. 1996). Furthermore.
you th who
(!'hom,
Furthermore, because youth
w ho
(Thorn, 1995; Izawa, 2001; Levi,

Despite the darkness 01
of the manga and anime-like
allime-like storylines,
storylines. these tragic
tragi"

engage in the online activities are known to sometimes disguise their

tragi"
tales are illustrated with romantic lyricism. Furthermore, the most tragic

genders (O'Brien, 1999; Tmkle,
Turkle, 1997), the distribution
of
real gendeIs
distr ibution of

characters or plot situations are often among the sensitively and

participants by gender may not be accurately assesseel
assessed. There may be

beauti.lully
lor this,
beautifully illustrated. When asked to provide some rationale for

many more males (or fewer females) participating in either storylining

Josephina replied,
grief. Beautiful
replied. "A lot of beautiful art may come out of grief.

or creative fan culture activities tha
thann would admit to doing so. This

[01
images of suffering may be more touching than graphic images 101

om I1 interviewed and studied
being said, the majority of
01 subjects wh
whom

horror]"
horror)" (personal communication. December 12, 2(03).
2003).

were--<>r identified themselves as-female. Thus, for purposes of this

Oerc, 1996; Harris & Alexander, 1998).
making (Bleich, 1986; Gerc,

of those engaged in video role-playing games of the past have been

paper. particular attention will be paid to the story lining behaviors
paper,

Storylining as a Female Preferred
Role-Playing Behavior
of both
In my explorations of storylining, 1
I am finding examples 01
male and
female
a nd fem
ale young people w ho engage in collaborative and

01 adolescent girls and young women. Likewise, female
and expressions of
litera ture and
prelerred
preferred models and expressions of storylining art and literature
related feminine perceptions of self and society will be ddescribed
escribed and
discussed.

writing
individual w
ri ting and art making activities. However, there does seem

to be a higher incidence of female than male participation. Similarly,

Images of Self-in-Other

other researchers have found
lound that more females than males engage in

EMly
Early in my investigations, as an educator and a parent, I was

this particular type of socia-aesthetic play behavior (Bacon-Smith, 1992;

the Trinity
both disturbed and intrigued by the stories and visual images the'Ihnity

Harris & Alexander, 1998). They insist that when boys do write and

Group girls created on their alter-egos characters. According to Sennett

create storyline art they are less inclined to work collaboratively and

(1992), "The
'The more people interact ...
. . . the more they become dependent

are more likely to adapt and extend the stories of published authors

on one another. People come to depend on others for a sense-of-self.

than are girls. It has become a common notion that males preIer
prefer role-

one'ss appearance in the eyes of others so as to win
One manipulates one'

playing game play or fan-fiction
lan-fiction writing (writings that merely extend

their approval and thus feel
leel good about oneself" (p. 117). Therefore,

the actions of commercially produced narratives) to original story and

when I saw their drawings of female characters displayed erotically in
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scanty costumes even though the story
story plots clearly presented females
in empowered roles (as for example, environmental activists Or
Or
champions of the oppressed), I1was compelled to question the rationale
rational.
for the author/artists choices. However, Josephina explained her
character Jade by saying, "In
'1n reality, I1was the slowest of the [Trinity]
group to develop breasts, but my
my character was the most sensual,
lliIty, even a little raunchy, and the most overtly sexual"
voluptuous, llirty,
Josephina described how this gave her insight into how others might

understand why she intentionally
intentionally depicted her
her character, Nitric, as
androgynously as pOSSible,
possible, with
,vith cropped hair, dressed in a mannish
jacket, shorts, and cuffed boots. Nitric displays no weapon of defense,
possibly because her appearance dis-invites sexual advances'.
advances'. The
androgyny of Courtney's alter ego may reflect Courtney's desire to
remove sexuality as a factor to be addressed in various interactions.
"In real life others react to you -and you adjust your behavior towards
others-based on a perception of your sexuality. Nitric doesn'
doesn'tt have to

She came to recognize that an open
open advertisement of sexuality_
sexuality-

deal with that" Uosephina,
Oosephina, personal communication, September 14,
2003).
2(03). As a consequence, Courtney, through her character Nitric,
Nitri.c, could

through erotic pose and unabashed posture-had the disadvantage of

focus on the freedom of unsexed action.

one day relate to her as she matured into a more overtly sexy female.

inviting unwanted advances; therefore, her invented alter ego is shown
wearing a prominently displayed dagger as weapon of defense. Over

time, the Jade character evolved to rely upon more intellectual,
attitudinal, and martial art skills as strategies of negotiated sexual
interactions or defense, thus mirroring Josephina's growing confidence
in
in her own maturing female body and gendered psyche.

Imagic Genres: Shojo,
Shiijo, Bishonen, and Yaoi
!magic
Although early drawings by members of the Trinity Group were
influenced by reliance upon Barbie fashion templates as drawing aids,
as two of the girls demonstrated more drawing talent and took over
the role of group artists, their work began to reflect
reflect the growing global-

mime-style imagery. Early
youth-phenomena interest in manga and amme-style
artworks seemed to imitate the wid""'yed
wid""yed features and cartoon-like
shiijo_manga/animelike
Fushigi Yugf.
SMjo is a
forms of shajo_mallgalallime
like Sailor Moon' and Fus!Jigi
YUgI7 • Shajo
Japanese term for women's comics. These stories, written by and for
women, present a generic counterpoint
cOWlterpoint to slronen,
sl,one", or male oriented
involve
comics, which in
vol ve considerable action (Thorn, 1995) and, like early

American action comics, present strong male heroes with subordinate
shiijo are generally females in a
female heroines. The protagonists of shOjo
wide range of unconventional roles. Although commercial shajo
sMjo is
widely popular among American audiences, American girls often

sMjo are portrayed as
complain that the central characters of Japanese shajo
"whiny and ineffectual" and modify their own stories to correct this
Courtney, another Trinity Group member, developed the physical
characteristics of womanhood quite early. Perhaps this helps us

anirne because we
perceived weakness. "Our storylining differs from mime
like our females to be stronger. Our females characters tend to be more
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autonomous and mature than the female heroes of Japanese stories"
2(02).
(Mason, personal communication, December 11, 2002).

by and for women. Although the few male subjects wbo
who were
participants of this study seemed alternately indifferent to or repulsed

shiijo-like storylines emphasize emOtion,
Japanese shiijo
sMja and sMja-like
character development, interactive personal relationships, and
situational drama over action (Levi, 1996; Thorn, 1995). That is, they

by this type of erotic storylining.
storylining, nearly all the female SUbjects
subjects expressed
either acceptance or overt preference for it. Indeed, one might wonder
why stories about male homosexuality
bomosexuality sbould
should so faScinate
fascinate

focus on narratives that "are often better conveyed visually than
through words or actions" (Thorn, 1995). The visual illustrations

heterosexual" teenaged girls and young women. Levi (1996), wbo
who has
examined the popularity of this genre, suggests that girls and young

presented in shiija
shiijo comics tend to be soft and dreamlike. Enormous eyes
convey expressions of intense emotion. Other softened, prettified

women may be attracted to reading or writing yaai-genre
yaoi-genre stories by
virtue of narrative presentations of equality and communication in

01
images and decorative motifs symbolize inner feelings, passages of
time, or other abstract story elements (lzawa,
(Izawa, 2001; Levi, 1996; Thorn,

romance-two uncommon aspects of heterosexual relationships in most
patriarchal sodeties.
societies. In same-sex romance "both characters may be

1995). Thus, the style employs symbolic iconography (Stephens, 1998)
motifs, use of color and lighting,
lighting. and stylized facial features and

portrayed as equally strong and equally vulnerable, equally dominant
and equally submissive" without either quality being permanently
Oenkins, 1992, p.
p. 194). Such stories allow
linked to sexuality or gender (Jenkins,
linked

expressions all carry symbolic meaning (Levi, 1996). Sh6ja-like
ShOjo-like stories

readers to imagine loving relationships between equals {Lamb
(Lamb & Vieth,

and imagery also employ realistic fantastica (Manifold, in press) and
emotional realism (Jenkins,
(fenkins, 1992). That is, regardless of how impossible,

1986). This explanation alone, however, would not account for the fact

fantasy-like, futuristic or other-worldly the images or situations, the
work contains truths that provide a frame of reference for interpreting

heterosexual girls than do yuri, or girl/
girllgirl love stories.
stories. In this regard,
regand,
one member of the Trinity Group indicated that her appreciation for

and modeling daily experiences and relationships (Jenkins,
Oenkins, 1992: Thorn,
1997).

sexuaJ attraction
yaoi came from an ability to identify with the feelings of sexual
sbe could not feel attraction for females.
females.
to males in ways she

rather than literal presentation. For example, flowers or other nature

that yaoi or boy/boy love stories seem more popular among

As they matured to early womanhood, the
th.e Trinity Group girls

were attracted toimitate
bisil6nen imagery and a few ofthe
of the group came
to imitate bishonen
to prefer yaoi stories and images, Commercially available Japanese shOja
sh6ja
often feature an unconventional variety of bishOnen,
bishiinen, or androgynously
beautiful bisexual or homosexual characters (Thorn, 1993; Manifold,
in press). These inspired imitation by story
liners, including the Trinity
storyliners,
Group authors and artists and others who were the subjects of this
early study. Many also acquired a preference for yaoi,
yaoi or erotic art and
literature that features homosexual relationships between male
characters. Yaoi stories, like shojo
sh6jo comics, are almost exclUSively created

position of the character of the story:
story.
I like to put myself in the pOSition

Yuri deals with romantic/physical relationships that 1I have put
Y"ri
unappealing. I'm sexually attracted to males,
aside in my mind as unappealing.
not females. So I would not be able to imagine myself reacting to
other women the way main characters in yuri do. (Mason M.
personal communication, September 10, 2003).
of yaoi,
Thorn (1993, 1997), in exploring the feminine fascination olyooi,
sees evidence that a female, who is not yet or not entirely comfortable

1
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with her sexuality, may find same-sex relationships appealing becaUse
the stories expose her to a non-threatening male sexuality that allows

arumal by casting hUn
him in
her to "make sense of the mysterious male animal
terms she can understand" (Thorn, 1993). Yet, this may be too easy an

explanation.
explanation. Most of the female subjects of my investigation did not
express notions of feeling particularly threatened or disconcerted by
the 'mysterious' male, although they expressed some curiosity about
abollt
what it might be like to enjoy male privileges of action. On the other
hand, curiosity about male privileges did not translate into acting with
the promiscuous abandon that has been an applauded male behavior
in some patriarchal
patriarchal settings. For as one subject pointed out, "although

mass media presentations (most of
of which are created by men) would

A visual-style related to the interest in yaoi narratives was

have you believe otherwise, American women are strongly influenced

observed in the prevalence of the bishOnen
bishonen art. Depictions of effeminate,

by traditions of Judeo-Christian / Puritan morality to be and remain
long-term partner." Instead, she suggested
sexually pure or loyal to a long-tenn

often bisexual, young men and warriors characterize the bishOnen or

resides in the brain that, because feminine sexual desire generally resides
triggered by the senses (touch, taste, smell, sound and sight), the sensual

bishO"fI' images were generally created by female artists
audiences, and bishO",,,,
bishOnen
rather than for or by gay males (Levi, 1996). As a visual style, bish6nen

beauty of yaoi
ynoi might appeal to critical aspects of a female's sexual
arousal, while fantasizing yaoi
ynoi storylines would "allow her to
experiment with virtual-sex
virtuaI-sex possibilities without being unfaithful to

has come to be widely imitated by female storyline artists. Perhaps

her partner, acquiring a bad reputation, or risking sexually transmitted
diseases" (Mason M. personal communication, September 10, 2003).
Finally, many of the female subjects of this study gave curiosity
about the forbidden in sexuality-rather than the mysterious male per
se-as the motivating basis of interest in
in yaoi.
yaoi. In other words, yaoi may
appeal simply because it allows exploration of cultural taboos.
tab~os.
Homosexuality is a largely forbidden and hidden aspect of American
Amencan
culture. "So, it compels us to want to get into the minds of those who
are forbidden or think forbidden thoughts," (Aurora J.,
j., personal
communication, July 28, 2003). It may be the mysterious, forbidden.
forbidden,
aspects of homosexuality that holds
holds irresistible appeal for adolescent
girls and
women.
a nd young women.

beautiful boy style. The original Japanese form was intended for female

the lush, sensual, imagery may permit the female viewer to imagine
herself in a different role and setting than that of the supportive adoring
sidekick. She may "want to be an adoring goddess for a while" (p.
130). Yet, one nineteen-year old Canadian yaoi
ynoi writer and bishOnen style
artist explained it simply as a refined feminine senSibility.

I'm an aesthete at heart. Beauty absolutely enraptures me. I like
men. I like beautiful women. In American society,
beautiful men.

beautiful men are something that's not really ....
.. hmm ... respected?
Appreciated? And the Roman version of beauty is still too
style of beauty
beauty--<;Iender
-slender
masculine for me. Then there's the Asian style
sleek. I liked that ...
. .. that's how
men, androgynous, graceful and sleek.
(Ruaki, personal
,I got roped into the bishOnen style of art. (Ruaki,
December 12, 2002)
communication, December
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Mentoring and Moving On
As the original members
members of the Trinity Group grew older, their
of
interests in story\ining
storylining changed. Some gave up the activity in favor of
other interests.
interests. Of those whom I interviewed, one had become mo",
more
interested in writing; two had pUISued
pursued serious art interests and were
eru:olled
and were preparing for careers in art related
enrolled in art schools and
fields.
fields . A similar falling-out into specialized writing,
writing. art, and non-art
interests was evident in the larger study population. Some attended
art schools, colleges, or universities to prepare for art or writing related
careers. A great many, however, did not seek or receive any formal
instruction in their area of creative interest. Albeit, they continued to
study, practice, and develop their writing or art making skills in peer
mentoring in the techniques of storyline
mentoring settings. In fact, peer
peermentoring
style works was highly sought after and practiced by both those who
received fonnal
formal training and those who did not. Those who studied
their craft in fonnal
formal settings of art schools, colleges, or universities,
often found tha
thatt their preferred aesthetic styles of expression were
neither appreciated nor encouraged by their academic instructors.
Therefore, they turned to peer mentors for encouragement and
instructional support of their work.
Both the
th.e fonnally
formally and informally
infonnally trained displayed their work
online in community-interest-group websites, inviting others to
efforts. The
comment upon, critique, and encourage or correct their efforts.

more skilled storyline writers and artists offered technical tutorials or
gave instructional advice
ad vice to the less skilled members of this vast online
(1999 / 1993) have described this
community. Lave and Wenger (1999/1993)
"cinculation of knowledge among peers and near-peers" as having an
"circulation
many
exceedingly rapid positive effect upon learning" (p. 93). Indeed, manyof those young women who claimed to have had only peer mentors as
wom of such remarkable quality as to rival that
instructors exhibited works
of their academically trained peers.
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Regardless of whether or not the
the women were exposed to
academic education in writing/art, the preferred aesthetic models and
expressive styles of these young women authors and artists appear to
have gone through evolutionary change. Older adolescents and young
women
women showed great interest in Eum-American
Euro-American art and literature.
literature. They
expressed recognition that Emo-Western
Euro-Westem models, because they are
culturally familiar (and therefore more easily
easily- understood and accessible
to aesthetic manipulation than the iconographic symbology of Eastern
traditions and philosophy evident in anime),
anim{), hold greater possibility
for
for metaphOriC association.

Animl
Animl and manga show adolescents certain fonns
forms of being. But,
your self or the
when the fictives you've invented as pieces of yOUT
characters you've adapted as part of yOUT
your self no longer present
possibilities of growth, you
move on to seek more universal
complex forms
forms that are modeled after great works of art, like
Shakespeare's A
A Midsummer Night's Dream, Lord of the Rings, or
Harry Pot/er.
PoHer. These are more richly descriptive [for Westerners)
Westerners]
and have more varied visual and plot forms.
forms . Their archetypic
Uosephina M., personal
messages become more important Oosephina
communi.cation, June, 14,2(03).
communication,
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Along with
with academically
academicallyaccepted
accepted authors
authors like
Uke Shakespeare,
Shakespeare, C.
C.
Along
S.Lewis,
Lewis,Tollrien,
Tolkien, and
and J.J.K
K. Rowlings,
Rowlings,older
older female
femalestoryliners
are drawn
draWn
S.
storyliners are
to works
works by
by writers
writers of
of fantasy,
fantasy, gothic
gothic horror,
horror, and
and science
science fiction.
fiction. An
An
to

Elements
ofthe
theJapanese
Japanese inspired
inspired manga
manga and
and anime
animeare
are not
not being
being
Elements of
discarded,
however.
Rather,
they
are
being
adapted
to
and
incorporated
discarded, however. Rather, they are being adapted to and incorporated
in
in popular
popular Western
Western forms.
forms. Stories
Stories continue
continue to
to be
be shOjosMia- and
and bisluinellbisMnen-

early preference
preference for
for Japanese
Japanese visual
visual styles
styles and
and stories-and
stories--and particularly
particularly
early
the intrigue
intrigue of
of metaphoric
metaphoric and
and iconographic
iconographic symbolism,
symbolism, inclines
inclines
the

like,
like, whether
whether the
the young
young authors
authors choose
choose to
to write
write and
and illustrate
illustrate original
original
or
or fan-fiction-based
fan-fiction-based works
works (i.
(i e.
e. works
works based
based on
on Western
Western pop-culture
pop-culture

storylining authors
authors and
and artists
artists to
to find
find equally
equally symbol
symbol laden
laden works
works
storylining
within Western
Western tradition.
tradition. Older
Older European
European traditions
traditionsas
as expressed
expressed Celtic
Celtic
within

characters).
/boy or
characters). Yaoi
Yaoi reappears
reappears as
as slash,
slash, stories
stories of
ofboy
boy/boy
or girl/girl,
girl/girl, based
based
on
on characters
characters from
from British
British and
and American
American television,
television, movies,
movies, literature.
literature.

legends, Arthurian
Arthurian tales and stories of
of medieval chivalry
chivalry and
Iegen ds ,
knighthood, European fairy tales, Victorian era literature,
literature, and arcane
tales of Judeo-Christian mysteries seemed to fascinate and
and inspire the

Slash also
"realistic, lessanime-like
less anime-Uke styles
styles
also is visually
visually presented
presented in
in more "realistic,"
(Courtney,
though
August 28, 2(03). So, al
although
(Courtney, personal communication, August
H

these works exhibit manga and anime-like
anime-like characteristics of symbolic
symbolic
iconographism, emotional realism, and real fantastica, the symbols

Eum-American canons of
authors. Storylining artists also looked to Euro-American
art styles for inspiration, of particular interest are highly realistic,

used, ways emotions are revealed, and the magical or fantastical powers

romantic, and symbolic works. (See Figure 4) Favorite artists and art
Deeo, Art Nouveau, Klimt,
styles include the Pre-Raphaelites, Art Deco,

assigned
aSSigned to the characters clearly reflect Euro-American styles and
cultural traditions.

Mucha, Turner, the Walt Disney artists, Arthur Rackham, N. C. Wyeth
and other Brandywine illustrators, and contemporary artists like

The Appeal of Role-Play: Caveats and Implications

McKean.
Michael
Whelan and Dave McKean.
MichaelVVhelan

Why should such highly culture-specific or theatrically artificial
aesthetic styles as Japanese manga
mallga and anime or Victorian, PreRaphaeli te, and Art deeo
deco styles appeal to Information-Age adolescents
Raphaelite,
and young women? The subjects of this study pointed out that the
narratives of these genres often deal with dark, brooding,
psychologically complex, or symbolically secreted subject matter at a
time in their lives when they are becoming personally and too-often
life in school and on the streets is not as Simplistic
simplistic
painfully aware that ijfe
painfully
or Disneyesque as many adults would like to believe it to be.
be. They
consider adult attempts to shield them from
from ugly
ugly realities are both
both
insults to their intelligence and
and futile
futile shields
shielels from
from societal
societal assaults.
insults
Awfulness of
of every
every variety
variety and
and form
form assails
assails them
them every
every day,
day, whether
Awfulness
conveyed through
through mass
mass media
media or
or dumped
dumped literaJJy
literally on
on their
their doorsteps'
doorsteps'..
conveyed
Therefore, preferences
preferences for
for symbolic
symbolic iconographism,
iconographism, emotional
emotional
Therefore,
and real
real fantastica
fantastica may
may represent
represent attempts
attempts to
to both
both distance
distance
realism, and
realism,
participants from
from too
too intense
intense and
and in-your-face
in-your-face emotional
emotional experience.
experience.
participants
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that viewers
viewers want
want and
and need
need some
some artificial
artificial distance
distance from
from too-realistic
too-realistic
that

empowerment
empowerment roles
roles differ
differ and
and are
are equalized
equalized by
by being
being shifted
shifted from
from one
one
to
to the
the other
other depending
depending on
on factors
factors of
of the
the moment.
momenl Adopting
Adopting another
another

experiences. Distance
Distance allows
allows the
the viewer
viewer some
some space
space for
for critical
critical
experiences.

persona
persona also
also makes
makes demands
demands on
on one'
one'ss understanding
understanding of
of self
self and
and

contemplation, while
while lack
lack of
of distance
distance overpowers
overpowers Oenkins,
(Jenkins, 1992,
1992, p.
p.
contemplation,

suggests
suggests an
an opening
opening up
up to
to acceptance
acceptance of
of other
other ways-of-being.
ways-of-being. It
It
encourages
encourages reflection
reflection upon
upon the
the way
way ideas
ideas about
about self-image,
self-image, gender,
gender,

Early in
in the
the 20th
20th century
century German
German playwright
playwright Bertholt
Bertholt Brecht
Brecht argued
argued
Early

61), rendering
rendering the
the viewer
viewer weak
weak and
and vulnerable.
vulnerable. Although
Although realistically
realistically
61),
depicted, the
the impossibly
impossibly fantastic
fantastic physical
physical features, costuming,
costuming. and
and
depicted,
by these young
young authors
authors and
and artists
artists permits
permits them
them to
to
employed by
settings employed
distinguish
distinguish and articulate between that
that which
which is
is not
not reaJ
real - the outer
outer

that which
which is or might be
be realreal - the inner
inner being, meaning,
meaning.
physical-and that
or emotion. At the same time,
time, by projecting an undeveloped quality of
or
or a desired self-reality into a character of the sstory
self or
tory line, the

Selfparticipant can give distance to that corresponding aspect of self. SeIfdistance permits the creator to adapt, adjust, or craft certain physical
or psychological attributes of the fictive character as if the creator was
the character. It gives each member of the group an opportunity to
practice a particular attribute or skill and to explore the effects and
consequences of possessing such an attribute or skill in interaction with
doing, the participants virtually experiment with possible
others. In so doing.

solutions to the most intense, complex, or tragic problems of real life.
may be to craft a coherent character, thereby
The immediate goal may

and
in the
the social
social environment
environment shape
shape our
our expectations (Turkie,
(Turkle,
and place
place in
J997l.
of developing
developing a self
self capable
capable of seeing
seeing through
1997). This
This possibility
possibility of
other gender
gender/ cultural
cultuIal perspectives
perspectives may-as a side effect---encourage
effect---i!ncourage
the development of
of true empathy for the Other.
But
But we
we must not be
be too quick to applaud the socio-aesthetic
socia-aesthetic
phenomena of storylining
story lining as having altogether utopian consequences.
There may be dangers in presenting the horrific as beautiful
beautiful. Even when
suffering might be more touchingly portrayed with lovely images than
with graphic detail, might this beautiful mask also shield from facts of
horror that should be dealt with in fact not fantasy? Injustices, hatreds,
violence upon one other and the environment may call for enraged
action rather than sentimental reaction.
reaction. There are suggestions that the
re-visioned social landscapes embrace some dangerous steneotypic
stereotypic
ideals. Issues of racism, ethnic conflicts, or ageism are oddly missing

stabilizing the fictive character so it might serve as an external point of

from the narrative/illustrative storyline repertoire. VISual presentations
of characters tend ubiquitously to exhibit the slender androgynous

reference for the actions and interactions of other characters within an
invented story. Nevertheless, as a side effect, the adolescent may

form, straight hair, and blend of delicate Asian and Caucasian features
that are typical of mallga
manga and .IIime
allim. imagery (Manifold, 2003).
2(03). This

selL conceive real solutions for social
discover empowering qualities of self,

culture affiliation of
appears constant regardless of the actual race or cultuIe
the young author/artists. In other words, while girls and young women

problems, and envision a more utopian global future.
The redefinition of male-female gendered roles and ways of being

may suggest both a practical way of being in an !nformation-Agesociety
Information-Age society

specific/
of the Information Age may be envisioning less gender specific/
restrictive roles for themselves
thernselves in their narratives, the social
sociaJ landscapes

feminine
fernioine autonomy. Rather than clearly defined roles or a hierarchical

and body images they project may be of sentimentalized, confining, or
stereotypic ideals.

social order, this role-play suggests a social environment of equalized
Rock-Paper-ScissoTs play, where
yet differing powers, as in Rock-Paper-Scissors

In the end, there is still much that we do not know about the
nature, processes and effects of storylining behaviors or the resulting

and may presage an opening up to greater possibilities for personal
personal
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products of those behaviors. We do not know with surety that the new

• See http://elfwood.lysator.liu.se/elfwood.html
ht!!':!! elfwood.lysator.liu.se! eIfwood.html

stories and images being projected represent positively empowered

'Although
S Although one might argue that Nitric's costumed appearance
would not dis-invite lesbian approaches, lesbianism was neither

seIfpossibilities of being, reinforce old stereotypes, or present new selflimitations.
limitations. We do not know the full nature or extent of the situated

these adolescent fantasies are being translated into the real social

addressed nor overtly suggested in any of the Trinity storylines
featuring the Nitric character.
'The
' The Sailor Moon series, by manga artist Naoko Takeuchi, was

environment or are merely providing virtual
vi rtu al escapes from social
artists perceive as restrictive. It
environments that the young authors/
authors/artists

introduced
introduced to Japanese audiences in 1995. According
Acconding to Drazen
(2003), "The shows been a hit in
in Japan, in the U.S. and Canada, in

is unclear as to whether or not the adolescents and young women who
engage in these activities are fully aware of the possibilities and

poland, in the Philippines, in Brazil, and especially on the Internet"
Internet"

ramifications of enacting their fantasized realities.
realities. Certainly, as outsiders

''The
The Fushigi Yugi series was created by Yu Watase.
•I Among those interviewed for this study, only one male and two
females identified themselves as pneferring
preferring same-sex or bi-sexual

teaching/learning
teaching/leaming procedures of storylining. We do not know whether

to the phenomena, we are unenlightened in this regard.
Further study of the phenomena is important, for it might better

enable educators to critique the projected visions of Information-Age
girls and young women. Also, an examination of the informal way
that storylining participants instruct, mentor, and critique one another's
another s

(p.ll).
(p.11).

relationships.
relationships. All others indicated heterosexual preferences. While it
is possible that due to the social prohibitions against homosexuality

work
work can provide curricular models for educators. This knowledge

other interviewed subjects might have been hesitant to admit
privately entertained homosexual tendencies, without any reported

would both inform us regarding a little known aspect of female youth

or observable evidence to the contrary, I am bound to accept

classroom
culture and permit educators to plan and develop effective classroom
curricula and instructional strategies for the education of positively

statements claiming heterosexuality as genuine.
• For an interesting discussion of this, see Latham, R. (2002).

empowered adolescent females of Information-Age societies.

Ctmsuming youth:
youth: Vampires, cyborgs, alld
and the culhlre
culture of consumption.
Cnnsumillg
cOllsumplion.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

Notes
1

The Information-Age began in the United States in 1979 with the

sale of the first personal home computers to the general public. It
spread to other post-industrialized countries as computers became

available to the middle-dassed public (Stephens, 1998).
, The group, at its largest, consisted of eight members.
,3 Animal forms adopted as personas for storyline play are referred to

2

fumes.
as fumes.
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education is slowly turning its sights towards visual cultural studies, a
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me, a question of what is a radical
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as a form of liberal pluralism continues to be debated within cultural
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tiques the question of 'pleasurable resistance' as
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it manifests itself in popular cultural forms as examined mostly by John
Fiske, an exemplary left-leaning critic. It may seem anachronistic to
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Newlywe4 Game and Madonna, given that both 'forms'
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in their retirement yea.rs.
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Olmoxious Fiance
FiJJnce(Fox). However, the distance traveled from these older
Obnoxious
resistance' remains
genres is not so great. The question of 'pleasurable resistance'
Irony, as has been often remarked, remains as a
front and center. !rony,
postmodem strategy to undermine dominant hegemony. This essay
postmodern
a.Iso questions star and fandom resistance, and consumerist resistance.
also
It ends with a call for a structural
structura] consideration of political economy
It
For this
and material analysis in popular culture by left-leaning critics. For

changes for the betterment of human(e)kind,
hurnan(e)kind, leads to a conservatism

is where the silence lies.

(see Fiske, 1987: 227-230,) the circumstances which surround the

that treats virtually all practices that challenge the hegemony of the
power bloc as celebratory. There is a flattening out of the distinctions
between various counter-hegemonic
counter-hegemOniC activities and an underestimation
of the seductive persuasions of pleasurable resistance as a form of
containment, the way capitalist hegemony works in the first place.
between jouissance and plaisir
When Barthes' distinction is maintained betweenjouissance
production of one or the other forms of pleasure cannot be ethically

Romanticized Resistances
There has been a tendency in cultural studies (and visual cultural
wef]), over the years, to over-dramatize the political
studies as well),
effectiveness of 'semiotic resistance' as opposed to socio-political
resistance (e.g., Fiske, 1989a: 72). While fantasy is a private and intimate
experience, which can be part of a strategy of resistance, it is also the

and politically judged unless some accountability for the macro
structures that inform
inform that localized space are analyzed and set against
other competing discourses of value. In Laclau and Mouffe's remindful

words,
Although we can confirm, with Foucault, that wherever there is

reinstates itself (Miller, 1990).
very seat of seduction where hegemony reinstates
texts--like television-allow
television-aUow
The excess of meaning which heteroglossic texts-like

power there is resistance, it must also be recognized that the forms
of resistance may be extremely varied. Only in certain cases do

for resistant readings seem infinitesimal when compared to the
machinery that enables dominant patriarcha]
patriarchal and capitalist fantasies

these forms of resistance take on a political character and become
struggles directed towards putting an end to relations of

to be reproduced. Many fictive narratives where gay and lesbian or
peoples of color are the protagonists remain under-represented or
TIle Gay Eye for the Straight
StraigJrt GIlY,
Guy, it is
U they are included, like 11re
absent. If

... What we are referring to is the type of
subordination as such .....
action whose objective is the transformation of a social relation

which constructs a subject in a relationship of subordination.

done in an ironic, hyperbolized way, to make it more palpable so as

not to offend anyone. As Dana Ooud (1992) pointed out, it requires
requines a
great de.al
deal of sustained energy to produce a counter-text. The economy
involved in talOng
taking such a position eventually becomes untenable. It is
far easier to enjoy the pleasures of the text, to let its lure swarm over

you. Otherwise, why watch the series in the first place? In overemphasizing resistance at the micropolitical level without
differentiating between which practices are ''more'
more' likely to be radically

(Laclau and Mouffe, 1985:152-153)
] 985:152-153)
Laclau and Mouffe distinguish and contrast relations of
'subordination'
'oppression.' The former is defined
'subo.
rdination' from relations of 'oppression:
when an agent is subjected to the decisions of another, as in a family
situation where the wife is subjected with respect to her husband, or

progressive than others with regards to principles of democracy

an employee to an employer, while the later is characterized by those
sites/sites/sights of
relationships that have become transformed into sites/Sites/sights
nelationships

(equality, liberty, justice), particularly when it comes to structural

antagonism. Subordinated relations can become 'relations of
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domination: which are different from 'oppressive' relationships only

latter's impoSSibility of fully constituting itself' (Laclau and Mouffe,

in the sense that they are judged as being illegitimate by a 'social agent
them: What they mean by this is that a democratic discourse
external to them:

1985:125). Antagonisms are 'floating signifiers: polysemic in character,

has to emerge which articulates
articulntes and ''interrupts'
interrupts' the different forms
fonns of

which can link themselves structurally to other struggles. They have,
therefore, a constructed or constitutive character that enables the

resistance to subordination in such a way that their inequality is made

emergence of a counter-hegemonic bloc. In contrast, most of the

obvious through a social imaginary. For example, the subversive power

applauded popular resistances are not antagonistic so mllel,
milch as

of a democratic discourse symbolized by the Declaration of the Rights
of the social imaginary became fixed, providing a new 'measure' for
democratic social relationships. However, there is no teleological

amtradietory in their nelationship
contradictory
relationship to patriarchal capitalism. They do not
SO much as present
pnesent the limit of society as aid in its organicslll1lring.
organic sllhlring. "We
so
bell.e f systems:'
all participate in a number of mutually contradictory belief
systems,"
write Laclau and Mouffe (1985:124), "and yet no antagonism emerges

direction chartered for the course of this social democratic imaginary
dinection

from these contradictions."

of Man constituted a historical 'nodal Point'
point' around which a new matrix
matriJ<

to take shape; nor is there any guarantee that forms of resistance to

A particularly
particularly good example of how this contradictory

new forms of subordination will necessarily be articulated into a

rultural studies I tum to the
form of resistance is held in esteem in cultural

democratic discourse. The emergence of the New Right has, in many

theoretical position held by John Fiske. Fiske (1989c: 58-65) provides a

cases, successfully harnessed the new social antagonisms under the

sustained discussion over the various interpretations of a segment

need for greater autonomy and individuality with less state interference

drawn from the television series, The Newlywed Game, as an example of

in social welfare programs. Balibar (1991) has brilliantly argued that

a practical working outofhis theory of popularcultune.
popular rulture. (But, it equally

racism: rely on the need for
the new forms of neo-racism, or 'civilized racism:

pnesent-day spin-offs, such as Bachlorette).
Bachlorette).It
It must be kept
applies to its present-day

a greater autonomy based on an argument that distance must be

rulture
in mind that Fiske has a very specific definition of what popular cultune

maintained between ethnicities and races. It is 'natural: argue the

text-neader interaction,
is. First, it is always a practice produced through text-reader

ideologues of the Right, for each ethnic and racial group to maintain

and second, it is always a reactive practice to the forces of domination.

its own traditional culture.
rulture. Without such cultural
rultural isolation and self-

Dominance has to be understood as the central core of values that

containment, 'peaceful co-existence' would not be possible. In this way

reproduce the orderly society and maintain the system from any

of neo-Nazi skinhead cultures
inequalities are preserved. The rising tide ofneo-Nazi

structural change towards democratic betterment. In this game against

with their concomitant display of nationalist and fascistic music, protest

the power bloc, Fiske can claim that popular cultural practices are

marches, and speeches as resistant anti-democratic forms of sub-

progressive and pleasurable in the tactical ways they eneate
create spaces of

ordination, confirm, more than ever, the urgent need to discriminate

disruption in order to undermine the dominant power whose strategy

amongst various forms of resistance as to their commitment to keeping

compliant. In brief, popular cultune
is to keep them complianlln
rulture is a theory for the

the horizon of democracy open.
Not all resistances are antagonistic. Resistances can be internal

before examining
under-dog: it comes in all varieties and sizes. But, befone

society, but antagonisms may be thought as
and accommodating to society.

"external to society, or rather, they constitute the limits to society, the

The Newlywed Game, Fiske's understanding of power, which he borrows
from Foucault, needs to be clarified.
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It should now be noted that 'popular culture' seems to be a 'blink'

heroic action is valorized in capitalist
and show why individualism and heroic

phenomenon-one
phenomenonone moment its on, the next moment its off-for
""readings
readings that fail to activate its [a text's] contradictions-that is,

society (see Elsaesser and Buckland , 2002:26-79). Would such
social lot in life? The spectacular
knowledge make a difference to their sodallot

part of
readings that consent to its hegemonic strategy-these are not par!

violence and inherent power struggles in Die Hard, as Fiske (1993:129)

popular culture" <Fiske,
(Fiske, 1989c
1989c: 44, my emphasis). Both audience and

with a way to vent their resentment at the
admits, provides these men ,vith

the text are set in fluid motion interacting and touching at moments of

social system (i.e .. display cynical reason). Wouldn't it be more accurate

'relevance' characterized by contradiction if such readings are to be

to say that the consumption of 'popular culture:
culture,' like Die Hard, are

'popular.' In this regard, Fiske follows Foucault's
given the status 'popular:

specifically construed texts which can absorb a variety of contradictory

understanding of power as being contingent, diffuse, and aleatory

readings and still assert hegemony? Doesn' t its spectacular effects of

phenomenon. The power of the popular emerges only with the evidence

Robocop) allow for a cathamc
violence as represented by Bruce
B.TUce Willis (or Roboccp)
cathartic

of knowledgeability. But there is a problem here. How does one know

release of frustration that these homeless men find themselves in? Don't

eract/ywhat
exactly what the interests of the power-bloc are since the construed text

these masculinist fantasies help appease their situation rather than

is not the materiality, nor the structure, but the act of reading and its

change it? The strength of these texts lies in their polysemic capabilities

wctful use? Somewhere a text-centric socia-historical
pleasurable and tactful

for such a ' purchase' by capitalist modes of production. Hasn't

analysis is already required to identify what is dominant, otherwise a

hegemony already won the day (to some degree) as soon as one plunks

critique by resistance theorists as to the 'preferred' textual reading

down eight dollars to see a Hollywood film, rent a videocassette, or

would not be possible. There seems to be a gap in acknowledging the

switch on a television set? ... A too pessimistic a view perhaps?

Significance
significanlC<! of the power/knowledge distribution already in circulation

Such a definition of 'popular culture' is the exact inverse of Fiske's

through the various cliscourses
discourses that are available to the participants.
participants.

negatively- as a
defini.tion. Whereas Fiske defines popular culture negatively-as
definition.

Such an explanatory understanding presupposes a Marxist historical

poSitively: in its
reaction against dominance-here it becomes defined positively:

materialist aitique,
critique, which articulates the unequal distribution of power

ability to convince and persuade, thereby absorb differences for

between the haves and have-nols.
have-nots.

hegemonic ends. Fiske often recognizes this contradiction in his own

This gap is particularly glaring in Fiske's (1993) 'homeless'

theory (1989b: 183; 1991a: 115) but for the sake of 'semiotic democracy'

example. A group of 'homeless' men watching Die Hard in a hospice

dominant.' We
Fiske is willing to take the risk of 'oversimplifying the dominant:

Willis (the protagonist) begins to side with
stop the cassette once Bruce WIllis

arrive at Michel de Certeau' s (984)
(1984) dichotomiza tion of tact vs. stra tegy

the police. The discursive knowledge that informed
informed the pleasure of

where such a binary structure
structune maintains the hegemonic
hegemOniC system through

siding
their resistance was a rather simple and gratuitous one: always Siding

internal self-definition. The difficulty here is that resistance remains

with the under-dog regardless of the narrative. Their next cassette was

parasitic-producing no counter-hegemonic force, no transfer in 'real'

Robocop. This is a long way from a discursive analysis that would work

power or capital <McGuigan, 1992: 70-75).

out Japanese interests in the U.S. (Nakatomi Corporation), link this to
transnational capitalism, explore the racist overtones of the narrative,
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Complicity and Contradiction of The Newlywed
New lywed Game

of the theory he defends. The institution of the university, for instance,

Let
Fiske' s example that fleshes out the
Let me now continue with Fiske's

allows such mavericks amongst its conservative midst. It even expects

difficulties of the distribution of power/knowledge,
power / knowledge. In his review of

foanations
such critics given the contestations of discursive knowledge formations

the responses to a clip from The Newlywed Game, Fiske points out that

fought for in the name of democracy and the freedom of speech. But,

the pleasure he personally found was complicated because of the
intertwining of three different discourses: an academic one-his interest

I'm not so sure how far Fiske has escaped his class assigned poSition
position

in popular culture; another was a discursive set which brought to bear

(1989c:179). It is obvious, for example, that he has a great deal of

aspects of his class/ gender lage/race,
/ age/race, and finally a populist discourse

mobility, and it is questionable whether his academicinterests
academic interests in these

which both contradicted and complemented
comp lemented the other two.
two. Fiske admits

'strong vulgar tastes' make him 'typical of the people in general' (ibid.).

to having 'vulgar tastes and
and democratic inclinations' which
which make

He underplays his rhetorical strengths and his inSights
insights achieved from

watching this clip pleasurable because its aesthetics did not belong to
the class and its tastes that
tha t he 'objectively' belongs to. (But which

the study of popular culture that enable him to maintain his 'cynical

despite the pleasures he 6nds
finds in the more 'vulgar
'vulgar' forms of culture

edge.' The academic critic seems to be caught by what Cornel West
edge:

class is that, one must ask, given that endowed professors can often
earn executive wages?) FIske's
FISke's aside implies that such a class of people

(1990) once characterized as an oxymoronic position of involved 'co-

collect high art, go to ballets, the theater, eat out at fine restaurants,

of the various responses to the Newlywed Game.

opted progressivism.'
progressivism: This charge is borne out in Fiske's interpretation

and wear spiffy clothes when they lecture.
lecture, He has a fashionable disdain

Regarding student response to the Newlywed Game, Fiske
Fiske

for 'bourgeois high art' which maintains
maintains an aesthetics of objectivity
and distance. Such an exaggeration of Bourdieu' s (1984) theory of class

observes that his male students read the clip as exposing the limitations

distinction, as interpreted and supported by Fiske, was severally
criticized by a number of audience members who listened to a similar

of patriarchy while for some feminists the clip showed how sexual
desire is enshrined
enshcined by patriarchy. Both were given the approval as good
examples of resistant readings. However, it was the women students-

presentation of his
his position at the 'Cultural Studies Now and in the

those mysterious creatures who were rhetorically categorized
categOrized as being

Future' conference held at the University of illinois in 1990 (Fiske,

'ordinary
'o.r dinary women' or 'housewives'
'h ousewives' and not feminists-who found
fou nd the

1992:165-V3).
1992:165-173), Fiske's particular understanding of jouissance
jOllissance is achieved

clip pleasurable. Their pleasure came from the way they coped with the

through transgressive tastes (or, in the vernacular-how one gets one's

patriarchy of male dominance as they related it to the clip.
clip. Not knowing
knmving

jollies outside the constraints of the law).'
law).' Such disruption, what a

the structural level of the system, these women students sided
sid.e d with

number of critics have referred to as a turn towards a 'ludic' libidinal
libidina'

the losers in the game since they were the ones who best contradicted

economy (Ebert, 1996; Zavarzadeh, Ebert, and Morton, 1995), is almost

dominant patriarchal
patria.rebal ideology, displayed gender conflict, got the most

always confined to the individual and seldom moves into socio-

laughs, and were
were chided by the host. As the saying goes: 'sometimes

historical cri.
t ique.
critique.
A staunch democrat, a brilliant critic, and an exemplary teacher,

when you win, you lose, and when you lose you
you win:
win.' The vulnerability
of male power was revealed through the tactics of their wives'

as a personality FIske
conflations
Fiske appears to exemplify the contradictory conllations

resistance. The embarrassment
embarrassment of the husbands was found pleasurable.
pleasurable.
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For this reason, Fiske claims this to be a progressive example of
resistance since these women could relate to the micropolitics of gender

as exchanges of power. Fan response to the Newlywed Game confirmed
these preliminary findings. Fiske then points out something startling

calling on the limit of this genre. There is a vast difference between a
'gut level' Marxism and an articulation of what's going on at the level
of structure. Feminist women in Fiske's class had worked through their

which, in my mind at least, undermines his entire argument, but vivifies

desire to embrace such marital arrangements. They had been
'conscientized' (el.
(cf. Paulo Freire, 1970) to the workings of its ideology.

the power/knowledge structures in circulation:

Fiske says as much in the quoted passage. They see such behavior not
in isolated familiar terms, but as an institutionaJized
institutionalized behavior to insure

I do not wish to criticize the feminists' response to this tiny
segment of popular culture. Their response was perfectly valid,

male dominance. They are not 'dupes and dopes' of this particular

but so too was the response of nonfeminist women. But the gap
between the two illustrates the difference between the radical and

no pleasure in TIle
TIle Newlywed Game, they did produce a private
found 110
text with a subject position that defined them as the disenfranchised
Other. For them, to take other available subject positions would be

institution, and are able to turn
tum the television set off. Although they

the progressive, between strategic and tactical resistances,
between structural and practical perspectives. In fact, The
Newlywed Game was not part of the popular culture of feminists.
feminists.
They found no pleasure in the text (except, possibly, that of

limiting and complicit. There was nothing for them to laugh at
at. In
'nonlerninist' women experienced
contrast, it strikes me that these 'nonfeminist'

confirming their knowledge of the horror of patriarchy in the raw),
they did not choose to watch the show as part of their everyday

the system, like the Fiske's 'homeless' men, the best they could do was
push it back a little. Calling such actions 'popular culture' seems ironic

lives, and so they made no productive use of the resources it
offered. For them the text was neither producerly nor popular.

and rather disheartening.
in this case
disheartening. Refusal, not pleasure or evasion in
should become 'popular:
'popular.' A conscientizro
conscientized husband would refuse to be

(FIske,
(Fiske, 1989c:62)

put in such uncompromising pOSition
position as a participant on the show.
The potential of 'gut' level Marxism (or to use Zavarzadeh's
Zavarzadeh 's (1992)
term 'ludic pleasure') would need to be concientized to a structural
-'ludic

masochistic pleasure without being fully aware as to why. Caught by

Unless
Unless I am mistaken, this passage identifies the experience of
popular culture (as Fiske defines it) as a 'gut level' un
articulated
unarticulated

level before anything more 'radical' occurred, like that of 'refusal.'The
' refusal:The
range of
oJ responses to the Newlywed Game points out the uneven

Marxism. 'Nonfeminist'
'Nonleminist' student anxieties of patriarchy were relieved
through the cathartic release of laughter. For fans, i.e., married women

distribution of power/knowledge relationships. While Fiske could
enjoy the pleasures of this game show, he did so from a much more

watching
wa tching the game at home, it was a release from the contradictions of
marriage. The social relationship of subordination would remain
unchanged. If popular culture is such a source of resistant pleasure,

sophisticated subject position than any of his students. If
U he hadn't, it
would have been impossible for him to present such a lucid explanation

then it seems to confirm its usefulness as a safety valve to insure the
reproduction of patriarchy. In contrast the feminist response was one
of refusal,
refusal, and I would add-more valid. Their behavior was antagonistic,
an/agonistic,

of the existent discourses.
discourses.
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Star and Fandom Resistance:
Dark-night
Blue-Sky Utopias & D
ark-night Dystopias
fandom' s power of resistance is justified
On a different level, Sci-Fi fandom's

by providing readers "with an image of a better world, an alternative
future, an ideal against which to measure contemporary life but also a
constraint" Uenkins, 1992: 281). Penley (1992)
refuge from drudgery and constrainr'
impulse of SF fanzines of Star Trek
has similarly defended the utopian impuise
Speck and Captain Kirk as
which introduce gay relationships between Spock
a way of projecting masculinities that cannot possibly exist 'on earth.'
Is this call to utopia yet another form of romanticized resistance? At
[s
first glance,
glance. the answer seems to be,
be. no. Laclau and Mouffe (1985), for
example, write that "without ' utopia',
utopia'. without the pOSSibility
possibility of
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fantasies
fantasies of 'space cowboys' (Ross,
(Ross. 1991) who will eventually win the
day. The 'symptom'
'symptom' that organizes jouissance here is a cathartic release
from technophobic anxieties-the fin de siecle
sietie jitters of an apocalypse.
Both utopian and dystopian dimensions of SF are drawn from
the current backdrop of society. As such they embody
embed y both the anxieties
and hopes of the age.
age. The early Star Trek series, for example, drew its
utopian projections from the backdrop of the John F. Kennedy era of
liberalization (penley.
(Penley. 1992). Star
Slar Trek: Tire
11re NI?W
NI!W Generation and Deep SJXlce
Space
9 must deal with the changed world of intercultural exchange,
exchange. single
Single
I
think,
an
earlier
lesson
families, and the impact of feminism. There is,
is.
to be learnt from Jameson's (1981)
(1981 ) examination of this utopian impuise,
impulse,

it. there
negating an order beyond the point that we are able to threaten it,

which is helpful when approaching this question. He charges late
capitalism as constructing the subject as a closed monad,
monad. governed by

is no possibility at all of the constitution of a radical imaginarywhether democratic or any other type" (190). There is.
is, however, an

the laws of 'psychology.
·psychology. "With the 'full-blown appearance of [al
[aJ filmic
point of view,
... , the Utopian overtones
view.....
over/ones and intensities of desire are

earlier cautionary warning when they say "not to fall into the different

ever more faintly registered by the text; and the Utopian impuise
impulse itself,
now reified,
reified. is driven back inside the monad, where it assumes the

forms of utopianism which seek to ignore the variety of spaces which
constitute those structural limits" (ibid.),
(ibid.). 'Structural limits' refers to
the need to recognize the constraints placed on the various sectors of
society, i.e
i.e.,.• the economy and state apparatuses which prevent the

emergence of a pluralities of strategies for the construction of a new
order. Put in the vernacular,
vernacular. this means aVOiding
avoiding utopias which "bite
off more than can be chewed;" blue-sky utopias which avoid the difficult
questions that a critique of political economy brings.
brings. As Lyon (1994)
argues.
argues, most of the utopian literature, which contends that information

status of some merely psycholOgical experience,
experience. private feeling,
feeling. or
relativized
reJativized value" (160). The Utopian impulse needs to be recognized,
recognized.
but the question as to how is complicated.
In his concluding chapter,
chapter. Jameson (1981) quotes Walter
Benjamin's great dictum: "there
" there is no document of civilization which
is not at one and the same time a document of barbarism" (286). He
concludes that what is effectively ideological is also, at the same time,

technologies will free up more freedom deny the increasing

necessarily Utopian. For hegemony to maintain itself, it "must
necessarily involve a complex strategy of rhetorical persuasion in which

concentration of corporate.
corporate, state and military control over the means

substantial incentives are offered for ideolOgical adherence. We will

of generating information. The utopian benefits of virtual reality of
01
cyberspace (e.g., Rhinegold, 1991).
1991), in particular.
particular, become "the 'symptom'

say that such incentives.
incentives, as well as the impulses to be managed by the
mass cultural text,
text. are necessarily Utopian in nature"(ibid.). Ernst Bloch

that organizes the jouissance of the capitalist mind.,;et'·
mind-ser' (Brande.
(Brande, 1996:85).

is given credit for having uncovered the Utopian impulses at work in

The other side of the coin is the 'new bad future' (Glass.
(Class, 1990) of
01 dark-

the most degraded of all mass cultural tex/:s-;>dvertising
texls---iodvertising slogans. Here

night dystopias.
dystopias. The cyberpunk genre presents us with cathartic

Fan tasies
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can be found the "visions of extemallife, of the transfigured body, of
preternatural sexual gratification," from the "crudest forms of

still ideological texts" Qameson,
Oameson, 1981:296). For Jameson, any cultural

manipulation on the oldest Utopian longings of humankind" (ibid.).

well-known book, which can be skillfully and effectively put to use for

Jameson is relentless in pursuing this argument. Adomo-Horkheimer's

Dyer (1981/
rhetorical persuasion by the Left or the Right. Richard Oyer
(J 981 /

Dialectic of Enlightenment is further singled out as demonstrating that

1977) usefully explored this manipulation of utopian desire by

"one of the ugliest of all human passions, anti-Semitism, is shown to

commercial forms of entertainment some two decades ago.
ago. Sketching

be profoundly Utopian in character, as a form of cultural envy which

five categories of 'Utopian sensibility' parodied in popular

a t the same time a repressed recognition of the Utopian impulse"
(288).
impulse"(288).
is at

entertainment
alrnndance, energy, transparency,
trarlSpamrcy, intensity and community,
entertainment: abundance,

More to the point: "all ideology in the strongest sense, including the

he demonstrated how each of them was structured in opposition to

most exclusive forms of ruling-cIass
ruling-class consciousness just as much as that

exhar15tion, manipulation,
manipUlation, dreariness and
actual living conditions: scarcity, exhaustion,

of oppositional or oppressed classes-is in its very nature Utopian"
(289). This takes Jameson to his conclusion that all class-consciousness
class-<:onsciousness

fragmentatioll (d. McGuigan, 1992:247).
fragmentation
U
jenkins, now reading him with Jameson
jameson in mind,
If we return to Jenkins,

of whatever type is Utopian insofar as it expresses the unity of a

it can be seen that the notion of resistance remains a matter of decisive

collectivity; "yet it must be added that this proposition is an allegorical

jenkins (1992:283)
(J992:283) quotes Lawrence
political
political interpretation. So while JenJcins

kindone. The achieved collectivity or organic group of whatever kind-

Grossberg and len Ang, reminding his readers that "[consumer]

oppressors fully as much as oppressed-is Utopian not in itself, but

reiations
relations to particular practices and texts are complex and contradictory'

only insofar as all such collectivities are themselves figured for the

[Grossberg),
[Grossberg], and that 'reality is always more complicated and

ultimate concrete collective life of an achieved Utopia or classless

[Ang], the question of politi.
political
diversified than theories can represent"
represent" [Ang),
ca1

society" (291).
Trekies and the phenomenon of fandom in general do not escape

choice cannot be avoided. Consumer responses are never made in total

Jameson's injunctions concerning ideology and utopia. America' s

a!fimred
prosperity, its utopic 'dream:
'dream: is collectively both disputed and affim.ed

reality is always more complicated than is thought, we cannot escape
jenkins, seems to recognize this
from its reductive theorizations. Jenkins,

in every episode of Star Trek. Elements of both good and evil must

himself. His statement below supports Jameson's view.

teXt is a 'mixed bag,'
bag.' both 'blindness and insight' to use the title of a
text

res.i stant, and while
freedom and are not always critical because they are resistant,

necessarily co-exist together if this 'dream' is to be reconfirmed and
reinscribed in the social imaginary. A 'negative hermeneutic' exposes
the evil (the narrow sense of false consciousness), while a 'positive

[F]andom aIsn
also provides a space within which fans may articulate
[F)andom
their specific concerns about sexuality, gender, racism, colonialism,

hermeneutic' exposes the Utopian good, but neither one is sufficient in

militarism, and forced conformity....
. ... Fandom contains boUI
both

and of itself. "[A] Marxist negative hermeneutic, a Marxist practice of

negative and positive forms
... In making this
fomrs of empowerment.
empowerment....
fandom necessarily represents a
claim, I am not asserting that [alldom
progressive force or tlrat solutiolls
solutions fans propose are ideologically
consistent and coherent. A poached culture, a nomadic culture, is

ideolOgical analysis proper, must in the practical work of reading and
interpretation be exercised Simultaneously with a Marxist positive
hermeneutic, or a decipherment of the Utopian impulses of these same
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also a patchwork culture, an impure culture, where much that is

today has been the replacement of Elvis, as the white modernist icon,

taken in remains semidigested and ill considered.

,vith the postmodernist 'hybridic figure' of 'had'
'bad' Michael Jackson:
scratching his crotch, supported and abetted by Pepsi Cola transnational

Uenkins, 1992: 283, emphasis added).

to support ' the children of the world: while he himself has been
implicated in pedophilic behaviors; neither Black nor White, neither

Saying this, however, does not get Jenkins off the hook. He still

'natural' nor entirely 'artificial:
'artificial: but certainly rich.

must commit an act of interpretation and throw his 'weight' into.
into a

This 'impure culture' is very difficult to figure out As informative

discourse with a set agenda-not so easily done when both Ideology

as many ethnographic studies are in showing different responses to,

and Utopia swim around in the same pond. As McCuigan
McGuigan (1992:248-

say Dallas
Dal/as or Cagney & I1lcey
lAcey (Ang, 1990; Press, 1990; Clark,
Oark, 1990), by

49) points out, there are 'critical Utopias' and 'aChieved Utopias.'
Utopias:

various class strata, the cultural landscape is more like of a kaleidoscope,

Examples of the former, like Mike David's analysis of Los Angeles in

constantly changing, impossible to 'freeze frame' long enough to claim

his City of
of Quarlz
Quorlz (1990) are difficult to find, whereas the claims for the

some sort of 'critical mass' to articulate a nodal point of fixed resistance.

latter are in abundance under the guise of a liberal pluralism (e.g.,

In terms of a more up-dated metaphor, the cultural situation is more

Francis Fukuyama, 1989 and Richard Rorty, 1989).

like
like an HIV
HlV virus that is able to constantly change itself to anything the

The difficulty of such cultural assessment remains apparent even

immune system (cultural critics) can throw at it. To solve this theoretical

when it becomes possible to examine less contemporary events. Fiske

difficulty Fiske has turned to a cultural analysis of 'stars' where the

(1993: 101-102) describes the 'hysterical' fandom that came with rock-

situation seems stabilized long enough to take a reading before the

'n' -roll and 'Beatlemania:
'Beatlernania: which peaked in 1963. He makes a convincing

star 'morphs' into a new image to assure novelty and insure profit

argument that such youth rebellion, as 'juvenile delinquency:
delinquency: was

dollars.'

propaedeutic to the rise of liberalist feminism in the mid-60s. It's
oppositional expression came as a result of parental prohibitions,

Asking the 'Real' Madonna to 'Please Stand Up'

suburbian order,
orner, and strict discipline. Elvis' gyrating and thrusting body

In his discussion as to how the field of cultural studies might be

is linked with Black culture, capitalizing on the emerging Black music

advanced, Fiske argues that the methodological strategies of

rhythms and vitality.
vitality. Yet, despite such rebellion, it cannot be denied

ethnography (the meanings fans actually attribute to Madonna), and

that such 'resistance' was strictly divided along sex-gender lines. The

semiotic structuralist textual analysis (a
Ca close reading of the signifieds
signilieds

rock-'n'-roll performers, virtually all male, represented the freedom

in Madonna -s
's text as they are played out in the ideology of the culture)

and liberation from familial responsibility; girls on
on the other hand were

be combined. Doing so "recognizes that the distribution of power in

their adoring fans who lived out this desire only in fantasy.
fantasy. As for Elvis,

society is paralleled by the distribution of meanings in texts, and the

as Fiske freely admits, he was a white impersonation of Black, "making

struggles for social power are paralleled by semiotic struggles for

money out of Black talent" (1993:106). It was not only Elvis that made

therefore
meanings. Every text and every reading has a social and thereiore

money from such 'resistant rebellion:
rebellion: the entire music industry began

political dimension ...
..."" (1989b:97.)
(l989b:97.) Fiske
fiske is unquestionably aware of

its reign of profit that continues today. Perhaps the main difference

the politics of interpretation. He, of course, recognizes that being part
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of a pluralistic capitalist society can lead to the conservatism of Daniel

virginl whore the very consciousness of femininity which
by fans as virgin/

Bell'ss (1973) "end of ideology" thesis, or worse yet, Fukuyama's
Bell'
Fukuyama' s (1989)

supports?' Doesn' t she exploit this very structure that precedes
patriarchy supports?'

"end of history" thesis. However the more difficult question is how

Madonna's
her? What about the question of Madonna
's own pleasure? Fiske seems

does one activate his sound proposal? How can one possibly begin to

to have direct insight into her head when he writes: "Her use of religious

judge the responses to any text without a stand on the capitalist

iconography is neither religious nor sacrilegious. She intends to free it

patriarchal order in the first
fust place? Doesn't this again lead to charges

from this ideological opposition and to enjoy it, use it, for the meanings

of cultural elitism and 'false consciousness'? How are we to differentiate

and pleasure that it has for her, not for those of the dominant ideology

'progressive' resistant
resistant practices from more reactionary ones without

and its simplistic binary thinking . ... The crucifix is neither religious,
religiOUS,

such a stance?' As he writes at the end of his second book on the politics

nor sacrilegiOUS, but beautiful ... .' (l989b:
(1989b: 103, emphasis added). Are

of popular culture:

we supposed to accept this aesthetic formalism, and believe that the
crucifix is admired for its shape alone? That aesthetics escapes ethics?

On the one hand, it can be argued that progressive practices are

Another way to theorize Madonna
Madonna''ss use of the cross and other

panaceas allowed hy
by the system to keep the subordinate content

religious paraphernalia is to name them as forms of nee-kitsch, or

within it. By allowing the system to be flexible and to contain

42-45) sees it. In contrast
'second-degree kitsch' as Olalquiaga (1992: 4245)

points of opposition within it, such progressive practices actually

to first-degree kitsch, where representation is based on an indexical

strengthen that to which they are opposed, and thus delay the

referent, the hierarchical distinction between reality and representation

radical change that is the only one that that can bring about a

till maintained (e.g., as a symbolic religiOUS icon where the
is sstill

genuine improvement in social conditions.

relationship between object and user is one of genuine belief), secondhand kitsch "collapses this difference by making the object's
object' s

(Fiske, 1989c:
1989c:192,)
192,)

representation into the only possible referent" (45). Representation itself
becomes the 'real, 'an empty icon devoid of sacredness. As an acquired

But this is wrong-headed, according to Fiske, for it ends up in a

taste for tackiness and defamiliarization, should such a brazen aesthetic,

Marxist orthodoxy that leads to a "pessimistic reductionism that sees

"a perspective wherein appreciation of the 'ugly' conveys to the

all signs of popular progress or pleasures as instances of incorporation,

spectator an aura of refined decadence, an ironic enjoyment from a

and therefore conceives of power as totalitarian and resistible only by
revolutionary action" (ibid.). No, it doesn' t! Surely,
direct radical and revolutionary

position of enlightened superiority," (Fiske,1989c192) be praised as a
form of resistance? After reviewing other objects in this "holy kitchen,"

any radical popular cultural research must differentiate amongst

Olalquiaga concludes that this camp sensibility is little more than "a

various 'resistant' readings in their complicity for or agamst
against social

safe release into sentimentality."
sentimentaJity." The question remains, how

oppression? The shape of Madonna's 'image' exists within the bounds

intentionally and seU-consciously
self-consciously resistant is Madonna 's use of this

of capitalist and patriarchal socio-economic relations, doesn't it? Surely,

'holy kitchen' as she partakes in the passing over of kitsch to mass

this level of macro structure defines the parameters of her image,

culture? (Her latest 'sacred' excursion in 2002, with her husband-

although Madonna can 'play' with its borders. Isn't
Isn' t her polarization
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water" as part of a rurative
curative
director Guy Ritchie, is to promote "holy wateI"
Kabala ritual!) Perhaps she is merely one of the many aficionados of
current fad for religious objects
nee-kitsch, participating in the then =rent
nro-kitsch,
New York's Little Rickie, playing with signs made possible in
found in New

the consumerist world of simulacrum; their worth, as Fiske says, based

"emblematize[s]
"emblematizels] the Lacanian triad of having,
having. being and seeming."
seeming." the
Foucaultian Madonna of Charles Wells, who claims that in her videos
she is instructing us with a Foucaultian
Foucaultian flair in the "end of woman,"
the Baudrillardian Madonna of Kathy Schwichtenberg, who reads
"Madonna 's
'5 figuration against the backdrop of Baudrillardian
Baudrillarellan theory,"
''Madonna

on the formal and technical aspects of their appearance, and part of
the general 'aesthetization of everyday life'? (Featherstone, 1991).
'rultural
A lot has been made of the Left's painting the 'masses' as 'cultural

or the Marxist Madonna single-handedly undermines "capitalist

'rultural subjects' rather than
dopes and dupes' of the system, as mere 'cultural
meanings. False consciousness has
'cultural agents' who actively make meanings.

TIle Nation, Harris's condemnation of academics
conservative journal The
who ascribe to popular culture's
rulture's "potential to radicalize
raellcalize the huddled

lost its currency. The concept has been deconstructed for its inherent
binarism, suggesting that there is no 'true' picture to be uncovered.

masses by providing typically quiescent MfV
MIV viewers with a subversive

constructions" and "rejects core bourgeois epistemes." There is even
the Freudian Madonna of Barbara Bradby. First published in the

[50 they] can actively challenge reactionary patriarchal
forum ...[so
ideologies' (32), should be seen as an indicator
inellcator that much of the so-

The Left is said to overlook the creation of active micro-political
within the "gaps and spaces in her
meaning. as in Madonna's case, withio

called radical potential has more bark than bite in the broader context

image that escape ideological control" (Fiske, 1989b: 97) so that her

of hegemonic reproduction.

irmlge may be empowered,
empowened, "not as a model meaning for young girls in
image
patriarchy, but a site of semiotic struggle between the forces of
patriarchal control and feminist resistance, of capitalism and the
(ibid.,., emphasis added),
subordinate, of the adult and the young" (ibid
added). But
how that 'iconic
'iconic' site is to be interpreted falls right back on the shoulders
rultural critic. Daniel Harris (1992:30-31) makes this point in his
of the cultural

discussion over the rise of Madonna stuelles
studies by academics of popular

Just how do adolescent girls and boys work out their social and

sexual relations withio
within a patriarchy following Madonna's site/sight/
cite of resistance? Fiske admits that in his study of adolescent female
responses
respo.nses to Madonna were only 'struggling' to find counter-rhetorical
meanings (Fiske, 1989b:125;
1989b:I25; 189c:174). Shouldn' t the quality of their
responses be critiqued against other possibilities of sexual relations
offered as alternatives
alterna tives by other feminists-social feminists, for instance,

accreclit her with the kind of over-romanticized resistance
culture who accredit
being argued for here.
here. Aside from Camilla Paglia's
Paglia 's (1992) valorization
valoriza tion

who ha
ve a structural understanding of dominance? Should Madonna's
have
Madonna 's

of Madonna as the kind of woman who pushes back male aggression
through the unleashlng
unleashing of 'inherent' chthonic
apparently
chthonk powers, apparenUy

the model of as the best form of resistance against patriarchy today?
' 5 chthonic woman who laughs atsuch
at such authority,
That is to say, as Paglia
Paglia's

available to every woman (tell that to the raped women in BosniaavaHable

and who can use her sexuality for her own gain; like the old joke of

Herzegovina!), and Ann Kaplan's
Kaplan ' s (1989) early examination of

" To
Mae West: "I climbed up the ladder of success, 'wrong by wrong:
wrong.' "To

Madonna's rise to stardom in Rocking Around the Clock, Harris also
mentions the Lacanian Madonna of Marjorie Garber, who says that the

what extent should the 'Rrriot Grrrl'
Gm:I' phenomenon (Gyongyosi, 1995;
Reynolds,
1995)-whlch follows Madonna, Courtney Love and the
ReynOlds, 1995}-which

singer's
singer'S recent tendency to squeeze her crotch like a man while
whlle singing

Bikini Kill's manifestation in a "Revolution Girl-Style Now"-be seen

own ' feminist' image as the site of semiotic struggle be celebrated as
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as a sign as a reJ1ction
,,,,,ctian to the symptoms of patriarchy rather than a

photogenic than Fergie).
Fergie). Madonna' s body sells in fi1ms
films and in books.

political symbolic challenge to it? (see McGuigan, 1992: 90) 'Lady Oi'

It invites the male gaze. It appears exposed in Playboy, in her book Sex,

was once the Madonna to the Royal Throne before her untimely death.

and in girlish poses inviting pedophilia in Vanity Fair.
Fai,. Are these merely

She had been paraded as a 'feminist figure' by Camilla Paglia because

prudish remarks? At what point do these contradictions outweigh her

of her divorce from Prince Charles. She was a site/
Site/sight/cite
sight/cite of

acclaimed resistant contribution for the emancipation of women?

resistance to Royalty, and to patriarchy. Her image and clothes were

Should she be celebrated for her 'sexual emancipation: or criticized

the new bricolaged signs of independence, strength
stren gth and selfseU-

for exploiting people of color, gays and lesbians, and marginal sexual

construction. Fergie, who had paved the way towards such 'freedom'

subcultures Jor
for her own ends (hooks, 1992: 157-159)? From the

before her through her own divorce, was just too heavy and clumsy to

viewpoint being argued here, the polysenUc
polysemic array of contradictory

be made into a royal spectacle. She had to lose weight and promote

positions of Madonna's persona makes her (or any star like her) the

dietary products before that could happen. Lady Di's bouts of suicide

perfect 'bloc buster' consumable object of 'flexible capitalism.'
capitalism: The

and bulimia had been successfully incorporated into her image as

rapidity of changes she has undergone in fashion, sex, and image

overcoming all odds that patriarchy could throw in her way. Even her

enables her to be a 'chaotic pecsonality'
personality' who must adapt herseU to the

romance with Dodi Fayed could be interpreted as yet another defiant

changing kaleidoscope of conditions quickly and flexibly if she is to

'slap in the face' towards the Royal Family. On a similar note, soap

ssuccessfully
uccessfully exploit the opportunities that become available-no

opera star Joan Collins is a self-proclaimed feminist, because she too,

different than any other 'broker' working the mauet
market of desire. She is

as a strong woman, can stare down patriarchy as it 100ks' at her in the

a master at
at-it
it.

face, and show off her 50+ body in Playboy as a sign of 'youth.' In Zha

Although I would not disagree that textual 'poaching' goes on

Zha Gabor's case, also a self-proclaimed feminist star, the 100k' was

by fans all the time Uenkins, 1992), but such a practice must be placed

even slapped right back. No policeman was ever going to give her
/rer a

against the broader material conditions that shape fan response.

parking ticket!
These are instances of individual, romanticized resistance where

Bourdieu' s (1984) injunction that fandom can be identified as a

libidinal pleasure is given too much credit for its disruptive capabilities.

bands also have group following,
follOwing, but the production of secondary texts

What kind of patriarchal men are we talking about here who are being
being

by their fans could never be identified as 'progressive' by virtue of

(metaphorically) kicked back in the groin? Surely not all.
all men (as clerics,

them being 'fans'
'fans' alone, even if they are extremely creative in such

policemen, members of royalty) belong to this ' patriarchal' category,

productions. No one would identify their productions as being

and surely there are other lorms
iorms of (pleasurable) sexual politics that

apolitica\.
apolitical. Without a critique of the broader social implications of their

avoid outright exhibitionism to shock in the name of equality? Yes,

actions, there is no way to condemn such practice; no ground to judge

Madonna 's love of herself may be read as 'potentially'
'potentia lly' a form of

their social effects. This is the same problem with Fiske's (1989b) reading

resistance by teenage girls who gain greater self-esteem, but Madonna's
Madonna 's

of Madonna. True, she may be a contradictory phenomenon.
phenomenon, read both

body is a typification of the advertised model (and Lady Di was more

' agains
againstt the grain' in her stances
s tances towards Church, patriarchy,

proletarian cultural practice, is, by itself, not enough. Skinhead Nazis
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exhibitienism, bondage
bendage and pedophilia,
pedephilia, as well as 'with the grain' as
exhibitionism,

the mere
mDre romantic forms
fDrms ef
Df agency? Derrida's netien
nDtiDn of
Df 'play' is

the 'Benetton
'Benetten Queen' of self-marketing,
seli-marketing, but what are the costs
cests of
o.f her

important
impDrtant in this context. FDr
Fer Derrida, play is net
nDt equated with

co.mplicity and her fandom?
capitalist complicity
fando.m? That seems to
to. be a questien
question that

unbeunded
unbDunded freedom, rather play refers to. the pDssible
possible disruptive

popular
pepular culture theorists of
ef resistance must responsibly answer. Is
MichaeL)ackson'
to. save the 'children of the world'
wo.r1d' through
MichaeLlacksen'ss crusade to

strategies within the prevailing system ef
Df theught.
thDught. It is mere
mDre like the
'play' a machine part has in the larger machinery. If
U there was no
no. 'play'

the backing of Pepsi Cola
Cela a clever ploy on
en their part to make profit, or

the machine ceuld
cDuld net
nDt functien
functiDn properly, yet this also. means that the

is it he 'manipulating' them for
fer the 'greater benefit of
ef humankind'? Is
their mutual complicity
cemplicity worth
werth the specularity of
ef their acclaimed 'good

system will eventually break down, or
Dr collapse.
cDllapse. "In erder
Drder fer
fDr history
to have taken place, in
m its turbulence and in its stases, in erder
Drder fDr
fer

deed: 1I know
knew what a skeptic like myself would say.
Keith Tester (1994:86ff) has pointed out the moral
meral hypocrisy of
ef

hegemenies
hegemDnies to. have imposed themselves during a determinate period,
there must have been a certain play in all these structures, hence a

the Live Aid movement
mevement in the mid-80s. Such complicity
cemplicity overlooks how
hew

certain
certajn instability, or non-identity, nontransparency" (Derrida,

the creation of a capitalist star system denies other
ether less 'spectacular'

1988:145). If
U a machine part refuses to. play, er
or if it begins to. redefine its

ferms of
ef democratic participation in human aid, i.e., school
schoel children's
forms

functien,
'knDck: such 'ludic resistance' has to be
function, or starts an engine 'knock:

food
foed banks, congregational
cengregational Church collections
collectiens for the needy, the

given its due. But it still remains a questien
question of
Df the quality ef
Df the 'knock:

thousands of
ef packages sent oversees by relatives of loved ones
enes to
to. the

have-net
have-not countries. A spectacular society overlooks these mere
more modest

STP can always be added to.
to smooth things eut,
out, and often
Dften is. Libidinal
consumerist pleasures appear to. be late capitalism's answer, what

gestures of love
leve and help. Analogously,
Analego.usly, Lady Diana's generosity and

Marcuse (1964/1991:76)
(1964/ 1991:76) ence
once called the manufacture ef
Df the 'happy

work with sick children cannot
cannet be diverced
divorced from
frem the spectacular role

consciousness' in capitalism.

itseIf as a humanitarian institution
institutien which
that Royalty plays in parading itself
then helps to legitimate their privilege and wealth. And why is Prince

The point ef
of this whole discussion
discussiDn is to
to. be wary ef
of a 'resistance
fer
fDr resistance sake' thesis. Fiske's (1989c: 159-194) discussion on the

Charles especially interested in saving historical buildings? Doesn't

pelitics
Df resistance in his final chapter is helpful in this regard.
pDlitics of

this 'heritage mania' have everything to
to. do
do. with nationalism
natienalism and a

FDllowing
Fellewing Laclau (1977), Fiske makes several distinctiens
distinctions that

particular form of
ef social identity? Should it be surprising to
to. note that

differentiate the more
mDre censervative
conservative 'democratic populism'
pDpulism' from radical

the architects were the first to
to. release themselves from
frem the confines of

populist movements.
pepulist
mevements. 'Democratic populism' is a liberal-pluralist view,

their guilds so. as to.
to wDrk
werk fDr
fer prDfit,
profit, and that postmodem
pestmodem pastiche first

which simply integrates difference through compliance
cDmpliance into the state

appears in architecture to. promote
promDte the 'signed' corporate
corperate building?

system so.
so that cenflicts
conflicts and resistances are neutralized. Hegemeny,
Hegemony, in
overdetermined as all cenflict
CDnflict is absorbed
absDrbed under a
this instance, is everdetermined

Consumerist Resistance? Shop 'Till You Drop

ideology, such as multiculturalism. Two.
Two further Laciaulan
Laclauian
pluralist ideolegy,

ather than bad mouthing these 'romantic' fDrms
forms Df
of resistance

differentiations, 'pepular'
'pDpular' and 'pepulist'
'pDpulist' eppositiens
DppDsitiDns differ frem
from
differentiatiens,

perhaps it all cDmes
comes dDwn
dewn to. a questiDn
questien Df
of degree? What kinds Df
ef
resistances are mDrelikely
Dpen up and change the system? This is
mere likely to.
to open

'democratic populism' by virtue Df
ef theiralltagollistic
their alltagollistic relationship
relatiDnship testate
to' state
pDwer. 'Pepular'
'Popular' eppositionality
oppositionality is integrated within the state system
power.

the mDre
mere difficult questiDn.
question. Which are the mDre
mere radical as DPPOSed
opposed to.
to
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as a response to conflict over its hegemony, but this resistance is
experienced as an overt oppression. Hence, there is not the complicity
of 'democratic populism:
populism: rather this 'popular' resistance keeps state
hegemony on its edge. At certain socio-historical moments this
'popular' opposition turns into 'populist' radical movements that
directly challenge state power.
Ladau's typology does not entirely satisfy Fiske. His point is
that 'progressive popular culture' at the micro level identifies capitalist
CLadau's
societies <Ladau
's 'popular' oppositionality), and is a precondition to
populist radical movements. The difficulty, however, seems to be
differentiating 'democratic populism' from
Fiske's
fromHske
's 'progressive popular
culture' since his category, and many of his examples, are not overtly
identifiable by antagonism and oppression (as they are with Ladau),
but can just as well be read as compliant practices. Nowhere
owhere are there
examples given where popular resistant forms are shown to transform

witllOllt the necessity of requiring a
into radical populist movements withollt
broader structural social critique. The everyday is limiting without some
form of conscientization. It becomes very difficult to accept Fiske's
(1990) reading of the consumerism by women in patriarchy as a resistant
TIle Price is RightJ.
Right). This, in my mind, is a
pleasure in quiz shows (i.e., The

prime example of 'democratic populism' at work by the industry, which
his analysis of The Newlywed Game also recapitulates. The distinction
between work and leisure, set up by capitalist practice and inverted by
women shopping for themselves, or displaying their consumption skills
The Price is Right, is hardly a liberating practice! 11
It does, of course,
on TIle
Simple equation that
recognize women's agency, and goes beyond any simple
women are mere commodities of exchange of capitalism, Simply
'beings: However, it should not be forgotten that in the malls,
objectified 'beings:
the capitalist fashion industry targets the buying power of middle-class
women.
women, It sets the limits of consumption. On this particular quiz show,
socio--economic groups. There is a IjllalijiJJble
qualijillble
capitalism targets lower socio-economic
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difference between women's experience of quiz show consumerism and
Fiske's resistant explanation as to how it differs from normal patriarchal
practices in the home. These behaviors are not necessarily transferable.
Often there is a gap between behavior in a game like-situation and
lived-reality in the family, Le., the fantasy of the game sustains the
oppression that is experienced at home. Fiske has idealized the 'home'
and the 'family' as having more of a command over their purchasing
power than is possible in order to assure his argument of resistant
practice. The practice about being 'dever' regards to shopping can just
as easily be interpreted as a question of 'survival: rather than resistance.
mall shopping by women and youthful
The idea that consumer
consumer:mall
'window shopping' (Fiske, 1989b, Chap. 2) are forms of resistant
pleasure seem to indicate the height of impoverishment for such
theorizing. While shopping at a mall, Fiske
FIske reads a card in a shop selling
cards and gifts: "When the going gets tough, the tough go shopping."
This is interpreted as a parody on masculine power, mocking the usual
call to arms. Pushed further, this interpretation is taken as the
achievement of an oppositional, competitive act-"as a source of
self-esteem, and power" (1989b:19).
(]989b:19). But what if this is an
achievement, selI-e;teem,
expression of inadequacy, or lack? What if shopping, especially by
middle-class women who can afford to do so, is simply another
middle-dass
capitalist form of desire to colonize leisure? Mary Ann Doane (1989),and
Jackie Stacey (1994) have made explicit the complicity between cinema,
the star system, and the consumerism of women as its spectators. "If
the film frame is a kind of display window and spectatorship
consequently a form of window-shopping, the intimate association of
looking and buying does indeed suggest that the prototype of the
spectator-consumer is female" (Doane, 1989: 27). Sports, a middle-class
class pre-occupation, have become a major source of capitalist
to upper dass
gain, i.e., sportswear and equipment. It seems to me that the entire
fashion and sports industry can join in the chorus begun by the
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Vrrginia Slims in singing:
singing: "You've
"You' ve come a long
advertising genius of Virginia
way, baby." In the public sphere, the power of shopping for clothes
(bargains), or the power of elevating the knowledge of commodity
sociCH!Conomic women through the public quiz shows,
prices by lower socio-economic
as inversions of the private sphere, have been successfully appropriated
by capitalism as the progress of women'
liberation' under its
women'ss ''liberation'
'democratic' umbrella.
This is 'democratic popularism' at its rhetorical best. Fiske's
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Talk of the mall and window-shopping as resistant forms are
therefore, especially disheartening.
disheartening. Lewis (1990) argues that for girls,
the mall represents a female substitute for the streets of male
adolescents. Female spectatorship in the mall becomes the primary site
for the consumption of stars and musical videotexts. One mall in
California has been nicknamed 'the Madonna mall' because so many
girls shop there who want to look like her. Lewis also mentions the
'Madonnaland' and a Madonna look-alike contest by
promotion of 'MadonnaJand'

reading is intelligible only if such inversions are seen as resistant
empowered practices. He again seems to contradict himself when he

Macy's
Macy 's Department Store in 1985. Madonna wanna-be's then strutted

writes, "Such a move may not be radical in that it does not challenge
the right of patriarchy to offer these pleasures to men more readily

Jennings. "On
" On camera, they gushed that they too 'wanted to be famous'

than women, but it can be seen as both progressive and empowering
insofar as it opens up mascllline
pleasures to women" (Fiske, 1989b: 41,
masculine pltllSUre5

/unior's
Lauper's style, to a lesser degree, has also been promoted by Junior's

emphasis added). Read from the perspective of post-Fordian capitalism
and 'post-patriarchal' viewpoints,' such spending power by middleclass women can be easily accommodated, and liberal feminism
appeased. In fact it enables a qukker
quicker turnover rate for 'batch' and
designer commodities. The ambiguous space between public and
private, work and leisure, the privacy of the home, and its public
availability through the communication lines of the telephone,

their stuff on both MTV and the ABC Evening News, in front of Peter
and 'be looked at' like their idol, Madonna" (Lewis, 1990:101). Cindy
department stores at shopping malls where integrating music video
displays has become a standard form of indirect advertisement. (The
producers of American Jdol
Idol have now turned such desire by young
people into a productive capitalist machine.)
machine.)
One would think that the exploitation of girls by the capitalist
market would be self-evident
self-€vident in these examples for Lewis. But that is

not the case. Lewis reads this practice against the gnUn
grain ofa
of a male youth
culture whose leisure practices
p ractices exclude
exdude girls.
girls. As a result, fashion,

television and the VCR, have been successfully invaded by
by capitalism
as a further example of 'democratic pluralism.'
pluralism: Television shopping

shopping, and personal style become the complementary world of

continues to grow in
in popularity. Tactics such as price tag changing,
stealing off the rack, pilfering, and trying on clothes without buying

gendering of these leisure spaces furthers the market exploitation,

them, have been successfully curbed through surveillance cameras,
passing on the cost of theft to the consumer and, in some department

the relationship of girls' consumerism and the market with:

female cultural activity.
activity. Nowhere does it occur to Lewis that the very
especially of the middle-class
middle-dass youth. She concludes her article between

stores at least, limiting the number of clothes that are allowed to be
tried on. To say that shopping tactics help consumers maintain their
morale' (Fiske,1989b: 33) appears gratuitous when the broader
''morale'

Consumer culture has economic consequences, but it is still

implications of 'flexible capitalism'
capitalism' (Harvey, 1989) are considered.

culture is not merely a reproductive
reproductive incorporation, for in practice,

resilient and responsive
responsi ve to consumer interaction. Girl consumer
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Similarly, MTV
it branches into a gendered support system for girls. Similru:ly,
but they also allow
videos may codify male adolescent ideology, but

[/fineur of the
desire through the vitrine, to move from being merely a {faneur

female authors and audiences to command their own symbolic

i.e ., drifting through the city, studying
meant walking, i.e.,

vision.

"psycho
geographical effects" which were the effects of the urban
"psychogeographical
geographical environment on the emotions and behavior of individuals.

(Lewis, 1990: 101, emphasis added).
added).

tile-Roberts finishes his essay by pointing to the developments of the We

lnissez-faire capitalism
This sounds like the good old fashion laissez-faire

vitri"e -television shopping that is sweeping the country-pointing
vitrine
out how television watching is so closely related to the vitrine of the

serving the needs of the public (more specifically, middle-class girls). 1
have italicized the rhetorical words that persuade us to believe that

nineteenth century. He then moves his discussion towards virtual
reality(VR)-the
reality(VR)-the most sophisticated vitrine
vi,.,.ine of them aD,
aU, where it is said

the benevolence of the consumer market is there to support rather than
canstruct adolescent ideology, and that the question of agency
codify and amstruct

that in the future we will be able to live in our fantasies.
CelesteOlalquiaga (1992) has taken Roberts' thesis a step further.

in this context can even be described as a command! again, a vivid

She argues that the urban culture, with its architectural transparency,
""transforms
transforms shopping malis
maUs into continuous window displays where

example of 'democratic populism.'
populism:
In contrast I draw the reader to an extraordinary insightful
inSightful and
10
rich article
artide by Martin Roberts (1991), "Mutations of the Spectacle:
Vi trines, Arcades, ManneqUins,"
MannequinS," who examines the historical
Vitrines.
developments of the birth of the arcades and grands magazins. But unlike

Bowlby's (1985) laudation of this particular public sphere as being a
Bowlby-s
safe heaven for women to exert their buying power (whom Fiske
supports), or follOwing
following Miller (1981) and Chaney (1983) analysis of
arcade
ancade life whom Jane Gains approvingly cites for her study of female
consumerism 0990:14),
(1990:14), Martin's historical analysis provides a

vitrine to make walking an active and critical derive (drift). The derive

the homogeneity of store windows, stairs, elevators, and water
fountains causes a perceptual loss, and shoppers are left wandering
around in a maze" (1-2). This condition, identified as psycJlllSthenia,
psyc//JlStheniJl, is a
disturbance in the relation between the selI
self and the surrounding
territory "in which the space defined by the coordinates of the
organism's own body is
is confused with represented space." This is not
a recent phenomenon.
phenomenon. Mal de mall, a sort of 'zombie effect' has been
identified as a similar condition that maD
mall shoppers suffer by being
caught up in its environment (J(owinski, 1985). Jameson (1983) has

psychoanalytic explanation of capitalist consumerist desire as it can be
traced from the developments of the window display (vitrine) to the

lack of
described this in part as a 'waning of affect' brought by the Lack

introduction of the display mannequin, which today has become the
live model of fashion (mannequin meaning literally
IiteraJJy 'model'
' model' in French);

effectively presented through media imagery of high-tech simulacra.

and the 'frozen' live model posing in the mall who evokes the 'wax
museum' aesthetics that further quotes the 'stilled' objects on display

"postemotional society."
society." These effects of the contemporary urban
experience have become the raw material for the futuristic dystopic

in the day long advertising cable channels. In
10 contrast, the Situationists
in the late '50s and early '60s (i.e., Guy Debord, Jean Baudrillard, Henri

projections of cyberpunk novels, e.g., Ridley Scott and William Gibson.
Gibson.
I would argue, therefore, without a historical knowledge
knowledge as to how we

Lefebvre) tried to provide a strategy to overcome the effects of capitalist

direct experience of feelings, emotions, and sensations which are more
More
MOTe recently Mestrovic (1997) has characterized this as a
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arrived at our current simulated reality, without having a radical

femme fatale,
falale, is still caught up in masochistic fetishism. Whether

psychology to overcome it, identity formations will be recuperated to

Dietrich's change of sexual identity through cross-dressing subverts

continue capitalist patriarchal reproduction.
What II perceived as being argued by some feminist authors in

patriarchal ppower
ower relations and heterosexual norms is surely
questionable; "fascinatingly elusive" as Studar, herself concludes. The

such books as Fabrications:
Fabrications: Costume and the FI!/1Ul/e
FemaJe Body (Gaines and

fashion industry has successfully began to market 'cross-dressing' and

Herzog. 1990),
1990). is the use of the traditional accouterments of 'femininity'

male narcissism, which is often attributed to gay men. Bikini briefs for

as sources of power: strong women to combat strong men. Amazons,

men and boxer shorts for women are the most innocuous examples.

Medusas, Academic Madonnas like Paglia, steal back the 100k' so as

Witness the incorporation of such differences into advertising.

to control the look of others upon themselves to achieve identity through

Androgyny abounds if it can sell and target such 'resistance' for profit.

style; a form of resistan~yes! A
A possible broader social transformation
of patriarchy-no! Herzog (1990:159) has it right when she argues that
'the look' is meant for both women and for men, "the
" the male perspective
is assimilated into what she thinks is her own critical eye." Herzog

Concluding Thoughts:
The Necessity of Political Economy
The rhetorical arguments that have been presented here are a

equates this 1ook'
100k' with the "shopper'
"shopper'ss eye" and concludes: '1fwewere
'1£ we were

cautionary tale against the tendency to over-romantic resistance in

to thoroughly probe the answers to this question [For
[Por Whom Do Women
Dress?], we might find that the arguments as to whether they dress for

cultural studies. (This, by necessity, extends to visual cultural studies

men, other women, or themselves would break around lines of gender,

resistant practices as to the force of their democratic discourse. It seems

social class, and sexual preference" (ibid.) I agree. Diana rUSS
Fuss (1992)

to me those theorists of the postmodern who still find it worth their

has called this a "homospectatoriallook." The fashion industry becomes
an institutionalized space "where women can look at other women

while to rework Marxist concepts of political economy to the
th.e changed
H arvey (1989),
conditions of postindustrial capitalism, e.g., David Harvey

with cultural impunity. It provides a sociaJly
socially sanctioned structure in
which women are encouraged to consum_
e,. in voyeuristic if not
consume,

Fredric Jameson, Susan Willis (1991), feminist social materialists such
(J 996), Landry & Mclean (1993), Geyer-Ryan
as Hennessy (1993), Ebert (1996),

vampiristic fashion, the images of other women, frequently represented

(1994), still provide a persuasive argument as to how global capitalism

in classically
claSSically exhibitionist and sexually provocative poses" (713-714).

in the third world through sweatshop-like
continues to exploit women in

Gender confusion and the ambiguities of cross-dressing (Butler,

conditions; how the incorporation of women in the work force in post-

1990; Kuhn, 1985: 48-54, Haraway, 1991, Garber, 1992), 'performative

industrial countries has made them all the poorer; how different forms

acts' more prone to middle-class women it should be added, are caught

of patriarchal sweat shops employing women have been imported in

up in plays of difference which are hardly "distressing to patriarchal
culture" as Jane
Tane Gains (1990: 27) seems to conclude. Marlene Dietrich' s

post-industrial countri.
countries
e s by various ethnic groups sub-contracting

(Studlar, 1990: 248) appeal to both straight and lesbian women as

as mother and homemaker through the rhetorics of the New Woman;

enabling 'spectatorial
'speetatorial identification' with and desire for the powerful

and how new dystopic forms of alienation appear as epiphenomena as

as well.) It does not end with a prescription list, which ranks antagonistic

themselves to business; how 'postfeminsm'
'postferninsm' is reinstating the woman

more and more women enter the workforce. On this last point, Harvey's
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been brilliantly applied to the way (white middle-class) women, who

Like Fiske, Kohena
Kobena Mercer (1992:447) also speaks of "struggles
over the sign." He doesn't avoid making hard choices that go on with
the sign displacements from nigger
nigger// Negro/ Black/
Black/ Afro-American/
African American. Nor does he avoid the issue of the misguided selfse1f-

have entered the work force, are positioned inside this capitalist circuit

defeating coalitions, as in the rhetorics of "the black male as an

(J 991). I would
of production and consumption as described by Willis (1991).1

endangered species." Here, differentiations are made between

agree with her more recent assessment of hard-core subculture in

'progressive popular resistance' and more regressive coalitional forms,

America: "Subcultural groups may appropriate, use, recycle, and

but this becomes possible with the backdrop of a historical

redefine cultural commodities, but their practices don't change
capitalism as a mode of production. The spectacular designates the
difference between cultural practice as a response to capitalism and

materialism-periodizing the politics and identity of '1968' in his case.

political practice, which might have cultural dimensions but which does
not aim at the transformation of capitalism'"
capitalism'" (Willis, 1993: 366).

Likewise, Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing is a T-shirt war of signs between

Sobering.
Sobering, once taken to heart.
heart
fair to Fiske, he is sympathetic to a historical materialist
To be faiT

America..
peace marches set against the contemporary society of racist America

analysis of postrnodemity
postrnodernity as weu, claiming that postrnodem
postrnodern theory
belongs to the middle and upper classes who are able to achieve a degree
degnee

thing."
(J 988) di[ftrerul
diff&end of imposSibility,
thing," offering us a Lyotactian
Lyotadian (1988)
impossibility, Lee does

capitalism- as doing away with the time between production and
capitalism-as
doUillS, has
consumption to insure, so to speak, a pure burn of profit doUars,

of freedom through the play of signs.
signs. As he says,

A political economy plays a role in his cultural theory without being
reduced to an economism. The urgency of a political agenda remains.
the violent activism of Malcolm X and the pacifism of Martin Luther's
Although its deconstructive text gives us an enigmatic "do the right
not lose sight of the urgency of racial struggle and the experience of
nihilism, especially
especiaUy as experienced by the African American male in
the decay of urban communities. The same may be said of Spivak'
Spivak'ss
(J
988) earlier question, "Can the Subaltern Speak?" Ultimately, her
(1988)

Such a celebration of freedom expressed an individual creativity
is a highly political depoliticization of culture, for it refuses to

answer was "no." Jf
IT they could they would no longer be marginalized,
and occupy the place of the subaltern. My point has been to identify

acknowledge the most fundamental of all constraints of economic
necessity and socio-political
socia-political subordination. It also disguises the

the difficulties that pleasurable resistance brings to the Left leaning
leaning
cultural critic-especially
criti.c --especially an exemplary one like John Fiske, and the
difficulty of choice that must be made so as not to fall
into perpetually
faI1into

social distinction between those who are able to evade these
constraints and those who are not. For those whose material
conditions of
oJ life remind them everyday of the omnipresence of

romancing the 'stone' of
resistance as 'democratic populism:
ofresistance
populism.' This is a

these constraints, postrnodernism
... The
postrnodemism is not
not an option .....
Th e

ones as well.
well

postmodern needs grounding in social materialism.
(Fiske,
(Piske, 1991b:65-66, emphasis added)

challenge to all aspects of cultural studies, including specifically
specificaUy visual
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While this was written in 1998, Michael Jackson
jackson still continues to be
embroiled in pedophilic accusations.

Diana Simmonds, Judith
judith Williamson and Cheryl Garratt
Garratt. We can add
to that list: Wiseman (1993); lloyd (1993); Pribram (1992); See also
Kellner (1995: Chap.8).

The argument, as developed in "Unromancing the Stone of

' By "post-patriarchal" I mean that even managers and executives have

jouissa'lCe, as Fiske employs
'Resistance'" (jagodzinski 2003), was that jouissaTl"',
the term from Barthes via Lacan, is closer to pleasure (plaisir) than

feminized' today to ensure sales. The old
to be sensitive and ''feminized'
authoritarian masculinity no longer 'sells: Wall Street knows this as

ecstasy where its disruptive effects are already contained within the

Lasch,1984).
well, as does the Harvard Business School. (d. Lasch,
1984).

accepted and established social laws.
l3 Kaplan (1989) in her study of MfV
MTV anecdotally remarks that she was
unable to obtain permission
pennission to fix an image of Madonna on her cover
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What does postmodern art education look like in practice?
Although there have been many discussions of postmodern art
lew curricular
education in the professional literature, there have been few
01 content and strategies to
resources that provide concrete examples of
help teachers apply postmodern concepts in practice. The Web site Spiral
Art Education offers practical approaches to postmodern art education
with emphases on artmaking, contemporary art, and critical
perspectives. We review and critique the Spiral projects from a social
theory perspective, paying special attention to issues of silence
discussed in our article "Schooled in Silence," published in this volume
01
ill Art Education.
of the Journal of Social Theory in
Education.
We begin with an overview of the components of the site. Sections

collaborated to develop innovative art curricula for middle school and
high school classrooms. The Web site also has sections that contain
articles about postmodern art education, background information about
the VIC
UIC Art Education Program, and a profile of faculty member Olivia
Gude, the Spiral site editor. The largest section and centerpiece of the
site, aptly titled "Cool Curriculum," is a collection of art projects that
were developed and taught through the Spiral Workshop and CCc.
The collection of projects represents a record of experimentation and
innovation, rather than a definitive or comprehensive curriculum for
postmodem
postmodern practice. "Spiral" art education refers to "innovative
highschool
approaches to midc\Je
middle school and high
school art curriculum developed
by research projects spiraling out from the VICArt
UIC Art Education Program"

(Spiral Art Education home page, 11).
In the Spiral Workshop, preservice teachers in Art Education work
with teens from the Chicago area to create forms of art education that
are "rooted
rooted in the stories and concerns of the students and their
communities through connecting the practices of contemporary
artmaking with the practices of contemporary pedagogy" (Spiral Art
Education, Spiral Workshop, ,(2).
,[2). The Workshop is both "a studio where
teen artists can explore artmaking in a cultural studies context" and "a
laboratory to develop curriculum projects that can be taught in
middle
inmidc\Je
school and high school art classrooms" (Spiral Art Education, Spiral
'[ 3). The Workshop groups, organiz8l
organized around themes and
Workshop, 13).
techniques, conclude with a show of the students' work and a
community reception. Teen artists in the Spiral Workshop are
encouraged to investigate visual phenomena in relation to concepts
II

lithe real," "the
lithe natural," lithe normal," and other socially
such as "the

of the Spiral site include information about Spiral Workshop, a Saturday
morning art program directed by
by Olivia Gude at the University of

constructed ideas. For example, in 1998 the Chiaroscuro Spiral
Workshop group investigated constructions of race and color in U.S.

Jllinois
UIC Contemporary Community
llJinois at Chicago (UIC),
(U1C), and the VIC
Curriculum Initiative (CCC), a project in which art teachers, preservice

society. In 1999 the Reality Check group considered reality and
representation in imagery, and the differences between the teens'

teachers, art education professors, and other art professionals
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towistexperiences of Chicago and the way the city is represented in touristoriented postcards. In 1999 the Thought Patterns group investigated
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visual patterns and colors as signifiers of masculinity and femininity.

experiences of the students, teachers, and in artmaking. Furthermore,
the curriculum should be multi-eultural,
multi-cu.Jtural, fun, organic, emphasize
contradictions and complexities; not be "obsessed with

From the perspective of UlC faculty and student teachers, Workshop

comprehensiveness or fundamental skills," develop "aesthetic

projects are "interventions and additions" to current forms of art

sophistication, and proactive people"; and be democratic in seeking

education, not a "new orthodoxy" based on current discourse in art.

"input for choosing artworks to be studied" (Spiral Art Education,
EducatiDn, Art

They see thell:
their work as educators as "an eclectic, postmodern approach
pick. through curriculum artifacts,
to curriculum construction. We pick

'125, 31, &
Education Artides, "Rubric for a Quality Art Curriculum,"
Curriculum;' 125,31,
11).

necessary. and
refurbish what is still useful, discard what is no longer necessary,

The Cool Curriculum section contains sixteen art projects, four

Art Education,
introduce entirely new contents when needed" (Spiral Arl

developed in Spiral Workshops and twelve developed through the

Spiral Workshop, 'II 5).

Contemporary Community Curriculum Initiative. A description of each

The Contemporary Community Curriculum Initiative (CCC) is a

project is organized into five parts: introduction of ideas or issues that

collaboration between the UlC Art Education Program, the Museum

were explored in the project; complete process plans, inducting
including

of Contemporary Art in Chicago, and the Chicago Public Schools. In

handouts used in the project; samples of images and/or installations

2000, twenty-five urban and suburban teachers participated in a

produced by students or teachers; sources of information about artists

semester-long workshop series at VIC
UIC and the Museum
Muse um of

discussed in the project; and other contextual information. In some

Contemporary Art. The CCC
CCC Initiative ascribed to the belief that

cases, the description indudes
includes a sixth part-variations of projects that

"teachers who collaboratively contextualize the making.
understanding.
making, understanding,

were tried out with different groups. Materials used in the projects

and valuing of art within larger cultural frameworks of community,

range from low tech to high tech, scratchboard to digital editing. Many

identity, agency, democratic control, and quality of everyday life, will

of the projects combine text with images. All are related to contemporary

create dynamic curriculum that engages students in learning about art

art forms and provide accessible language for understanding current

through authentically representing contemporary cultural discourses"
(Spiral Art £dueatiOlI,
Education, CCC Initiative, Introduction, 11).
'11). Participants in

practices and concepts such as installation.

these CCC workshops developed most of the projects in the Cool

the silence in art education, as discussed in our artide
article "Schooled in

Curriculum section of the Spiral site.
Art Education Artides, another section of the Spiral site, presents

Silence"
article, we suggested art education strategies
Silence." At the end of our artide,

theoretical foundations of the curriculum created by teachers in the
CCC and pre-service teachers in the Spiral Workshop. The artides

what is absent, and critique the prevalent cultural stories in visual
culture." We looked for projects that exposed inequality and envisioned

present curricular theory, postmodem theory, and semiotic theory.

a future based in participatory democratic principles and practices.

Additionally, a manifesto of what comprises a quality postmodern art
curriculum stresses that the curriculum should be rooted in the life

breaking silence
The Spiral projects we see as being especially relevant to brealcing
in art education are Elementary "I,"
"r," Power of Advertising, Big

Six of the projects seem to us to be especially relevant to breaking

re-envision
to "expose the unmarked, re-en
vision how they are marked, reveal
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Questions, Autobiographical Comics, Color Coding, and Drawing

Color Lines.
UlC's Contemporary Community Curriculum Initiative
UIC's
workshops began with Elementary '1," a project whose goal was to
have teachers reflect upon their elementary school years by creating a
"conceptual map" of what they noticed and thought about at that age.
The project encouraged introspection of discursive space as "the
" the
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reality. The artmaking merged new technical and conceptual processes
with familiar processes, such as black-and-white digital photography
combined with large scale photocopying. Color was added with colored
stories
hum the students'
pencils or tempera paint to retell the media stori.
es from
perspectives.
Big Questions is a project that was developed in the Portrait of a
Young Artist group of the 2001 Spiral Workshop. For this project,
why we are here
teachers wanted students to consider questions of why

possible
posSible or potential space that exists within various school situations"
(Spiral Art Education,
Educatioll, Cool Curriculum, Elementary "I,"
'1," Introduction,

and why we do what we do in our lives. These important questions

15). These aesthetic investigations into one's early artrnaking in school
experiences raise issues from personal narratives of school art culture.

are commonly considered by artists, but the teachers recognized that
many teens feel shy ahout
about revealing too much of themselves in a school

The Elementary'
Elementary '1" project assumes that "encountering our own earlier
selves" will allow teachers to better connect with the lives of their young

environment.
environment To make such inquiry more comfortable, students were
"deniability" by portraying themselves as
offered a pOSition of "deniability"

Edllcation , Cool Curriculum, Elementary "1,"
"I,"
students (Spiral Art Education,

superhero characters. Students could say to themselves,
" Tm not really
themseIves, "1'm

'14). Paying attention to what is marked and unmarked
Introduction, 14).
in cultural memories is pronounced when pre-service teachers share

asking these questions; my superhero character is' " (Spiral Art

and compare their stories. Additionally, the re-envisioning of discursive
space surrounding school art curricula prepares pre-service teachers
to depart from teaching the way in which they were taught.
The Power of AdvertiSing
Advertising project was developed by Austin
Community Academy students for the CCC Initiative, under the
direction of art teacher Tracy Van Dulnen. The project introduced

students to contemporary artists who "use the style and sometimes
the means of mass media" to make social and political statements (Spiral

Art Education, Cool Curriculum, Power of Advertising,
Introduction, 'I
Advertising,Introduction,
2). This process led urban youth, through text and image, to make
statements about "education, police brutality, black and white violence,
teen pregnancy, fatherless homes, self esteem, and other issues that
affect their lives" (Spiral Art Education, Cool Curriculum, Power of
Advertising, Introduction, 'I 3). By marking what is commonly
unmarked in the media, the students broke the silence about their lived

Education, Cool Curriculum, Big Questions, Introduction, '14). Students
altered digital photographs of themselves
themseIves and placed their superhero
characters in dramatic scenes of their home city. They added text to the
images to convey their superheroes' thoughts and powers. Voices often
absent from prevalent cultural narratives are presented in this project
to break personal silences in a way that exposes through
through an alter ego.
The CCC project Autobiographical Comics was developed by
visiting artist Heather McAdams. in
In this project, art teachers and
students created comicstrips
comic strips that explored interesting moments in their
lives. Many of the comics had narrative structures, but others were
experi.ences.
composed as lists. The project gave voice to students' experiences.
"Students appreciate being given the knowledge and skills to tell stories
about their lives in a medium that they find exciting
exciting.. ".
... Comics can be
printed in school and local newspapers or used to create shows about
contemporary student life" (Spiral Art Education, Cool Curriculum,
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Questions, Autobiographical Comics, Color Coding, and Drawing
Lines,
Color Lines.

reality. The artrnaking merged new technical and conceptual processes

VIC's Contemporary Community Curriculum Initiative

combined with large scale photocopying. Color was added with colored

workshops began with Elementary '1," a project whose goal was to

pencils or tempera paint to retell the media stories from the students'

have teachers reflect upon their elementary school years by creating a
"conceptual map" of what they noticed and thought about at that age,
age.

perspectives,
perspectives.
Big Questions is a project that was developed in the Portrait of a

The project encouraged introspection of discursive space as "the
" the
possible or potential space that exists within various school situations"

Young Artist group of the 2001 Spiral Workshop. For this project,
teachers wanted students to consider questions of why we are here

(Spiral Art Education, Cool Curriculum, Elementary '1," Introduction,

and why we do what we do in our lives. These important questions

15),
'15). These aesthetic investigations into one's early artrnaking in school

experiences raise issues from personal narratives of school art culture.

are commonly considered by artists, but the teachers recognized that
many teens feel shy about revealing too much of themselves in a school

The Elementary '1" project assumes that "encountering our own earlier

environment. To make such inquiry more comfortable, students were

selves" will allow teachers to better connect with the lives of their young
students (Spiral Art Education, Cool Curriculum, Elementary "I,"

offered a position of "deniability" by portraying themselves as
superhero characters. Students could say to themselves,
themselves,"" Tm not really

Introduction, 'I
'14).
4), Paying attention to what is marked and unmarked

asking these questions; my superhero character is' " (Spiral Art

in cultural memories is pronounced when pre-service teachers share

Education, Cool Curriculum, Big Questions, Introduction, 'tIL 4). Students

and compare their stories,
stories. Additionally,
Adclitionally, the re-envisioning of discursive
cliscursive

altered cligitaJ
digital photographs of themselves and placed their superhero

space surrounding school art curricula prepares pre-service teachers

city. They added text to the
characters in dramatic scenes of their home city,

to depart from teaching the way in which they were taught.

powers. Voices often
images to convey their superheroes' thoughts and powers,

with familiar processes, such as black-and-white digital photography

The Power of Advertising project
project was developed
d eveloped by Austin

absent from prevalent cultural narratives are presented in this project

Community Academy students for the CCC Initiative, under the

to break personal silences in a way that exposes through an alter ego.

direction of art teacher Tracy Van Dulnen.
Dulnen, The project introduced

The CCC project Autobiographical
Autobiographi.caI Comics
Comi.cs was developed by

students to contemporary artists who "use the style and sometimes

McAdams. In this project, art teachers and
and
visiting artist Heather McAdams,

meclia" to make social and political
political statements (Spiral
the means of mass media"

students created comic strips that explored interesting moments in their

Art Education, Cool Curriculum, Power of Advertising, Introduction, 'I

lives. Many of the comics had narrative structures, but others were

2). This process led urban youth, through text and image, to make
2),

composed as lists. The project gave voice to students' experiences.
experiences,

statements about "education, police brutality, black and white violence,

"Students appreciate being given the knowledge and skills to tell stories

teen pregnancy, fatherless homes, self esteem, and other issues that
affect their lives" (Spiral Art Education, Cool Curriculum, Power of

about their lives in a medium
rneclium that they find exciting
exciting,. ... Comics can be

Advertising, Introduction, '[ 3),
3). By marking what is commonly

contemporary student life" (Spiral Art Education, Cool Curriculum,

unmarked in the media,
meclia, the students broke the silence about their lived

printed in school and local newspapers or used to create shows about
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Autobiographlcal
Autobiographical Comics, Introduction, 'I'14).
4). The humor and satirical
comic format encourages students to re-envision how they are marked.
"Color Coding,"
Coding." an article by Olivia Gude, describes a project
that disrupts the "fixed set of descriptive qualities" of the hue circle,
value and chroma scales commonly and repeatedly taught throughout
the K-12 art education experience, sometimes even into foundation
courses in college
coUege (Spiral Art Education, Art Education Articles, "Color
12). Instead, the postmodern
postmodem color project begins by
by having
Coding," '12).

students look
look at works that use double coding informed by "hybrids
of various cultural traditions" (Spiral Art Education, Art Education
Articles, "Color Coding,"
Coding." 18). In these works examining the systems
that verifies and researching for other possible ways of knowing
problematize "verifiable" scientific color theory. The Web site provides
divergent color theory models, and notes that some colors that can be
seen do not fit in any model, such as "the electric blue of a butterfly
wing" (Spiral Art Education, Art Education Articles, "Color Coding,"
'i
Coding." 1
14). The project continues with disruption to commonly accepted

knowledge about pure form and explores "cultural conventions of
natural symbolism" (Spiral Art Education, Art Education Articles, "Color
Coding," '114). Thus, students critique prevalent cultural stories about
Coding."
color from scientific explanations and perceptual observations.
"Drawing Color Lines," another article by Olivia Gude, describes
a project that extends the knowledge of diverse cultural color
symbolism to a critique for implications of racist intentions. Gude
suggests strategies to subvert these unexamined uses of color to mark
and unmark Black and White.
Lines project takes
Whlte. The Drawing Color Lines
students through a critical process to problematize
problernatize how race privilege
is maintained in the symbolism of visual and spoken languages.
reversaJs of
Through theartmaking
the artmaking process involving black and white reversals
familiar cultural images, students recognize that "racial charged
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